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5AM EDITOR 51'LAKS - By, Jim AdamsAl
From all reports it appears that everybody is in
full swing preparing for the 1983 SAM Champs. The
Champs are to be held during the week of July 19,
20, and 21 at La Junta Colorado. The mid-week
dates, Tuesday through Thursday have been chosen
again this year to make travel as easy as possible
for guys with just one week vacations. The centralized location of southern Colorado allows a great
number of modelers who are located not more than
three days away a chance to attend.
A telephone call from Jim Thomas of SAM NI in Denver
confirms that everything is going smoothly and on
schedule. Reservations at motels in La Junta are
filling up and entries are starting to come in.
Don't forget activities start on Monday night July
18th at 6:30 pm at the Knights of Columbus Hall,
118 Stern Ave.. There will be plenty of burgers
and beans (of course). Also coffee, tea, and all
the draft Coors that you can handle. The cost is
just $5.00 per person with ticket sales handled
along with your advanced entry.
Actually pre-contest test flying will be conducted
at the flying site on Sunday and Monday (July 17th
and 18th) the flying field is approximately 5
miles north of the town of La Junta along highway
109.

The M.E.C.A. Collecto is scheduled for Monday, July
18 at Otero Junior College. The time is unannounced
as yet but that will be firmed up by arrival time.
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Trophies and awards will be presented Thursday
night, July 21, at the victory banquet. The
festivities will start at 7 pm at the Knights of
Columbus Hall (same location as the bean feed) 118
Stern Ave..
The meal will be a barbeque beef dinner with all the
trimmings, including of course Colorado's famous
draft Coors' beer. The cost is $8 per person, order
your tickets in advance with your entry.
The SAM business meeting, conducted by Mike Granieri,
will be held Tuesday night, July 19, at 7:30, at the
Otero Junior College. There is no charge for this,
of course, and is for SAM members only.
Family attractions are Bent's Old Fort: A fantastic
restoration by the.U.S. Park Service of the principal
fur trading post of the early 1800's. Located just
6 miles east on state highway 194.
The Koshare Indian Kiva: A truly authentic glimpse
into ancient pueblo indian life, artifacts and
customs.
Internationally acclaimed it's located at
18th and Santa Fe.
The weather should be excellent this year, you can
expect temperatures in the ninetys.
Campers have a choice of KOA accommodations at
$8.50 per day plus $1 for hook-up or.camping at near
by La Junta Air Base without utilities. Contact KOA
at 26680 U.S. 50, LA Junta, CO (303) 384-9460 (ask

One thing to remember is that very nice accommodations will be available at Otero Junior College.
These accommodations can be reserved by writing or
calling:

Tanya Baird
Chamber of Commerce
Box 408 La Junta, CO 8105U
(303) 384-7411
1 understand that rooms are very nice, air conditioned with linens furnished. Singles and doubles,
S8 per person per night.
Contest flying starts Tuesday morning at 9 am and
continues till 5 pm through Wednesday and Thursday.
If you have not received your entry blanks and
information package (they were included in the last
issue of SAM Speaks Jan-Apr issue #53-54) write to:
James P. Thomas, Contest Manager
1050 Clarkson St.
Denver, CO 80218
And ask him to send you an entry blank for the 1983
SAM Champs.

Jim Thomas our capable 1983 SAM Champs Manager holding his favorite model, an R.O.G. Bipe. (At least
thats his story).

for your 10% SAM discount). Reservations for spots
at the La Junta Air Base should be made through
Tanya Baird at the Chamber of Commerce.
Wednesday nite is a free nite for socializing as you
see fit with no planned activities.
All in all the Champs are shaping up as the best
affair we have every held. The flying field was
chosen because of it's excellent flying conditions,
and those that have attended previous Champs in the
Denver area will attest to their fine hospitality.
FRANK ZAIC'S NEW BOOK
I finally had time to review Frank's new book "Model
Airplanes and the American Boy 1927-1934" in depth.
This represents 16 years of research by Frank Ziac
and with the help of numerous friends; Bert Pond,
Jim Noonan, Jay Hicks, Jim Cahill, John Brown,
Walter Erbach, Don Garafalo, Bill Drake, Ned *Tepper,
J.P. Glass, Vern McIntosh, Gene Schapp, and Dan
has produced the finest history of early modeling in
the United States.
I may have plugged this new book in earlier issues of
SAM Speaks but it was without a complete understanding of the real depth and meaning of this history of
model airplanes in America. This book contains
articles by Bill Stout of Ford Tri-Motor fame and
Merrill Hamburg who was so instrumental in the writing of the model building articles in the "Boys Life"
magazine. The book depicts the place the A.M.L.A.
organization had in shaping model aviation in the
U.S.. Can you believe there were 400,000 members in
the A.M.L.A.? And this was before the gas engine
became popular. The Airplane Model League of
America was headed by famous americans such as:
Bill Stout, Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd, Eddie
Rickenbacker, Griffith Ogden Ellis, Merrill Hamburg,
Eddie Stinson and Clarence Chamberlind.

Oldtimer activity is on the upswing around the world.
U.S. SAM Membership is growing, we have almost
regained the large number of members lost over the
preceding four years. SAM Membership in Australia
now numbers over fifty and SAM Speaks sends eighty
five news letters to the United Kingdom. SAM 35 now
is reporting 700 members in their oldtimer organization, and we expect many of those will join the
SAM parent organization soon.
Newsletters from SAM 7, SAM 30, 49, 41, 27, 3, 35,
1836, and groups without a SAM number report more
and more oldtimer fun is in the works.
JIMMY ALLEN EVENT
The latest word from Jim Thomas is that the Jimmy
Allen model event will be run at 4 pm Tuesday afternoon at La Junta. The event will be flown as a
mass launch, the last one down wins. Roger Haves
SAM 1 member and well known Wakefield contestant
will be running the event. The only requirement is
the ship must be a Jimmy Allen design.
SAM BUSINESS MEETING
The 1983 SAM business meeting is to be held along
with Champs at La Junta on Tuesday evening, July 19,
at 7:30 pm at the Otero Junior College.
Mike Granieri, SAM President, has called for items
of business to be discussed at the annual meeting.
Mike has requested that items of business that
members wish to discuss at the annual meeting be
submitted in advance, to his home address: Dryden
Road, Box 78, Pottersville, N.J. 07979. This is in
the interest of planning the ajenda of the business
meeting. Every effort is made to keep this meeting
short, orderly and interesting in order to attract
as many SAM members as possible.

If you want to relive a part of your life that you
have forgotten or you would like to find out how
modelers got their kicks before gas engines,
Frank Zaic's New Book "Model Airplanes and the
American Boy 1927-1934" is recommended reading. No
red blooded american modeler should miss this one.
Write to Frank Zaic, Model Aeronautic Publications,
Box 135, Northridge, CA 91328. The price is $9.50.
OLDTIMERS ON THE UPSWING
Newsletters from different SAM chapters around the
country indicate a lot of interest in flying at La
Junta and it's 4300 foot elevation. The "Planesmen"
of Fortworth Texas report activity in building twin
pushers and a great deal of activity in fine-tuning
their old time R/C models. The Texas group this year
is headed-up by Dick Huang their President. Their
newsletter "Plane Talk," edited by Bo Buice, continues to be one of the most enthusiastic monthlys to
come out of the southwest. We can look forward to a
great number of fine ships attending the SAM Champs
from the Texas area.
Another excellent newsletter that SAM Speaks receives
comes from SAM 21. Their editor, Lesher Dowling,
does a bang-up job reporting their activities in the
area around the San Francisco Bay. Of course one
thing that all of these newsletters have in common
is lots of flying activity.

Mike Granieri, SAMS congenial President. Mike hails
back to the beginning of gas modeling & before.
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PERFORMANCE CHANGE AT LA JUNTA
The figure below should be of interest to those
planning to attend the SAM Champs at La Junta, CO.
The effects on duration in still air due to flying
at altitudes above seal level are presented. Since
La Junta is about 4300 feet above sea level, we
can expect to loose about 25Z of our sea level
performance. In other words, if your model was
achieving 400 sec. in still air at sea level, this
duration will decrease to about 300 sec. (0.75 times
400). Most of this 25Z loss is due to a decrease in
climb speed resulting from power output losses from
the air-breathing engine. The numbers used to
generate the figure were based on a Playboy Senior,
but should be applicable to any Old Timer/Antique
design except electric. The information was prepared by Dick Huang of the Texas "Planesmen".
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Ohlsson 60 powered "Miss Philadelphia (R/C) snapped
at SAM 49ers field in Perris, CA. The builder 6
flyer is Tadai Sato.
1984 R/C RULES VOTE
Included in this issue is an official SAM Ballot for
your use. If you have delayed in sending in your
ballot to the R/C Rules Coordinator, Woody Woodman,
do it now. The deadline for all ballots is June 30,
1983 (erronessly listed as June 31 in the last
issue).
The complete text of the 1984 R/C rules proposal was
published in the Jan-Apr 053-54 issue. If these
rules are adopted they will appear in the new SAM
Rule Book (1984-85) due to be published in January
1984, and become effective at next years SAM Champs.
Correspondence received at SAM Speaks regarding the
new rules proposals has been very light. Most
comments received have been positive and verbal
discussions with other flyers around California
indicate that the rules proposal has been received
with favor.
Remember, Vote! Send your ballot to Woody Woodman,
233 Longview Drive, Sayville, N.J. 07979.
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OFFICIAL S.A.M. BALLOT
I wish to cast my vote for the 1984 R/C rules
proposal as marked:
YES

NO

I certify that I am a member in good standing of the
society of antique modelers,
NAME

ADDRESS
CITY 6 STATE
S.A.M. NUMBER

Jersey Javelin beautifully built by Tom Heiser of
Good Year Arizona. The original design was by
Walt Schroder later M.A.N. editor.

Mail to: Woody Woodman
233 Longview Drive
Sayville, N.J. 08721

ZIP
SAM CLUB

"MEGOW .199" REPLICA ENGINE

A NEW ENGINE FOR OLDTIMER STATUS

Karl Spielmaker of Spielmaker engines, Wyoming,
Michigan has just announced his plans to reproduce
yet another engine to add to his growing list of
replicaengineshe has produced.

SAM Speaks has received copies of reports from two
of the engine committee members, Jack DeFond and
Bob Hartman Sr. regarding the Mechanair 6cc engine.

The new engine is the "Megow .199. The "new improved"
Megow .199 is designed to be a real runner. It has
a .625 bore X.625 stroke and features improved porting to insure it's place in competition with other
"improved" engines on the market.
The weight of the new engine is 6 oz. and it will
turn a 9-6 prop at about 9,000 RPM. No parts of the
"new" Megow .199 will fit original engines.

The new engine is a replica of the Mechanair Engine
produced and sold in England about 1946/47 (SAM
Speaks is the proud owner of one of the original
"Red Head Mechanair's").
The replica's are being sold by Mr. Bert Striegler
of Streigler's R/C supply.
Jack DeFond's report follows:
Subject: Evaluation, testing, and vote on status of

replica Mechanair Spark Ignition Engine
for use under SAM Rules; Engine Serial
Number 216.

The cost of the Megow .199 will be $150. Karl is
accepting $40 deposits on the first 50 engines. Some
of these were sold at the Toledo show. Delivery is
anticipated in about 9 months.
As a companion piece to the new engine Spielmaker is
producing a limited number of "Aero Champ" kits at
$32 plus $3 postage. This the ship that Megow sold
as a package deal back in the forties.

SPIELMAKER ENGINES
4690 Burlingame S W
Wyoming Mich. 49509

Subject engine was, by sight, weighing, hand-turned
over with propeller, but not disassembly, compared
with an engine from my personal collection. This
example was shipped to me in September, 1968,
from Bolton, Lancs., England, as being a 1950 model
6cc. Mechanair, complete, slightly used, and bearing
no serial number or other identification, by Roland
Scott Limited, a model supply house. Cylinder head
is anodized and an english Pacy spark plug having
3/8-24 thread is installed. from the ad (ref. 1
above), copy of ad and literature received in 2. & 3.,
above, and this comparison, displacements and weights
are:
Engine

Displacement
CC
Pre-War Astral
5.9
1946 Mechanair
5.9
1950 Mechanair
6.0
1982 Replica (By
6.9
Dunham's) Mechanair

Displcmnt Weight W/Tank
Cubin Inch
& Plug
.355
8: oz.(Pacy)
.355
83/4 oz.(Pacy)
.361
9: oz.(Pacy)
101/2oz.(Champion)
.415
Y-82)

While the 1982 replica engine is a good Replica,
incorporating the general design and contruction
features of the earlier example, it also embodies a
few modern, definite improvement in materials and
construction features, such as a strengthened crackcase and mounting lugs, excellent workmanship, and
superior external finish and appearance, all of which
should make it more attractive to today's purchaser
and user. The Champion Y-82 spark plug, having 10 mm
thread, fitted and supplied, gives an "outsized"
appearance, but was probably selected for availability,
and seems to give good performance. This plug and/or
an NCR (Japanese equivalent) is available from local
supply stores and motorcycle shops at a very reasonable
price, another "+" for the model flyer.

Prototype of the new "Megow .199" replica engine by
Spielmaker engines.

Subject engine was mounted up on portable test stand
and test runs were made (taking advantage of a
pleasant, short break in local weather) on Sunday
afternoon, 3-27-83, as follows:

p.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Location of Tests: Cheyenne, Wyoming

Have you or a SAM Member you know moved?
If so please notify either John Pond, 4269
Soyoko Circle, Son Jose, CA 95136 or SAM
Speaks 2538 No. Spurgeon St. Santa Ano, CA
92706.

Elevation: 6031 Feet above seal level
Temperature: 37°F
Relative Humidity: 55%
Atmospheric Pressure: Abs., actual 24.10" hg;
corr. to sea level
30.16"Hg (Std. a 29.92" Hg)
Wind: South-Southwest 5-8 mph
Fuel Used: 31/2 parts reg. unleaded gasoline, 86 oct.

Every month we receive a dozen or so
undelivered copies of SAM Speaks in the
return mail

1 part valvoline SAE 70 Motor Oil
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Tachometer: Royal Products Electronic,
Handheld, 3 scale meter, photo-electric,
9 v. battery power
Assistant Tester & Witness: Mr. Ron Knipping
(Member M.E.C.A.)
Propellers Used: Top-Flite, wood (light), Std. freeflight type, sizes as shown (4 each)
After finding initial needle valve and timer advance
settings, engine was hand started and allowed to
warm up. Subsequent hot starts (after changing props)
was very good, engine handled well, and performance
was found to be in keeping with "OldTimer" freeflight useage of this type of engine. R.P.M. readings
were
12-5
14-4
11-4
13-51/4

Propeller
Propeller
Propeller
Propeller

5500
4500
6000
4600

RPM
RPM
RPM
RPM

Above results are considered to be very good to
excellent, especially what with the elevation (air
density), relatively cold engine, cold and aged fuel
and batteries used, and time limitations.
Respectfully Submitted,
Jack DeFond
Member-SAM Engine
Selection Committee

And just for comparison with tests at a lower
altitude (Chicago) here's Bob Hartman Sr's report.
I had owned a 1946/1947 6 cc Mechanair and was
impressed with its relative ease of starting and
ROBUST construction (as our British friends would say).
It was a very dependable mill.
I tested the replica engine in a local Forest Preserve
April 22, 1983. Ambient Air Temp. was approximately
70 Degrees F. The fuel mixture was 4 parts Shell
Un leaded gasoline and 1 part non-detergent SAE 70
oil (a local Brand called BIG 4). Propellers used
and tachometers were, respectively, Top Flite 14X4,
Y&O 12X5, Shinwa Protacho and Heath Thumb Tach. The
following data were acquired after 4 tanks of "get
acquainted with operation" fuel had been run through:
Top Flite 14 X 4 Max.RPM 5200;
Max.RPM 6000;
Y & 0 12 X 5:

Min. RPM 2500
Min. RPM 3700

Comments: The quality of the engine appears to be
excellent on the outside, and I would conclude equally
so internally. Ignition breaker positive at all
tested RPM ranges, needle valve setting not
particularly fussy, good hot and cold starting
characteristics with no apparent loss of compression
when hot. My only negative comment is the nonstandard spinner nut which should be changed to
accommodate the 3/8-24 4 way socket wrench, or a
"spanner" supplied to fit the beast.
I fully recommend this engine as a power plant
dependable for the purpose for which it was intendedFree Flite and O.T. Controline operation. I, therefore, vote for its acceptance for use in S.A.M. Competition under the appropriate rules pertaining to
spark ignition engines.
Respectfully submitted,
Bob Hartman
Member--S.A.M. Engine
Selection Committee
Final vote on the Mechanair replica is pending. And
will be announced by Mike Oranieri at the 1983
business meeting.

Don Bekins, R/C rules chairman, shoves the juice to
his glow powered Playboy Cabin. Picture snapped at
northern Californias famous Dichondra Farm (that's
grass to you non-Californians).

PREMIER LION

Jack .fella from Salinas, CA with his georgeous
Ohllson powered Mcgow Ranger. The Ranger is a very
competive design. Jack runs the annual Salinas
R/C fun-fly on June 4-5.
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THE SCAMPS TEXACO EVENT (SAM 13) by Jim Adams
How this famous old event was re-born.
First revived in 1967 by the Scamp's Oldtimer Club,
the Texaco meet was held again this year on April 17,
1983. This was actually the 18th re-running of the
meet. The first year the meet was held (1967) a so
called try-out meet was held at Taft's Gardnerfield
in January to work the bugs out of the newly reacquired rules (the rules were written from memory).
This also gave the participants a chance to try out
their hugh old time gas jobs. The event was an
instant hit, the large paved runways of the old
airbase were just made for the long slow take offs.
The rules were patterned after the 1936-37 Texaco
rules allowing 1/4 oz. of gas per pound of airplane.
Large models were encouraged by limiting minimum wing
span to 5 ft.. An engine limit of .99 cu. in &maximum weight was pegged at 7 lbs. in order to comply
with A.M.A.s safety code.
The try out meet was won by Hugo Lung with a time of
40 mintes. He was flying a Miss Philladelphia
powered by a super Cyclone. Second place was taken
by Bob Hensler with a Marsden Cabin powered by an
OK 60 and third place was taken by Danny Lutz flying
a Powerhouse with an original Forster 99.

be the catalyst, when combined with the newly
released Brown Jr. engine, for a whole new era of
model airplane clubs across the country and around
the world groups began to pool their resources and to,
produce gas models. The K.G. was an excellent project for large groups since construction, patterned
after full size aircraft, was a time consuming and
relatively expensive undertaking. The twenty one
dollars and fifty cents cost of a Brown Jr. engine
was more than the average modeler could raise back
in the day's when a loaf of bread was 5 cents.
With Sal Taibi as Contest Director the first tryout
meet was held on January 29, 1967 this was followed
two months later by the first re-instituted Texaco
meet on April 2 at the old Gardner Field at Taft,
California. The meet was an immediate success and
was followed by another Texaco type meet on May 7.
The enthusiasm for this new type spilled over into
several new events that were created to re-capture
the fun of the long motor run type of flight. A new
event called unlimited antique was created. This
was Texaco all over again except that gas was limited
to 1/8 oz. per pound of model. Next came 30 sec.
antique, this was still designed around pre '39
models, but allowing only a 30 second engine run and
limiting flights to 10 minutes max..
These events were soon picked up by other clubs and
eventually adopted in the SAM Rule Book.

The original Texaco contest held in 1936 was for
typical models of those years, large and low powered.
The 1/4 oz. of fuel per pound of plane limit was
imposed as an effort to limit the long flights such
as put up by Maxwell Bassett the year before when he
was flying in competition against rubber models.
Bassett's technique was to put in sufficient fuel
to insure a long engine run, enough to beat•the
rubber jobs, and then to adjust his model for a poor
glide to be sure that it did not fly out of sight in
a thermal and become lost.
The first Scamps Texaco was the brainstorm of Sal
Taibi and Bud McNorgan. The Scamps had been flying
class A, B 6 C oldtimer gas for several years and
when Jim Adams brought out a newly completed 8 ft.
k-C and proceded to win the Ehling trophy at the '66
Nets, the spark was ignited. The K-G was the first
set of gas model plans printed in model airplane
(June 1935) The plane designed by Charles H.
news.
Grant, M.A.N. editor, and flown by Joseph Kovel was
an instant success around the world of modeling.
Designed to be broken down in sections for transportation in the smaller cars of that era, it proved to

A gag shot of Louie Levine and Bud McNorgan taken
at the first SAM Champs in Denver (circa 1967) Louie
was the big winner that year.

Sal Taibi presents Texaco trophy to happy winner
Jim Adams (April 1969).

The trophy that is passed on each year, from winner
to winner has a story all of it's own. When it came
time to decide on the trophy to be presented at the
Texaco meet, the club had already decided it would
be an annual affiar and that the trophy should be a
perpetual trophy. A great amount of research was
commenced to see if the original was still available
so that we would have a pattern to copy. The Texaco
company headquarters indicated that they knew nothing
of the whereabouts of the original and A.M.A. headquarters did not know what had become of the trophy.
The best we could do was to locate an old picture of
the trophy taken when the prize was new.
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Each years winner has his name, the year, and his
winning time engraved on a small shield shaped
placque, and he is allowed to mount this on the
trophy. Space on the base for placques ran out
several years ago and the winners names have been
mounted on the huge column that is the center piece.
Now the club is glad the old fire plug is as big as
is, cause a smaller trophy would have run out of
placque space years ago.
The winners names now read like the who's who of
old time modeling in Southern California. Surprizingly the man who really helped start the whole thing,
Sal Taibi, is not among the winners. The list of
winners is as follows:

The K.G. that sparked the re—running of the famous
event of the thirties, the Texaco.
Johnny Broadbeck of K6B Manufacturing,generously
agreed to sponsor the trophy.
A problem developed as the trophy was being made
however, (the parts had to be custom made) since none
of the current trophy companies still carried any
parts that looked like the original. The gentleman
that made the trophy misunderstood how tall the
trophy in the picture was, consequently we found ourselves with a hugh trophy almost one foot in diameter
at the base and almost four feet tall. Well there
was no way we could take it back, so we presented our
first winner with the chrome plated "Fire Plug."
Well as the years have passed and it's been passed
from modeler to modeler we have grown accustomed to
it's hugt size, and developed a strange affection
for the big old thing, but the modelers wive's still
moan when they see this monster taking up residence
at their homes for the year.

The author's Ehling contest winner and the Scamps 11
the Scifs Texaco trophy's.

1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

John Keller
Don Whitacre
Jim Adams
Charles Partch
Russ Johnson
Cliff Silva
Charles Partch
Jim Adams
Jim Adams
Gene Wallock
Cliff Silva
Bud McNorgan
R.B. McKenna
Cliff Silva
Roger Wegner
Brad Levine
Lee Norcross

39
43
57
48
49
78
31
30
27
24
37
31
23
39
30
48
18

min.
min.
min.
min.
min.
min.
min.
min.
min.
min.
min.
min.
min.
min.
min.
min.
min.

10
03
47
32
46
29
58
44
10
40
30
26
08

sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.

33 sec.
38 sec.
12 sec.

Down thru the years only one change has been made in
the rules. In order to shorten the very long—long
flights we were getting we agreed to start flying
at dawn and to stop all official Texaco flying at
10:00 o'clock in the morning.
Many flyers have held back from entering because of
the danger of loosing ones model and their hard to
replace old engine, but suprisingly many of the
models are still around and still enter each year.
Of course, the best part of this story are the tales
the contestants tell of the thermals that got away.

Sal Taibi tanks-up Gene Wallock's
cyke powered Texaco Nimbus
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GOOD NEWS FOR ARDEN USERS
SAM Speaks has been priviledged to see a new item
of interest for you fellows that have an Arden .09
or .19 that you have been unable to use because of
Hissing or damaged point assemblies.

aa

The new point assemblies produced by 77 Products,
Gardena, California are interchangeable with the
older Arden assemblies with no modification to your
engine. Otto Bernhard, the designer and manufacturer
of 77 Products, was quick to point out that the
original housing can be replaced at any time if the
engine is to be used just for show.
The timer housing is machined from solid brass bar
stock-hand finished and satin cad plated to match
the finish of your engine. Because the point housing is made from solid bar stock, it is almost
unbreakable.
The exposed point design (Ala-Super Cyke) is time
proven and easy to adjust. The modification includes
an all steel cam, blued for rust resistance, pleasing
appearance and long wearing qualities.
Otto reports that the purchaser may make the
installation easily, or if you prefer you can send
him your engine and he will make the installation at
no extra charge.
Price for timer housing and cam is $50.00 plus $2.00
postage.
Also available - blued steel prop nut and prop
washer. $5.00 per set.
77 Products, 17119 So. Harvard Blvd, Gardena, CA

90247
Y&O PROPS
We received a letter from Scott Foster in Walnut
Grove, California telling us that he is making Y60
props available again. For the fellows who like the
big wide bladed Y60 props his offer is very timely.
Scott says that Y60 props continue to be the same
high quality low priced props that you have purchased
in the past. We can vouch for this having just
purchased several recently.
He says that they are producing all of the sizes
and styles that have been available in the past with
the addition of 18" props in the near future.
An extra bonus is that all orders of 12 of the same
size will be billed as 12 but will be shipped as a
bakers dozen (13).
We also noted that our supplier (Hobby Horn) had
props in hard maple or bass wood.
Write to Y60 Props, P.O. Box 983, Walnut Grove, CA.
95690 (916)776-1371 for sizes and prices.
LETTERS
SAM Speaks received a letter and a copy of the gas
model magazine "Arpiem" dated November-December 1938
from Sears B. McCorrison SAM #132. Mr. McCorrison
resides in Stoughton, Mass. The cover of the
magazine shows Capt. Harlan Gurney of United
Airlines welcoming Walter Good, Junior Aviator gas
model champion. to Hollywood as guest of Paramount
pictures air epic, "Men with Wings." The editors of
"Arpiem" were Edward Roberts, past executive with
M.A.N. and Phil Zecchitella well known old time
countributor to M.A.N..

Arden .09 and .19 sporting the new. point assemblies
by 77 Products, 17119 So. harvard Blvd., Gardena, CA
90247.
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Marion Knight, Houston Texas, with a 10 ft. span
Shereshaw "Eaglet", an eastern states gas champ,
and an electric powered "Zaic Experimental #2."

Rex Powel, Huntsville, Alabama with his Miss America,
picture by Geo. Batiuk.

Not pushing, but just about to let go! Miss Philly
VI by Noel Barker, SAM 35 England

Dave Baker (SAM 35) launching a Lil Misery. The
original design was by AMA's John North.
John Pond at the SAM Champs about to show the boys
how it's done in R/C.

Ken Sykora's Ohllson 23 powered Foote Westerner.
Ship has a great glide.

Clarence Bull launching struck designed "Cabruler".

CHMPS
MITCH POST AT THE •.A.M.
!CAT'S THE NAME OF THAT SHIP HE'S HOLDING?

The nucleus of the SCIFs SAM 3) on one of the notso-warm days at Taft (unbelievable) yeh so is the
group! Left to right; Larry Clark, Lee Freeman,
Ken Sykora, Andy Faykun, Lee Norcross, Sandy Chapin,
Brad Levine.

1. 1

OLDTIMER MODEL WHO'S - WHO NO. 19 "JASCO FLAMINGO"
DESIGNER: Roger Hammer

The "Jasco Flamingo" appeared as an "extra" on the
last page of the Junior Aeronautical Supplies Co.
(Jasco) 1938 Catalog.
The ship designed by Roger Hammer, a member of the
New York Aeronuts Club, is an excellent flyer taking
full advantage of it's large wing area.
The ship in the photo was snapped at the WrightPatterson SAM Champs, the builder is unknown.
CLASSIFIED ADDS

Custom reproduced Tanks from Fred T. Collins, 29

Stewart Ave. Pittsburgh, Penn. 15227 specializes in
metal tanks for all of the hard to find engines.
Brown Jr., Forster, Bunch Dennyntite, O.K., Contestor,
Bond, Elf, 'flush, Vivell, Bullet, Drone and others.
Prices 7.95 to 9.95. S.A.S.E. for complete list..

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
It's time to renew your S.A.M. membership. Dues are duc and payable each year in
the month of June. So ante-up if you want to remain a member in the largest free flight
& WC organization within A.M.A. It's the best SIO bucks you can spend and besides
you'll receive six action packed issues of S.A.M. Speaks a year. Remember - life"
memberships are SI00,

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS

Andy Anderson with his K&B powered Riser Rider
(Marquardt). Andy is from Tucson, Arizona.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
I hewn make application for individuni Inembarshlp In the Society of Antique Modelers.
Years Modelint

Borth Date

Name
City

Address

State

ANOTHER NEW 0/T ENGINE

Zip

SAM Speaks has it on very good authority that brand
new Super Cyclone engines are going to be produced
by: Super Cyclone Engines, P.O. Box 10658, Phoenix,
Arizona 85064, (602) 274-3375.

PINale check if you belong to any of the following.
AMA

No

MECA

No

SAM Chapter

No .

Membership Dues of 510.00
and send to
The Society of Antique Modelers
4269 Sayoko Circle
San lose, CA 95136
Enclose

In making this application for membership to The Society at Antique Mrwifers. I agree to
abide by the rules NI by the Society and realize that the goals of S.A_M. and the Old Timer,
Movement are to encourage participation above competition and is dedicated to the =
s_
preservation and reproduction of vintage model aircraft.
•
•

Signed

We understand that all parts are brand new (new dies)
and that the engine was shown at the Toledo show.

0
2

o
0

When we get more information on the new engines we
will pass it along to you.

SAM Speaks editor, with back to camera, is encouraged by well known group of
modelers. Among them Bill Northrop (kneeling) Johnny Clemmens, ex-AMA
President (center with camera) and ex-SAM President, Joe Beshar. (left) does
anyone know the others?
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A Letter From The President
Now that the SAM Champs are behind us and the "fun
and games" over, it is time for me to express my
thanks and gratitude to all those individuals who
helped to make it what it was. The general comments
were so favorable and a "treat for my ears", but
without these "special people" who gave their time
and efforts so gratiously, it could not have been.
Competitively and socially, a fun time was enjoyed
by all!
On behalf of SAM, I would like to extend a note of
appreciation to the host, SAM Al and especially to
Jim Thomas and his people, to the FF Director,
Jim Whelan, to the RC Director, Woody Woodman, to
the Chamber of Commerce and the people of La Junta,
my sincere thanks for their part in making us welcome
and for all they did to make us comfortable and help
to assure us a good time. The heat was almost
unbearable (but then who notices when they are flying
their planes), but with our comfort in mind, even the
road into the flying pit was watered down several
times a day to keep the dust at a minimum. The
people at Otero Junior College were so friendly and
the help was abundant for they were at your elbow
to do whatever they could for us with a smile.
And lets not forget out stomachs--the people who
catered the food were terrific! Of course the ladies,
Evelyn Woodman and Dorothy Granieri, who we couldn't
do without! Also, all other members whom I might
have forgotten, whose efforts made the Champs such
a success.
Looking forward to next year and even a bigger and
better meet, if possible, and again, personally,
Thanks SAM.
Mike Granieri
SAM President
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[SAM EDITOR SPEAKS - By, Jim Adams 1
Another great SAM Champs is now history. It's hard
to believe, but each Champs that I attend seems to
get better and better.
Jim Thomas and his volunteers from SAM 1 in Denver
did an absolutely terrific job of planning and
coordinating the contest, the banquet, and all of
details that have to
the hundreds of little
be attended to when a meet of this size is put on.
Jim Whelan the C.D. for the free flight portion had a
rules committee made up of SAM 1 members, and judges
to verify authenticity of models located in the big
surplus army tent that served as F/F headquarters.
All models were weighted and processed at the big
tent.
The city of La Junta is to be congratulated on their
very hospitable support given to the SAM Champs. We
were made to feel very much at home by the Chamber
of Commerce, and the local newspaper that ran
feature story's on the collecto and the contest.
The merchants and motel owners of La Junta were very
friendly and gracious.
Since the runways at the airport could not be made
available, the city of La Junta installed two
temporary asphalt runways at the contest site for
the free flight and radio control flyers to use.
The one thing that Jim Thomas and the Chamber of
Commerce had no control over was the WEATHER. Boy!
was it hot. The temperature was supposed to be in
the ninety's, instead thunderstorms moving through
the mid-west pushed the temperature over 100 each
day and the wind blew briskly, causing models to
drift badly.
decision to hold coaxes to 3 minutes was a wise
The wind drift was such that a 5 minute flight
would put you in a lake about 1$ miles north of the
take-off site. The local flyers explained that this
was not the normal drift for this field and sure
enough on Thursday, the last day of flying, the wind
shifted and drift was to the south, where models
could be more easily retrieved.
The

one.

Korda's Diamond Zipper
Joe Elgin, well known Cleveland modeler and designer
of the famous Playboys, has submitted Dick Korda's
prewar rendition of the Diamond Zipper for our
consideration and approval. As the model has no
official name, we will title it "Korda's Diamond
Zipper" and use that reference in all discussions
hereafter.
Per Elgin's letter, it was brought out that this
model was built some time after Korda had come in
contact with goldberg's original prototype at a prewar Akron contest held in 1938 or 1939. The 1937 date
indicated in Joe's letter would be an impossibility
as it has already been documented that Goldberg first
flew his ship at the 1938 Nationals held in Detroit.
Korda's forgotten version had languished in an old
friend's basement for many years until its existence
was made known recently. According to available
documentation, the ship has been approved for "Old
Timer" status.

La Junta will be long remembered for their huge
spacious flying areas covered with Buffalo Grass.
This is something that guys from the East and the
West had never seen. It grows in clumps and trying
to walk or ride a bike over it is like riding on a
bumpy cobblestone street. Trying to ride your
Honda, steering with one hand, and holding a model
in the other proved to be impossible, hence most
retrieving was done on foot. When you combine this
with the heat and the drift, putting in all your
flights turned out to be a job for the toughest
flyers only.
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The contest site was arranged along an east-west dirt
road that the city of La Junta watered down several
times a day. The R/C and F/F take-off sites were
located approximately mile apart. The contestants
tents and shade awnings lined the edge of the road
for half mile. Just to the north side of the road,
a barbed wire fence separated the flying field from the
cow pasture on the north. Unfortunately, the wind
decided to blow the models over this fence for the
first two days. The contest director had provided
two gates where contestants could go through the
fence one for F/F'ers and one for R/Cer's. Yes even
the R/Cer's found it necessary to chase some of their
errant models.

In the Rubber Flyer's tents, the sound of breaking
motors and broken fuselages (brought on by the heat)
was common place, the Twin Pusher event was posponed
till 8:30 am Thursday morning and a beautiful sight
it was. The mass launch consisted of about a dozen
ships, the winner was Larrie Schaeffer of SAM 1,
whose ship easily out climbed everybody.
Rubber Stick had three people tied for first place
at the end of three flights with 3 maxes each. A
fly-off settled the issue with Joe McCay taking 1st,
Sandra Chapin in 2nd place and Ed Konefes in third
place.
hearing the stories about the wind and the heat
you are probably wondering how your editor could be
so high on the Champs? Well the reason is that the
fun of meeting old friends and the fellowship of the
bean feed and of the whole Champs scene makes up for
the physical discomforts. The calibre of flying and
of the models themselves was the very best. There
seemed to be very little trouble with starting
engines and the altitude did not affect R.P.M.s like
it had at previous Champs in mile high Denver.

After

Woody Woodman assisted by his wife Evelyn and Mike
Granieri and his wife Dorothy did a super job of
running the R/C events. They were assisted by SAM 1
volunteers at the impound area and the weighing
tables. Not enough can be said about the effort
that these folks did to support this contest. The
wind and the heat made their job a really tough one.
Your Editor chose to fly his F/F events in the morning
and then show up about 3 pm each day at the R/C tent
to take his flights in R/C. By this time R/C
frequencies were open and you had your choice of
flying times, however, the thermals were not very
cooperative at that time of day plus your body and
your enthusiasm was not at it's best because of the
heat and the wind (could be that we had too much
Colorado Coors) on the second day of flying with the
help of some salt tablets and lots of Gatorade we were
able to make a better showing.
The local weather seemed to dictate that flying was
best at mid-day. The breeze seemed to drop about
11 an and was calm (so-to-speak) for a couple hours
around the noon time period.

The Champs was topped off with an excellent banquet
on Thursday. The trophy presentation was kept moving
right along by Jim Thomas who turned out to be a very
effective Master of Ceremonies. Mike Granieri,
despite suffering with a sore throat, made special
presentations to Don Bekins, Dick Huang, and Jim
Adams for their work on the R/C Rules Committee and
service awards to each of the area Vice Presidents.
Mitch Post made a presentation to John Pond on behalf
of the National Free Flight Society for his pioneering
efforts in the field of Old Time modeling.
A special effort by the Master of Ceremonies was made
to honor SAM's members from overseas and Canada.

R/C Texaco winners all had two 30 min. max. flights
and it was necessary to have them make fly off flights
in order to select the winners.
The eventual Grand Championship in R/C, Don Bekins,
was selected by using his total flight duration times.
The usual method of alloting 5 points for a 1st place,
4 points for a 2nd place and so on produced a tie.
Huang from Texas and Don Bekins were tied with
place points.
Dick

The Grand Champion in F/F was decided by mutual
agreement of the two men who tied for this award.
Sal Taibi and Bruno Markiewicz were tied with eleven
place points each.
Since points were awarded for placings in only the
basic free flight events, wins in events such as gas
scale and tow-line glider, which are unofficial
events, did not contribute to the winners total.
Sal Taibi was an early leader in the gas scale event
only to be nosed out of first place by Jim Adams
with a 9 1/2 minute flight at mid-day on Thursday.
Much was heard about holding the Champs at some cooler
time of the year. The task of flying five events
in one day under conditions such as prevailed proved
to be too much for many contestants.

Mike Cranieri demonstrates"how to have a good time
when timing R/C."

1983 SAM Business Meeting Minutes
The 17th Annual SAM Business meeting was called to
order at 8:10 pm by President Michael Granieri. The
minutes were approved as published in SAM Speaks.
The Treasurer then gave a report on the status of the
SAM Treasury indicating the net worth of SAM as of
June 20th was $13,036.56. with expenses of the SAM
Champs yet to be covered. A discussion then followed
on the computerized membership list as displayed by
John Pond. This is to be made available to the
officers and interested SAM Chapters at a nominal
cost.

A motion was made and seconded to hold the 1984 SAM
Championships at Toledo, Ohio. Passed unaminously
Meeting was adjourned at 10: pm.
Respectfully Submitted,
John Pond
Secretary-Treasurer

Jim Adams was commended for his fine work as Editor
of SAM Speaks. At present, the average cost of SAM
Speaks is running between $1100 and $1400 per issue.
Under old business, Woody Woodman announced the
results of the voting on the 1984 R/C rules, approving
by a vote of 104 to 10. This will become effective
January 1, 1984. Woodman then brought up the point of
cutting down the R/C events or extending the SAM
Champs to four days. A lively question and answer
period then ensued. Nick Nickolau, SAM 30, then
proposed the R/C section of the SAM Champs be extended
to four days starting on Monday and concluding on
Thursday. it was seconded by Roger Barton. Motion
passed by an overwhelming margin.
The idea of moving the SAM Champs to another time
period to avoid the heat problem was broached by Jim
Thomas. This was discussed at some length with the
recommendation the next SAM Champs be held in June.
This time period was declared acceptable by the 1984
SAM Champs Contest Manager, Karl Spielmaker, who
' reported weather conditions were much milder in Ohio
in this time frame.
A motion was made by Herb Wahl to allow the Contest

Manager and/or host club to determine the SAM Champs
dates. Seconded by Clarence Bull. Motion passed.
Carl Hatrak presented a resolution recognizing those
members who have passed on. The resolution was
approved as follows:
"Whereas, no formal acknowledgment has ever been given
to those SAM members and other Old Timer Modelers who
have passed on.
"Whereas, it be fitting to recognize those persons
who had thermaled to that ultimate flying site.
"There be it resolved that hereafter, names of those
that have departed the preceding year, shall be submitted at the annual business meeting.
be it further resolved, these names will be read at
the start of the Annual Banquet and be it further
resolved, as this is to be a most happy occasion,
those in attendance shall rise with glass raised high,
welcome them all as we know they are with use in
spirit.

lion Bekins, 1983 R/C Grand Champion with his beautiful
prize winning Hornet powered "Sailplane."
Wanna Lower SAM Number?
SAM Secretary-Treasurer announces because of
numerous drops, deaths, and resignations, a considerable number of the lower SAM membership numbers have
become available.
Of course, we want to give priority to the rank and
file who have faithfully maintained their membership
over the many years. For those interested in obtaining a lower number, here is the criteria for obtaining same:
Over
Over
Over
Over

10 years membership
8 years membership
6 years membership
5 years membership

0-100
101-250
251-400
401-500

Anyone desiring a lower number and meeting the above
criteria should immediately send in their old card
requesting a number from the category you qualify for.
We will issue new numbers as long as they are available. Life members automatically qualify but you
must let the Secretary-Treasurer know you want a low
number.
4

Don Bekins then proposed that a R/C Rules Committee
be continued to revise and present new alterations
of the present rules based on the two year cycle. A
discussion followed with no definite motion made to
retain and/or renew this committee. No action was
taken by the membership on proposed motions that
conflicted with the rules change By-Laws.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Hove you or o SAM Member you know moved?
If so please notify either John Pond, 4269
Soyoko Circle, San Jose, CA 95136 or SAM
Speaks 2538 No. Spurgeon St. Santo Ana, CA
92706.
Every month we receive o dozen or so
undelivered copies of SAM Speaks in the
return mail
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17th Annual SAM champs, La Junta, Co.
Free Flight Results
C.D. Jim Whelan

Free Flight Grand Champion:

30 Second Antique
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mitch Post
Tom alden
Fred Emmert
Al Hellman
Ted Bieber

Class "A" Pylon
Anderson/Spitfire
Flying Midget/O&R 19
Anderson/Forster 99
Clipper/Bunch 45
Clipper/Madewell 49

540
407
403
384
334

2.
3.
4.
5.

Jim Walston
Bill Hale
Bob Edelstein
Larry Clark
Les Payne

Cabruler/Arden 19
So Long/0&R 19
.So-Long;/Arden 19
Westwind/0&R 19
Cabruler/Arden 19

540
535
402
382
370

Class "B" Cabin
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

R.Schellenbaum
Larry Clark
James Robinson
Les Payne
Woody Bartelt

1.

Sal Taibi
Bruno Markiewicz
Ed Konefes
Jim Adams
Ted Bieber

podger/Torp 29
Air Chief/OR 23
Dodger/OR 23
Rocketeer/K&B 29
So Long/OR 23

460
450
430
428
413

Joe Macay
Sandra Chapman
Ed Konefes
John Bortnak
Sal Taibi

Playboy/OR 60
Playboy/0R 60
Bombshell/Cyclone
Playboy/OR 60
Clipper/Madewell 49

540
505
444
440
407

Cassano
Cassano
Lanzostick
Molvihill
Lanzo Stick

540
540
54U
508
527

Fokker 0-8
Jim Adams
Corben Super Ace
Sal Taibi
LarrieSchaefferPiper Cub
Bill Hale
Interstate
Longster
Ray Black

Les Payne
John Bortnak
Blake Oliver
Pete Mann
Earl Hipp

580
528
459
134
27

538
491
490
456
449

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Zipper/Tarp 29
Foo-D/OS 25
Zipper/McCoy 29
Ranger OR 23
Zipper/Forster 29

540
470
456
455
454

Zoomer
Hervat
Huguelet
Hervat

435
260
222
201

Huguelet

177

Curtiss SO3C
Gen. Skyfarer
Cuadron 1911
Interstate
Interstate

127
89
86
32
13

36 Canadian
Dethermalizer
Korda
Eugene II
Cal Champ

995
720
466
360
32U

Aerbo
Strato-Streak
Strata-Streak
Twin Cyclone
Strato-Streak

362
360
348
322
318

Mitch Post
Larry Clark
Bill Jordan
Bob Edelstein
Merle Shammo

1. John Bortnak
2. Peter Mann
3. Blake Oliver
4. Meredith
Chamberlain
5. Tom Keppler

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Joseph Macay
Joseph Bortnak
Ken Hinton
Jim O'Reilly
Larrie Schaeffer

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tom Alden
Bill Baker
James Taylor
Jim O'Reilly
James Macay

020 Replica
Thermic 70
Beaumont
Super Sinbad
Trooper
Thermic 70

423
332
205
148
115

020 Electric
1. Bill Baker
2. Joe Beshar
3. Bob Edelstein

Sailplane/OR 60
Playboy/Atwood 60
Sailplane/OR 60
Mert/32
Zipper/Cyke

1. Jim Robinson
2. Les Payne
3. Bruno Markiewicz
4. Dave Ramsey
5. Bruce Norman

Rubber Cabin

Towline Glider
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

540
460
436
433
403

Rubber Scale

F/F Gas Scale
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Interceptor/OS 15
Kerswap/Arden 19
Ranger/Arden 19
Kerswap/Arden 19
Fox/Bantam 19

Hand Launched Glider

Rubber Stick
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

John Bortnak
Bruno Markiewicz
Jack Sheehan
Bill Hale
Joe Beshar

Class "B" Pylon

Class "C" Cabin

2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Class "C" Pylon

Class "A" Cabin

1.

Sal Taibi

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bob Edelstein
Larrie Schaeffer
Jim Adams
Tom Alden
Bill Baker

Fuel Allotment Antique
Powerhouse/Astro 020
Playboy/Astro 020
Strato-Streak/020

434
363
220

1. Sal Taibi
2. Jim Cottin
3. Woody Bartelt
4. Bud Warren

Powerhouse/Forster 99
Scram/Cyke
Powerhouse/Spitfire
Buccaneer/Cyke

604
502
362
241
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17th Annual SAM Champs, La Junta Co
Radio Control Results

Radio Control Grand Champion: Don Bekins

C. J. Woody Woodman
True Antique (Igo.)

4 A Texaco
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Jim Kyncy
Bill Barton
Roger Barton
Tad Sato
Bob Angus

Interceptor/Black Widow
Challenger/Black Widow
Bombshell/Black Widow
Bayridge/Golden Bee
Eastern States Champ/
Golden Bee

1292
1290
1259
1205
1121

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Don Bekins
Rick Williams
Jim Kyncy
Gerald Martins
Joe Percy

Gas Bird/0S604C
Flamingo/05604C
Anderson Pylon/05604C
Dallaire/Super Cyke
Dallaire/05604C

621
481
400
351
187

*
*
*
*
*

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Otto Bernhardt
Tom McCoy
Bob Angel
Don Bekins
Ross Thomas

1. Joe Percy
2. Don Bekins
3 Jack Swaim
4. John Lange
5. Dick Huang

Bomber/O&R GU

1480
1190
1107
1092
1039

Kerswap/McCoy 19
Alert/Bantam
Kerswap/McCoy 19
Interceptor/OS 20 Cony.
Playboy/McCoy 19

1029
667
654
221
191

Kerswap/Torp. 29
Playboy/Torp. 29
Miss Philly/O&R 23
Playboy/O&R 29
Playboy/KGB 29

990
875
819
765
711

Sunduster/McCoy 60
They -radical/Ohl/son 60
Playboy/Orwick 64
Bomber/Ohllson 60
Anderson Pylon/Hornet

1188
1165
1110
1106
1082

Cumulus/Rossi 60
Turner Spc./K&B 6.5
Lanzo Stick/OS 61
Cumulus/OS 60
Dallaire/Rossi 60

1800
1639
1635
1373
1210

Lanzo Record/McCoy 60
Bomber/Super Cyke
Dallaire/McCoy 60

Class "B" Ignition

*Fly-Off Times

Class "A" Glow
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dick Huang
Bruce Norman
Bob Millett
Loren Schmidt
Ross Thomas

Playboy/KGB 3.25
Challenger/KGB 3.25
Lanzo Stick/KGB 3.25
Ranger/KGB 15
Playboy/K6B 19

1017
616
591
581
564

Class "B" Glow
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dick Huang
Bo Brice
Don Bekins
Rodger Barton
Buzz Averill

Playboy/KGB 4.9
Playboy/K&B 4.9
Playboy Cabin
Playboy/KGB 4.5
Clipper MKT/ST 29

915
859
795
554
535

Class "C" Glow
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Jim Reynolds
Ralph Turner
Dick Huang
Roger LaPrelle
Buzz Averill

Playboy/ST 35
MG/KGB 40
Playboy/KGB 5.8
Bombshell/St 35
Playboy Cabin/ST 35

940
903
824
745
710

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bruce Norman
Don Bekins
Ray VanDeWalker
Jack Swaim
Chas Brannon

Class "C" Ignition
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.

Ross Thomas
Joe Percy
Jack Swaim
Chet Lanzo
Jim Kyncy

Glow Antique
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bruce Norman
Jim Reynolds
Bob Millett
Dick Huang
Jim Kyncy

SAM Perpetual Trophy Awards
Annual Special F/F Events

Twin Pusher
1. Larrie Schaeffer

LMD

Jimmy Allen Award
1. Larrie Schaeffer Bluebird

45

Compressed Air
1. Thomas McCoy
Kingburd/Whirlwind
2. Tim Banaszak
Drone/Whirlwind
3. Karl Spielmaker Original/Whirlwind

94
57
16

Ernie Shailor Trophy
Class B Pylon F/F

Mitch Post

Pond Fuel Allotment Trophy

Sal Taibi

Marquadt Trophy F/F
30 Second Antique

Mitch Post

Compressed Air Trophy F/F
Banaszak, Sponsor

Tom McCoy

Richard White Memorial
CL. C Cabin F/F

Sal Taibi

Twin Pusher Perpetual
Danny Shields, Sponsor

Larrie Schaeffer

Roberts R/C Texaco Trophy
Donated by Chet Lanzo
Feather Merchant Award
Hi-Time Texaco Ignition

Don Bekins
-Gerald Martin
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Photos from 1983 SAM Champs by Harold Johnson
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A most unusual entry, a Megow Soaring Eagle "B".
0.S. Max 15 Conversion, Joe Pedreira is the flyer.

Sal Taibi, Free Flight Grand Champion, about to launch
a Diamond Demon, powered by Lindberg Hornet.

Mitch Post, Chicago Ill., tunes—up his Arden powered
Snuffy VI. Mitch won let in "B" Pylon and 20 Sec.
Antique.

Ken Hinton, SAM 35 from England, displays his Topper
powered by a 1.3cc mills diesel.

A "TSE TSE Fly" Wakefield designed and published by
C.H. Grant (Man 8/38). A very stable flyer flown
by Art Watkins.

Fred Emmert (Northern California) about to release
his Anderson Pylon in 30 secon antique event. Note
the Forster 99 engine for power.
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Chuck Provance, Cheyenne, Wyoming, and his California
Chief. Vintage 1936 powered by a P.A.W. 1.46 diesel.

Ed Lidgard's design "Eugene 11" placed 4th in
rubber for builder Jim O'Reilly.

Madewell 49 powered Schoenbrun "Theoradical" Lawrence
Nigh is the proud builder.

A georgeous so-long and Bill booth from Fresno,
California. OS Max 15 Conversion for power.

Ernie Linn, Wichita, Kansas flew a Comet Sparky in
Rubber Events.

Jim Adams, Santa Ana, CA, with his 4th place Class C
Playboy Cabin.

More flexible stranded wire leads can be put on the
bypass capacitor and RF choke. Keep them a
maximum of 3/4" long going to the points and use
1/8: shrink tubing over the connections to small lugs
at the points and engine mounting screws. If shrink
tubing had been around in the 40's and 50's, I do
not think Ray Arden would have come out with the glo
plug!

Transistorized Ignition by John Lange

This simple 1 transistor ignition system is an
adaptation of a circuit from Model Builder magazine.
The Radio Shack 2027 PNP transistor offers the
advantage of longer ignition point life and if the
points get a little oily there is less effect on the
spark since the heavy coil current does not go thru
them. Less arcing across the points reduces radio
noise also. I have been using this circuit in 2
ignition old timer RC assists on 6 meters which
usually has more noise present. I have not noticed
any glitches flying high altitude Texaco with Kraft
KPR-5C AM receivers.
RC noise supression consists of a 10K 1 Watt Allen
Bradley or TRW Ohmite carbon composition resistor at
the spark plug and a series RF choke and a 470Pf
bypass capacitor at the points. A Radio Shack micro
switch pushed by a servo arm is used for engine cut
off. An additional series on, off switch is advisable so that the ignition is not accidently left on
with the engine points closed. For free Elite, a
Intone timer can be used to push in the micro switch
lever spring.
I usually use 4 fresh Radio Shack Zinc Carbon general
purpose pencells in series-parallel in the airplanes.
Nicads or Alkalines will work but Nicads do not like
to be paralleled. The transisort does have a .5
to .7 volt voltage drop so 2.4 to 2.6v from 2 of them
in series is a little low for a good spark. Another
plane I am building will use 6 Alkaline pencells in
series - parallel in 3 aluminum battery boxes. I
like them better than the Nylon or plastics and
Newark Electronics, or most electronic distributors
have the Acme ones.
The transistor can be mounted on a small piece of
vector board or simply solder the wires and 10 ohm
resistor to the leads and put it inside a large piece
of shrink tubing. A transistor heat sink made of a
scrap piece of aluminum is advisable if you can feel
the transistor getting warm while bench running an
engine with it.

New Super Cyclones

New Super Cyclones are being produced by Super
Cyclone Engines, P.O. Box 10658, Phoenix,Arizona
85064.

One Transistor Ignition Circuit
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The original "Cyke" was furnished with a "short"
stack. This is the way it will be now too, but a
long stack will be available which will afford much
better exhaust deflection and a must for cowled
engines. Included with each engine; spark plug, coil,
cond. fuel tank, needle valve, and original "short
stack" (long stack available at extra cost). Plus
parts list, owners manual, decals, warranty and a
reproduction of the original box in full color.
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The engines will be externally identical to the
original GR series. Internally a few improvements
have been made, one of which will allow the use of an
electric starter with no adverse effect on the engine.
The main bearing is phosphor bronze and is not integral
with the case. The bearing may be replaced by the
owner with case.
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Specifications are: Bore 29/32", Stroke 15/16",
Displacement .604 cu. in.
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Availability after January 1, 1984, the price $189.50.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Jim,

June 29, 1983

I read with interest your history of the revived
Texaco event on pp. 6-7 of the May-June issue, and it
struck me as ironic that this (revived) event now has
a tradition all its own which is more than twice as
lengthy as that of the original Texaco event back in
the '308.
As a fan of modeling history, however, I believe your
synopsis of the original event's beginnings (in the
third paragraph of your article) is not as accurate
as it might be. And so I thought you might be
interested in the following account, which I've
developed from research in numerous sources.
The Texaco "event" started out not as a specific
"event" as we think of it today with its own rules,
etc. It was simply a trophy sponsored jointly by the
Texaco Oil Company and the NAA (then the sanctioning
body for model competition as the AMA is today).
The trophy was to be awarded to the modeler who made
the longest gasoline powered flight of the National
Model Airplane Championships (or Nats). Originally
there were no other rules than that.
The first year the Texaco trophy was awarded was
1933, at the New York City Nationals, and its
recipient was Maxwell Bassett of Philadelphia, whose
two Brown Jr. powered ships, Miss Phila. II and
Miss Phila.III, recorded the only official gas power
flights of the contest.
Technically it was Bassett's Moffett trophy winning
time of 28 minutes, 18 seconds which also garnered
him the Texaco trophy, but that hardly mattered,
since he won 1st place in all the meet's outdoor
events, which also included the Stout outdoor trophy
and the Mulvihill outdoor stick model trophy...all
with gas power of course...against a field of rubber
powered competition.
The thing of note here is that the 34 oz-per-pound
fuel allotment rule--which everyone associates with
the Texaco event these days--did not even exist
when the Texaco trophy was first presented to Bassett.
It wasn't until 1934, when the NAA created separate
rules for gas model competition (entirely as a result
of Bassett's "clean sweep" of the Nets the year before),
oz per pound rule came into being. And
that the
it did so entirely independently of the Texaco trophy.
oz/lb rule was applied
While it was in force, the
to all gas model competition--not just the Texaco
event. The 1934 NAA gas model rules also provided
for a maximum total weight of 7 lb., less fuel. The
first contest in which these rules were applied took
place at Newark, N.J., May 19, 1934, and the winner
of the gas event was...who else but Bassett again,
with a time of 6:07.2. Newspaper accounts of the
contest very specifically stated that the new gas
oz..
model rules limited Bassett's fuel supply to
The Texaco trophy was most definitely not at stake
at this contest, however.
Incidentally, after a close reading of the published
record, it's my opinion that the NAA's original intent
in framing the fuel allotment rule was not so much
to limit gas model flight times (though that may have
been of secondary consideration). Rather, I think the
rule was primarily intended to ensure that contest
outcomes wouldn't be decided simply by whoever could
stuff the biggest gas tank into his airplane. In

other words I think the NAA was interested in
promoting aerodynamic skills and in putting everyone on an equal footing regardless of gas tank size.
After all, up to the time the lloz/lb rule was
adopted, the few official contest times recorded by
gas models were all well within the capabilities of
a well I trimmed rubber-powered contest model--so
there would have been little reason to formulate a
special rule just to limit gas model flight times.
In a day when there were no "maxes" as we know them,
timers followed all models--rubber or gas powered-until they landed or flew out of sight. In fact,
as the early contest records show, the ;oz/lb
rule was notoriously inefficient at limiting contest
flight times. And even when it was reduced to 1/16
oz per lb, modelers still succeeded in posting some
phenomenal marks. But I digress.
The first time the Texaco trophy became associated
with the :oz/lb rule was at the 1934 Akron, Ohio,
Nationals where Bassett once more won the event
handily, becoming the only modeler ever to win the
trophy twice in a row. In 1935 it was won by Leo
Weiss at the St. Louis Nationals; in 1936 by Frank
Tlush at the Detroit Nets, and in '37 by Fisk Manley,
again at Detroit. I believe the event continued on
through 1939, but since my research has centered
more on Bassett than the Texaco trophy, I don't
know who the later winners were.
Probably not many Texaco fliers today realize that
back when the trophy was first offered (in'33), it
was available only to contestants up through the
"Senior" division (under 21 years of age)--simply
because that was the maximum age limit for entry in
annY
NAA-sanctioned contest then. It wasn't until
a
IAN that the NAA created the first "Open" events for
modelers over their majority, but the original "Senior"
age limit was kept in force for the Texaco event that
year and in subsequent Nets. Thus, while Maxwell
Bassett posted the highest flight time of the 1937
Detroit Nationals (70:02), he did not win the Texaco
trophy that year because at 21, he was flying the
"open" category. By the way, his hour-and-tenminute flight time was achieved under the reduced
fuel allotment of 1/16 oz per pound of airplane
weight, or a total of 5/16 oz of gas--enough for
perhaps a 3 or 4 minute engine run. Kinds blows
holes in the theory that his models glided poorly,
doesn't it? Quite frankly, I've never found a shred
of evidence that Bassett ever intentionally adjusted
his models for a poor glide. His models flew out of
sight on many occasions, but one way or another he
usually succeeded in getting them back. He was
simply an incredibly skilful, competitive and lucky
modeler...and few who flew against him ever beat
him.
Best Regards,
Dave Ritchie
2908 Truman Drive
Hattield, Pa. 19440

P.S. The builder of the Flamingo pictured in your
"Who's Who 819" is Dan Schneider, Huntington
Valley, Pa., Vice President, SAM-76(the
"76ers").

A Letter to the Editor
Dear Jim;
The May-June issue of SAM Speaks prompted this letter
and enclosed photos to head your way.
On page 10 Mitch Post is holding a model and the
question - Whats the name of that ship he's holding?
It's easy for me to answer because its my design from
1940 called "SUPER VIKING". The model was my high
school shop and drafting project in my Jr. year of
high school. Earned me an A+ for the year. Drawings
were made 1st semester and construction 2nd semester.
The black and white photo was taken in 1941 showing
the kid (18 years) with "SUPER VIKING." The color
print shows the old timer with his new old timer
that I just finished in March of this year. Model
is silk covered and doped, Ohllson 60 powered.
Entered it in the National Model Airplane Show in
Cleveland, Ohio and won 1st place, best finish and
best of show.
Still have the old model I constructed in 1940-41. Workmenship shows some improvement.
HA!
Plans are available from John Pond - Plan 011C2.
Keep the photos for your files or whatever.
Thanks for the opportunity to reply with above
information.
Best Regards,
Don H. Wensel
SAM 992

REPLICA
ORWICK .64
IGNITION ENGINES
Not sometime in the future....
They are in production now!!!
First shown and sold at the
Region 1 Collecto
August 13th, 1983
For complete information, send
stamped, self-addressed envelope
to:
Klause & McCollum
P.O. Box 3255
Laguna Hills, CA 92653

Don Wensel and his "Super Viking," a 1940 high school
"shop" project. John Pond has the plans.

Another close-up shot of Don Wensel's newly finished
Georgeous just
version of his original Super Viking.
georgeousl

These two pictures tell the whole story at La Junta
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Old Timer Model Who's - Who No. 20 "8; ft. Gas Model"

Designer: Frank Ehling, Jersey City, N.J.

.
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A

First flown at eastern states contest with a 35
minute official flight. This design appeared in
Zaic's 1935 36 yearbook.

fs

-

This design really represents the early "Texaco" era.
The ship in the picture was built and flown by Jim
Persons. A very beautifully finished ship powered
by Merco engine.
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SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
I hereby make applicatton for individual membership inI the Society of Antique Modelers.
Name

Birth Date

Address

City

Years Modeling
State

Zip

AMA

Enclose Membership Dues of S 10.00
and send to:
The Society of Ant.que Modelers
1269 Sayoko Circle
San lose, CA 95136

No

MECA

No

SAM Chapter

No

In making this application for membership to The Society of Antique Modelers, I agree to p
abide by the rules set by the Society end realize that the goals of S.A.M. end the Old Timers
Movement ore to encourage participation Wove competition and Is dedicated to the
preservation and reproduction of vintage model aircraft.

<
0 2

Signed

NOT MOTEINTHIS SPAC E

piessu check II you belong to any of the folio/dna:

Otto Bernhardt and his beautiful red, white and blue
Lanzo record breaker. The McCoy 60 powered ship took
1st place in "True Antique" at La Junta.
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DEDICATED TO OLD TIME MODELERS EVERYWHERE

SAM FDITOR SPEAKS - By, Jim Adams I
Another busy summer of Old Time modeling is winding
to a close. This has been a really hectic contest
season. Starting with the SCAMPS Haggard-Bowden in
January, the'S.C.I.F.S Opener" and then the Texaco
followed closely by the U.S. Free Flight Champs. The
week-end trips to Taft seem to run into a blur. We
also took in the Salinas k/C Fun Fly and a long weekend trip to SAM 30's k/C meet at Colusa in Northern
California.
The summer fun-flys were rounded out by several
Rubber-Only contests at Mile Square and the "FlightMasters" annual, the biggest scale affair you've ever
seen west of the Flying Aces bash. Coming up we
still have to make the Vegas Vamps annual this month.
And I'm sure I left out a couple including the SAM
Champs at La Junta.
No wonder SAM and Old Timer flying is flourishing in
California. What with five SAM F/F chapters within
300 miles and a similar number of R/C chapters in
California and Arizona, it is no wonder that we have
so much activity.
I plan to share some of this fun with you this month
by publishing lots of photos of activities from here
and around the country.
I received a very nice letter from Bob Nolan in
Dunedin, Florida. He reported that SAM 46 held their
first Old Timer contest at Melbourne, Florida. He
say's that they had 15 contestants including Jim
Walston from Georgia. I've included several photos
taken by Tony Naples. (Good work Bob - keep the
new's coming).

F/F Champion at La Junta
It is with apologies from SAM that we must report
that the F/F Championship Trophy was awarded in error
to Sal Taibi at La Junta. The winner with the most
points, who should have received the trophy, was
John Bortnac, President of the Calgary M.A.C.. SAM
Speaks reported last month that Sal and Bruno
Markiewicz had tied with eleven points and that it
was agreed that Sal should hold the trophy. Unfortunately a recount of the point standings after the
meet showed that John Bortnac had the most points
(12) to Sal & Bruno's (11) each.
While we're on the subject of choosing the Champion
in F/F I'll review the system for you. The system
used is the one originated by the A.M.A., which gives
the guy in first place 5 points, the 2nd place
receives 4 points and so-on thru fifth place who
receives I point. These points are awarded in the
(11) basic F/F events (see page 4 of your SAM Rule
Book). Incidentally a variation of this system was
used in the Radio Control events this year at La
Junta. Prior to the contest the C.D. announced that
only five events would be considered for the championship and with a new twist that the contestant had to

NUMBER 57

declare in advance, the five events that he was
entering for the championship.
Sal, being the great sportsman and gentleman that
he is, wrote to John congratulating him on his win
as soon as he learned of the mistake. The F/F
Championship Trophy has been sent to John and we
hope to have a picture of the trophy and John's smiling face soon. Incidentally John is President of
SAM Chapter 52 (SCAAM).
SAM Speaks Editor also received a very nice letter
from G.J. Alaback reporting on activities in the
central Illinois area. He sent excellent pictures
of their meet held at Bong field on June 5, 1983.
I've included some of his pictures on the following
pages for your enjoyment.

The 1984 SAM Champs at BONG
Stop the Presses! The 1984 SAM Champs are being
relocated. We just received word from Carl
Spielmaker, the 1984 Champs Manager, telling us
that it was necessary to relocate the Champs to
BONG A.F. Base in Wisconsin. A great deal of effort
was expended by Don Belote trying to line-up a
location in-or-around Toledo. After two locations
proved impossible it was decided to move the Champs
to Bong.
The field at Bong was the site of the Champs in 1972
and has been used by the AMA to run F.A.I. contests
in the past. Thanks to efforts of Tim Banaszak and
Tony Italiano, Bong will be available for SAM's use
the Last Week in June 1984. Carl tells me to
announce that the meet will be a 4 day affair,
Tuesday thru Friday. So get-to-building, time is
fleeting.

New '84-'85 Rule Books
New SAM Rule Books for 1984-85 are at the printer and
will be mailed by January 1st. The hooks incorporate
the changes voted on this past summer, in the radio
control section of the book. There are no changes
to the free-flight section due to the freeze voted
in 1981 on all free-flight rules. This freeze was
for three years and expires next summer.

SAM 35's 1984 Yearbook
Just received word from David Baker, 22 Ellington Rd.
Muswell Hill, London NlO England, that the New '84
SAM 35 Yearbook has gone to press. Those of you that
received one of the '83 yearbooks will want to order
the new one.
Format will be the same, lots of plans and articles,
but David say's it will be more professional looking.
(If that's possible). Dave suggests sending the
$7.00 in bills or international money order if
possible, personal checks cost as much as $4.00 to
cash. Order now to reserve your copy. Delivery
right after January 1st.
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Anybody for Nostalgia R/C?

NFFS Call for Nominations E. Papers

The other day, while digging through my attic in
search of some item, (I don't remember what) I came
across my thirty (30) yearl Old single channel R/C
"Rudder Bug". Much to my amazement the nylon and
butyrate covering were just like new. Soft and
pliable not brittle and rotten like many silk
covered ships get in a few years. I think this
bears noting in passing, it just may be that we've
passed-up a good covering material in our rush to
mono-cote. Anyhow, as I sat there remembering the fun
we used to have with the old two tube RK61 receiver,
and the Bonner Compound escapement, it suddenly
occured to me that we're overlooking another old
time era. Thirty years certainly qualify's the
"Rudder Bugs", the "DeBolt Trainers" the "Trixter
Beams" and on and on as Oldtimers.

The National Free Flight Society is accepting
nominations for the following:
10 Models of the Year - (1984)
Send to:
James G. Wilson
1030 Avenue D
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
Free Flight Hall of Fame (1984)
Send to:
Anthony J. Italiano
1655 Revere Dr.
Brookfield, WI 53005
Also, a call for papers for the 1984
Symposium. Please make your intentions
known along with an overall outline to:

How about starting another Old Time R/C event at the
SAM Champs? We could make up a list of eligible
designs, probably starting with the Good brothers big
"Guff"'38-'39 and continue on thru the Smog Hog or
maybe use the low wing Smog Hog as the cut off point.
I think it would be essential to use the original
engine type or one of equivalent horsepower and
vinta e. New radios would be allowed with motor
control and rudder control being standard with use
of elevator control being optional.
The event could be flown and judged to the old AMA
Single Channel rules (what year was that)? This
would not be just another endurance event. Personally
I'm getting tired of R/C endurance events. They are
starting to all look and sound alike. The Horsepower
race that has overcome Old Time R/C events is selfdefeating and is driving more and more fellows out
of Old Time R/C. John Morrill, maker of the Replica
Simplex Hornet, received a letter from a modeler in
Northern California saying that he was impressed
with John's new engine but he didn't think he would
buy one because it wouldn't be competitive flying
against the full race type engines now in use in R/C
circles. (John's Hornet is probably slightly hotter
than any Ohllson 19 or 23 that you have ever seen.)
This is a shame! It seems as-tho we're stamping out
the very thing that we've tried to re-create.
If anyones interested, write to SAM Speaks Editor
and let me know how you feel. I'll be glad to
donate the biggest and prettiest trophy as a
perpetual award for the best Old Time Nostalgia
R/C at the SAM Champs. Maybe, just maybe,we can
get another bunch of someone's old favorites flying
again.

Stan Stoy
12314 Inletridge Dr.
Maryland, MO 63043
314-434-9153 (home)
314-233-8361 (office)
Have your information in by January 1, 1984.

Bill Baker, Norman, Okla. built a fleet of gas models
for 83. Sailplane, Powerhouse, Buzzard Bombshell,
70% Bombshell, Kerswap. Bill writes an Old-Timer
column for the NFFS Digest.
SAM Membership
Due to the tremendous efforts of our Secretary/
Treasurer, John Pond, the membership renewal drive of
this past year has paid dividends. Membership again
is approaching 1800 members. This includes the 75
members in Australia, 65 in England, and 40 members
in Canada.
It is important to make sure your dues have been paid
for 1984. The dues were payable in July and you
wouldn't want to be dropped from the roster in the
next review of tardy members.

From the early days of radio - the picture was
taken about 1955 at Mile Square. Anybody
recognize the Good Bros. Rudder Bug?

John has been privately complaining about the amount
of work that the job entails and hinting that he
might not run again in '84. I think that all the
guys that are in arrears in their dues should sit
down tonight and write a note to John and tell him
what a great job he's doing and slip your $10.00
renewal in the envelope. That would be a great way
of letting John Pond know what a great job you think
he is doing.
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SALINAS AREA MODELERS (SAM) SALINAS, JUNE 4 6 5.
The Salinas Old Timer Meet by Jack Jella
The preamble to the Society of antique Modelers rule
book states; "The competition flying of vintage model
aircraft is intended to be causal, enjoyable and
interesting for both the competitor and spectator
alike. It is neither desired to advance the state-ofthe art of aeromodeling, nor to reprove again that is
already recorded in the aeromodeling history books."
This was certainly the case on June 4-5, during the
3rd annual Salinas Area Modelers Old Timers contest.
A sort of laid-back competition with the emphasis on
fun. A total of 25 contestants made their way to the
Borchard Ranch site for a total of 80 individual
entries in 7 separate events. There were limited
engine run events, fuel allotment events, and an
electric powered event. A total of 159 official
flights were scored during the two day contest.
This years awards included plaques embossed with our
own distinctive club emblem, which were presented to
the first 3 places in each event. More than 50
merchandise prizes donated by hobby manufacturers,
distributors, and publishers were awarded through
10th place. The Old Timer electric event was
sponsored by leisure Electronics (Roland Boucher).
The electrics seem to be gaining in popularity and 1
would like to thank Roland for bringing us this
special event, and for providing the trophies. An
additional award was added this year to acknowledge
the contestant whose model demonstrated the highest
level of craftsmanship. This special award was
presented to Otto Bernhardt of the SAM 49 Club of
Los Angeles, for his Lanzo Record Breaker model which
/ is a born again free-flight that's 17 years old.
Honest!

Ships lined up for Craftsmanship Award; Jim Kyncy's
Anderson Pylon, Nick Nicholau's Miss America, 6 Otto
Bernhart's Lanzo. (Otto won 1st).

One of the highlights of the week-end activities was
the Saturday night Bar-B-Que prepared by co-contest
director "Chef" Walt Parker. Sore 50 guests were
treated to a really great steak dinner with all the
beer and wine you could drink, while viewing the day's
flying activities which had been video taped by
member Jim Lee.
Editors Comments

Ray VandeWalker (SAM 49) revs-up his Ohlsson 60
powered "Cumulus" while Paul Forrette holds on.

The Salinas meet certainly exemplyfied the great
feeling the Old Time movement has inspired in the U.S.
I was fortunate to be able to attend this year.

Jack Jells, Salinas Contest Director posting times
on the score board Pylon.

Jack Albrecht (SAM 49) checks out the competition
before winning limited engine run "C" with his
oversize "Kerswap".
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SALINAS AREA MODELERS (SAM) SALINAS, JUNE 4 Sr 5.

Don Bekins fires up his "Valkyrie". He didn't do
too well in Antique but took 1st place in Texaco
with his "Gas Bird".

Nick Nicholau, SAM 30 Sparkplug, fuel up his "Miss
America". Nick is a very prolific builder and is
responsible for many new ships in his club.

There wer six Kerswaps entered in everything from
1/2A Texaco to "C". Pat Paterson (SAM 49) is the
pilot, Bill Bowen looks on.

Two of the electrica at Salinas — The Playboy Cabin
in the foreground belongs to John Pond.

• 7,

Jim Kyncy starting his McCoy 60 in his Anderson
Pylon. Jim scaled ship down slightly to improve
performance. He placed 2nd in "C" and 1st in Antique.

Shoulder Wing Cumulus design by Shereshaw was built
and flown by Paul Forrette. Four stroker power.
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COLUSA SUN-HERALD CONTEST, JUNE 25 & 26.
SAM 30's Annual
or Where the Hell is Colusa, CA? by Jim Adams
Yes that's the question most folks ask before
attending the biggest-little contest held west of
the Rockies.
June 25th and 26th we attended the Colusa "Fly for
Bucks Contest". The Colusa annual is the only contest
around that I know of that gives cash prizes to the
winners, and I mean big cash prizes!
The meet is sponsored by Dave Johnson, owner of the
Colusa Sun Herald and features $500 in cash prizes.
The meet was neatly run by Frank Swaney, Old Time
Free-Flighter and assisted by Neva Nicholau, Miriam
Schmitd and Judy Staben.
Your Editor and his wife were treated to a most
enjoyable weekend by C.D. Swaney and Bill Burleson
the publisher of the newspaper in near-by city of
Gridley.
Rather than list the winners I've encluded pictures
of the folks having a great time.

Part of the field of flyers who turned out for the
Colusa Sun-Herald Old Timer Meet June 25 & 26
in the foreground is Jim Adams' (SAM Speaks Editor).
Experimental, then Bill Burleson's 1/2A Playboy, his
Gas Bird, then Jim Kyncy's Anderson Pylon and Loren
Schmidt's Dallaire.
Ed Solenberger holds Nick Sanford's Anderson Pylon
ready for takeoff.

John Drobshoff giving mouth-to- resuscitation to
his 1/2A "Challenger". His own design from the
forty's.

Bill Burelson (left) and Jim Kyncy putting the hex
on Stan Lane. Stan is trying to keep track of the
1/2 A Texaco ship in the sun.
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COLUSA SUN-HERALD CONTEST, JUNE 25 6 26.

McCoy 49 equipted with a magneto on speed Hughes'
enlarged Class A Playboy. Note the constant level
fuel tank.

Ed Solenberger and his 1/2A Texaco Anderson. A very
nice combination and a beautiful performer.

A 1.1 scaled up "Lanzo" powered by a .90 Enya Four
Stroke. Man that is real power! The builder/flyer
is Dave Bruner of SAM 21

1/2A "Miss Tiny" built 6 flown by Lescher Dowling of
SAM 21. Lesher is Editor of their newsletter and
contributed these photos.

; 11.,■ 44 "V•

"Peerless Panther" scaled down for 1/2A R/C Texaco.
The builder/flyer was Paul Forrette. This ship is a
winner.

Don Carll prepares his 1/2A R/C Texaco "Playboy".
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Portrait of George by Bill Baker
George perryman went to Chicago for the 1941
Nationals by Greyhound bus. He held his two rubberpowered models in his lap and stayed awake all night,
as he feared they might be broken if he slept. A
paper sack on the floor between his feet held all his
other belongings for the trip. Staying awake on the
trip was difficult for the fifteen-year-old from
Irvington, Kentucky, because of his excitement over
what lay ahead--the National Championships! Maybe
he would get to see his modeling heroes from the
magazines in person, maybe even see Chester Lanzo
whom he idolized.
George was the son of a Methodist minister and, like
the sterotyped "P.K.," he came close to being a
juvenile delinquent, terrorizing the community with
practical jokes and pranks. He even shot a hole in
a bucket of coal oil that an elderly man was carrying
home. George's father learned of this and made
George buy a new bucket and carry it full of the lamp
oil to the victim, who was kind to the repentant
youngster. George went back many times to talk and
play checkers by coal oil light. But George still
laughs when he thinks of the surprised look on the
old fellow's face when his bucket mysteriously
"sprung a leak."
George's first model was a Waco Biplane. He was
eleven and had no experienced help. He had no
adhesive for the paper, so he used egg white. He
could not get the top wing to stay on, so he stitched
it on with sewing thread. Did it fly? Well, not
exactly; it fell oft the mantel and broke. He next
bought a "stick" model kit and it did fly--across
the street. Another kit was bought just for the
wood and tissue, and he made an original stick
model which flew better. In 1938 he flew in his first
contest and won an event. He felt an exhilaration
over this that has kept him going since. It meant
he could do something, be something, be somebody. And
now he was on his way to Chicago.
It was almost unreal to find himself surrounded by
his heroes from the model magazines, but the most
thrilling thing was the time he spent with Chester
Lanzo. He held for Lanzo as he wound and he watched
and listened and learned as Lanzo got his 300-squareinch stick in trim. George was forever changed--he

Very nice "Brooklyn Dodger" flown by Dave and Ann
Betz from New Orleans. Looks like McCoy 29 engine.

still is building Lanzo sticks and still thinks of the
lessons learned from the master. Talking of this he
never mentions how his own models did at that contest,
as that just wasn't important compared to what he had
learned and the acceptance he received from the leaders
in the sport, especially Lanzo.
In only ten more years he was captain of the 1951
American Wakefield Team. His spectacular success as a
competition modeler got the attention of some of the
right people and he found himself working for Lockheed
Aircraft Company--another dream come true like a
storybook. He was on two American Nordic teams in
1953 and 1954, and Lockheed even provided his transportation to Europe for these events.
George is still with Lockheed. He is a Senior Design
Engineer and he has had a significant influence on
many state-of-the-art aircraft from Lockheed, including the C5A. His daughter-in-law, looking up at one
of the huge transports, marveled that "Big Daddy
helped make that and he can't make a sandwich!"
For many years he was frustrated in his wish to win
Sometimes
the Mulvihill Trophy, often placing second.
he even lost to friends flying his designs, such as
Jim Lewis and Mike Bailey flying his "Little Daddy."
The breakthrough came at last in 1977 when the Great
Speckled Bird was born and he won the Mulvihill.
Again in 1980 and 1982 he won, and on those occasions
he used a Lanzo stick for the first three or four
maxes, saving the GSB for the longer flights. The
GSB will not be retired to the new AMA Museum.
George counts forty-two events in which he has won
model contests. He has flown all the gas-power events,
but the rubber and glider events have held his interest
most of all. In recent years he hasn't flown gliders
as the events are too demanding, physically, so he
flys AMA rubber events and all the NFFS unofficial
events with gusto.

Twin Pusher Mass Launch at La Junta. Note under-hand
launch by Loren Schmidt, next is Karl Spielmaker, and
Larrie Schaeffer giving it a "little assist" (both
feet off the ground).

He published designs in Air Trails, Model Airplane
News and Model Builder magazines and Little Daddy and
Great Speckled Bird won "Model-of-the-Year" Awards
from the NFFS, and more important, he has the admiration and respect of modelers all over the world.
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How does he do it? Do you want to know what glue he
uses, what rubber lube, what airfoils, what "secrets"?
Okay. 1 have spied on him at four Nationals and a
SAM Champs and even spent a night in his home and
looked at his workshop, and I went to a T.T.O.M.A.
(Thermal Thumbers of Metropolitan Atlanta) club
contest with him. We have helped each other wind,
pick air, retrieve, repair, and we have been lost in
the cornfields of Nebraska together. I have beaten
him a few times, but mostly he beats me (and nearly
everyone else).
The "secrets" do not reside in sophisticated workshop
tools or techniques. He has a small workbench in a
small utility room with the washing machine, hot
water tank and heating ducts. One of the ducts is
marked at an angle--that is where he tapes prop
baldes to warp in the "twist." He has no power tools-•
it is pliers, razor blades, sandpaper, and that's
about it. I don't think he has a drill. If he did,
he probably would make a winder out of it. He can
get someone in the model shop at Lockheed to drill a
hole if he needs one. He uses Dupont Duco Cement,
Sig Rubber Lube, FAI Rubber. He has no jigs or other
fixtures but tends to build things "in the air." I
am preoccupied with warps and other alignment problems
and am inclined toward jigs and non-shrinking nitrate
dope. Not George--he not only uses Butyrate dope
but he mostly uses Sig Super Coat (not Lite Coat)
"because it shrinks a lot" and makes the covering
"nice and tight." He admits to a few warps but says
he just "adjusts around them." He doesn't know what
pitch his props are, he just bends the wires to change
the pitch until the model flys best. I have studied
his prop assemblies very carefully: they are light;
they are just barely strong enough. His airplanes
are the same--light and strong enough, but just
barely. (He says all his airfoils are "GP48" because
they are drawn with a Number 48 curve, his favorite.
It may be hard to find a curve on Lockheed aircraft
which does not fit a Number 48 curve.) He doesn't
travel to the Nationals in a Greyhound bus with his
models in his lap any more. He drives a Chevrolet
and puts his models in the trunk. He has no model
boxes, he just puts everything in the trunk and
figures the heavy stuff will sink to the bottom. He
doesn't have his equipment in a paper sack anymore,
he has a cardboard box.
The models, loosely packed in the trunk, led to two
incidents of interest. For the 1981 Nationals, Walt
Rozelle traveled with George, his models visiting
with George's in the trunk. When they unpacked, Walk
found a piece of "shim wood" and had to worry for a
couple of days to remember what it fell off of. On
another trip to Texas, George decided to go over the
border to Mexico for a short visit. When he tried to
re-enter the U.S., the Feds wanted to see in his
trunk. It was very windy and George knew that if he
opened his trunk his models would be blown out. The
argument that followed would make a movie. But such
are George's persuasive powers that he got the man
to follow him to a wind-sheltered place to open the
trunk. George breaks in his FAI rubber by prewinding
fifty percent, then eighty percent, of maximum turns.
He insists that all test flights must be made with
thrity-five winder turns for good luck.
George doesn't use a winding tube, and hasn't broken
a strand of rubber for two years, he says. He even
winds with the prop on instead of using a winding
hook. He does lots of things "wrong," or certainly

•
Thomas McCoy won compressed air with this Kingburd
and Hoosier Whirlwind. Bert Pond still has these
motors for sale.
different from what I would recommena as "modern
practice," but he gets away with it because of his
long experience. I am not going to give up my jigs,
nitrate dope, winding hooks, and tubes and boxes in
order to be more like George, and anyway these things
are incidental to his ability to win. Jim O'Reilly
held the GSB for George as he wound for the final
and winning Mulvihill flight in 1980. Just before
the model was launched, Jim punched a hole in the
paper. "Gosh! I'm sorryl" (That isn't what he said
but we have to set an example for the youth) said Jim.
"That will have to be repaired before you can fly."
George said, "Aw, it's okay, holes is light." George
has his priorities straight.
George says what makes his models fly is "lots of
sandpaper and thermals." He does pick air well, but
doesn't appear to. He seldom will stand with a
wound model. He gets them off immediately after
winding, ninety-nine percent of the time. He picks
the air before he winds, I believe. I am not sure
how conscious this is; he has done it so much he just
feels "it's time," and he is a master at trim.
George sort of puts people on. He likes to be a
"simple country boy." It pays--people fall over
each other trying to help him. If you go to a
restaurant with him you do get service. The waitresses get charmed and your coffee cup never gets
empty. George doesn't meet any strangers. It was at
the little club contest at Atlanta that I realized
why he wins: he wants to. He really wants to. He
was just back from the Nationals where he had won
the Mulvihill for the third time, and now here he
was trying hard to win some club blue ribbons. He
lost a Lanzo stick in the trees and went up twice in
airplanes to locate it. He lost a new coupe in an
unclimbable tree. Why? For a club ribbon? Risk his
best models on a too-small field for token prizes?
George wants to win; he need to win. The Senior
Design Engineer from Lockheed is still, somehow, a
boy from rural Kentucky and he can't quite believe
he really has had all the wonderful things happen
that have happened. Maybe it is all a dream as he
fights sleep on that bus to Chicago. As I talk to
free-flight people who, like myself, are truly
addicted, most of them say they still remember their
first thermal flight or first contest won and the
exhilaration it produced--and we never get enough, do
we? We want that feeling, again and again. And so
Thermals
does George. Me, too.
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BONG CONTEST, JUNE 5, 1983
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Ed Knoefes winds up the Super Cyke in his pre—war
model of original design.

:0°
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Paul Heiman of Evanston, Ill., with his 1936
Copeland model. This design was the British Cup
winner and took 3rd place in the Wakefield in that
year.

•

•

Helman's Copeland is up for one of it's many flights
of the day. (Plans from Frank Zaic's 1937 Model
Aeronautical Yearbook).

Jack Sheehan of Chicago releases his Super Cyclone—
powered Playboy 80 for an official flight at the
Chicago Aeronuts' 22nd Annual Old Timers Spring
Contest at Bong AFB in Wisconsin on June 5, 1983.
Jeffrey Annis, center, waits to make an official
flight with his Korda Wakefield.

GYPSY

Joe MaCay flew Curtiss 0S2U in Rubber Scale at
La Junta.
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SAM 46 CONTEST MELBOURNE, FLORIDA

Lee Campbell and his "Zaic Floater" towline at the
Florida meet.

Bob Nolan and his Super Cyke powered Playboy Senior
took 2nd place at Melbourne meet.

READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

-4.1311t,

Jim Walston, Atlanta, Georgia, with his 1/2A "Foote
Westerner" at SAM 46's 1st contest.

Without Plug
NGK Sparkplug
Inverted Fuel Tank Cover

$138.00
$6.50
$5.00

Calif. Residents Add Sales Tax
JOHN MORRILL
SLMPLEX MINIATURE ENGINES
Seldom seen Henry Struck Design the "K—Gs" flown at
La Junta by Jim O'Reilly, 06R 60 power.

Ric

ilMOND STREET • EL SEGUNDO. CALIFORNIA 90245 • (213) 322.858
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Old Timer Model Who's-Who No. 21 "Thermal Magnet".
Designer: Ray Heit, Brooklyn, New York
The Thermal Magnet designed by famous Brooklyn
Skyscraper Club Member Ray Heit. Ray also designed
the "SCRAM" and other models kitted by Bay Ridge
Co.. Ray now resides in Los Alamitos California, and
is interested in R/C.
The model in the picture was built by Bob Osland,
"SCAMPS" member, from Huntington Beach, CA.. Bob
says the ship has a fabulous glide but is a little
hard to trim under power.

So You Want FEATURES!
Herr are o Ian to
look hyr in pour own
ship. An Bop Rider
ohms ore designed
Iv. that perfect
Aiphs.
built
to climb
With torpor, and to
ciede surmise( torque
on
the glide.
Of
count they .toy in
sight lumpier and kin
pruee. Fleas features are

TM Teerniel
• 4' fryirit eonder. Fes.
lure, lettered wing, high lin
Fattier, gehd•arroyen landing
pew, meni•erreernlina retain..
replaceable motor meet!
Conti
pstlr ell, •11 penned etteelt. reeter.
**pet. l•se Meth, S.% ChtLos• en.
let Wing elr Amok coeerIng
*1.14.

BUILT IN.
The DIAMOND DEMON, for Ohlsson '23 and similar motors. • four.
rooter of cup ',inning' caliber. Core•
plate kit witk air wheels. all woods and
printed sheets, cement and dopes. only
12.95.

Famous BAY RIDGE MIKE. Class B
four•footer familiar to all gas model
special Including woods,
fans. Kit
printed sheets, cements. dopes, less
wheels for Slaft. DoLuxr lot with air
'AWN and silk, $3.60.

Phil McCary the terror of Carson City, Nevada dressed
in his usual Taft gard, tunes up his Arden 19 powered
Class B "So-Long" that is a very hot combination
(Yell Phil too!!)

SUPPLIES—SERVICE
All kit., sent pn.tpoid on day swifts to received. C.O.B.accepted over $e.rio
Oar Isqnpflor ere nationally famous for Mete excellence. Send for pries fist end
be tare you pet the ham New motor tier, Anil out , print for St •lemp.

1411191/

-- for POWERHOUSE builderA--

At wood. covering rnsl•ri•lt, fittings, cements. dopes. to build Sal UV's 7•foot.,,
th• POWERHOUSE, for only $310 postpaid. Delon. lit. grith air edvesils, cement, vele•
and clew dopes_ WM postpaid. Highest grad. tuaterlsk wad throughout. Furnished
I. kit farm, I.
plans. Ord.' today. immadiee delivery,

BAY RIDGE MODEL AIRPLANE AND SUPPLY CO.
4419 3rd Ave.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Dept. MA
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hereby make application for individual membership in the Society of Antique Modelers.

Birth Date

Name

Address

City

Years Modeling
Stela

Zip

Please chock If you belong to any of the following:

MECA

No

SAM Chapter

No

SPAC I

Enclose Membership Oues of S10.00

No
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The Society of Antique Modelers

NOT WRITE I NTH

AMA

4269 Sayoko Circle
San Jose, CA 951 3 6

. making this application for membership to The Society of Antique Modeiers, t agree to q,
abide by the rules not by the Society and realize that the goals of S.A.M. and the Old Timats
Movement are to encourage participation above competition and it dedicated to the c
preservation and reproduction of vintage modal aircraft.
a
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NUMBER 58

SAM EDITOR SPEAKS - By, Jim Adams I
SAM COMES OF AGE
Did you know that SAM is twenty years old? Plus or
minus a few months, it all began back in the 19631966 time frame. The organization began with an idea.
A chance remark by John Pond to Bill Bowen as to the
relative merits of old time ships as compared to the
"modern" ships of the sixties gave birth to the idea
of an old timer contest.
Before long a flurry of letters from one old time
modeler to another began to produce a "new" flock of
old time models. This was soon followed by "old
timer" contests around the U.S.A.. I interviewed old
timer Bud McNorgan, from Garden Grove, California, and
he remembers traveling to Denver, Colorado to attend
one of their "Annuals" sponsored by Tim Dannels Model
Museum. The idea for a SAM Championship was born in
Tim's front room when everybody present vowed to
return the following year. The date was May 25-26,
1966 when the first impromptu old timer gathering was
held in Denver and those present agreed that it was
so much fun that we would do it again. The first
contestants that traveled to Denver were greeted by
early snow flurries and slush! But it was fun and in
spite of wind and showers it was decided by the
fellows from California, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, New Mexico, New York and
others to come again the following year.
Prior to the first meeting a great deal of letter
writing, laying out the ground work for a hoped for
organization took place. Engaged in this activity
were many early enthusiasts, names like; Lee Freeman
(California),Martin Schindler (Virginia), Tim Dannels
(Colorado), Paul Kastory (Pennslvania), Jim Dunkin
(Kansas), Bob Larsh (Ohio), Pete Sotich (Illinois),
Bud McNorgan (California), Gene Lapansie (Michigan),
John Peck (Ohio), and bob Stalick (Oregon), who is
generally credited with coming up with the name of
SAM.

Bruce Chandler, past SAM Champs C.D., gives us a
look at his oldtime scale "Taube". Ship had just
survived an attack by two Red Tailed Hawks.
I remember attending one of the first Old Timer
activities in Denver when about 60 or 75 hearty souls
(that included the families) showed up and we were
treated to the opportunity of sleeping in bed rolls
on the floor of the hangar at the small airport in
Aurora, luckily the hangar had steam heat and we were
adequately warm during the night. I'll never forget
meeting Meredith Chamberlain from Ohio in the airport
office sleeping on a leather couch. He was at least
12 inches longer than the cushion and his feet hung
over the end, but tired as he was, he slept! The
following day we all laughed as we huddled in makeshift shelters, waiting for the rain to stop, while
Meredith knelt doggedly in the rain cranking the
Ohlsson 23 on his Class 'B' "Gas Bag", determined to
put in the last of his flights. The contest was
finally closed, the rain made a mess of the field,
but we had fun!

se

The SAM Champs are still fun for those that attend
with the idea of renewing old acquaintenances and
of bringing back the memories of those first gas
model flights. No where else can you recapture
those glorious memories with such a wonderful bunch of
enthusiastic guys all bent on making those marvelous
old machines perform once again. It's like going to
the candy store once again, to visit the engine
collecto-gether. All the engines that you dreamed of
owning in your youth will be on display. Some engines
are just like new, others show the wear and tear of
forty plus years of use or disuse.

Karl Hatrak of the SCIFS and leader of the Czech
Flying Team with his fine performing .020 "American
Ace."

The Champs will be held again in Bong, Wisconsin in
1984. The contest manager will be Karl Spielmaker
one of the participants at the early SAM Champs and
a modeler well known by all Old Timers around the
U.S.. Karl is well recognized as a modeler and a
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manufacturer of replica old time engines, having
produced replica engines like the "Marvin", his
"Golden Eagle" and currently the "Megow 19". Karl is
being assisted with the SAM Champs by Woody Bartell,
Tom McCoy, Buck Zaire, and Bob Larsh. This net
promises to provide all the fun and good times enjoyed
by SAM Champs participants over the years. Assembled
below is a little history that was compiled to
reconstruct the memorable first years of SAM.
CD/Manager
Location
Area
Year Number
Tim Dannels
Denver
1st
Rocky-Mtn.
1967
Harley Elmore
Denver
Rocky-Mtn.
1968
2nd
Pete Sotich
Bong
3rd
Mid-West
1969
D.Whitacre/J. Pond
Taft
West
4th
1970
Denver Ray Combs/Al White
Rocky-Mtn.
5th
1971
Tim Banasak
Bong
Mid-West
1972
6th
G. Wallock/J. Pond
West
Taft
7th
1973
Jack Bolton
Lakehurst
8th
East
1974
Denver
Tim Dannels
Rocky-Mtn.
9th
1975
Mid-West Wright-Pattrsn.Dick Smith
1976
10th
Las Vegas Al Heiman
11th West
1977
W. Woodman
East
Coyle Field
1978
12th
Salt Lake Lin Haslam
Rocky-Mtn.
1979
13th
Mid-West Wright-Pattrsn.Bob Larsh
14th
1980
Al Heiman
Taft
1981
15th
West
G. Armstead
East
Chicopee
1982
16th
Jim Thomas
La-Junta
Rocky-Mtn.
17th
1983
K. Spielmaker
Bong
Mid-West
1984
18th
West
19th
1985

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

The year 1984 signals the election of officers in
SAM. Each office in SAM is held for a period of two
years and current officer's terms expire in July 1984.
All incumbents will automatically be placed on the
ballot, unless they indicate their desire not to run
again.
The offices that will be open are President, Western
VP, Rocky Mountain VP, Eastern VP, Mid-West VP, and
Secretary/Treasurer.
If you are interested in placing someones name on the
ballot, and you have his permission to do so, write
to: Carl Hatrak, 3825 W. 144th St. Hawthorne, CA
90250.
Nominations will close March 15, 1984. A ballot will
appear in SAM Speaks Spring Issue with the list of
candidates. Members will have an opportunity at that
time to vote for the candidates of their choice.

Who knows where we will go in 1985? SAM has offers
from Washington (SAM 8) and Northern California
(Salinias Antique Modelers). Where ever it is held,
the SAM Championship promises to put the fun back in
flying!

Jumbo Rubber Rearwin Speedster by Cliff McBaine.
super flying design and very good looking. This
ship was a Megow 50" kit.
SAM Membership

Due to the tremendous efforts of our Secretary/
Treasurer, John Pond, the membership renewal drive of
this past year has paid dividends. Membership again
is approaching 1800 members. This includes the 75
members in Australia, 65 in England, and 40 members
in Canada.
It is important to make sure your dues have been paid
for 1984. The dues were payable in July and you
wouldn't want to be dropped from the roster in the
next review of tardy members.

Damond Adcock, Genial President of SAM 13 shows off
his new "Swoosc".

John has been privately complaining about the amount
of work that the job entails and hinting that he
might not run again in '84. I think that all the
guys that are in arrears in their dues should sit
down tonight and write a note to John and tell him
what a great job he's doing and slip your $10.00
renewal in the envelope. That would be a great way
of letting John Pond know what a great job you think
he is doing.
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1984 CHAMPS AT BONG
SAM Champs Manager Karl Spielmaker has sent us his
first news release on the '84 Champs. The contest is
to be held June 25,26,27,28, 1984 at Bong, Wisconsin
about 14 miles west of Kenosha off Highway 43. Look
for Brighton on the map near Highway 43 and you will
have it pinned down.
The R/C Texaco events will be flown on Monday, June
25. All other events; Free Flight and R/C will be
flown on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, June 26,27
& 28.
Entry blanks and motel information will be included
in the January-February issue of SAM Speaks. Woody
Bartelt has been checking out the motel situation in
and around Kenosha, Wisconsin and we will have this
information in the next issue.
The events planned for the Champs are as follows:

John Nogy poses with his kA Texaco "Valkyrie". Ship
is scaled down to 1/2 size from the original Goldberg
design.

FREE FLIGHT*
Class A Cabin
Class B Cabin
Class C Cabin
30 Second Antique
Rubber Stick
Scale (gas)
.020 Replica

Class A Pylon
Class B Pylon
Class C Pylon
Fuel Allotment Antique
Rubber Cabin
H.L. Glider
Scale (Rubber)

R/C*

Class A Glow (Cabin/Pylon)
Class B 'Glow (Cabin/Pylon)
Class C Glow (Cabin/Pylon)
Texaco
Pure Antique

Class A Ign.(Cabin/Pylon)
Class B Ign.(Cabin/Pylon)
Class C Ign.(Cabin/Pylon)
1/2A Texaco
Antique(Glow&Convt.Ign.)

SPECIALTY EVENTS**
Compressed Air
Twin Pusher
Jimmy Allen
Ohlsson .19-.23 Cabin
Slag Engine Powered

R/C Electric (.020-.30 Motors)
Commercial Rubber
Nostalgia .02-.080 Disp.
Nostalgia .081-.65 Disp.

* Free Flight & R/C events noted by single asterisk
will have trophies thru five places.

NEW BOOKS
We have just received our copy of the "Scrapbook of
Scale", 3-views and nostalgia, by our old friend
Bill Hannan. Bill writes a column in "Model Builder"
Magazine that is very enjoyable. True to form Bill's
new hook is interesting reading for scale buffs or
just plain old timers that appreciate stick and tissue
construction. The book contains good tips for anyone
that is seriously thinking about entering the scale
field for fun or competition. Price is $8.95 plus
$1.00 for handling and postage. Order from W. C.
Hannan Graphics, P.O. Box A, Escondido, CA 92025.
Another good book entitled "Making Scale Model
Airplanes Fly" crossed our desk this past week.
Although we haven't had time to digest this one,
a rough thumb - thru indicates that there is lots of
good reading and is just packed with sketches and good
stuff!
The book "Making Scale Model Airplanes Fly" is
available from Aircraft Data, P.O. Box 32021, Dallas,
Texas 75224. $7.95 ppd 4th class mail, with a
10% discount for orders for 4 to 8 books and 20% for
more than B.

** Specialty events will have trophies thru three
places.
Plans arc underway to hold the Collecto and the bean
feed on Monday, probably at the same place. The
victory banquet, to be held thursday night, is
presently slated to be held in the Elks Lodge in
Kenosha.

SAM 1984-85 RULE BOOKS
The new SAM Rule Books have just been mailed to all
current members. If you didn't receive yours, contact
John Pond the SAM Secretary and Treasurer. John's
address is 4269 Sayoko Circle, San Jose, CA 95136.
A Brown Jr. powered "Dolphin", a Petrides design

from M.A.N.. This ship built and flown in Texaco
by Cliff Silva.
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REPLICA ENGINES

There is more good news coming for you fellows that
have had trouble getting good running old time engines.
A call from Mike Granieri indicates that members of
the engine committee, Sal Taibi, Jack DeFond and Bob
Hartman, have completed evaluation of two more for
SAM use.
The new engines are being manufactured by Dunham
engineering of England. The engines are being imported and distributed by Bert Striegler, 5831 McKnight,
Houston, Texas 77035. Phone 729-5652.
The two engines under evaluation are a Replica
Orwick "64" and a "Valkyrie" 5.3cc diesel. That's
about a .31, and it's BiT.
The Valkyrie is a 1948 engine design. This Orwick
"64" should not be confused with the georgous
Replica Orwicks being made by Klause & McCollum
(Replica model engines), see last months SAM Speaks
for their ad. They have advised us that they will be
making deliveries in late December.

John Pond's 10 ft span Clipper is big I The beautiful
ship is R/C and was flown at La Junta.
SAM BROCHURES
The slick red, white & blue brochures that tell all
about SAM are ready for the 1984 show season. The
little 6 page fold-out is a give-away to be used at
model shows,'collecto's and the like. The brochure
lists the 55 chapters of SAM and the officers. The
hand-out also includes a SAM application so that you
can sign-up new members on the spot.
They're for your use. Write to John Pond, advising
him of your needs. Be sure and leave plenty of time
for shipment. (4 weeks at least)

Doug Ruff, Riverside, Calif. with his Anderson
Spitfire powered Taibi Powerhouse.

SOUTHWESTERN REGIONALS

The Southwestern REgional is being held again this
year on January 14-15 at Buckeye airport, Arizona.
The regionals is one of the biggest meets held in
the western part of the country. Contest Manager
for this meet is Al Lidberg.
The contest has (43) events this has got to be some
kind of a record. The types of events covered are
free-flight, U-control and R/C assist. The event
schedule covers both modern and old time events.
Dick Bringgold writes that pre-registration will be
at the SAM 31 room at the Crossroads Motel, Friday
evening, January 13, 1984. For further info call
Dick at (602)997-9303.
Because of the lateness of this issue we may be a
little with this info., if so we apologize.

"Mr. Compressed Air," Bert Pond, perennial leader in
old timer activities. Picture snapped at '82 SAM
Champs.
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NEW SPECIAL EVENTS

I. Models have to be published or kitted before 1943.
Original designs not meeting these requirements are
not eligible. Proof of design is required.

Several new special events are to be flown at this
years SAM Champs.

2. Maximum allowable wingspan in 36" projected.
Tony Italian°, National Free Flight Society Director,
Central REgion, has advised us that the NFFS will
sponsor the Nostalgia events at the 1984 Bong SAM
Champs scheduled for the last week of June. The
current CIA rules will be in effect and two classes,
.020 to .080 CID, and .081 to .650 will be flown.
Two models will be allowed per class. A 100 oz. per
CID power loading weight rule will be in effect as
well as an eligible engine cut-off date. The models
have to be published or kitted 1943 to 1956, inclusive, and designs eligible for Old Timers are not
legal for Nostalgia. For complete details concerning
the rules, send a SASE to SAM Champs Nostalgia Event
Director Elmer Jordan, 2586 S. Brookview Rd., Troy,
Ohio 45373.
A couple of other neat special events, currently
popular in So. California, that have been added to
the usual SAM Champs slate. As the Ohlsson 19 & 23
side port engines have been largely ignored by
modelers for contest use, a separate single cabin
model event will be held for them. All other SAM
rules will apply.

Ae•-:
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3. A fixed two wheel landing gear is required which
must be shown on the plan or ad.
4. The model construction should generally follow
the original and geodetic may not be substituted.
Wood sizes may be increased and some body planking is
not to front
allowed. Extra spars may be added,
one-third of the wing. Balsa may be substituted for
bamboo outlines.
5. No restrictions on amount of rubber used or model
weight. Flight rules same as O.T. rubber and R.O.G..
6. The prop must be a balsa, two-bladed, freewheeling type regardless of the design shown on the
plan. The original size may be used or, if deemed too
small to be competitive, may be increased up to a
maximum diameter of 16 inches. As models will R.O.G.,
the landing gear may be extended. If the prop is
changed, the design and shape must be consistent
with propellers of the era. Examples of formulas
and block layouts may be found in the Zaic Year Books
and may be constructed from solid block, laminated
pieces, warped sheet stock or a commercial band
sawed product.
Anyone with questions concerning these events may also
contact Bob Larsh, Mid-West VP, with a SASE for
clarification and/or additional information. Please
note that other perennial special events, such as
Jimmy Allen, Slag, Twin Pusher and Compressed Air,
will be held as well as the basic SAM free flight and
R/C Assist classes.

1.45v
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It is hoped that we will have a good turnout and that
our "new" special events will create enough interest
to justify their existence.
Very truly yours,
Robert K. Larsh
SAM Midwest Vice President
aM

Dick Lyons shows us his beautiful "Miss Tiny". Dick
is a recent recruit from F.A.I. Power. The Miss Tiny
was a Barney Snyder design kitted by Modelcraft.

The other new special event will be for "Commerical
Rubber" models. This concept was designed to revive
and emulate a very popular class of rubber-powered
models flown in the 1930's and was the bread and
butter event for contest sponsors. Basically, these
models are of the fuselage type and, being small and
lightweight, do not require much rubber. They should
provide a welcome option to the modelers as 99% of
the O.T. rubber-powered jobs flown today are of the
Wakefield or Mulvihill class requiring large amounts
of rubber and transportation space. The C.R. models
can be found in the Zaic Year Books and the old model
mags. Many of the current plan sources carry full
size drawings and even kits.
The rules are very simple as follows:

Warren Williams and his Lanzo Stick job snapped at a

recent Mile Square Fun-Fly. Warren was a strong
Wakefield competitor in the 50's, is now into indoor
flying.
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NOSTALGIA rF GAS EVENT CIA CATEGORY III RULES
1984 SAM CHAMPS

1. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS: Models must be kitted or
published in a commercial magazine or book in the
period 1943 to 1956 inclusive. if the model qualifies for Old-Timers, it cannot be flown Nostalgia.
It will be the responsibility of the contestant to
produce proof of eligibility of little known or
foregin designs. Model construction must reasonably
conform to the original. Scaling of designs up or
down is not permitted unless the plans or construction article indicates measurements or ratios for
other sizes. The exception to the scaling rule is
that any l!A design that has less wing area than a
Ram Rod "250" may be enlarged to a size equal to the
R. Rod which is 250 sq. in. projected wing span or
263 sq. in. flat.

6. Any AMA legal fuel and fuel system may be used. No
auto surfaces permitted unless shown on orginal plan.
Two wheels may be substituted for one, but not vice
versa. Minor modification for D-T is allowed. Any
controversies will be resolved by the sole decision
of the event and contest directors.
7. For any additional information and/or clarification
and legal engine list, send SASE to Event %rector
Elmer Jordan, 2586 S. Brookvicw Rd., Troy, OH 45373
or Bob Larsh, CIA Rules Coordinator, 45 S. Whitcomb,
Indianapolis, IN 46241.

2. ENGINE REQUIREMENTS: To establish a true Nostalgia
atmosphere, an engine cutoff date is in effect. The
general rule is that only plain brg. engines manufactures before the cutoff date of Dec. 31, 1962
and all ball brg.
A. Front intake Coxes are not allowed. (Tee Aces
or Medalions)
B. All Cox rear intake .020 d .049 engines max be
used regardless of mrg. date. However, the
switching with Tee Dee cylingers and the use
of hi-compression heads are not permitted.
C. Any size Fox plain bearing stunt-type with cast
on intakes like those made in the 1950's may
be used regardless of manufacturing date.
3. WEIGHT RULE: A 100 ounce per cubic inch of engine
displ. will apply to models using engines with a .051
to.650 The (.020-.049) powered models are
exempt from weight restrictions.
4. FLIGHT RULES: Nine second engine run, hand launched
and 2 minute mazes for the first three and all ensuing
flights will be in effect. Flight attempts will be
the same as AMA gas.
5. EVENTS: Two classes, small and large, will be
flown--.020 to .080 C.I.D. and .081 to .650 C.I.D.
Two models are allowed to be used to complete flights
in each class.

It's wind-up time at La Junta! In the pits at the
'83 Twin Pusher event at the SAM Champs.
LETTERS

Dear John:
Two things made me decide to enclose my check for
S10.00 to renew my SAM Membership. First, your
letter; and second, the teaser article in the recent
SAM Speaks about Nostalgia R/C. That really interests
me. My primary modeling interest is R/C Sailplanes
and while interested in "Old Timers" I've yet to
build one. I think that the Nostalgia R/C would do
it and force time to build one. One of the things that
is most interesting is the fact that there are some
30-35 year old engines which haven't appreciated to
the point of no return.
I'm sure that there are those who have copies of the
old RC rules of that period which would make a good
starting point. (You are right J.E.A.) The cut off
point should be some date on a calendar preferably
prior to the low wing Smog Bog as mentioned in the
article. Somebody out there has to come up with
some provisional rules and get it going. I'm game--The SAM seems to be doing very well and it's due to
you and the other members who hang in there and get
the job done. Thanks a bunch!
Sincerely
Warren Tiahit #1340

Ernie Payne and John l'argos weighing-in Ernies
R/C Lanzo. The clever scale arrangement is an Otto
Bernhardt design.

P.S. Please forward a copy to Jim Adams to show may
interest in Nostalgia R/C. Thanks again.
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ALBERTA SAM CHAMPS - SEPT 11/83 by John Bortnak
The first Old Timer meet: (Held under the SAM Rules)
in Canada was held at the free flight site of the
Calgary Model Airplane Club. Contestants were in
attendance from St. Albert, Edmonton, Calgary, and
North Dakota. It was a beautiful day - cloudy with
sunny intervals, light winds, and the odd thermal.
There were no known instances of "instant kitting" of
any model - just the odd one running into the barbed
wire fence surrounding the field - shades of La Junta,
except the hayfield was a little kinder to the tootsies
than the buffalo grass of La Junta. Bill Bond was the
only unfortunate individual to lose a model to the
thermal God; his .020 replica was returned about three
weeks later. I attempted to locate it with my trusty
Sky Hawk, but to no avail.
Father Dignan of Hettinger, North Dakota had two
coaxes in H.L. Glider, but couldn't find the elusive
third one for a perfect score. Glenn Traub acted as
assistant,C.D., and Chief Timer. Mel Klimchuk of
St. Albert continued his winning ways by being the
only one to get a max in rubber.
Results:

Class ABC Pylon
Class ABC Cabin
Combined Rubber
H.L. Glider
.020 Replica
Rubber Scale

1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.

John Bortnak
Glenn Traub
John Bortnak
Bill Bond
Mel Klimchuk
John Turner
Father Dignan
John Bortnak
Bill Bond
Father Dignan
John Bortnak

Alta. F/F Champ - John Bortnak
Canada's first SAM Chapter 052 officially was formed in
Alberta, and is known as the society of Alberta antique
modelers (S.A.A.M.). Thanks to Woody Woodman for the
most impressive chapter certificate.
A special tilt of the Pilsner Stetson (that's good
Canadian Beer - John Pond) to Ann Betz of New Orleans
who in the writer's humble opinion was the unofficial
"Miss SAM Champs" 1963. Sure nice to focus the
epitheleal tissues on such a delightful bundle of
feminine pulchritude. "(Down John! flown)"

John Bortnak, Calgary, Canada, with O.S. 15 powered
"Comet Interceptor." John was the grand champion
in Free/Flight events at the '83 SAM Champs.

Rubber Powered "Fleet" Biplane and builder R. B.
McKenna. R.B. just recently switched over from (Hot
Dawg) modern power F/F.

SAM 35's 1984 Yearbook
Just received word from David Baker, 22 Ellington Rd.
Muswell Hill, London N10 England, that the New '84
SAM 35 Yearbook has gone to press. Those of you that
received one of the '83 yearbooks will want to order
the new one.
Format will be the same, lots of plans and articles,
but David say's it will be more professional looking.
(If that's possible). Dave suggests sending the
$7.00 in bills or international money order if
possible, personal checks cost as much as $4.00 to
cash. Order now to reserve your copy. Delivery
right after January 1st.

•

A very nice flyer, a P.B.2 by Art Watkins from
Northern California. The P.8.2 was another Petrides
design. Nine foot span and Brown Jr. power.
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LETTERS

1/2A TEXACO ENGINES
Alamo 1836, and probably others, need assistance in
1/2A Texaco rule interpretation. We have recently
started a newsletter exchange with SAM 41 and SAM 29.
To our mutual dismay, we do not interpret the 1/2A
Texaco rules the same way. This must be some spin
off of Murphy's Law.
We have three specific concerns wnichpossibly the
Rules Committee and general membership could comment
on for our mutual benefit.
1. Fuel: It appears from the '82 and '84 rules that
any commercially available glow plug fuel can be used.
It also seems that the CD in LOCAL and REGIONAL events
can or could designate the fuel to be used to"...try
new concepts..." ('84 rules, sec. I, para.8). However,
the SAM Champs is a NATIONAL event and it would seem,
therefore, that the CD, in this case, can NOT designate
the fuel to be used. What is your opinion?
2. Engine modification: The '82 rules had a rather
ambiguous statement about engine modification that
indicated a nonstandard part could not be used if it
would alter engine performance. The problem was,
what is normal performance? The '84 rules were changed and list three permissable modifications (fuel
pickup, mufflers, and needle valve extensions) and
one non-permissable modification (throttles). No
mention is made on the interchangeability of various
standard Cox parts from engine to another. It would
appear that if you were to use a Babybee engine you
would have to add an flee stunt tank. But which tank
do you use a Goldenbee, Blackwidow or QRC? It may
make a difference in the engine's performance.
In the January '84 Model Builder, Joe Klause wrote in
his column Fuel Lines, of the interchangeability of
Cox engine parts. So other modelers are thinking
about parts subsitution, too. What is your opinion?

A full size "KERSWAP" by Bill Baker Norman, OK. The
ship is a hot! performer with an 0.5 15.
3. Head gaskets: Is the addition of a head shim(s)
a modification? In South Texas, temperature and humidity conditions preclude the use of the engine with
one head gasket as packaged. The engine will run
out one half tank of fuel and quit due to overheating.
In all other SAM glow engine classes we add or remove
head shims to meet daily conditions and it is not
called a modification. What do we do?
It appears to us, that the use of any standard Cox
reed valve engine parts, as specified in the Cox parts
list for the Babybee, Goldenbee, Blackwidow and QRC
would be legal in any mix or match combination. Please
see what response you can obtain. We must all use the
same rules.
Regards,
Kelso G. Barnett
Alamo 1836 107 Da Gama Dr., Universal City, TX 78148
SAM 230
"Since the R/C Rules Committee is no longer active
this problem should be reviewed by the contest
director of the '84 Champs and possibly issue some
clarifying rule directions for this years contest.
(JEA)

The Fox, Joe Beshar, and his prize winning cover-ails
at La Junta. That's his .020 Playboy he's holding.
Joe is a past President of SAM.
A beautiful Curtiss Hawk built from Comet plans by
R. B. McKenna, Redondo Beach, CA.
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John Nogy and Chris Christenson Bakersfield CA with
Johns, "Miss Philly," a beautiful Texaco ship.
OLD TIMER MOTEL WHO'S—WHO NO. 22 "SUPER QUAKER"

Designer: Matty Kania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
The "Super Quaker" was Megow's answer to the Comet
Sailplane. The plans called for an Ohlsson custom
60, the most powerful production free flight engine
of 1941. The ship featured a retractable single
wheel landing gear and two sub rudders very similar
to the Sailplane. The ship in the picture is an
excellent flyer and is the proto—type of a new kit
from P&W Models. The ship belongs to John Camp of
San MZIVT777

ADVERTISEMENTS

Nostalgia Model Plans From The 50's.
Plans Available:
Salt Lake Sadie 63" span A/B
Perfidio 651/2" span B/C
Perdido 55" span A/B
Plans: $3.75 each. Add 75c each to cover postage
and envelope.
Also many old time hand launch glider plans.
S.A.S.E. for list.
Bob Larsh, 45 S. Whitcomb, Indianapolis, IN 46241

STRIEGLER'S RIC SUPPLY
5831McKn1ght,HouMon.Texas77035

713/729-5652

ORWICK V1 9
We are proud to announce the
availability of a new ORWICK 64
replica ignition engine produced
by Dunham Engineering of England.
The ORWICK replica is hand made
to the same high quality
standards as Dunham's MECHANAIR
ignition replica and their
beautiful VALKYRIE 5.9cc vintagestyle diesel.
Like all Dunham replica engines,
the ORWICK 64 is designed to fly.

The ORWICK 64 crankcase is cast
in a permanent mold and is
finished in oven-baked green
crinkle paint with polished
aluminum accents. The cast exhaust stack is a work of art!

The piston and cylinder set is
hand lapped to the highest
standards. Each engine is supplied
with a set of removable mounting
lugs for the flier who does not
like the original radial mounting.

Each ORWICK 64 replica is serialized and fully covered by our "no
quibble" guarantee. The first engines have already been distributed and
future deliveries will be made as engines are available in the same
rotation as orders are received. Price is $189.95 plus $5.00 insured
postage. Texas residents include 6% sales tax. No deposits are
required - just let us know you want on the list!
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The C.A.V.U. designed by Ken Willard appeared in 1938
M.A.N.. This one built by Al Heinrich, Pomona, CA.
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SAM EDITOR SPEAKS - By, Jim Adams I
We'll here we go again! The 1984 contest season is
about to begin. In California we have already had
our first contest, and in the midwest their having
their first warm weather. With spring still a few
weeks off, the guy's in Michigan are hard at work
planning your 1984 SAM Champs. Karl Spielmaker and
his troops have laid out an exciting program of
events for the SAM Champs to be held at Bong Field
the last week of June (Monday through Thursday). In
this issue you will find the entry blanks and
information about SAM's big blast in Wisconsin this
summer.
With the expanded R/C program this year you will
notice that the R/C Texaco event is being flown on
Monday. In contests past this was a practice day.
If you plan to test fly R/C this year prior to the
meet it will have to be on Saturday or Sundry. The
Collecto will be held at Kenosha Holiday Inn on Sunday
The Collecto has become an interesting part of the
SAM Champs, and an event that you shouldn't miss.
A great chance to meet old friends and browse thru
hundreds of old time engines.
A number of new events are being added to the list of
events at this year's big old timer meet. There will
be 2 classes of Glow "Nostalgia" models for the
younger guys and "Commercial Rubber" for the older
rubber flyers that remember the Jr. Birdmen of
Actually Commercial rubber is for those
America.
under 36" span, R.O.G., free-wheeling rubber jobs
that were so popular before "Wakefield." We will
still have twin pusher, compressed air, and Jimmy
Allen events and don't forget the Slag engine event.
Whew! How about making the SAM Champs a five day
contest?
POINTS OF INTEREST

SAM 35 YEAR BOOKS
Word from Dave Baker is that SAM 35's very interesting
1984 year book is ready for mailing. For those of
you that prefer getting the book from this side of
the pond, instead of the hassle of sending money
overseas, SAM Speaks will have copies and you can get
your's by dropping us a line and enclosing your
check or money order to SAM Speaks, 2538 No. Spurgeon
St., Santa Ana, CA 92706. The price is $7.00 post
paid.
ANOTHER SAM APPROVED ENGINE
SAM Engine Committee has OK'd the use of replica
"DEMO compression ignition model engines as pre
1950 diesel engines. The test engine when operated
at 6031 Ft. elevation (Cheyene, Montana) and using
a 9-4 Topflite prop produced 5700-6000 R.P.M..
Members of the committee stated that the Deezil
appears to be an excellent addition to the list,
especially in it's type, displacement and size
class (.12 cu. inch).
The "Deezil" engine is being manufactured by Gordon
Buford in Australia. His address is: 86 Terney Dr.,
Currumbin, 4223 Qld Australia.
SAM 1984-85 RULE BOOKS
The new SAM Rule Books have just been mailed to all
current members. If you didn't receive yours, contact
John Pond the SAM Secretary and Treasurer. John's
address is 4269 Sayoko Circle, San Jose, CA 95136.

In this issue we have included a photo contest report
from SAM 76 by Dave Ritchie, an interesting article
on old time electric powered models by Bill Baker
from Oklahoma and a very informative report on the
care and handling of diesel engines by Philip B.
Mahony of Lime Rock, CT. Since I know very little
about the technicalities of diesel operation, this
article was of immense interest to me. I have
operated diesels somewhat successfully for many years,
but never went into mixing my own fuel - just preferred using the canned stuff and never bothered to
understand their operation.
SAM BROCHURES
The slick red, white & blue brochures that tell all
about SAM are ready for the 1984 show season. The
little 6 page fold-out is a give-away to be used at
model shows, collecto's and the like. The brochure
lists the 55 chapters of SAM and the officers. The
hand-out also includes a SAM application so that you
can sign-up new members on the spot.
They're for your use. Write to John Pond, advising
him of your needs. Be sure and leave plenty of time
for shipment. (4 weeks at least)

SAM 76 Treasurer, and their "All Texaco Meet" C.D.
Ralph Biddle smiles while a spectator follows the
action intently.
-

"FUN FLYERS" FORMING

Participants fly whenever they want, with any type
or size model that meets the FUN FLYERS safety

A new national model airplane society is now forming.
It's called the FUN FLYERS. It will promote noncompetitive model building and flying, of all kinds
of sport-type airplanes -- particularly those that
can be safely flown in school athletic fields, parks,
and other limited areas.

standards. Instead of awarding trophies to a few
experts, we'll present imprinted T-shirts and other
mementoes to all model flyers attending. The sole
purpose of these "Fun Fly-Ins" will be to enjoy the
sheer pleasure of model airplane flying in the
company of other FUN FLYERS.

The FUN FLYERS program has seven major features:

6. A promotional-instructional program to introduce
model building and flying to youth groups, schools,
and colleges. This will be non-sexist and designed
to appeal as strongly to women as to men.

1. A book, "Having Fun with Model Airplanes", that
explains from scratch all the basic techniques of
building and flying models. It recommends specific
tools, glues, covering materials, engines, wheels,
etc.; and contains several full-size-plan model
projects: gliders, rubber-power, U-controllers,
free flight models, and radio control. All are
realistic-looking,easy to build, and good flyers in
limited spaces.
2. A quarterly magazine, "The Fun Flyer", devoted
1002 to model building and flying. It will have
NO trade show coverage, contest results, product
reviews, rules controversies, "personality profiles",
pardoy articles, or columnists writing about the
great time they had in Hawaii. The magazine WILL
contain plenty of model construction projects of all
types: indoor, outdoor; even solid models and perhaps
a boat or two. There will be gliders, rubber models,
CO2 power, electric, and small gas power. Classic
scale models will be frequently featured: Ryan ST,
S.E.5, Piper "Cub", "Spitfire", Boeing P-12 and P-26,
Me-109, Stinson "reliant", Sopwith "Triplane",
Grumman "Wildcat" and "Hellcat", Waco biplanes....

7. A nationwide campaign to demonstrate that
modeling is the greatest spare-time activity ever
developed: an Art, a Science, a Hobby, and a Sport,
all in one; an inexhaustible avocation that can be
enjoyed by just about anyone, young or old, rich or
poor, city-dweller or country resident. Everyone
can have fun building and flying model airplanest
The basic membership cost is estimated at $21 per
year. For more information, write to FUN FLYERS,
P.O. Box 95, Volant, Pennsylvania 16156.

3. Kits for the models in the book and magazine
mentioned above. These will be as complete as
possible, but packaged in "plain brown wrappers" to
keep costs low. Because the old-time neighborhood
hobby shop is just about extinct, FUN FLYERS kits
will be available main order from club headquarters
in Volant, Pennsylvania (Volant means "flying" in
French) or from local FUN FLYERS squadron leaders.
4. $500,000 liability insurance for all members.
5. Local and regional "Fun Fly-Ins", similar to
model airplane contests but with no competition.
Emmanuel Fillon famous french Wakefield flyer of
the 1930's in Bill Hannan's workshop. Photo by
Roger Aime.

1941 Comet "Zipper A" with 1940 "Atom" engine up
front. Silkapan and aerogloss built by Joe Wagner.

A super flying "Ehling Contest Winner"
Critch, SAM 21, floats by.

by Charlie

1984 SAM Champs
Contest Manager
Karl Spielmaker
4690 Burlingame S.W.
Grand Rapids, MI 49509
(616) 538-3077

FF Contest Director
Robert Pattison
(616) 457-0822

RC Contest Director
Willard Zehr
(616) 429-5815

JUNE 25-28, 1984
BONG RECREATION AREA
KENOSHA, WISCONSIN

ENTRY FORM
(SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR LIST OF EVENTS)

Early entry will avoid last minute rush. Please mail entry with remittance made out to:
Karl E. Spielmaker, 4690 Burlingame S.W. Wyoming, MI 49509
Entry Fee: $8.00 first event; $4.00 each
additional event to $20.00. (Entries after
June 1, 1984 are $9.00 each event, no maximum.)

Total:

Non-SAM Members: $10.00 additional.
Bean Feed: $5.00 per person. No. of tickets

Total:

Victory Banquet: $9.50 per person. No. of tickets

Total:
TOTAL:

Name
Address
City
AMA No.

State
Sam No.

Zip

FCC No

WAIVER: I (We) hereby release the SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS
and all persons connected with this meet from any liability
whatsoever for any accidents incurred while participating in this
meet. I (We) also agree to abide by all Flying and Field rules
in force for this meet.
Signature (Parent or Guardian if under 21)

Name:

1984 SAM CHAMPS OFFICIAL ENTRY FOPSI

Contestant No.
Date Received

Check events entered and fill out completely.

MONDAY, JUNE 25 8:30 am to 5:00 pm
Event

E

Model Name

Engine

Wing Area

Wt. Req'd.

Freq.

Wing Area

Wt. Req'd.

Freq.

Wing Area

Wt. Req'd.

Freq.

RC is A Texaco
RC Texaco
TUESDAY, JUNE 26 8:30 am to 5:00 pm
Event

Model Name

Engine

Cl C Pylon
Cl A Cabin
Fuel Allot.
Rubber Cabin
Nostalgia .081 - .65
Slag
Jimmy Allen
RC Cl B Glow
RC Cl A Ign.
RC Cl C Ign.
RC Cl B Glow
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 27 8:30 am to 5:00 pm

Event

Model Name

Engine

.020 Replica

Cl A Pylon
Cl B Cabin
Gas Scale
H.L. Glider
Compressed Air
Nostalgia .020 - .080
Commercial Rubber
RC Cl A Glow
RC Cl C Glow
RC Antique Ign.
THURSDAY, JUNE 28 8:00 am to 4:00 pm

Event
Cl C Cabin
Cl Blylon
30 Sec. Antique
Rubber Stick
Rubber Scale
Ohlsson 19-23 Cabin
Twin Pusher
RC Antique Glow
RC Cl B Ign.
RC .05 Electric

Model Name

Engine

Wing Area

Wt. Req'd.

Freq.

SPECIAL EVENTS RULES
NOSTALGIA FF GAS
(CIA Category III Rules)
1.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS: Models must be kitted or
published in a commercial magazine or book in
the period 1943 to 1956, inclusive. If the model
qualifies for Old-timers, it cannot be flown
Nostalgia. It will be the responsibility of the
contestant to produce proof of eligibility of
little known or foreign designs. Model construction must reasonably conform to the original.
Scaling of designs up or down is not permitted
unless the plans or construction article indicates measurements or ratios for other sizes.
The exception to the scaling rule is that any
design that has less wing area than a Ram Rod
"250" may be englarged to a size equal to the
Ram Rod which is 250 sq. in. projected wing span
or 263 sq. in. flat.

2.

ENGINE REQUIREMENTS: To establish a true
Nostalgia atmosphere, an engine cutoff date is
in effect. The general rule is that only plain
bearing engines manufactured before the cutoff
date of Dec. 31, 1962 and all ball bearing
engines manufactured before Dec. 31, 1956 are
elgible to compete. Note: exceptions to the
general rule are:
A.
B.

Front intake Cox's are not allowed. (Tee
Dees or Medalions)
All Cox rear intake .020 8 .049 engines may

beusdrgalofm.dateHwvr,
switching to Tee Dee cylinders or the use
of hi-compression heads is not permitted.
C. Any size Fox plain-bearing stunt-type
engines with cast-on intakes like those made
in the 1950's aa_y_ be used regardless of
manufacturing date.
3.

WEIGHT RULE: A 100 oz. per cu. in. of engine
displacement will apply to models using engines
with a .051 to .650 C.I.D. The IA (.02D-.049)
powered models are exempt from weight restrictions.

4. FLIGHT RULES: Nine-second engine run, handTitiVied and 2 minute maxes for the first three
and all ensuing flights will be in effect.
Flight attempts will be the same as AMA gas.
5. EVENTS: Two classes, small and large, will be
(Town--- .000 to .080 C.I.D. and .081 to .650
C.I.D. Two models may be used to complete flights
in each class.
6
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GENERAL: Any AMA legal fuel and fuel system may
be used. No auto surfaces permitted unless shown
on original plan. Two wheels may be substituted
for one, but not vice versa. Minor modification
for D-T is allowed. Any controversies will be
resolved by the sole decision of the event or
contest director.
For any additional information and/or clarification
and legal engine list, send SASE to Event Director
Elmer Jordan, 2586 S. Brookview Rd., Troy, OH
45373, or Bob Larsh, CIA Rules Coordinator,
45 S. Whitcomb, Indianapolis, IN 46241.

COMMERCIAL RUBBER
1. The model shall have been published or kitted
before 1943. Zaic year books acceptable.
Original designs not meeting these requirements are not allowed.
2. The maximum allowable wingspan: 36 inches

projected.
3. The model is required to have a fixed twowheel landing gear as shown on the plans.
Models are to R.O.G.
4. The propellor must be a balsa, fixed twobladed, free-wheeling configuration, regardless of the design shown on the plan. Prop
size shown on the plan may be used, or if
deemed too small for competition, may be
increased to a maximum diameter of 16 inches.
The landing gear may be extended to suit. If
the original prop is changed however, a prop
design and blade shape consistent with the
props of the era must be used. The prop may
be constructed from solid block or laminated
pieces. A commercial band-sawed propellor
may be used provided it reasonably conforms
to the sketch taken from Zaic yearbooks.
5. The model construction should generally
follow the original. Geodetic construction
may not be substituted, however some diagonal
members may be added to the fuseTIF for extra
strength. Balsa may be substituted for reed
and bamboo outlines, and wood sizes may be
increased. Some body reinforcement planking
is allowed and an extra wing/stab spar is
permissable but turbulator spars may not be
added (front one-third of the wing).
6. No limit on rubber used and no requirements
on model weight.
7. The contestant will be required to present
proof of design and construction plans.
Flight rules same as 0.T. rubber and two
models may be used to complete flights.

GAS SCALE
Models may be hand-launched. Any size motor
may be used. No limit on engine run or flight
time. There is no weight or size restriction.
Model must be built-up construction. No
sheet quickies or profile types allowed.
There are no scale points. Model must be pre1943 full scale' aircraft. Score will be best
flight of three official flights.
0.T. HAND-LAUNCHED GLIDER
Score will be the best 3 of 9 flights with no
limit on number of gliders used, but each new
glider must be checked. No delayed flights.
A 5 min. limit to get airborne will be imposed
or your card will be returned to the officials'
table. This action will not be scored as an
attempt.

RUBBER SCALE
Models may be hand-launched. Maximum
flight 3 minutes, with score based on the
best of five flights.

COMPRESSED AIR MODELS
Time will be scored on the total of three official
flights. There is no minimum flight time.

19C4 SAM CHAMPS SCHEDULE

SLAG ENGINE EVENT
Engine must have aluminum cylinder and piston
(Thor, Judco, Rogers). Models will R.O.G.
with 20 sec. engine run and fly 2 minutes max's.
If three max's are achieved, the fourth and
ensuing max attempts, will be flown with a
15 sec. engine run.

FLYING EVENTS
MONDAY
June 25

TUESDAY
June 26

RC 1/2 A Texaco

FF Cl C Pylon

RC Texaco

FF Cl A Cabin
FF Fuel Allot.

JIMMY ALLEN

FF Rubber Cabin

Any Jimmy Allen model design is acceptable.
All models will be hand-launched. The longest
of three official flights will score as the
winning flight. Plans for Jimmy Allen models
may be purchased at: OLD TIMER MODELS,
P.O. Box 913, Westminster, CA 92683 and JOHN
POND PLAN SERVICE, P.O. Box 3215, San Jose,
CA 95156.

FF Nostalgia .081 - .65*
FF Slag*
FF Jimmy Allen*
RC Cl B Glow
RC Cl A Ign.
RC Cl C Ign.

OHLSSON .19 & .23 CABIN
Model must be an Old Timer Cabin model
powered by a sideport Nilsson .19 or .23
engine. A front rotary Ohlsson may not
be used. Model must R.O.G. same flight
time and engine run as regular events.
TWIN PUSHER RUBBER
This will be a one-flight, mass-launch,
last-one-down-wins event.
.020 REPLICA
All flights hand-launched with 12 sec. engine
run for 2 minute max's. If three max's are
achieved, the fourth and ensuing max attempts
will be flown with an 8 sec. engine run.
RC ELECTRIC
1. MOTOR: Any .05 electric, gear or belt reducii-b-n—Motor may be used provided it does not
exceed maximum specified performance limits.
Direct drive motors are prohibited. Permitted
gear reductions ratios are 2.4:1 and 3:1.

WEDNESDAY
June 27

THURSDAY
June 28

FF .020 Replica *

FF Cl C Cabin

FF Cl A Pylon

FF Cl B Pylon

FF Cl B Cabin

FF 30 Sec. Antique

FF Gas Scale*

FF Rubber Stick

FF H. L. Glider

FF Rubber Scale*

FF Compressed Air*

FF Ohlsson .19 - .23 Cabin'

FF Nostalgia .020 - .080*

FF Twin Pusher*

FF Commercial Rubber*

RC Antique Glow

RC Cl A Glow

RC Cl B Ign.

RC Cl C Glow

RC .05 Electric A

RC Ign. Antique

*Special Event

MEETINGS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

2. POWERPACK: Standard: 6-cell MAH sub C size.
Packweight range: 8-11 oz. Lightweight:
7-cell MAH 1/2 sub C size. Packweight range:
7-8 oz.
3. PROPS: Maximum allowable prop diameter is
fiches. Folding props are prohibited.

4. MOTOR RUN: 90 seconds. Maximum flight time
7 minutes, with no penalty for overtime.

5. SCORING: a. Scoring shall be in seconds with
a perfect score being 420.
b. A bonus of 20 points shall be
awarded for touching down within
a 100-foot diameter circle.
CABIN & PYLON MODELS
Engine run can be either 25 secs. R.O.G. or
20 secs. hand-launched. Maximum flight time,
2 minutes.

AWARDS
Trophies to five places in all major events. Trophies
to three places in the following events: Compressed
Air, Twin Pusher, Jimmy Allen, Ohlsson .19-.23 Cabin,
Slag, Commercial Rubber and both Nostalgia classes.

MECA Collecto Sunday, June 24
Holiday Kenosha, 5125 6th Ave. Vinland Room 9:00 AM.

Annual Bean Feed Monday, June 25
Union Square Bar, University of Wisconsin Parkside
Campus on 30th Ave., 2 blocks north of Highway "E"
(12th St.). Burgers, beans, potato salad, relishes,
coffee, etc. Cash bar. Cost: $5.00 per person. 6:30 P

SAM Business Meeting Wednesday, June 27
Holiday Kenosha, 5125 6th.Ave. Vinland Room 7:00 PM.

Victory Banquet and Awards Ceremony Thursday, June 28
Elks Club of Kenosha. 5706 8th Ave. Menu: Swiss steak
jardiniere, salad, relishes, potato, beverage, dessert.
Cash bar. Cost: $9.50 per person. 7:00 PM.

R/C & FREE FLIGHT GRAND CHAMPIONS
Will be determined by the most points scored in the
basic SAM events which are as listed in the 1984
Rule Book. Five points will be awarded for lot
place, four for 2nd, three for 3rd, two for 4th,
and one for 5th.

GENERAL INFORMATION
The Bong Recreation Area is located approximately
18 miles west of Kenosha, Wisconsin on State
Highway 142. Flying events will be held in the
Special Uses Area, on the site of the former
airbase runway. The area includes toilet
facilities, drinking water and shelter.
Admission to the Special Uses Area requires
either a per-person fee or vehicle admission
sticker. Rates for each are:
Person: Wisconsin resident 504/day
Non-resident
754/day
Vehicle: Wisconsin resident $3/day or $12/annual
Non-resident
$5/day of $20/annual
A vehicle sticker is required for admission
to areas other than the Special Uses Area...
beach, lake, campgrounds, etc.
Cars, motorbikes or bicycles may be used
on the flying field for chase and retrieval
provided their operation is limited to the
grave! roadway or designated bike trails in the
area.
EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS
Bong Recreation Area: (414) 878-4416
Bruce Chevis, Supervisor: (414) 652-0377
Kenosha County Sheriff: (414) 656-6600
ACCOMODATIONS

The Holiday Kenosha Motel has been designated
SAM CHAMPS Headquarters. Located at 5125 6th
Ave. in Kenosha, it is close to the sites of
both the Bean Feed and Victory Banquet while
offering an easy route to the Bong Recreation
Area flying site.
A block of fifty rooms has been reserved for
SAM contestants at a special rate of $45.00 per
night for double occupancy. Reservations should
be made through:
BARTELT TRAVEL
5600 Portage Road
Kalamazoo, MI 49002
(616) 385-8900
Other area motels and campground facilities
are listed below. Because of the nearby GREAT
AMERICA summer tourist attraction, it's advisable
to make any reservations as early as possible.

AREA MOTELS
BEACH-AIRE MOTEL $45.00 dbl.
1147 Sheridan Road, 552-8131
BUDGETEL MOTOR INN $35.00 dbl.
7540 118th Avenue, 857-7911
HOWARD JOHNSON'S $49.00 dbl

1-94 5 Hwy. 50, 857-2311
INTERSTATE MOTEL $28.00 dbl.
Hwy. 142 & 1-94, 859-2221

MIDWAY MOTOR LODGE $44.00 dbl.
1800 60th Street, 658-2361
RAINBOW MOTEL $38.00 dbl.
733 Milwaukee Avenue, 763-2491

CAMPGROUNDS

Bong Recreation Area (See accompanying map)
Reservation Application:
State of Wisconsin DNR
Bong State Recreation Area
Rt. 1 Box 1418
Kansasville, WI 53139
(414) 652-0377 or (414) 848-4416
Water and electric hook-ups not available.
Meadowlark Acres
Lyons Road
Lyons, WI 53105
(414) 763-7200
Water and electric hook-ups available.
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LETTERS
Jim I've tried asking this question before and don't
believe I've ever got a satisfactory answer. I am
encloding a sase if it will help. Now there is a
cut off date on engines that may be used. 1950 , I
gather for spark ignition as by that time glow
engines were more in vogue. I'm just trying to sort
out in my sometimes disorderly mind the proper way of
phrasing the question. I guess what I really have to
do is make a few qualifying statements first. Al
some manufactureres did continue to supply "ignition"
engines after 1950. 02 these engines as with normal
USA practice were not stamped with year of manufacture.
03 in England where ignition held on a bit longer and
diesel was "king", you had engines that were initially
built and offered for sale to the public before 1950
which continued to be manufactured and sold for 5
(and sometimes more) years in an essentially unchanged
state. Some of these engines-notably the E.D. line
of diesels were stamped with date of manufacture as
part of the serial number.
Now here's the question - I have a few E.D. 3.46
diesels. The engines basic configuration, that istype of construction, bore, stroke, porting is all
virtually identical. If I put 6 engines nn a table
with their serial O's covered, I don't think most
people -unless they were dedicated E.D. collectors
could tell which one was a 1949 specimen and which
was a 1950, 51, 52, 53, 54 or 1955. They remained
virtually identical until I believe a firm by the
name of "Birchington Engineering" took over the line.
This was the time that Taplin came into the picture
I believe. At this point the heads changed to
natural colour and lost their fins, then came Green
Anodising, shorter cylinders (&rods), shorter cranks
(same basic crankcase) and then in the early 70's
the Redhead Taplin 3.46/3.47 (whatever they called
it). I will assume that the engine that I have with
a 1949 date stamp (which in E.D. "language" was a
serial 0 with a slash nine (XXX/9) is legal. If
all the later engines are identical - are they legal?
(To compete with the original ignition engines). Or
maybe I should ask it in a different way. Since the
1949 model is definetely legal, would the later made
engines "that matched the initial configuration" be
legal to compete with the older ignition engines? I
think that's a better way to phrase it. Now this
could include engines made well up into the 60's.

Now to my mind, we're staying within the "spirit"
of the rules, but since the engines are "date
stamped" we're not staying with the "letter" of the
rules. If they weren't-date stamped, none would
know the difference?
Thanks in advance for clearing this matter up for
me.
Sincerely, Phil Mahony
Dear Mr. Mahony
The SAM rules concerning Diesels are notable "loose"
where Diesels are concerned. All references to
Diesels were added more or less as an after thought
(speaking candidly) because our initial consideration
was for classifying the spark ignition engines.
My own interpretation of the rules is all I can give
you. Because, at the time the first engine committee
was acting, formulating these rules, no one asked for
definitions of such words as "manufactured:' And pre50, we now have such questions as yours. My assumption
was that "manufactured" also meant designed and pre50 meant the same thing. Obviously then more recent
engines that are exact copies of an engine designed
and initially sold before the 1950 date are also
considered as pre-50 engines. (See Sect. III, para. 4,
page F/F 3) the words say "original ignition engine"
but since the two types, original ignition and diesel,
are treated the same in all events, the difference to
me is meaningless. You will note that in section II,
para, 4 & 6 page 9 in the R/C rules we have attempted
to clarify the relationship of post and pre 50
engines to other types.
I am sure when the free flight section of the rules
are again revised (1986) that further clarification
can be made. You may remember, the free flight
section of the book has been under a moratorium since
1981. It might be noted that very few problems with
classifying diesels had arisen until some one entered
a modern glow engine, that had been converted to
diesel, at the 1982 NATS old timer event. This is the
reason for the added paragraphs in the R/C section of
the rule book.
There is no doubt, that we will ever establish exact
rule coverage on every event and question in old
timer flying, despite our claim in the Preamble that
"It is neither desired to advance the state-of-theart of aeromodeling"..etc. the rule book seems to be
off limits in this respect. Since we did not adopt
the pre-war rules to begin with, the rule book
continues to be fair game for one and all.
Thanks for your letter. I will certainly retain it
for future reference in the event that I have anything
to do with rule changes in the future.
Sincerely, Jim Adams

Up Up and Away! Glow powered "Playboy" makes like a
rocket at SAM 27's meet. Look's like a Johnson 29
or 32.

•
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SAM-76 ALL-TEXACO CONTEST REPORT by Dave Ritchie

Ever notice how various SAM chapters tend to pride
themselves on how casual they can be about things?
Well SAM-76 whose members hail from the Delaware Valley
(the tri-state metropolitan area surrounding
Philadelphis, PA), ought to get some kind of award
for "laid-back-ness." Chartered in 1980, it wasn't
until almost three years later that we got around to
having our first formal chapter meeting!
When we did, it was in good part due to some heavy
kidding from Woody Woodman, Mike Cranieri, Jim Clark
and others to the effect that we Philadelphians
"better start hosting some contests" to reciprocate
for the four-meet-per-season schedule the North
Jersey chapters had been shouldering for several
years.
The SAM-76 All-Texaco Contest held at Hatfield, PA,
August 14, 1983, was the result. An "All-Texaco"
format was chosen for several reasons. First, we
felt our initial effort at organizing a contest
would be made much easier with only a limited number
of events to worry about. Second, our contest site,
while spacious enough, was located fairly close to
housing on one side, and so we felt the slower,
quieter, low-rpm type of flying characteristic of
Texaco competition would be least likely to generate
neighbor complaints. And third, most SAM-76ers seem
to have a preference for the fuel-economy events
anyway. Needless to say, the All-Texaco format did
in fact make for a very "laid-back" contest, and it
satisfied all three of our initial objectives quite
well.

Charlie Thuet of Newark, Del., tweaks the needle
valve on his 1/2A Texaco entry, "Miss Delaware," a
1936 Stephen Kowalik design.

The contest drew a total of 22 entries, with iA Texaco
by far the most popular. Steve Boucher won that
event with a scaled-down "MG", while SAM President
Mike Cranieri won the "big" Texaco event with his
(big) "MG"; and Joe Csuti took top honors in "Fuel
Allotment" with his "Ehling Special." Charlie Thuet
took the "Beauty" award with his "Kilawok." Others
who fared well in the competition included Emerson
Hoffman of Lebanon, PA, Dan Schneider of Huntingdon
Valley, PA, and Art Peterse of Toms River, N.J..
Mishaps were few--only two crashes and one fly-away
despite some unusually gusty breezes. Comic relief
was provided by XAM 76ers Ed Goretzka and Larry Lasko,
who spent most of the day trying to launch Larry's
1/2/1 Texaco "Coronet" with its engine running backwards!
Contest Director Ralph Biddle and his wife Eva, who
together have a long history of AMA service, teamed
with SAM-76 President Jack Van Dusen to make sure
everything ran smoothly. Raffle prize merchandise
donated by Hank Hankenson of Sonic-Tronics, Inc., and
by John Pond Old Time Plan Service helped ensure the
meet's financial success. SAM-76er Fred Quedenfeld
took the pictures during his breaks from manning the
transmitter impound.
/Mr

Dave Ritchie shows off his Brown Jr. powered "Miss
Phila. II, " a 50-year-old Max Bassett design, as
SAM-76ers Ed Goretzka (left) and Jack Van Dyson look
on. Model took 3rd in Fuel Allotment event.
The events--all RC-assist--consisted of "Texaco,"
which was limited to pre-1939 designs; "Fuel Allotment," which was run just like the Texaco event, but
allowed any Antique or Old-Timer design to compete;
and 1/2A Texaco, which we ran according to SAM rules.
Trophies were awarded to 3rd place in each event,
with another single trophy for the winner of a
"Beauty" event. This last required all "Beauty"
models to make at least one official flight in one
of the other events, thereby discouraging displayonly entries that have plagued other awards of this
type in the past.

Part of flightline of SAM-76 All-Texaco contest at
Pennfield Middle School, Hatfield, PA, August 14, 1983.
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SAM-76 ALL-TEXACO CONTEST REPORT

TEXACO REPORT FROM LA JUNTA by Chuck Brannon

Two winning models. Foreground is Joe Csuti's Ehling
special, last-minute winner of the fuel allotment
event, while just behind is SAM 'President Mike
Cranieri's "MG," which took top honors in the Texaco
event.

"How come I can't fly?" is what Cliff Norman seems
to be saying in this photo. Actually Cliff, a
longtime Philadelphia area speed flyer and vintage
engine enthusiast, just caste out to watch the meet and

had brought along his beautifully crafted Ernie
Babcock "Jughaid" speed model as a conversation
starter. That's a Hornet .60 in the model.

Steve Boucher won the 1/2A Texaco event... but not with
his Nimbus, which unfortunately crashed into the
baseball backstop in the background of this photo.

I was the Co-Cd for the RC portion of 83 SAM Champs
with Woody Woodman,as it happened 1 measured out all of
the fuel for the Texaco event and Woody took care of
1/2 A Texaco. I used a 30cc glass syringe with which I
first made sure the model tank was empty, then I
filled the syringe to the proper amount of fuel that
the modeler supplied me. I noticed several things
that I want to bring up. Dirty fuel, excess fuel line
length and tanks that did not feed all of the fuel to
the engine. I found that the fuel left in the tanks
was most of the time clean, other times it came out
contaminated with different colored flakes-small
enough to go through the fuel lines and black
particles that looked like flakes of solder flux.
Fuel supplies had miscellaneous junk in them, even
hair. I pointed this out to the modelers at the
time and we tried to get clean fuel from the
containers and the syringe was washed out before the
next contestant got fueled.
I saw fuel lines from the tank to the needle valve
that had floppy loops of tubing at least 3" extra
length. It must have been a bear to adjust the
needle valve where the prop blast was kicking the
loop around, fuel flow must have been erratic.
How many times did I pull fuel out of tanks that were
suppose to be empty? One tank had 6cc of fuel left
in it after the engine run, that could mean as much
as 2 minutes depending on the engine used. I have
found that the smaller the tank, the evener the run
will be. so make the tank just big enough to hold
the max. fuel load according to the rules, plus a
few cc's for expansion. There were 47 entries in
Texaco, not counting the 1/2A's. So flying had to go
without too much fooling around, there were models
in the air from 8:00 a.m. through the afternoon.
When the smoke settled there were 5 modelers with 30
minute flights. I cut the fuel limit down and they
were off, the results were in the last "SAM Speaks."
The event wasn't dominated by any one model design
but 4 cycle engines seemed to be the way to go, they
run a long time on a little bit of fuel, gas or glow.
One thing that everyone did agree on was the temperature, it was 110 degrees in the shade at the field
everyday an ,' one day it hit 112 degrees for a little
while. The most used phrase of the Texaco flyers
was "is that all?" When the fuel was doled out, and
probably the most often used by everyone was "boy it's
hot!" A field strength meter was used at the RC tent.
It was waved over the transmitters in the impound
area. During the 3 days, several transmitters were
turned in still left "ON." On the second day, 5
transmitters were left on when returned to the impound tent. The meter which immediately gave a
reading and the culprit transmitter was turned off.
This is a homemade field strength meter which is
broad branded enough to cover the 72 and 75 MC
bands, 53mc will also register, but weaker. We also
used frequency pins that covered all the available
frequencies. The new ones that were closed to the
old channels were doubled up on one pin. There
wasn't any interference between frequencies. The
meter, frequency pins, myself and my son Chad who
helped all through out the meet came from SAM 45,
Casper, Wyo..

P 0 BON 06 VOLAN/. PENNSYLvANTA I6166
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ELECTRIC 0.T. FREE FLIGHT by Bill Baker
I want to encourage greater participation in the
electric FF event at the P44M Champs of the future by
writing a few words on the subject and showing some
photographs of my $3 SAM Champs winner.
The model is 36" Powerhouse built in 1978 from Model
Builder magazine plans. I flew it for a couple of
years with a T.D. .020 and then retired the model as
it was too large and slow climbing to be competitive.
I had won the 1982 AMA Nationals electric event, and
I wanted to fly the electric Free Flight event at
the 1983 SAM Champs which I planned to attend. I
gave some thought to building a model for the event
but ran out of time, so it was either do without, or
convert what I had: a Stratostreak, or the Powerhouse
The latter was the better choice because of the
greater wing area: the very factor that made it
non-competitive for gas power! Competitive T.D.
.020 OT models are 30 to 32 inches in span and about
150 square inches of area. Converted to electric
they will fly, but glide poorly. For electric a
larger model, 36 to 38 or even 40 inches of span and
200 to 225 square inches of wing area will have the
wing loading to soar on lighter lift.
Astroflight makes a radial mount for their "02" and
I strongly recommend it as it allows thrust adjustments to be made easily. As can be seen from the
photographs of my model, I did not use such a mount,
but I sure wish I had. I Hot-Stuffed the motor to
two balsa bulkheads which glued to the cheek cowls.
The bulkheads were cut to make a snug fit to the
motor. This works fine, and is light, but I sure
would like to add a bit of right thrust, and to do it
I will have to break the mounts, or cut them and
reglue. My model does have some downthrust; I
eyeball it at about 3 degrees. The Powerhouse, 36"
or 84" takes a heap of rudder to get a turn in the
glide. My entire tail unit if shimmed over about
3/16! The pattern is L/R just like the "real" one.
At the 1983 SAM Champs, Joe Beshar did all of the
charging, using an AstroFlight charger. He was using
2 Amps for 3 minutes, or 3 Amps for 2 minutes, I
don't remember which. Point is, it doesn't matter:
Either way you get 3X 3/60 equals 6/60 or 1/1U
Amphere hour of current. That is about a one half
charge. You don't even need to learn how to charge
the battery fully, as you do for the AMA event!

Joe Beshar points out that, since he "zeros" each
battery before he puts in the energy, everyone has
the same amount of energy to expend!
I happen to use a VL Products charger, but it will
be no problem to simulate the standard Beshar charge.
It is important not to fully charge the battery, as
you will then get a long motor run, and very likely
a flyaway. Some of you may be thinking, why not use
100 MAH capacity cells instead of 225, and save
weight. I have tried that. Doesn't work.
I do not recommend the Astroflight "Free flight
system" which is wired and ready to go. If you have
one, the first thing to do is throw away all the
plugs, jacks, the switch, and the battery case. You
would be better off to buy the motor separately
($10.76 from Hobby Horn), a Deans two pin plug (Ace
R/C or your local hobby shop), and a DTDP minature
switch from Radio Shack rated at 5 Amps. You need
4 NICD battery cells, of 225 to250 max capacity.
G.E. or Sanyo are ok. To mount the batteries in
the plane, I glued a piece of firm 1/16 sheet to
the lower fuselage cross braces and used dabs of GE
Silicone glue to attach the cells to this "floor".
The cells are exposed and cool well this way. I
use wire from discarded 110 volt AC appliances. The
two battery leads connect to the center poles of the
DPDT switch. The two motor leads connect to two
poles of the switch at one end, and the charging
plug connects to the other two. Simple.
The propellor recommended by AstroFlight is the 5 3i/3
Top Flight Nylon. I certainly agree! I have tried a
few different props, but have yet to find a better
one.
The AMA event, with the 30 second motor run requires
the use of a timer, and the additional weight of one.
The one real advantage in performance the AMA event
has over the SAM event is that there is greater power
in the first 30 seconds of fully charged battery than
there is in the "Bottom half" of a charge, which is
what is used for the SAM event. The good news is
that you don't have to understand any of this! Just
turn your motor on, run it down, turn it off and
charge at two Amps for three minutes and you can fly!
My AMA nationals winner has about 225 square inches
and weighs about 9.5 ounces. The Powerhouse has
about 200 square inches and weighs 9.3 ounces. I
have yet to make a model for either event, as both
were converted from other events! I would aim at
about the same areas and a little lighter if I did.
Here is something interesting: some of the models
designed for the Atom engine should do just fine!
I really hate to mention this, but a Stratostreak
make to the original size, 39", should be very
competitive! If you want to scale your own, aim at
the sizes I have suggested instead of the usual sizes
for gas.
At these small sizes, a couple of inches of span and
50 square inches of area make a lot of difference. I
do not think you can make an 02 electric for less
than 8 ounces, and even 9 is not an overbuilt model.
Try flying a T.D. .02 powered Stratostreak at 9
ounces and see how high it gets!
For those of you with magazine collections, you might
enjoy looking up MAN 4/63 page 13 to compare photos
of my daughter Chris, who held my Powerhouse for the
photos you see here.

Author's daughter, Chris, holds electric powered
Taibi "Power House".

Charge ahead!
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CARE & HANDLING OF DIESEL ENGINES by P.B. Mahony
After reading of the relative dearth of diesels in
SAM competition, I'm wondering if it's from a lack of
engines, or a lack of knowledge of fuel preparation.
After doing some research dating back to the late
40's, I've come up with some answers that make sense
(at least to me) and should help the rest of the
interested fraternity. For the majority of the early
long stroke diesels, the preferred lubricant appears
to be SAE 70 oil. Some manufacturers would specify
castor especially for the short stroke high rev
engines, and some manufacturers would specify oils as
light as SAE 40. Remember now that most of the
engines of this era had steel con rods and generous
bearing areas.
Since model engines were never built to the needed
strengths to start and run on straight diesel fuel
(Diesel. #2) you have to ignite it with either.
Preferably ethyl ether of a specific gravity of .720.760. Proportions vary according to engine size.
(Some of the little ones seem to like and excess) but
in the long run for most pruposes 30Z seems a good
figure to shoot for.
Now we come to the main body of the fuel. The number
of different substances used has run the gamut from
turpentine (believe it or not) to gasoline. I'm sure
some who are reading this have heard the work
"Cetane" or "Cetane rating" in conjunction with diesel
fuels. We all know that octane rating is the ability
of a fuel to withstand self ignition or knocking.
Cetane refers to the ease of self ignition. Mixed in
with this as you may have read elesewhere are at
times "dopes" to help combustion (amyl nitrate, amyl
nitrite, hexyl nitrate, D.I.I. III etc.) more about
that later.

Say's Who7 Charlie Critch giving John Pond some
pointers on flying R/C oldtimer "Clipper".
kersoene (white) the stuff you feed to your space
heaters and kerosene lamps. At the other'high cetane"
end of the scale you have summer grade diesel #2
available at truck stops and some gas stations. I
specify that as in the winter they do go to lighter
grades where it gets cold. The summer grade diesel
#2 is the easiest fuel to ignite after the ether has
provided the "spark". It can be made even easier to
ignite by addition of amyl nitrate up to 2% in the
total mix. Some makers specify the use of kerosene as
the main ingredient. In this case, to give the
kerosene a boost and get it to self ignite easily,

Let's follow a power stroke for a moment. The piston
compresses the mixture until it self ignites from the
ether content (in a cold engine) the either creates
a fire and a shock wave that tries it damnedest to
keep the main portion of the fuel from igniting.
That may puzzle some, but read on, here's where the
octane/cetane ratings come into play. To ignite the
main body of the fuel easily, it has to have a high
cetane rating. Gasoline on one end of the scale has
a high octane rating. In the middle of the scale in
"nomans land" you have paraffin or as we know it

Otto Bernhardt, SAM 49 flying his new McCoy 60
powered "Raider" at SAM 27's meet at Novato, CA.
one must use amyl nitrite. Please note that it's
nitrite with an "I" for kern, and up to 5% may be
used, but that must be determined by experimentation.
Now let's look at another factor that comes into play
and that's longevity.

BILL BAKER'S RECOMENDED ELECTRIC ROOK UP
—

Kerosene has a low oil content. Diesel #2 has a
high oil content. There was an experiment related
werein a test engine was started and warmed up, all
the controls adjusted (compression and needle valve)
for optimum running when warm. When the engine was
picking up the last drops of fuel from the tank, it
was refilled with straight diesel 02. No ether, no
Tube oil, no 'dope". It continued to run the tank
out. Exhaust was dirtier and the revs dropped, but
it ran I gather with no ill effects to the internals.
'Nuff said.
Cont.
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CARE 6 HANDLING DIESELS
If you have an old high rev contest type engine that
you consider expendable, there are more exotic mixes
which will include small percentages of nitro. I'm
sure Henry Nelson could recite several. But if
you're looking for "good" performance from that 30 +
year old engine plus longevity, I'd recommend a
minimum of 202 SAE 70 (30Z max) 302 ether (SG.720)
22 amyl nitrate - with an "A" and the balance diesel
#2. If you wish substitute racing castor (castor
R-,..)) and if a particular maker suggests it - up to
50Z ether. The SAE 70, diesel #2, amyl nitrate mix
may be made up in 2 quart batches for conveneince
and ease of storage, with the ether being added just
prior to flying. Bear in mind that amyl nitrate/
nitrite act as avaso-dialator and ether is an
anesthetic so it goes without saying (I hope) that
these should be mixed outdoors with you upwind and
all cigarettes, lighters, sparks, etc. avoided like
the plague. (When re or dc-fueling too.)
As with other internal combustion engines, some
nasty chemical compounds may be formed when this
fuel is used, so indoor running is to be avoided
also.
Hope this may enlighten those that have feared to
tread in the diesel path. Most of the old "strokers"
(and many had bore/stroke ratios of 1-1.5 and up)
will turn an amazingly large prop at respectable revs
without lugging a coil and batteries around. Something to definately consider. I'm more than willing
to field any inquiries if you'll include a SASE or
want to call on your nickel.
Phil Mahony, RR#1 Box 223, Lime Rock, CT 06039,
203-435-9341 eves.

Do you remember this one? A Brown Jr. and the
original wooden box. Engine belongs to Ed Tharpe.
Eat your heart out guys.
LETTERS
Dear Jim:
In reply to your article in the Sept./Oct. 83 "SAM
Speaks" about a Nostalgia event, I think it would be
fun. I also dusted off a 30 year old about 7 years
ago and put my Pro line in it. I used two servos,
one on rudder and one on throttle, thats one more
than it had original. It's covered with silk and
Aero-Gloss and looks as good as the day I put it in
storage, so don't sell silk short. Anyway I took it
and a cardboard box filled with fuel, battery, tools
etc. out to the field. (This was my coming back
into R/C after a 20 year hiatus). Almost before I
could unload, I was notified that it wouldn't fly
because it didn't have an elevator - well it did fly
and I even did a few loops for them. So such for
local experts. They still talk about it.
I think your comment about the horsepower race in
R/C O.T. hits the nail on the head, I am enclosing
a copy of a letter to John Morrill which will give
you a idea of how some of us feel. Old timers are
but one part (about 25%) of my R/C interest. My
deepest root is scale. As a member of IMAA, it is
evident that the fun fly type get together draws the
largest number of flyers.
I was drawn toward SAM because it is (supposed) to
be low key, lets keep it that way.
I go to the M.E.C.A. collecto's and see all kinds of
WAHL Browns, simplexs, WAHL Ohlsson Gold seals etc.
not once have I seen any of these flying. Are they
doomed to spend there existence in a cardbaord box.
I understand the collector and the reasons behind it,
but I think we should face facts - after we're gone
(the 1930's, Jimmy Allen, Capt. Midnight) bunch
most, if not all of this stuff that we hold so dear,
will more than likely hit the trash can. 1 for one,
have a goal of flying every engine I own, rare or
not, if they wear out, so be it.
Well I guess I can get off my soap box.
Also like to extend my thanks and appreciation to
you and the others in SAM for your time and effort.

Leon Shulman, winner of Class "A" at the 1941
Nationals with his Zomby", shown here with his
latest at SAM 76's All Texaco meet. Leon also
designed the famous "Wedgy".

Thanks

Bob Nichols, SAM 1395
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SAM 35 HAPPENINGS
We recently received a tape from David Baker
reporting on activities in England.
SAM 35 just held their mid-winter model engineering
exhibition. This year the S.A.M.E. booth was
enlarged to 8' X 40' just for old time models.
Displayed in the booth were ten large models; a
Lanzo "Record Breaker", a 100 inch "Record Hound",
two "Dolphins", a "Buzzard" and a "Jersey Javelin"
Among orhers. Many of these models are wade from
kits produced by Gary Davie who runs a cottage
industry similar to those in the states.
There were three models made by Les Hoy. Two of
these were co-axial prop Wakefields with fully
stringered fuselages and insect shaped wings. Also
a "Big Stuff" from the 1941 Aeromodeler Magazine of
a 6 ft. span design by Col. Bowden that featured a
fully planked all Ellipse - rubber model!
Peter Capon had a beautifully crafted display of 14
pre and post war Wakefields. The models had planked,
streamlined fuselages and various wing and tail
configurations that were interchangeable and could
be plugged into the fuselages to create different
model arrangements. All were georgeous pieces of
work. The interesting thing to note is that Peter is
in his 80's.

Jim Adam's new A Texaco. The ship is a Tyro Kit
"Bay Ridge Mike". A real fun model to build and
fly.

Also in the exhibition were models of all of the
Earl Stahl low wing rubber scale models. Displayed
as a backdrop for all of this were many original
water colour paintings of Eddy Rydings Aeromodeler
covers.
SAM 35 has announced that they are going to hold a
50th anniversary contest celebration of the 1934
Wakefield event. The contest will le held at the
same place, "Warrick Racecourse" and on the same
date, June 29, 1984. Four of the original contestants, Pelly-Fry, Van Hattum, Bert Judge, and
Fillingham will be there to commemorate the event.
SAM U.S.A. flyers are invited to attend and enter a
typical Wakefield model of the period. For those of
you that have forgotten, this was the time frame
before the 8 ounce Wakefield. Early Wakefield
models had no weight rule until the 1934 contest
introduced the four ounce minimum.
David Baker, 22 Ellington Road, Muswell Hill,
London N10 England is the coordinator of this event.
Correspondence should be directed to him.

Bud McNorgan and his diesel powered "Corben Super
Ace" at Vamps (Las Vegas) annual.
Terry King is Englands answer to our John Pond.
Terry produces beautiful, accurate detailed drawings
of their old time favorites. Bob Copeland, designer
of the R.A.F.'s famous Harrier Fighter has done a
revision to his famous GB3 pre-war Wakefield and
has Ldded a very clever D/T arrangement to the
drawings.

FLYING MINUTES

Fred Czucs of Las Vegas proudly shows off his hot
performing "Playboy Senior".
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LETTERS
Hello...
While wandering lightly and politely through the
Latest SAM Speaks, T stumbled across the Nostalgia
R/C comments.
I would like to present my 1955 Kenhi "BUZZER 'V" as
candidate for that Classification (see photo enclosed). I have just finished the restoration and am in
process of making numerous photos (before extensive
flying).
The model is 72" span, typical box-cabin design of
that period but with a lifting stabilizer and has
a beautiful "floating" glide. Prior to restoration,
I flew it with a McCoy .35 R/C engine which wouldn't
get it off the ground at this elevation, however
hand-launch produced smooth climb and gentle
transition from Power Off to glide. I am now
installing an E.D. Diesel 3.46 cc of same vintage
which I obtained while in England (1950-53). Model
uses rudder-only and originally had traditional
escapement system, but now uses Cox/Sanwa twochannel/stick..still rudder-only.

1955 Kenhi Buzzard by Gordon Codding, Kingman,
Arizona,Qualify's for the new proposed "Nostalgia
R/C"

My next project in using this plane (still has the
brass tube in aft fuselage for escapement wig-wag
rod) to develop a new form of Rudevator spinning
vane control. If that works properly I'll install
it in the recently-restored Scientific "Commodore"
as it does not require cutting the tail surafces.
Yours, Gordon Codding
P.S. Just finished a "Lozier 1938 Gas-Electric
Experimental Model" from John Pond Plans...using
1980 Estes "Skymax" geared electric motor as I
can't find the "growler" Klaxon-type Lozier used in
1938. This should classify as Antique Electric
someday, if we get to that phase of modeling. I've
been converting Old Timer models to electric for
sport flying, but this is genuine "as original"
electric oldie..
Wes Weathers, Lancaster, CA poses with his winning
1/2A Texaco Taibi Powerhouse.
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BARTELT TRAVEL HAS BOOKED 50 ROOMS FOR THE SAM CHAMPS AT THE HOLIDAY INN IN KENOSHA
WISCONSIN JUNE 23 THROUGH JUNE 29. TO SECURE AND GUARANTEE' YOUR RESERVATION, PLEASE
SEND A DEPOSIT OF $45.00 PAYABLE TO BARTELT TRAVEL ALONG WITH THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION.
NUMBER OF GUESTS
ARRIVAL DATE
ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRLVAL

NAME

ADDRESS

ROOM RATE $45.00 PER NIGHT
BASED ON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY,
STATE TAX NOT INCLUDED.

PHONE

BARTELT
T RA/EL
CONSULTANTS
5500 PORTACZ 5T MC e T
KA1AMA2(X) MICHIGAN 49002

THE $45.00 DEPOSIT WILL BE
CREDITED TO YOUR FIRST
NIGHT'S STAY AT THE HOLIDAY
(616) 3B5-8900-

ASK FOR: SUSAN OR LISA

CANLELLAIION AND REFUND 3F
DEPOSIT CAN BE MADE 10 DAYS
PRIOR TO JUNE 23rd.

•

• •
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Dear 0/T Enthusiast;
hornet 19 is proving to have the highest
power output of any sideport evermade, 10,000
rpm on a Zinger 9-4, you also get excellent
torque for large diameter props. You get a
hardened crank—shaft, crank—pin and drive
washer (RC 62). Not every maker does this.
Hornets are now in stock. 1 cannot supply
plugs at this time, plugs and accessories
available from 77 Products.
The

•

Old Timer Model Who's—Who No. 23 (The Dallaire
Sportster".
Designer:

Joe Dallaire, Detroit, Michigan.

The Dallaire is a model that has really made a name
for itself with the resureence of old timer models,
especially old time R/C.

Sold W/0 Plug
$138.00 P.P.
CA Res. Add 6%, Tax

The Dallaire's 10 foot wing provides the most
fantastic glide in R/C Texaco that you have ever seen
and yet the clark—y airfoil allows good penetration
on power.
The model was designed by Joe Dallaire that ran a
model shop in Detroit during the 40's and produced
many excellent kits.

Get one now, fly Class A this season

Polk's De Luxe Midget Gas Model

JOHN MORRILL
SIMPLEX MINIATURE ENGINES
143 RICHMOND STRFET
EL SEGUNDO. CALIFORNIA 90245 • (213) 322.7858
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
It's time to renew your S.A.M. membership. Dues are due and payable each year in
the month of Tune. So ante-up if you want to remain a member in the largest free flight
8t R/C organization within A.M.A. It's the best SIO bucks you tan spend and besides
you'll receive six action packed issues of S.A.M. Speaks a year. Remember "life"
memberships are SI00.
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DEDICATED TO OLD TIME MODELERS EVERYWHERE

(SAM EDITOR SPEAKS by Jim Adams 1
Election year 1984. yes and also election year for SAM.
Included in this issue you will find a short write-up
on the new candidates running for office and a ballot.
We ask that you review these and make your choices.
Return the ballot as quickly as possible to, Carl Hatrak,
3825 West 144th St. ,Hawthorne, Calif. 90250. The reason
for this urgency is that all voting must be completed by
the time the annual SAM business meeting is held at the
SAM CHAMPS.In order to announce the new officers
names at the Bong meeting, the last week in June, we
must have your choices in Carl's hands no later than
June 15. Remember he must count the vote, verify all
the voters memberships and generally certify the election.

Number 60

Two other changes on the ballot bear noting. John Pond
is leaving the office of secretary/treasurer to return to
model building. (as he puts it). John has done a super
job the past two years in rebuilding our membership
and deserves our thanks for a job well done. John
has nominated his own successor and placed Richard
Williams name on the ballot. Richard has considerable
computer training,and working in that field, is
expected to be a big boost to the office of secretary
and the job of streamlining the SAM organization
membership records.

You will notice that several new names appear on the
ballot this year. The two names for SAM president should
not be strangers to Old Timer modelers;Joe Beshar and
Sal Taibi. Joe is a past president of SAM and Sal is world
famous in free flight contest circles. Mike Granieri ,SAM
president for the 1983-1984 term has decided not to run
again for the office of president. Mike is to be congratulated for the excellent job that he did in running the
organization these past two years. The job of SAM
president is a demanding one,and Mike can be proud of
the great job he did in keeping us on an even keel.
As the SAM organization has grown. the problems in
coordinating a nation wide and even international group,
that depends on comunication by the mails, have grown
likewise. The demands on on an officers free time have
doubled and tripled.
All incumbent vice-presidents are running again with
the exception of Sal Taibi. Jack Jella,from Salinas,Calif.
SAM group is running for West Coast V.P, to fill the
spot vacated by Sal. Jack is an old time modeler of
well known ability and is a business man, and owner
of Air Trails flight service based at the Salinas airport.
Jack has been the Contest Director at the Salinas SAM
R/C fun fly for several years.

Ron Doig from Sam 26 weighing Tom Kulp's beautiful
MG-2 prior to flight at the spring annual meet at Taft.
The power is 0.5.60 four stroke.
THE BONG CHAMPS AT KENOSHA
Entry blanks for the SAM CHAMPS at Bong Field in
Wisconsin were mailed to all members with the last issue
Any one who did not receive one should write to Carl
Spielmaker, 490 Burlingame S.W., Grand Rapids, Mi.
49509 or to Sam Speaks, 2538 N. Spurgeon St. Santa
Ana,Calif. 92706.
Carl Spielmaker, this years Contest Manager, wishes
us to make this announcement concerning free-flight
events at the Champs. All max. flights at Bong will
be 3 minutes and engine runs will be cut to 15 see.,
hand launch and 20 sec. for R.0.0.( the exception
being the unlimited engine run events). The reason
for this is the sometimes difficult chasing at Bong.
(does this sound reminescent of other years and i other
fields?) Chasing is excellent if the model goes straight
down the runway, but can be bad if your model goes
off in some of the marshy areas.

A 1938 Cleveland Cloudster built by old friend Joe Wagner
Joe hails from Volant, Pennsylvania where he's spearheading the new "Fun Flyers" model organization.

Carl reports that plans are going well for the CHAMPS
and that we can expect to have a really wonderful
time. Remember to get your entry in early. the fun
starts on Sunday with the M.E.C.A. collecto and gets
into high gear on Monday with R/C texaco and the SAM
bean feed also on Monday evening. Once again it's
June 24 thru June 28, see you in Kenosha.
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AMA NATS '84 AT RENO

HALL OF FAME

Old Timer events will be conducted by John Pond on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at the Reno Nationals.
The schedule is as follows:
Wednesday August 8, R/C Old Timers Event
Class "A" Limited Engine Run
Class "b" Limited Engine Run
Class "C" Limited Engine Run
Antique
Texaco
All events to be flown per SAM rules.

The NATIONAL FREE FLIGHT SOCIETY has announced
the recipients of the FREE FLIGHT HALL of FAME AWAR11)
for 1984:

Thursday August 9, Control-line Events
Stunt Glow
Stunt Ignition
All events to be flown per 1950 AMA rules
Friday August 10, Old Timer F/F events
Class "A"
Rubber Stick
Class "B"
Twin Pusher
Class "C"
Junior Rubber
.020 Replica
Electric
30Sec Antique
Rubber Cabin
All events will be flown per SAM rules

Ed Lidgard
Creator and flyer of championship quality models.
Paul Plecan
A prolific designer of flying models with special
attention to scale details.
Ken Willard
Created model designs of significance and early
author of creative articles.
Awards will be made at the Reno NATS on Thursday,
August 9, 1984 at 7:30 P.M. - Reno Colesium

Electric events will be sponsored by Bob Boucher and
Bill Baker. Control-line events will be flown at Stead
Field, probably on one of the practice circles. R/C Old
Timer events will be flown at Rancho San Rafael located
at North Mc Carren and Old Highway 395. The Old Timer
F/F events will be flown at the Da Monte Ranch, 5 miles
south of Reno on Old Highway 395, along with the other
AMA F/F events.
Details on the location and the time of the Old Timers
Victory Banquet, where the trophies will be presented,
will be available at the SAM booth at the Reno
Convention Center or AMA''i Reno headquarters.
A SAM CHAMPS WARM-UP

SAM SPEAKS received information from Charley Sotich
that the Illinois Model Aero Club will be running their
25th Annual Flying Meet at Bong on Sunday, June 24th
just one day before the start of the SAM CHAMPS.
Although it will be mainly AMA events, they have been
expanding the format the past few years to include some
old timers too.
This years contest will include the following O.T.events.
Old Timer Gas--all engine classes combined
Nostalgia Gas---all engine classes combined
Old Timer Rubber--Stick and Cabin combined
Commercial Rubber
There will also be the followingAMA type events.
1/2a Gas
A Gas
B Gas
CaD Gas
H.L. Glider

P- 30
Coupe d'Hiver
Mulvihill
Kit Plan Scale
Tow Line Glider

The Illinois Model Aero Club was formed back about
1911 as a junior group of the Illinois Aero Club (a full
scale flying club). This probably makes the IMAC older
than any other model airplane club in the U.S.A. and
surely older than most of the old timer contestants.
If anyone has any questions about the IMAC contest
they can contact Charlie Sotich at 3851 west 62nd place
Chicago, Ill. 60629 (1-313-735-1353)

A Feather Merchant and the original designer, Fred
Lekunberg, from Point Mugu,Calif. Fred kits these good
looking jobs. (see adds in Model Builder)
SAM 35 YEAR BOOKS

We received our first shipment of Sam 35 year books
and they have been sold out. The book is just what
you have been waiting for especially if you are a long
time reader of English model magazines, you will
recognize their familiar style. The book contains 143
pages of photos, articles on old time free flight,and
lots of plans. (it's about the size of Zaic's year books)
David Baker and his crew have done another super
job in recapturing the enthusiasm and the thrill of
modeling in the early days of our hobby.
If you would like to have one of these books send your
order and a check to:SAM SPEAKS, 2538 N. Spurgeon
St. Santa Ana, Ca. 92706. The price is $7.00 postage
paid. Please be patient, the next shipment will most
likely not arrive for several weeks. We have asked
David to send us some more of last years book since
so many have asked about them. Let us know if you
want one of them and we will try to fill your request. 0
REMEMBER TO LET SAM SPEAKS KNOW IF YOU MOVE
Just drop us a note at; 2538 N. Spurgeon St.Santa Ana,
California, 92706

•
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ELECTION OF NEW OFFICERS

Jack Jells, Salinas Area Modelers

The election of new officers falls on each even numbered
year, hence 1984 is the year that we again take on this
little task. Listed below are brief backgrounds or statements by several of the candidates so that you may assess
their qualifications before you vote.

Jack lives in Salinas, California. His modeling career
began some time before WWII in free flight, which makes
him a real honest-to-goodness Old Timer. Jack is the
C.D. and sparkplug of the Salinas Area Modelers. Ile is
in the process of retiring from the business that he
built, Air Trails, a flying service based at the Salinas
airport. Jack has been the promoter of the Annual Old
Timer 12/C contest held in Salinas the past four years.

Sal Taibi
I flew Against Maxwell Bassett in his last contest sometime in 1936 at Hadley Field, N.J. The next three years
I built many models and went to many contests at Creedmore,
Hadley Field, Trenton, Philadelphia, Pasaie,etc and never
won a thing. Finally on Feb. 12, 1939 I won first in "C"
Cabin with a Forster 99 powered "Powerhouse",followed
this with another first in April with a Bay Ridge "Diamond
Demon" and also set my first record with this win. Have
been in continous competition from 1936 to the present
date. Some of the models that I designed were my favorite
the Powerhouse,Pacer, Brooklyn Dodger, Winged Yankee,
Meteor(with C.H.Grant) Cadet, Zenith, Spacer, Eaglet,
Starduster. Hydro-star, Zephyr. Hornet, and Orbiteer
(with Dennis Bronco). In 1976 I was inducted into the
Model Builders Hall of Fame and later that year the AMA
awarded me a fellowship.

Richard T. Williams, Sam 749
Richard lives in Lodi,California. is 36 years of age
and has been modeling for 6 years. An active competitor,
(2nd place in Texaco at La Junta Richard is a member
Sam 30 in Marysville and Sam 21 in San Jose. Richard
works in the computer field.

For the past 20 years I have enjoyed flying Old Timers
while John Pond, Joe Beshar, and Mike Granieri, the
area vice-presidents. Editors et.al have labored to keep
the SAM organization running smoothly. I now hope to
do my share for SAM and to keep the Old Timers Flying.
Joe Beshar

C

Served as SAM president during the four years, 1975
thru 1978. During this period SAM grew from just over
200 to some 1800 members, the most active time in it's
history. He has been active in acre modeling since 1936
with interests in both free flight and RC assist and
enjoying every minute of it. If elected his intention is
to contribute to its further growth and to strengthen
Its organization. He is a contest director for AMA and
past U.S. Representative to the Paris Electromotive
C.I.A.M. commitee of the FM.

Cal Smith's "Sport Wagon" from 1948 Flying Models
magazine. Not an old timer , by SAM standards, but
certainly a vintage model built by Doc Mathews,
Greensburg. Kansas.

10.

PLease mark your ballot and send to:
Carl Hatrak
3825 W. 144th St.
Hawthorne, Ca. 90250

PLEASE have your ballots postmarked by June 10th
r

1■1■11111MeMleenelwa

1984 Society of Antique Modelers Offical Ballot
Joe Beshar
Sal Taibi

Bob Larsh

❑

President
❑

Mid-west VP

Woody Woodman
Eastern VP

Write-in

Write-hi
Jack Jolla

Rocky Mt'n VP

Secy /Treas.
Write-in

JimThomas

Richard Williams

Western VP
1111

Write-in

Write- in

I certify that I am a member in good standing with the Society of Antique Modelers.

Signature

SAM Number

Date
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CHANGES AT SAM SPEAKS

This is our first issue since retiring from RockwellInternational (North American Aviation). having just
completed 40 plus years with the company and two
with the U.S. Navy. This issue being a little late can
be directly traced to all the questions and decisions
to be made before you take the big step. When you
finally pull the cord and take the plunge it's a big
relief. J can report happily that we survived and never
felt better. I'm looking forward to a lot of modeling in
the next couple of years. I have enough kits laid aside
(like everyone has) to keep busy for eons of time-that is if I can find enough glue and dope, and then
there is all of those scratch built jobs waiting to be
built. On top of all this the typist is on leave having
a baby and I have been promoted from Editor-inchief to typist, and you think that you have troubles!

Don Bekins and Al Staben looking over the vast plains
of La Junta. That's a 1/2a MG-2 design by Mike Granieri.

1/2a TEXACO POSTAL MEETS

Something new is happening! Sam 41, the San Diego
Aeroneers, and Sam 1836 of San Antonio are holding
a 1/2a Texaco postal meet. We are anxiously awaiting
the results of this first meet. For you clubs that
have been looking for a way to add a little spice to
your monthly fun flys, how about challenging one of
the other Sam chapters to a postal meet? It sure beats
driving across three states to compete and it could be
just as much fun.

SAM SPEAKS editor, Jim Adams, with his favorite
R/C Texaco. The ship is an 85" span streamliner
called the "Experimental" designed by Tom Laurie.
(1938 Zaic year book)

You say you don't know who to challenge? Sit down
right now and write to John Pond and request that he
send you one of the SAM Pill flyers, these are the
little red,white and blue jobs that we give away at
the trade shows. On the back you will find an upto-date listing of all of the SAM clubs, pin this up
on your club house wall and throw darts at it, when
you choose a club sit down and write to them and
challenge them to a contest. If you like write to several
of them, your bound to find a live wire group that has
just been waiting to accept a fun thing like this. For
more information on how to get in on the fun, write
to;
Jim Reynolds, Sam 1836 or George Wagner, Sam 41
2879 Marathon Dr.
123 Madrid Dr.
San Diego, Ca. 92123
Universal City ,Tx .78148
Sam 13, the SCAMPS have been trying to work up a
postal meet with Sam 35 in England . They are particularly interested in old timer Wakefield , and of
course we have our "rubber addicts". Al Richardson,
the SCAMPS newsletter editor, is the sparkplug for
this effort. SAM 35 is holding a commemorative meet
on June 24 to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of
the 1934 running of the Wakefield at old Warrick
racecourse.

A Lanzo Puss Moth entered in rubber scale event at
La Junta last year. Sorry we can't see Larry Schaeffer's
face. Larry hails from SAM 1 in Denver.

LETTER FROM WOODY WOODMAN,EASTERN VP

As we discussed on the phone I am sending you info
the start of the R/C Old Timers in SAM. it was
C about
at the SAM CHAMPS at Bong that R/C Old Timers
became offieally special events on the list of SAM events.
When we return to Bong this year we will celebrate our
12th anniversary with SAM.
It started with a group from the North Jersey RC Club
flying Old Timer RC events at their meets. The idea
caught on and other New Jersey Goups held these events
at their meets. We received a lot of pulicity in the model
press. Tim Banaszak, who was the SAM CHAMPS manager
in 1972 contacted me and invited us to participate in the
SAM CHAMPS at Bong as special events. As the offer
came late, most of the Eastern flyers had already used
up vacation time. I was able to get off with Art Thorns,
a strong supporter of Old Time R/C in Central Jersey.
Joe Beshar and sons, Frank Jacobs, and my son Mike,.
all from New Jersey. Art Ryan from Michigan also competed. All told we had eight contestants at that first
meet. We held Class A, B and C Old Timer R/C events.
The 1972 business meeting was held at the Miller Brewing
Company's original Brewery in Milwaukee, Wisconsin
and R/C Old Timers were voted into SAM as special
events. John Pond was a great supporter of RC /OT and
was a great help in getting us accepted by SAM.
The SAM CHAMPS at Bong was a pleasure to attend as
I believe there were only 40 contestants including our
small R/C group. I clearly remember my first Bean Feed
held at the field along with test flying. We had a great
time.

Youthful Carl Goldberg at the '39 Nationals, that's
a very early pylon resembling the "Interceptor" that
he is holding. This one powered by a homebuilt class
C engine
LOST AND FOUND

From time to time we get requests to assist guy's in
locating old friends. We're glad to do this of course,but
remember we only get to about 1800 fellow old timers.
Does anyone know the wherebouts of Maurice Shoenbrun?
Maurice is believed to have moved to Calafornia some
years back but has dropped out of sight. Maurice was
famous for his "Gladiator" (Air Trails 1940) and other
Brooklyn Skyscraper type designs. If you know his
address or if you someone that might know where he
is located, get in touch with Bob Larsh, 45 S. Whitcomb
Ave., Indianapolis, 46241. Bob is doing research on
many old designs and urgently needs to contact Maurice.

C

Woody Woodman's R/C float version of Taibi's Powerhouse
The water in the background is in Woody's backyard.

Sam. met
4062.mew6:

Incidentally, any of you guy's that are interested in
getting into "Nostalgia" F/F gas should write to Bob
Larsh. He has a great selection of Nostalgia plans and
they're priced right.

Speaking of Bob's research into old designs, He sent us
a picture of a super "find". It is a never before
published photo of Carl Goldberg at the 1999 Detroit
Nationals holding a class "C" experimental job that
highly resembles the later kitted "Interceptor".
Incidentally, Carl was also flying a class "A" prototype Interceptor at the '39 Nets. According to Bob
this was pictured in one of the pre-war Air Trails map.
The engine under a magnifying glass looks like a
garden variety Brown Jr., but it is not. Bob confronted
Carl Goldberg at the '84 Toledo trade show with this
picture which he had just recently unearthed while
going through a long deceased modelers photo album.
Carl recognized immediately and said that he had
worked with it for two years trying to make it into
a good competitive model, but had nothing but trouble
with it and decided that he had found and overshot
the maximum height for a pylon. He also indicated that
this model re-emphasized the importance of down thrust
to him in fast climbing models of certain designs.
Carl said that the engine was not a Brown, but was
a very powerful homebuilt engine resembling a Browm
Junior in appearance only, and that it was borrowed
and had to be finally returned as the owner wouldn't
sell it. Really heady stuff huh?

6

was then machined to tolerance. The resultant power
output from the Cyklosson was a considerable Improvment
over the standard sideport Ohlsson 60. Bob says that 40
he left the side port intake open to achieve more powe
He started the engine by placing his finger over the
side port intake tube and removed after the engine
started running, prior to adjusting the needle valve.
The open side port achieved the same resuts as the
two holes in the GR Series Super Cyke cylinders. both
of the engines in the accompanying photographs ran
equally well. and Bob and Ted were pleased with
results of their efforts.

THE CYKLOSSON PROJECT by Jack Albrecht

In 1939-1940 the local modelers in San Francisco used to
congregate at Ted Kroll's work shop located on Greenwich street near the main gate of the Presidio to discuss
models, engines and generally have a good time. These
were the days of free flight prior to WWII and the development of control line or "U-Control" as we called it in
those days. Ted Kroll worked as an accountant for the
Southern Pacific Railroad prior to WWII, However his
real interest was in model airplanes and development of
engines for power. Ted designed, built and tested many
versions of his engines from .35 cu.in . up to .78 cu.in .
size. He designed and built his own forced air furnace
for melting the aluminum used in sand casting the
engine crankcases. He later built permanent molds for
casting the "larger" engines. His major tools in his shop
consisted of a 6" Southbend lathe with milling machine
attachments, plus various cut off grinders, hones.ete.,
used to produce a finished engine.
Bob McCord, who years latex had the Anderson Spitfire
project and I were among some of Ted's followers, and
spent many an evening watching Ted work his magic in
turning raw material into a completed model engine.
Most of Ted's engines were made for his own use,
however not so for the engine dicussed in this article.
Bob McCord was flying a Comet Clipper MK1 powered
with an Ohlsson 60 engine in Free Flight, but thought
that possibly a rotary valve version such as the Super
Cyke might yield more power output. Therefore, Bob
and Ted put their heads together to produce such an
engine. Bob made the drawings for the new rotary
valve front crankcase and shaft, etc..for the modified
Ohlsson 60. The stroke was the same as the Cyke, i.e.,
from .87 to .93, so the compression ratio went up.
Ted made up the patterns to sand cast the front case.
Several castings were poured. Note that this all took
place prior to Irwin Ohlsson releasing his front rotary
Ohlsson 60 to the market. Ted did all the final machine
work on the front crankcase, and machined the new
crankshaft. A Super Cyke timer, needle valve assembly,
ball bearing thrust washer and cam were used with the
newly machined front crankcase cover. Shaft porting
was similar to that of a Cyke. Only two engines were
assembled and these are still in Bob McCord's possession.
The accompanying photographs show one completely
assembled with a right and left view. The bronze main
bearing bushing was a press fit into the front case and

America's entry into WWII came along in December 1941,
and Bob put up his models and engines and went into
the Army Air Corps, and Ted put his hobby to work
by working as a master machinist for the war effort. gra
Bob just recently unearthed the engines, at my request741,
so that we could share this with you. Both Bob and I
have very fond memories of when we were kids and the
days spent with Ted Kroll in his home workshop. Ted is
now gone but we will never forget him. He was one of
the many pioneers in model engine design and construction, and helped us to be a better modeler and person.
Bob McCord presently works for Lockheed in Sunnyvale, California. He has built his own single place
biplane and also owns a Cessna 182. If you desire any
further information on the Cyklosson Project Bob can
be contacted at 346 Donahe Drive, Milpitas,CA 95035.
About the author, Jack Albrecht is a very active Old
Timer R/C flyer in Southern California. Jack works
for Kraft Systems Company.

Ed Solenberger holds Nick Sanford's big R/C "Playboy"
at Sacranento's Merwin dicondra ranch.
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This month we hear from one of our English readers
on the subject of Diesels. It's not our intention to
start any arguments between diesel flyers, but just
to give you, the, SAM reader, all points of view on
the subject. We're going to run another segment next
issue by Mr. Mahony (tne editor)
LETTERS
X X XX X XXX X X XX X XX X XXX XXX XXXXXXXXX X XX X X XXXXXXX XX

1 Queens Close
St. Ives
Cambs.
England
Dear Mr. Adams

C

am prompted to write by Mr. P.B.Mahony's
letter on the subject of diesel fuels. Whilst his findings
are useful there are one or two errors in his information.
I do not find this surprising as everything I have
ever read about diesels and diesel fuels in the American
model press has either been excessively complex,inaccurate
or absolute rubbish.
Mr. Mahony has obvisously done a good deal of
work, and diesels will generally run pretty well on his
but once again he has been led astray into
mixtures,
excessively complex solutions.
The reason for the early long stroke diesels having
SAE 70 oil recomended, and later ones castor oil is
simply that by 1950. experimenters had arrived at a
satisfactory fuel. Since this date, the standard ingredients for diesel fuel in Britian have been Castor oil,
Paraffin (Kerosene), and Ether. The ignition improver
was Amyl Nitrate or Amyl Nitrite irrespective of the
other ingredients.this has now been replaced by
Iso-Propyl Nitrate, due to the medical dangers of amylNitrate/Nitrite. A standard fuel which is quite satisfactory is:
25% Castor Oil
30% Ether
45% Paraffin(Kerosene)
Add 1-2% Isoproplyl-Nitrate

Don Hoyle, Sam 41, is very proud of his enlarged
"Tlush Mite". Don and his ship were at the Sam 26
spring annual. Interesting monocoat job.
This mixture will run any variable compression diesel
and has been used to run the following makes of engines,
Oliver, P.A.W., E.D. Mills, Davies, Charlton, M.E.
Webra, Frog, Elfin, Cox TD,049, with davis conversion,
and even a Chinese Silver Star.
One of the other misconceptions is that a diesel has more
power than the equivalent size glow engine. This is
incorrect, all that is happening is that the point of
maximum power is at lower and more usable RPM, giving
higher RPM's on a useful size propellor.
To give an example, most .15 cu.in . (2.5cc) high
performance diesels of 1950 or before should turn a 9 x 4
propellor at comfortably over 10,500 RPM, all this at total
weights from 3 1/2 to 6 ozs, no need for any ignition
weight. As the maximum power point will probably be
about 12000 to 13000 RPM,it will be very near this in
the air.
A high-performance diesel is generally considered
to be one with Arden type all-round exhaust porting,
although there arc some exceptions in more modern times
typical prop sizes for this type of engine would be:
.049 7x4,7x3 (Mills .75) Annco
.049 7x4, 7x3 (Mills .75, Anco .87,
E.D.Bee 7x4. to 8x4)
.09
7x4 to 9x4 or 7x6
.15
8x6 or 9x4
.19 9x6 or 10x6
.29-.35 10x6 or 11x6
The earlier long stroke diesels should have much larger
sizes, suggested running speed for E.D. Competion
Special, Mills 1.3. Deezil etc. should be about 7,000
RPM or a bit more for the Mills.
Some of you class 'A' SAM contest flyiers should give
it a try, an Elfin 2.49 or E.D. 2.46 Racer might give
you a hell of a shock! Good luck with all of this
Dieseling, I am quite happy to reply to questions.
Yours Sincerely,

Jim Kyncy's hot performing Anderson Pylon. Engine is
either a Mc Coy 60 or a Hornet 60. A really terrific.,
dynamite combination under the current SAM rules.
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SAM'S APPROVED MODELS
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Getting one of your old designs approved for SAM
competion involves submitting sketches, photographs
or old newspaper clippings to John Pond,SAM'S historian,
for offical approval by the board. The board consists
of the elpcted officers of SAM. If your interested in
getting t hi s done, contact your area vice president or
John for their assistance.
Included below is a sample of an excellent presentation
by Bob Larsh and Mike Granieri that Mike is submitting
for SAM approval. Because the ship is a variation on
an earlier design or is based on the earlier design,
getting the approval is simplfied.
LETTER

Sam Historian
Dear John.
In previous discussions with Mike Granieri about
Texaco-type models, Mike discussed the history and
evolution of his famous MG-2 parasol design being
flown today In SAM contests. As I seem forever to be
digging in the past, I learned that Mike's original MG
started out as a cabin model, first built in 1935. I
believe that you perhaps were already aware of this
fact. After Mike enjoyed some success with this design,
the model was involved in an unfortunate landing
accident with a car which sheared off the cabin structure.
To expedite the repair of the model for a rapidly
C approaching
contest, Mike chose to eliminate the cabin
and rebuild the fuselage. utilizing wire struts for a
parasol wing mount and add a new tail. The MG-2 that
we are familiar with was a refined version of this.

Knowing that almost everyone likes a good Texaco
cabin model, I prevailed upon Mike to send me any
info he had available on the cabin job for documentation purposes. Enclosed is a copy of a 1936 newspaper
article about Mike's model and pictures 3f the same.
If the members of the board are in agreement, I see
no reason to go any further with our acceptance procedure other than for you to announce in SAM SPEAKS
that the MG cabin model is being released as a qualified
antique.
Mike tried different wing and tail shapes as shown
in the attached 3-view and indicated that the model
was also flown with different wing spans, but that the
9 1/2 ft. span was the primary wing. I suggested that
he indicate on the plans the different sizes of wings
used in case the builder would like to make a choice.
However, I don't know if he will elect to do this. Mike
did suggest that he or someone in close contact build
the model first before releasing official construction
plans to John Pond for distribution to the membership
Past experience has shown that sometimes a new "untried" plan may contain drafting errors and/or incomplete information. Mike simply wants to assure himself
that all the details are correctly worked out and accurately shown. As I have been out of touch with Mike
for a while, perhaps a MG cabin is already being built
and plans close to being finalized.
Sincerely,
Robert K. Larsh
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Jack

DeFond

We have just received word that Jack DeFond, long
friend and Old timer supporter, passed away in his
sleep on March 6. Jack will be remembered as the guy
that was always willing to pitch in and help with the
jobs that have to be done at every contest. He was an
active member of the Engine Committee and very
supportive of the SAM movement. Jack was there when
SAM was formed in the Denver area. His background
in civil engineering could be seen in his meticulous engine
reports and in the beautiful big models that he liked to
construct. Jack's passing will surely be a blow to the
modeling community in the Cheyene area ,and we will miss
him at the SAM CHAMPS in years to come.

Rogers L. Barton

Dear 0/T Enthusiast;

Rogers L. Barton, noted Texas educator and retired
associate superintendent of the Dallas independent
school district, died on February 17th in a Temple
hospital. He was 69. Rogers had been very active in
old time modeling and a competitor at many of the SAM
CHAMPS for the past few. His main interest seemed to
be in R/C, but you only had to look at his models to
see that he was an old free-(lighter at heart. During the
years from 1940 to 1960 Rogers was one of the driving
forces in model aviation in Texas. He organized several
model clubs in the college station area while he was at
Aahl University, in the Austin area and in other places
across the state of Texas.

The hornet 19 is proving to have the highest
power output of any sideport evermade, 10,000
rpm on a Zinger 9-4, you also get excellent
torque for large diameter props. You get a
hardened crank-shaft, crank-pin and drive
washer (RC 62). Not every maker does this.
Hornets are now in stock. I cannot supply
plugs at this time, plugs and accessories
available from 77 Products.
S

Sold W/0 Plug
$138.00 P.P.

CA Res. Add 6Z Tax

Get one

now,

fly Class A this

season

JOHN MORRILL
SIMPLEX MINIATURE ENGINES
143 RICHMOND STREET
EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA 90245 • (m) 322.7858

Thomas J. Rice

Thomas J. Rice passed away March 8, 1984. He was
59. Tom will surely be missed by friends, and his
modeling associates in the southern california area. He
was very active in the Scamps club and in SAM activitys.
A very keen competitor and an excellent model builder
he was respected as an old timer flyer. Tom was a printer
by trade and actively working in that field at the time
of his death. Tom was born in Illinois, but had lived
for many years in southern California. Old Timer flyers
have certainly lost a friend and a real supporter.
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OLD TIMER MODEL WHO'S-WHO NO.23 "SUPER BUCCANEER"

Everybodys friend, Sal Taibi, giving some help to
a young Old Timer, Eric Strengle.

Designer: Bill Effinger, New York, N.Y.
The Super Buccaneer was one of the early favorites to
be kitted by Berkeley Models. The 92" span makes it
an ideal model for the Texaco event, in fact the design
comes from that period of modeling history. The earlier
model, the slab-sided buccaneer appears in F. Zaic's
1937 year book. Plans are available from Bill Effinger,
(W.E. Technical Services), John Pond, or Model Builder
magazine. Hobby Horn has the P&W short kits for this
georgeous old timer.

C

l'he ship in the picture was flown by Bill Tharpe from
northern California, at the SAM 49er's spring annual.
The power was an older glow 45 or 49.

Seldom seen "Ryan Mechanic's Special". A nice flying
rubber scale that is no more, by Bob Oslan, Huntington
Beach, Ca.

Ross Thomas, Garden Grove CA with his prize winning
R/C old timer, a "Super Cloud Cruiser".

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL

C

It's time to renew your 6.A. M. membership. Dues are due and payable each year in
the month of June, So ante-up if you want to remain a member in the largest free flight
& RJC organization within A.M.A. It's the best SI 0 bucks you can spend and besides
you'll receive six action packed issues of S.A.M. Speaks a year. Remember "life"
memberships are $100.

Bob Angel, Sam 26's Newsletter editor, about to launch
his Black Widow powered "B" Playboy in 1/2a Texaco
event. A very nice combination.
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The mystery model builder flying his georgous Comet Sailplane
at the last California SAM CHAMPS. Can anyone identify the flyer?
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The Mystery Model Builder
Last month we ran a picture on our cover of a very
well equipped (battery-wise) modeler flying a beautiful, well engineered, Comet Sailplane at the Taft
Champs. Lots of folks called and said why don't you
call AMA headquarters, they can determine his name
from his license number? Well what can I say? We
like to do things the hard way. Besides how else
does the editor get folks to write-in.
Well it seems the flyer's name is Dorsey DeCross and
he is from Arizona, (which we guessed by the cactus
decal on the left wing.) Dorsey is not a SAM member,
how can that be? If anyone knows Dorsey, have him
write to SAM Speaks editor and we'll give him the
5 X 7 glossy original.

Forster 99 Replica Engines

NUMBER 61

The New SAM Officers for 1985-86
The new SAM President, Sal Taibi was installed at the
SAM annual business meeting held at Kenosha. Carl
Hatrak, announced the new officers names at the
meeting. All the incumbent area Vice Presidents were
re-elected for another two year term.
Richard Williams, of Lodi California, was elected to
fill the Secretary-Treasurer spot vacated by John
Pond.

Another Oldtime Design Approved
Chet Lanzo's 300 square inch 1940 rubber cabin model
has been approved as an "Old Timer" by the SAM Board
of Directors.
Plans are available from Chet at 1485 Lester Road,
Valley City, Ohio 44280.
We understand that Mike Granieri's MG-2 plans are in
this months "Model Builder Magazine."

In a discussion with Les Payne of M6G Engines, Inc.
of Denver, Colorado, this last week, Les indicated
that they have delivered most of the engines in the
original orders. Several engines are being held
for customers that placed orders anddepositswhen
the original adds were placed some years ago. Many
people have moved and MSG cannot locate them. If
you are one of those persons, Les asks that you write
and identify yourself. MSC has maintained their
original records and is ready to make deliveries to
those people.
M6G engines has additional Forster 99's ready for
delivery. Write to Les at M6G Engines Inc., Box 6026,
Denver Colo. 80206. The price is in the $195.00
range.

Bruce Norman, the R/C champ, adjusts fuse for wife
Leslie's "So Long." Joe Beshar looks on.

Video Tape of English Activities
Joe Beshar was presented with a VHS audio-video
tape (during the Champs) of oldtimer activities in
England. The tape was made by Ken & Mark Hinton,
members of SAM 35. Joe has had the tape converted
from 50 cycles to 60 cycles and it is ready to be
shown in the U.S.A. Many of the pictures were
taken at Old Warden, most famous model flying field
in Great Britian.

Cliff Betz F/F Grand Champion and his beautiful
"New Ruler': Cliff hails from New Orleans, LA.

Groups wishing to borrow the tape for showing at your
club meetings should write to Richard Williams, the
new secretary, at his address: 2005 West Pine,
Lodi, CA 95240.
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A New SAM Engine Committeeman
Allen Heinrich has
vacancy on the SAM
passing of Jack de
received from Mike

been appointed to fill the
engine committee left by the
Fond'.. The following letter was
Cranicri outgoing SAM President.

I an pleased to announce the appointment of Allen
Heinrich to the Engine Committee. Allen, a life-time
member, has been with us since the forming of SAM.
He has been active in all phases of modeling and comes
highly recommended for his expertise in model airplane engines including diesels. He has served on
our present committee as a consultant on diesels and
this makes him no stranger to the working of the
Engine Committee. I am sure all the Membership join
me in welcoming Allen as a member of our team and hope
he will enjoy working with us on the Engine Committee.
Best wishes Allen,
Mike Granieri
SAM President

Setting up the SAM Champs - A Bumpy Road
Karl Spielmaker

by

To get the 1984 SAM Champs underway is a chore that
proved that you can get something done when you have
a few good guys 5 gals that will pitCh in a helping
hand even if their only reward is a word of encouragement.
When John Pond wrote asking if I would help Don Belote
set up the events, trophies and run the contest part
of the SAM meet. It took several months for me to say
YES. Don was setting up the site, an airport near
Toledo, the lodging and meeting places. But much to
Don's Disappointment, just as things were to be
finalized everything in Ohio fell thru a hole at the
last minute.
Now it had to start all over again if we were to
have a SAM meet here in the midwest. This time I had
the whole ball of wax. I knew this was no local
meet (which is a piece of cake).
As you know the SAM meet is now history. It took
a lot of work. I want to thank the following people fo
for their help and encouragement.

SAM California Contest Coordinator
Can you believe there's a place that has so many model
contests that they have to have a coordinator to
police their activities
Jack Albrecht, 1809 Porto Dino Dr., Oceanside, CA
92054 has been chosen to coordinate the contest dates
for the ten SAM K/C Chapters on the West Coast. Jack
replaces Bob Angel of SAM 26 who is to be congratulated
for his fine efforts this past year.
Jack advises all clubs planning on holding contests
in 1985 to get their proposed dates in to him as
early as possible. Participation in this
coordination activity is not mandatory, but if you
wish to hold a contest and avoid conflicting dates
with other clubs it behooves your club to work with
Jack in choosing your dates.
Jack says the moral of the story is get tentative
dates of proposed contests in early enough so that
they can be published. He says that then they can be
re-juggled then if there is a conflict.

Bob Larsh: This guy scared me with all the notes,
letters and do's 6 don'ts to run a SAM meet. Thanks
Bob.
Woody Bartlet: He spent a whole day in Wisconsin
picking up the info on lodging & meeting places.
Thanks & Thanks to Gloria too...
Tony Italiano: He has the connections that put us
in touch with the right people to get Bong. Thanks
Tony.
Tim Banaszak: He helped to find Tony and had many
words of encouragement. Thanks to my Compressed Air
Side Kick....
Bill Hale: He listened to me when all this was
getting to me - the mountain of work. Thanks Bill.
Jim Adams: This poor guy - I was getting him out of
the shower to talk about the meet. It was the
difference in the time zones. Thanks Jim....
John Pond: He kept me on the straight line for
money, costs, & deadlines. Thanks you rascal John..
Bill Alexander: My good friend here in Grand Rapids,
he helped to bring all the paper work together for
the meet. Thanks Bill.
Bob Pattison: My buddy of forty four years who
worked so hard running the free flight events. His
tireless work compiling the scores and placings
made the difference. One true buddy!
Buck Zehr: Who started running the k/C events with
misgivings but who did one tremendous job handling
the entire K/C operation. Thanks Buck...
Sincerely,
Karl Spielmaker

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL

Mr. Contest Manager, Karl Speilmaker proudly holds
his new replica engine. the Megow "19" is manufactured
by Karl.

It's time to renew your S.A.M. membership. Dues arc due and payable each year in
the month of June. So ante-up if you want to remain a member in the largest free flight
& RIC organization within A.M.A. its the best SI 0 bucks you can spend and besides
you'll receive six action packed issues of S.A. M. Speaks a year. Remember "life"
memberships arc 51 00.
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Frank Borman and his wife Susan paid a visit to the
flying site on Tuesday. Frank flew as an astronaut on
the Apollo series. He stated that it was sometime
since he had seen any old timer models fly. I

The 1984 SAM Champs by Karl Speilmaker, SAM
Champs Manager
The 1984 SAM Champs are now history. Finally after
trying to locate the Champs twice in Ohio under the
leadership of Don Belote, The Champs landed at Bong,
Wisconsin. Bong Recreation field is located in the
south east part of Wisconsin where 146 Old Timers
did battle for the SAM awards.

enjoyed talking to Susan too.

There were two guys - happy smiling guys from Texas.
They were very helpful loading & unloading the plywood for the take off ramps. On the third day I
drafted Earl Hipps, Joe Beshar and another gent (can't
remember his name) to move the plywood again. It is
help like this that warms the heart
thanks guys.

Radio was scheduled to run four days while free
flight flew the regular throe days as in the past.
We sent out our request for good weather, asking for
prayers from the Vatican and had a talk with mother
nature about cooperation.

Can you imagine that I found Five Lovely Jewels out
at the Bong field. The Five Lovelies are the gals
that did all the scoring, recording of flights, and
keeping things in general good order. This was a
fantastic help to take the workload off of Bob
Pattison. The Mornings were worked by Gloria Bartelt,
Cindy O'Halloran and Betty Post. The afternoon shift
was handled by Marian Mann and Ruth Edelstein.
Thanks you gals - Youse is the Best

Monday was a good day for the first radio events.
We thought that this would be the beginning of good
weather for the Champs.
Tuesday, the first day for free flight activities
started out with a little cloud cover and a light
breeze making R.O.G. rather easy. But in the
afternoon - Mother Nature showed she could be one
tough cookie. The wind came up - I bet it was 300
MPH - it almost blew us away. My shade cover over the
processing table was blown to pieces. There was no
mercy for the guys that tried to fly - three gas jobs
bounced off of parked autos.

Old Timer Decals
SAM Speaks received a letter from old friend Larry
Vance, 5066 Cindy Way, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89102.
Larry has all of those neat decals for your Old
Timer, such as Dooling, Phantom P-30, Super Cyclone,
McCoy, Forster, Champion, K&B, Bunch, Ohlsson 23,
Drone Diesel, Dennymite, Texaco, O&R, Smith Coils, and
my favorite "Powered by T-56". (You rubber flyers will
remember that one.) Larry is looking tor more decals
to copy. He will buy them from you or borrow them
with a promise to return them in perfect shape. If
you would like to help out the cause write to Larry.
Incidentally a set of 23 decals costs $15.00 if you
are interested in dolling-up your present ship.

Mother Nature - did she give
Wednesday - Oh Boy
it to us. I bet she went out to join all those gals
that wanted Mondale to pick a female for Vice
President. That wind just didn't let up so we held
of Commercial rubber and gas scale till Thursday.
Some guys, who flew, their models were down wind so
quick that we were to loose sight of where the models
landed. Now get this - the Radio Guys - they Stopped
flying - it was Too Windy* Too Windy for Radio!!!
My Oh My.

More Replica Engines Coming
Thursday - Our prayers at the Vatican were answered.
It was one Great Day. A little over cast, very light
wind and get this, a gravel road down wind making
chasing very easy. Gad! What a day to finish the
Champs. I was very impressed with commercial rubber,
I though that free wheeling props would hinder a
rubber model in the glide. The big Class C cabin
job, taking off the gravel area, making a turning
climb into the blue sky was a sight to enjoy and
remember. This last day was talked about by many
contestants because of the lousy day before. There
were many new faces on this day at the F/F site. Joe
Beshar who left radio and he and Carl Hatrak were
helping with the timing and the work that had to be
done around the area. Yes sir, it was a day to
remember the 1984 Champs by.

News has reached us via Harry Murphy at C.I.A. that
Shereshaw's Bantam is to be reproduced by: Model
Aviation Historical Society, 12 Cook Street, Rowayton,
CT 06853. The price is listed at $175.00 with $75.00
advance deposit. Deliveries are expected to begin in
the fall of 1984. The people indicate that they have
worked with Ben Shereshaw in recreating this Replica.
The price includes a replica box and decals from the
forties.
1/2 Texaco Postal Meet Results
The SAM "IA Texaco postal meet between the San Diego
Aeroneers, (SAM 41) and SAM 1836 in Universal City,
Texas was held May 6.

Special Points of Interest
The San Diego, California Group was the winner
with a total score 6072, with SAM 1836 accumulating
4359 points. Jim Reynolds reports that neither
group enjoyed really great weather. A rematch has
been proposed for Sunday, August 26. The winners
and their times are listed below

The rangers at Bong think that the model airplane
flyers are great people. As we moved into a different area on Wednesday because of the wind, there
was a Killdeer bird making a fuss - the broken wing
and all that stuff. Some of the gals spotted her nest
in the stones where the contestants planned to park.
Well these gals kept the autos away from the bird's
nest and put up a fence about 12 foot sqaure around
the area to protect the birds. The Killdeer came back
and sat on the eggs and ignored all the commotion
going on around her. Later the Ranger cane and put
in a more permanent fence to protect the Killdeer
nest.

SAM 41
Russ Schuppner
Don Hoyle
Ary Way
Jake Oakes
Ernie Wrisley

•

1693
1472
1283
855
769

SAM 1836
Jim Reynolds
Eddie DeSha
Kelso Barnett
Wayne Belcher
Don McClusky

1464
938
809
598
550
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18th Annual SAM Champs, Bong Field L Kenosha, Wis.
Free Flight Results
C. D. Bob Pattison
Free Flight Grand Champion: Clifton J. Betz
1984 SAM Champs Winners

A Pylon

A Cabin
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Jim O'Reilly
Cabin Ruler
Wayne Cain
Brooklyn Dodger
Cabin Ruler
Jim Walston
Diamond Demon
Sal Taibi
So Lon&
Bob Edelstein

OS 15 Ing.
Arden 19
Arden 19
Hornet .19
Arden 19

314
308
305
283
245

C Betz
W. Cain
Jim Robinson
Ed Konefes
Bob Edelstein

Brook. Dodger
Brook. Dodger
Brook. Dodger
Cloud Snooper
So Long

McCoy 29
OR 29
OR 29
OR 23
Forster 29

360
315
314
306
279

Sal Taibi
Les Payne
Geo. Armstead
Bob Edelstein
T. Bieber

Playboy
Playboy
Bombshell
Brooklyn Dgr
Clipper

OR 60
Cyke 60
OR 60
Forster 305
Madewell 49

360
340
317
306
245

Robert Bissett
William Bell
Woody Bartelt
John Bortnak

Zipper
Trenton Terror
Powerhouse
Folly II

323
OR 29
Brown 60
233
Anderson 64 204
26
OR 60

Rubber Cabin
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Jim O'Reilly
Bill Franklin
Ed Konefes
Bill Baker
Robert Bissett

351
336
335
311
291

Eugene II
Korda
Korda
Korda
Johnson

So Long
W. Smits
L. Schaeffer Strato Streak
Bob Edelstein Sc Long
Ted Dock
Red Ripper
Kerawap
Larry Willis

J. Bortnak
L. Schaeffer
Ted Dock
B. Bell

020
020
10,020
Cox 020
020

360/120
360
352
349
345

B. Baker
Bob Larsh
J. Bortnak
Otto Curth
L. Schaeffer

OR 29
McCoy 29
Torp. 29
OR 23
Torp. 29

466
332
331
329
325

Torp 32
OR 60
And. 60
OR 33
OR 60

455
360
351
333
319

Hayseed
K6S
Zipper
Alert
Zipper

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Mitch Post
Zipper
Elmer Jordan
Sailplane
Dan Daugherty Sr. Sailplane
Woody Bartelt
Zipper
Jim Robinson
Sailplane

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Mitch Post
Robert Bissett
John Bortnak
Ed Rangus
Bob Edelstein

Anderson Pyl.Anderson 64
Rambler
OR 60
OR 29
Anderson Pyl.Orwick 64
Cyke
Guff

360/120
360/113
360/91
360/85
320

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Ed Konefes
Bob WPtson
Joe Macay
Jim Rummey
Bill Baker

Lanzo
Lanzo
Casande Champion
Korda Stickler
Lanzo

360/752
360/537
360/269
360/269
360/151

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Interstate
Skyfarer
Fiarchild 24
1911 Gaudron
Interstate

175
119
96
66
65

Larry Schaeffer
John Bortnak
Jack Tisinai
Eric Anderson
Jim O'Reilly

Ohlsson .19 - .23 Cabin
Bipe
Piper Cub
Taylor Cub
Taylor Cub

Cox .09
Cox .049
Wash 049
Cox 020

187
141
119
101

H.L. Glider
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Woody Bartelt
C Betz
Ted Dock
Jim Robinson
Mitch Post

Rubber Scale

Gas Scale
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Rubber Stick

.020 Replica
lsr
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

316
300/120
300/108
298
278

30 Sec. Antique

Fuel Allot.
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Arden 19
Or 19
Arden 19
Hornet .19

C Pylon

C Cabin
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

5th

C Betz
Snuffy
Stonier
Jim Walston
Interceptor
Elmer Jordan
Bob Edelstein Interceptor
Dan Dougherty Sr. Ranger

B Pylon

B Cabin
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

John Bortnak
Jim Walston
Elmer Jordan
Geo Armstead
Bob Edelstein

So Long
Cab. Ruler
Cornet
So Long
So Long

OR 23
OR23
OR23
OR .23
OR 23

296
287
244
233
224

Twin Pusher
Zoomer
Thermic 20
Zoomer
Herwat
Halert 38

210
186
159
134
127

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Zaic Steamliner
Burnham
Burnham
1937 Design
Willard Smitz
Bob Moulton
Bill Bell
Bill Baker

Cortinued on page 8
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18th Annual SAM Champs, Boa, Field, Kenosha, Wisconsin
Radio Control Results
C. D. Buck labs
Radio Control Grand Champion: Bruce Norman
1984 SAM Champs R/C Winners

A Clow

1/2 A Texaco
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Bruce Norman
Jack Ross
Wayne Belcher
Jim Reynolds
Roger Laprelle

Ehling
Lanzo
Intercepter
Playboy Sr.
Fly Baby

Blk
Blk
Blk
Blk
Blk

Widow
Widow
Widow
Widow
Widow

1800
1693
1527
1434
1429

Dalaire
Bruce Norman
Anderson Pylon
Jim Kyncy
Lanzo Stick
Robert Walter
Zipper
David Schooley
Bomber
Harley Hoffman

OS 60
OS 60
Orwick 64
OS 60
OS 60

3093
2585
2005
1998
1886

B
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Kerswap
Joe Percy
Brigadeer
Bruce Norman
Lonzo Bomber
Robert Walter
Comet Interceptor
John Lange
Dan Schnuder Thermal Thumber

McCoy 19
0.5R
Hornet 19
OS 20
Ant in 19

855
824
610
465
245

Lanzo Stick
Lanzo Bomber
Kerswap
Kerswap
Kerswap

Forster 29
Foster 29
Torp 29
Torp 29
Tarp 29

1549
1542
1249
998
730

1260
1216
1198
1150
954

5th

Joe Percy

Fox
Playboy Sr.
Kerswap
Kerswap
Playboy Sr.

K&B 29
ST 29
K&B 3.5
K&B 4.9
KO 4.9

1198
1173
1130
1068
1048

Playboy Sr.
Cabin Playboy
Playboy Sr.
Bombshell

ST 35
K&B 5.8
K&B 5.8
ST 35
K&B 35

1961
1793
1753
1750
1260

Rossi 61
Rossi 60
OS 60
Rossi 60

3646
3531
180(.
1800
1747

Anderson 65
Sup Cyclone
Orwick
Anderson 60
O&R 60

1462
1346
1271
1106
1035

1st Joe Beshar
2nd Jim Reynolds
3rd Wayne Belcher
4th Jim Kyncy
5th Richard Huang

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Jim Reynolds
Bruce Norman
Richard Huang
Roger Laprell
Arthur Peterse

Playboy

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Jim Kyncy
Bruce Norman
Richard Huang
Joe Percy
Wayne Belcher

Anderson Pylon
Dalaire
Dumulus
Cumulus

Antique — lgn.

C
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Kerswap

K&B 3.25
Veco 19
K&B 3.25
K&B 3.25
K&B 3.25

Antique Glow

Ign
Chet Lanzo
Robert Walter
Bruce Norman
Joe Percy
Richard Huang

Playboy Sr.
Sailplane
Playboy Sr.
Kerswap

C Glow

A. Ign
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Jim Reynolds
Arthur Peterse
Richard Huang
Jim Kyncy

BGlo

Texaco
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Playboy
Buddy Tanner
Theo Radical
Joe Percy
Richard Thompson Bomber
Kerswap
Bruce Norman
Anderson Pylon
Jim Kyncy

G&R 60
06R 60
O&R 60
Damp 32
McCoy 60

1239
1233
1220
1160
1151

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
Sth

Reynolds
Chet Lanzo
Robert Walters
Fred Quedenfeld
Richard Thompson

Jim

Cumulus
Lanzo Bomber
Lanzo Stick
Lanzo Bomber
Scram

SAM Perpetual Trophy Awards

An "Ace Whitman Falcon" rubber stick job built &
flown by Earl Hipp.

Ernie Shailor Trophy
Class "B" Pylon F/F

Woody Bartelt

Pond Fuel Allotment Trophy F/F

Robert Bissett

Marquardt Trophy
30 Second Antique F/F

Mitch Post

Compressed Air Trophy F/F
Tim Banaszak, Sponsor

Tom McCoy

Roberts R/C Texaco Trophy
Donor, Chet Lanzo

Bruce Norman

Feather Merchant Trophy
Hi Time Ignition (Texaco)—

Bruce Norman

Richard White Memorial Trophy
Class "C" Cabin F/F

Sal Taibi

Twin Pusher Perpetual
Danny Shields, Sponsor

Bob Moulton

•
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Free Flight photos from Bong Champs by Harold Johnson

King Burd compressed air ship with 60" span by Tom
McCoy.

Larry Nigh shows off his Georgeous "Carami
Skylark".

George Armstead, past Champs manager from SAM 7,
starting his 0 & R 60 powered "Flamingo".

Hank Coles "Smoothie" Rubber job as built 6
flown by Mike Moskow

An Australian Record Stick from F. Zaic's 1938
Yearbook, built & flown by Hans Oshsner.

Jimmy Allen Blue Bird by Roger La Prelle from
Austin Texas.
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Free Flight photos from Bong Champs by Harold Johnson

Ted Dock with his J-3 Cub (Veco-Kit) ship was powered
by Cox .020.

Jim Noonan (Mr. Oldtimer) with his Jimmy Allyn
Bluebird.

A Comet Taylorcraft $1.00 kit flown by Bill Bell.

"Mister Compressed Air", Bert Pond, with his own
scratch built.

Larrie Schaeffer from Cheyenne holds up his

"Stahl Hurricane".

A real snappy looking So Long powered by Arden
19 and flown by new F/F Grand Champion Cliff Betz.
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1984 SAM Business Meeting - Minutes

1984 SAM CHAMPS WINNERS SPECIAL EVENTS

Holiday Inn, Kenosha, Wisconsin
S11.,

1st Bob Edelstein
2nd Ted Dock
3rd Tim Banaszak
4th Bill Baker
5th John Bortnak

Ranger
Viking
Twin Cyclone
Cornet
Alert

Rogers 35
Thor 29
Thor .29
Thor .29
Thor .29

303
2R5
130
96
11

The 18th Annual SAM Business meeting was called to
order at 7:45 pm by President Michael Granieri.
The minutes were approved as published in SAM Speaks.
The treasurer then gave a report on the status of the
SAM treasury indicating a rise in the reserves from
$8,000 with $2,500 bills outstanding to a total of
$14,500 with all expenses paid in 1984.

334
321
272
189
120

A discussion on the four day flying session held by
the R/C contingent there were several suggestions
made to have MECA move their date up one day to
consolidate the time spent at the SAM Champs. A
review of the four day flying session was discussed.
A motion was made to continue the present policy of
a four day R/C meet with the Texaco events to be
staged on the first day. This policy to be continued
to include 1988. Passed unaminously.

Nostalgia .081 - .65
1st
2nd

3rd
4th
5th

Bob Edelstein
Larry Willis
Ron Beranek
Dan Daugherty
Bob Watson

Spacer
Happy Days
Sandy Hogan
A-B Spacer
leek

Fox .35
OS .15
Fox .35
McCoy .19
OS Max .15

Yo-Ho
Scimitar
Spacer
Fu-Bar

Cox 290
323
Hornet 049 313
Hornet 049 237
Cox 190 049 52

Nostalgia .020 - .08
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Larry Willis
Jim O'Reilly
B. Baker
Guy. Eaves

Commercial Rubber
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Jim O'Reilly
Altimeter
Richard Thompson Convertable
Convertable
Ed Konefes
Sparky
Bill Franklin
One/One Half Delamater
R. Moulton

360
354
309
306
303

Jimmie Allen
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Jim Noonan
Jim Alaback
Larry Schaeffer
Karl Speilmaker
Mike Moskow

86
82
67
52
50

Bluebird
Bluebird
Bluebird
Skyraider
Bluebird

Compressed Air
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Tom McCoy
K. Spielmaker
Ed Knoefes
Tim Banaszk

King Burd
WWII Drone
Original

Worldwind
Worldwind

87
87
11

WWII Drone

Worldwind
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The contest manager, Karl Spielmaker then gave a
report on the present status of the 1984 Champs. Karl
further stated the contest receipts were roughly
$4,000. Expenses to date are: Bean feed $600.00,
SAM Victory Dinner $1,000, SAE Contest trophies
$2,500, miscellaneous expenses $1,000.00, making
a rough total of $5,100.00 expended.
Jim Adams Editor of SAM Speaks, was commended for
his outstanding issues during 1983-84.
Karl Hatrak, Election Committeeman announced the
results of the recent SAM officers election:
President:
Eastern V.P.:
Midwest V.P.:
Rocky MTN. V.P.:
Western V.P.:
Secretary Treas.:

Sal Taibi
Woody Woodman
Robert Larsh
James Thomas
Jack Jella
Richard Williams

The outgoing president then turned the meeting over
to the new president. Sal Taibi who then read
several bids for the 1985 SAM Champs.
John Pond made a motion to hold the 1985 SAM Champs
at Madera, CA. June 17 to 20th inclusive under the
direction of Jack Jella. Passed unaminously.
George Armstead, SAM 7 representative, presented a
proposal to hold the 1986 SAM Champs at Westover A.F.B.,
Chicopee, Mass., over the fourth of July holidays.
Woodman moved the proposal be accepted. Seconded by
Herb Wahl and passed unaminously.
Karl Hatrak requested Secty Treasurer John Pond to
read a list of those who have passed on during the
1983-84 fiscal year. Several names were added for
announcement at the banquet. Bob Larsh then took the
floor for a review of SAM policies. Two motions were
made to pay for the transportation of the perpetual
trophies, to and from the SAM Champs. Passed
unaminously.
Buck Zehr, R/C Contest Director, then gave a status
report on the R/C events, "scrubbed" on Wednesday.
Buck stated all events would be run on Thursday.
A discussion then followed on the problem of frequency
crowding.

Woody Bartelt trying to get his "Powerhouse" for
an official flight. Herb Wahl, Sal Taibi and friends
assisting.

Woody Woodman announced SAM now has 52 Chapters, with
more chapters to be officially recognized. With no
further business, the meeting was adjourned at 9:30
.John Pond, Secretary
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Radio Control photos from Bong Champs by Dean Everetts

Chuck Schooley & Son David Schooley with twin
gas birds. The Schooleys are from Ontario, CAnada.

Bill Barton SAM 51 (Northern California) weighs
in his "Flamingo".

Ken Hinton, SAM 35 England gets a few pointers
on his Scnurle powered R/C from Chet Lanzo.

Bob King, Grange, Indiana, with his 2 piece
wing Valyrie.

Dan Schneider holding and Fred Quendenfeld
cranking their Lanzo Bomber. Their from Philadelphia.

Joe Konefes has converted his original buzzard
bombshell to R/C.
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Anothea inztattment in SAM Speakz ongoing dizcuzzion
about diezet enginez and diezet !Wet. Thiz one iz
another aitticte by Phi tip Mahony, o6 Lime Rock,
Connecticut. We au indepted to MA. Mahony 6o4 hiz
inteaezt and kindneu in zhaaing hiz knowtedge and
expekiencez with u4. We hope to pubtizh a tizt o6
SAM regal diezetz in the neat &stake. AU diezetz
aae tegat but, .some quati6y a4 pAe-1950 and zone as
port-1950- Thiz de6inition o6 pre 6 port makez a
di66eaence in the engine tuna glowed in competition.
Another Article on Diesels by Philip Bruce Mahony
Quite a bit of additional info has come my way since
writing the original SAM article on diesels and diesel
fuels and its time to share it with the rest of you.
Some of the initial "Gen" is correct and some has
changed slightly with modern technology rearing its
ugly head and insights into the antiquities of English
literature circa 1948.
To start with, way back when in "Old Blightey", paraffin must have been a heavy Benzol somewhat similar
to an oily "lighter fluid" as we know it today. It
had no Cetane (ease of ignition by compression) rating
and may well have had a slight anti-knock or resistance
to ignition by compression (octane rating). Consequently the early authors were rather against its
usage in model diesels. Nowadays english paraffin is
the equivalent of U.S.A. kero. They did favor derv.
which stood for diesel engined road vehicle fuel.
Diesel #2 as we know it today. Back then (CA. 1948
or so) in England (and here) Diesel #2 was a "straight
run distillate) from the refinery. It is still a
straight run distillate in some small independent
refineries here in the USA, but the bulk of the Diesel
#2 available at your friendly truck stop or gas
station has been blended with "aromatic cracking oils"
from the gasoline catalytic crackers. This is an
unwanted by product (from the gasoline) and to use up
the "squeal from the pig" concept, it is added to
"stretch" the Diesel #2. All it really does is add
carbon and sludge and black smoke to diesel engines
and exhaust as it doesn't burn very well. If you were
to evaporate Diesel #2 in a flameless environment the
last vestiees of it would finally evaporate at about
675 ° F.
Kerosene is a "straight run distillate" that has an
final evaporation ("end point" in petroleum lingo)
of 550 ° F. Quite simply it will evaporate and burn
faster and cleaner than Diesel #2. The Amer. Soc.
for testing of materials rates kerosene, and two kinds
are commonly available. ASTM "1K" and ASTM "2K".
The 1K kero has .042 sulfur level and is the kind
recommended for space heaters, some times referred to
as "water white" kero. ASTM 2K has a .3% sulfur level.
Both have the same BTU values and "end points". I'd
say use 1K if you had the choice, or jet "A" (samething) if you can't find 1K and live near a small
commercial airport.
Oils - whew - here we go again. Back in the dark ages
most (but not all) engines were of the long stroke,
low RPM type. Most would barely crack 10,000 RPM
and some would peak out at 6 to 7000 (E.D. MK.I.COMP.
SPL., MXII , Allbon 2.8, ETA 5 etc). Most of these
low speed "strokers" will survive and thrive on a
diet of 302 40 wt. or 50 wt. mineral oil.
I am going to sidetrack here a moment to comment on
oil "content" and how "cool" diesels run. Diesels do
run proportionately cooler than GLO's and ignition
engines. All engines are "heat pumps" and the more
power available and extracted, the hotter any given
engine will run. The early drones ran on a fuel that

I believe was something like 75-80% erher and 20-25%
medicinal mineral oil. With that much ether evaporating in the engine I'm quite surprised that they
didn't generate frost on the outside of the venturi
and the bottom of the crankcase. They did run cool!
With the lowered temps, they could get away with less
and thinner oils.
Now, - diesels do use less fuel than GLO's. I'm not
sure which would be the "mileage champ" between a well
set up ignition engine and a well set up diesel, but
both can be miserly. People have regularly used
18-20% oil (and some alot less) in thirsty GLO engines.
But with the diesel (and ignition) I don't really approve
of going below 30% oil in the old SAM type legal engines.
There's alot less fuel (oil) going into a diesel when
it's running than a GLO. I think you can well see my
point. Plus the fact that most old diesels were all
sleeve bearings that need alot of oil to survive.
As the power and RPM's of the diesels increased most
makers started to specify castor oil instead of
mineral oil. The racing engines (most of which were
designed and marketed after 1950) went to twin ball
bearings on the crank, thus lowering the requirement
for oil quantity a bit more.
Castro was needed to combat the additional heat
generated because it wouldn't burn. But do you need
that much castor? (30%1). Not really. You can very
nicely cut the castor proportion in your fuel down
to 5% (10% to be safer over the long run) and make
up the balance with a readily burnable oil. Remember
we've got to burn fuel to get power and anything you
add that doesTri—burn doesn't really help. I'm not
sure which of the synthetics would be best in a
diesel (UNCON 1700/1800X - MA731-MA2270-AMWAY?). For
myself I think I'll stick to a good racing or aero
oil in 40 wt. or 50 wt. mineral.
Whatever you do don't get into using any of the
multiviscosity oils in 2 stroke fuel. They have
"rubber" in the form of rubber like polymers
solvated into the oils. Polymethacrylates, styrenes,
isoprenes etc. They work super in your car or truck
but burn dirty as hell in a diesel.
An alternative to the 40-50 wt. racing/acro mineral
oils is a good outboard motor oil with a BIA-TC-W
approval stamp. These oils are pre-diluted with 20%
kero for ease in mixing so calcualte that into your
formula.
I'm sure a lot of you out there are thinking - hey
castor oil doesn't mix with mineral oil, just like it
doesn't mix with alochol. Quite right. With FAIGLO
fuel you have to add a bit of AMYL acetate to mix the
castor and alcohol. In diesel fuel, the ether does
the trick. A good source of castor oil for your
mixture would be your "Castrow" distributor. He can
probably tell you which motorcycle shops he sells his
Castrol R-30 (wt.) + R-40 (wt.) racing castor too.
It comes in a case of 12 plastic quart containers.
The same shop is liable to have "Castrol" mineral oils
in weights up to 70 available too.
Ether content. Here's where experimenting will pay
some dividends. 30% ether is pretty standard in most
fuels. But not always best! As a bit of historic
comment - the English had many fuels on the market in
the 50's. Most were just "bases" that you had to add
to ether too. EG-Go to the local "chemist" (Read
Drugstore) and purchase ether in one or two pound
containers (sealed) and mix it with the "base" in the
can/in whatever proportions the maker specified. Now
they also made fuels identified as "all in one" (self
explanitory), and "etherless". Both contained at

least 25% ether. "Etherless" meaning you didn't have
to go out and buy and add your own. English logic what can I tell you, (or don't bother to ask!).
Some of the long strokers, the D.C. Wildcat 5 and the
ED 2.49 MK III liked a fuel with 50Z ether instead
of 30-33Z, so do try different proportions and keep
in mind the rapid evaporation of ether if your engine
seems hard to start and run. I keep my fuel in the
refrigerator to retard evaporation.
Where to get ether? Local druggist can order it for
you - motor grade ether will do. S.G. of .720 to
.760 or if you're near one, a chemical supply house
will surely have it in various size containers. They
should also be able to supply you with "Hexyl Nitrate".
"Amyl Nitrate" being a "Vaso-Dialator" (used for heart
patients) is a "prescription only" item that your
family physician would have to write you out a
prescription for.
Yes, Mr. Davis' dieselised conversions may well be
set up and thrive on a fuel that he mixes with "less
oil". A properly designed diesel engine will not
succumb to rod failures from inflight hydraulicing
due to throttling. They rarely if ever shed props
because the prop drivers have deep knurls.
GLO conversions are just not as robust as proper
diesels and have to be compensated for in the fuel.
Most conversions in larger sizes I believe are ball
race crank engines. I am also told that a noted
diesel engine manufacturer here in the states
recommended a fuel for his racing engine which had
ball bearings and a chromed bore of only 5% castor
oil with the kero + ether, and I gather they must
survive on it toe.
In my first SAM article I mentioned 20% mineral oil
with Diesel #2. I'll stick with that because of the
oil content of the Diesel 02, but reiterate that with
it's lesser oil content that 30% mineral oil would
be more proper with the less oily kero in the old
plain bearing engines.
Ether can be explosive - mix fuels only outdoors away
from all fire, flame, cigarettes etc. and never run
them indoors (confined space) because the exhaust can
be nasty.

SAM Champs 1984 List of Donors
1. Ohlsson Gold Seal Replica
Herb's Model Motors
Herb Wahl proprietor Box 61, Forksville, PA 18616
2. Super Cyke 60
Super Cyclone Engines
Tom Morrison proprietor P.O. Box 10658,
Phoenix Ariz. 85064
3. Simplex Hornet 19
Simplex Miniature Engines
John Morrill proprietor 143 Richmond St.
El Segundo, CA 90245
Forster
29 Ignition
4.
MG Engines Inc.
Les Payne & Ralph Mroch proprietors P.O. Box 6026,
Denver, Colo. 80206
5. K&B 4.9 Schnurle and .40 RIC Engines, plus 2 doz.
Glow Plugs.
K&B Manufacturing Co.
John Brodbeck Jr. & Sr. proprietors 12152
Woodruff Ave. P.O. Box 809, Downey, CA 90241
6.

Ohlsson 23 Sideport
Indy R/C
Bev & Jim Goad proprietors 10620 N. College,
Indianapolis In. 46280

Zeek Nostalgia F.F. Kits
7. A/B Spacer &
Campbell's Custom Kits
Lee Campbell proprietor P.O. Box 5996, Lakeworth,
FL 33461
8. Pound of FAI Flight Rubber
FA1 Model Supply
Ed Dolby proprietor P.O. Box 3957, Torrance, CA
9. Cash Donation for Six Nostalgia Free Flight
Trophies.
National Free Flight Society (NFFS); Sponsor
707 2nd Street, Davis, CA 95616
Tony Italiano, President - Hardy Brodersen,
Exec. Director
10. Wire Airplane Sculpture
Wirecrafters, Inc.
Don Jenkins proprietor 2915 E. 65th St.
Indianapolis, IN 46220

I would like to extend warm thanks to all the people
who have helped in one way or another with this
research project. Bert Streigler, George Aldrich,
Clarence Lee, Gig Eifflaender, Herb Smiley, Bill
Dahlgren, Dick McCoy, F.H. Pinchbeck. Without their
willingness to correspond and share thier knowledge
none of this would have been possible.
Phil Mahony
RRI, Box 223 White Hollow Rd.
Line Rock, CT 06039
Any questions - 203-435-9341 evenings - your nickle.
Reference reading - Aeromodeller Annuals 1948 - 56,
model engine tests of yesteryear, Geoff Clark,
Double M Publishing, 648 High Rd., London N12,
England. Model Diesel Engines, Bowden & similar book
t Ut

REMEMBER TO LET SAM SPEAKS KNOW IF YOU MOVE
Just drop us a note at; 2538 N. Spurgeon St.Santa Ana,
California, 92706

I(i(

"Look, if you're not having fun anymore, you
con alway.5 go back -go

Dave Baker, SAM 35 correspondent, holds his Bowderr International'
winner. Ship is Merco 49 power and Futaba radio.

RS. TS. CPLOASSTSAGE,
r, c174I
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SAM EDITOR SPEAKS by Jim Adams

Date Change

NUMBER 62/63

DEDICATED TO OLD TIME MODELERS EVERYWHERE

More Old Timer Designs Approved

1

for SAM CHAMPS

The date of the 1985 SAM CHAMPS to be held at Madera
California has been changed to June 24 thru 27. Jack
Jella, manager for the Champs, has indicated to SAM
SPEAKS that the date was revised at the request of
many Eastern and Midwestern modelers who could not
accommodate the earlier date.
The Headquarters for the meet will be the Madera
Valley Inn. Mr. DiSilva the hotel manager, has
reserved approximately 85 rooms for the SAM members.
He has also agreed to give SAM members a 10% discount
on rooms reserved in advance.
An additional list of motels in the area will be
published in the next SAM SPEAKS.
Rule Change Proposals

Rule change proposals are currently due for
consideration for the 1986 rule book. Free -Flight
proposals should be addressed to Abe Gallas, 28
Rustling Wind, Irvine, CA. 92715.
R/C proposals
should be addressed to Tom Acciavati, 52 Parkway
Cresent, Milton, MA. 02186.
Rule changes are voted on every two years. The next
ballot is in the spring of 1985 with the new rule book
due for release Jan. 1, 1986. Remember, all proposals
require 25 signatures of SAM members that concur with
your change.

A large number of 0/T designs were approved at the SAM
Champs by members of the Executive Board. The
following designs were approved as Old Timers (December
1938-December 1942).
Span
44"
**Spearhead Jr.
53"
**Spearhead Sr.
Buzzard Bomb Shell 62 1/2"
**Snipe
40"
58 1/2"
Super Rocketeer
43"
**Super Rocketeer
**Porkey
48"
Anzac
63"
44"
Vagabond
48"
Zipper Prototype
46 1/2"
Ascender "B"
45 1/2
Ascender "A"

Designer
Jerry Stoloff
Jerry Stoloff
Joe Konefesff
Ed Miller
Maurice Schoenbrun
Maurice Schoenbrun
E. Hoopengarner
Claude McCullough
Charles Ziehl
Carl Goldberg
Bill Fletcher
Bill Fletcher

The following design was approved as an Antique (preDecember 1938).
M.G. Cabin

9 1/2 ft. Mike Granieri

**Some of these drawings are available from John
Pond's Plan Service, P.O. Box 3215, San Jose, CA.
95156. The others are still in the re-drawing
process. The Ascender "A" Drawing is available from
Bob Larsh.
A variation on the Gladiator Wing, designed by M.
Schoenbrun, was approved as shown in the Air Trails
Gladiator Article. The drawing is available from John
Pond.
SAM 35 Yearbook #2

The last Shipment of SAM 35 Year books has just been
received. They are going fast, just two dozen left.
If you want to complete your set order now. mail your
check for $7.00 to SAM SPEAKS, 2538 N. Spurgeon Street,
Santa Ana, CA. 92706. Book Number 3 is on it's way.
And the others are an example of the quality and
contents, the book should be worth collecting.

Col. C.E. Bowden, Englands most historic Gas Modeler
passed away October 10, 1984. Col. Bowden was 87
years old. He formed one of England's first model
clubs in 1911, while attending Radley School. He also
was a pilot and flew in World war I.

Bill Bell's Brown "B" powered "Trenton Terror".

Lost

at Bong Champs, the ship was later found and returned
to him.

A man with a distinguished career in modeling and full
size aviation from it's infancy in England. He was an
inspirational leader and pioneer among early gas
modeling enthusiast. His story is detailed in SAM
35's yearbook No.l.
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More New Engine Replicas
SAM SPEAKS picked-up a story from the San Diego
Aeroneers newsletter that Terry Toups of that area
plans to manufacture replicas of the Edco "Skydevil"
engine. Two prototypes of the engine are being tested
by members of the club. The editor, George Wagner,
reports that the engine looks very promising, that it
starts easily and has plenty of power. The engine is
intended for the Old-Timer market where a potent .65
on ignition is always welcome. Funny how our outlook
on engines has changed. Years ago this engine would
have been considered only for U-Control Speed or Race
Cars but, since heavy weight converted glow engines
have had their impact on Old Timer's, the use of
Racing Engines in Old-Timer's seems quite acceptable.
Quoting further from S/D Aeroneer's Newsletter, I sec
that there has been a lot of discussion recently in
the magazines and elsewhere about the color schemes on
Joe Weather's "Mystery Man" gas job. Having had the
advantage of spending his youth at model contests at
the old Rnsecrans 6 Western Model Airport, your editor
was witness to many of the famous modeling personages
from the West Coast. It never occurred to me that not
everyone was familiar with the famous red, white &
blue color scheme of the "Mystery Man". The old model
magazines documented much of the activities at Hadley
Field, Chicago, F. Detroit NATS. and MAN of course in
later post war issues documented the modeling
activities of the West Coast. Hopefully, someone will
write books someday about the early days of modeling
in the U.S. before all the color fades away.

Tileson gave everyone at the contest a first hand look
at the dethermalizer when he brought the ship down
from 1500 ft. with the device on his winning flight,
and proceeded to return control to normal and made a
perfect landing in the spot. But I digress, other
replica engines and parts are available from the
following sources:
Bert Striegler, 2068-07 McKnight, Houston, Tex. #77035
is advertising custom made vintage engines from Dunham
Engineering, England. His list includes:
Orwick .64 - $189.95 + $5.00 postage.
Orwick .73 - $199.95 + $5.00 postage.
Mechanair .42 - $150.00 + $4.00 postage.
(English Engine) ....
Viking .33 - $145.00 + $4.00 postage.
And coming soon!
Orwick .29 - $140.00 + $4.00 postage.
Diesels Available Now!
Elfin 2.49 - $75.00 + $3.50 postage.
Elfin 1.8 cc - $70.00 + $3.50 postage.
The engines are built to-order and no deposit is
required to place your order.
Woody Bartelt at Micro Model Engineering, 5600 Portage
Rd., Suite 112, Kalamazoo, Mich. 49002. Woody showed
us his new line of spare parts, timers, tanks, etc. &
etc. for miscellaneous old engines at the Region
Collecto, July 20th in California and we were
impressed. The workmanship is beautiful we picked-up
a complete set of points for our Atwood Champion.
They are made using investment castings and they are
very pretty.
And we hear rumors of more replicas coming !! Will let
you know as they firm up.
N.F.F.S. Nominations

The National Free Flight Society is accepting
nominations for the following:
10 Models of the Year - (1985)
Send to:
Andy George
3133 West View Drive
Xenia, OH 45385
(513) - 426 - 0670

A very nice looking Berkley Buccaneer powered by a
Super Cyclone. Ship was flown by Dan Dougherty.
Picture taken by Harold Johnson at Kenogha.
Speaking of famous old designs by Joe Weathers, one of
the most well known members of the Aeroneers, the
"Westerner" was built and flown by Eut Tileson of the
SAM 21 Club at the Salinas, California big bash on
June 3rd. This magnificent re-creation of Joe's
original Westerner featured two new ideas that threw
everyone into a spin. Eut's Westerner powered by an
ENYA 90 incidentally, out-flew everyone to win 1st
place in the Texaco event. Eut's ship featured an R/C
controlled flying stabilizer that doubled as a
DETHERMALIZER, thru the use of a pair of servo's, the
stabilizer-elevator combination can be flown thru the
normal angles required to control flight and can be
commanded to a 40 degree position for dethermalizing
and returned to normal flight when desired. The ship
also sported a two bladed folding propellor. That
gave rise to much speculation as to it's legality.

Free Flight Hall of Fame (1985)
Send to:
Anthony J. Italian
1655 Revere Drive
Brookfield, WI 53005
(414) - 782 - 6256
Also, a call for papers for the 1985 Symposium.
Please make your intentions known along with an
outline to:
Editor - Henry Cole
84 Alvarado Avenue
Los Altos, CA. 94022
(415) - 941 - 2399
Please have your information in by December 20, 1984.
MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
It' s time to renew your S.A.M. membership. Dues are due and payable each year m
the month of I une. So ante-up if you want to remain a member in the largest free flight
& RiC organization within A.M.A. It's the best 510 bucks you can spend and besides
you'll receive six action packed issues of S.A.M. Speaks a year. Remember "life"
memberships arc $100.
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Rule Modifications for 1985 Champs
Sal
all
the
the

Taibi, new SAM president has directed us to advise
members that two rule changes are being added for
1985 SAM Champs. The following rules apply until
changes can be added to the offical Rule Book.

The rule additions are concerning the 1/2 A R/C Texaco
Events.
1. Although no reference is made in the R/C Section
of the Rule Book concerning 1/2 A R/C Texaco wing
area, we will go along with the Free Flight Section 1,
paragraph 4, which states "Wing area will be measured
as (projected)," there also is no wing span
limitation.
2. All 1/2 A Texaco R/C models will be Old Timer or
Antique Gas models only, no converted Rubber Models
will be allowed.

SAM Shows Profit at Reno
SAM SPEAKS received a copy of John Pond's report to
S.A.M. on the outcome of the events run at the Reno
NATS. The bottom line is that the meet showed a
profit of $137.65. I wonder if any of the other AMA
events could boast of this! The real truth is that
S.A.M. owes John Pond a tremendous debt of gratitude
for all of his efforts, physically and financially in
putting on the OLD TIMER events year after year. So,
let's hear it, three cheers! for SAM's strongest
supporter, *** John Pond ***

Eut Tileson with his Elfin 2.49 diesel powered
"Lancer". This very light, streamlined design copped
first placed in class "A" at two major contests.
An Apology

Dear Jim,
I would like to have a public apology printed in
regards to an unfortunate incident at the past Toledo
trade show.
It was brought to my attention by John Brodbeck Jr.,
of K&B, that he personally dropped by the SAM booth to
advise that a special limited run of 3.25 (.19's)
Schnuerle Engines had just been completed and if
perhaps SAM would like to mention this good news in
SAM SPEAKS as these engines have been out of
production for some time.
Regrettably the person manning the booth at the time,

indicated to Mr. Brodbeck that he didn't think our
group would be interested in these glow engines.
I guess the attendant at the time meant well thinking
perhaps SAM was oldtime engines only, but was evidently
uninformed that our radio assist members use these in
class A glow competition and also that we have many
modern day flyers in our ranks who would have been
interested.
I was first made aware of this situation by Mr.
Brodbeck as I was requesting engines and merchandise
for the Bong SAM Champs. Needless to say, he was a
little perturbed at the time and I was put in an
awkward position. However, K&B came through with sane
fine donations, which were much appreciated, as did a
number of other manufacturers who will be mentioned
elsewhere.

John Pond (left) and Joe Ott old time designer and kit
maker. Photo taken at the 1981 SAM Champs in Taft,
CA. (Photo by Harold Johnson)
REMEMBER TO LET SAM SPEAKS KNOW IF YOU MOVE
Just drop us a note at; 2538 N. Spurgeon St.Santn Ana,
California, 92706

Incidently, the entire run of 3.25's were already sold
out when I checked one week before the Champs.
So please accept our profound apologies Mr. Brodbeck,
and do consider another production run of your fine
engine.
Bob Larsh
SAM Midwest V.P.
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England Holds 50th Anniversary Wakefield

SAM 35 held a 50th Anniversary Wakefield Competition
at the venue of the original 1934 Contest. The place
was the Old Warwick Race course, the time was Sunday,
June 24, 1984. The events flown were Wakefield (Old &
New Rules). Compressed Air & Open Glider Competition,
contemporary Spark Ignition Petrol Models, CO 4 and
rubber powered Scale models, and Vintage R/C assist.
SAM 35's guests for the event included: Howard Boys,
A.A. Judge, Reg. Parnell, Dennis Fairlie, and Walter
Getsla, flyers that were in attendance at the 1934
event. Most surprising was the attendance of Walter
E. Getsla who arrived in England on the 22nd of June
to be there for the activities. Walter hails from San
Jose, U.S.A. and back in 1934 was a member of the
United States Wakefield team. Sad to say he never
made it at that time; family commitments taking
priority. Dennis Fairlie well known English modeler,
flew Walter's model proxy at the 1934 event.
Two American entries from Southern California were
entered and flown proxy this year. Ed Wallenhorst of
the Thermal Thumbers entered a 1935 William Ying
Wakefield. The drawings were enlarged from Frank
Zaic's 36 Year Book. Ed's model was flown proxy by J.
Bryan Spooner, English Modeler. Allen Richardson of
the SCAMPS (SAM 13) -mtered a 1935 Gordon Light
Wakefield. Drawings were from a 1978 Model Builder
Magazine. Allen's model was flown proxy by Dave
Hipperson well known English Rubber enthusiast.

Walter Getsla watches as Mike Hetherington prepares
his replica of Getsla's 1934 ship for flight.

Pre-entered at contest time were the following models
and contestants.
Model

Flyer

A. A. Judge 1936
Jaguar
Blomgren
Hereward the Wake
Moffatt
Vansteed
Mackenzie
E. Stoffels Flight Cup
Copland 1936
Wake Trials Entry 1934
K/K Gypsy
Frank Zaic 1936
Copland 1937
Flying Minutes
Duraplane
Gordon Light 1935

J. Brooks
Fred Chapman
Mike Kemp
Mike Kemp
George Stephenson
Laurie Barr
Stan Fairless
Don Knight
Ed Hopgood
Dennis Fairlie
David Goddard
Ray Alban
Keith Miller
Brian Yearley
Norman Close
Reg Parham
Phil Ball
Brian Jukes

Clodhopper/Hi Ho

Gordon Light 1935

Mike Hetherington built this beautiful replica of
Walter Getsla's model from the 1934 team.

Other famous models and flyers seen at the meet were:
Model

Flyer

Rushbrooks "May Fly"
Vernon Boehle's Wake
Walter Getsla's Wake
Bert Judge's 1936
Peter Capon's "Cuer D Lion"
Bob Copland's Wake

Vic Smeed
Peter Michel
Mike Hetherington
Vic Dubery
Don Knight
Bob Copland

Months of planning went into getting ready for this
gala affair and already plans are underway to hold
more meets like this in 1985, 1986, etc. SAM 35 is
much more into the nostalgia of Old Time modeling than
the U.S, where re-creating the competition atmosphere
of the Thirties and Forties is as important as recreating the old models.

Ian Dowsett (1952 Wakefield Team) adjusting his (Bert)
A.A. Judge, Wakefield 1936 winner.
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A nice shot of Al Richardson's Gordon Light 35

Wakefield at the 50th Anniversary meet in England.
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Don Hartman, visitor from the states, poses with the
two American proxy ships.

The William Ying Wakefield built by Ed. Wallenhorst
and proxy flown by J. Bryan Spooner in England at the
50th Anniversary meet.

An interesting study in contrast, Brian Yearley's
"Flying Minutes" flown at SAM 35's Wakefield Meet.
Brian is David Baker's new son-in-law.
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Some of the crowd assembled for picture
taking at the Salinas meet. That's
your editor, With his back to the
camera, trying to keep on flying
and get his picture taken too.

Salinas Area Modelers 4TH Annual Contest
The meet was held at S.A.M.'s new field just outside
of Castroville, Calif., a neighboring city of Salinas.
The landing strip sits on a small knoll overlooking
rolling Hills. The Pacific Ocean is only a few miles
from Castroville, as evidenced by the chilly breeze
and morning fog at the flying site. The new field is
fenced, has gravelled parking area, refreshments
stand, and was, (and still is) a cow pasture, like the
old one. Best part was that there are no trees or
obstructions on the field proper.
Saturday, June 2nd, the first day of the heet - was very
cool and windy, but that fact did not put a damper on
activities. Your editor, being from Southern
California, was forced to borrow a heavy jacket from
one of the local club members, so that he could put in
his flights it was the only way to stop his teeth
from chattering.) The meet was very well attended
with eight SAM clubs represented from Northern Calif,
to the Mexican border. One intrepid contestant, Dick
Bringgold of SAM 31 came all the way from Phoenix,
Arizona.
LtoR Larry Jenno, Otto Bernhardt, Spiro Nicholau,
discussing engine performance of Otto's highly workedover Forster 99. Otto won the Beauty Event with the
gorgeous model as well as 1st place in the Antique
Event.

Al Hellman, SAM 49, assists Dick Bringgold, SAM 31
Arizona, to get his "Lanzo Record Breaker" launched in
the stiff breeze.

There were 43 contestants and over 150 entries. A big
majority of the flyers completed their three offical
flights. The wind, did keep some modelers from
completing their flights, many of the large models
were very difficult to launch in the stiff breeze.
Ground turbulence was bad, but once launched the
models climbed to considerable heights. There was
lift even in the cold air, probably generated by the
low hills in front of the site. Many
modelers, experienced in slope flying, took advantage
of the conditions caused by the rolling terrain. The
gusty sea breezes, however, caused hazardous
conditions when landing the big Old Timers for some of
the unlucky pilots. Nick Sanfords "Scram" was caught
in the turbulence at the windward end of the runway
and ended up on it's nose. Dick Bringgold's Lanzo
Record Breaker, after a successful landing, was
flipped by the wind before anyone could get to the
ship.
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There were many maxes, and there was a four-way tie
for 1st place in Class B and Class C results were
decided by a four way fly-off on Sunday. Sal Taibi
was a new name among the R/C contestants. Entering
only his second R/C contest netted Sal a trophy in the
Antique Event. Sal had some trouble_landing his McCoy
60 powered Dal Zaire Sportster in the wind and made a
rather hairy cross-wind landing thru the pits.
The Salinas Area Modelers are to be commended for the
tremendous job they have done in putting on this great
meet for several years. None of the Salinas club
members flew in the meet, But instead devoted all
their efforts to running an excellent contest. The
victory banquet on Saturday night was one of the
highlights of the meet. The menu featured barbecued
steaks and the world's largest strawberry shortcakes.
Jack Jolla, Walt Parker and all the Salinas crew did
themselves proud. Photos on this and the next pages
were taken by Lesher Dowling SAM 21 newsletter editor.

Ted Kafer with his "Dragon Fly" low wing entry at John
Pond's West Coast SAM Champs. A lot of interest was
generated in low-wing models.

(Left) John Pond and Bill Bowen discussing the wind
and flying strategy at Salinas. Note the casual
pilots in the background. (Lower left) Don Bekins a
regular winner on the West Coast preparing his R/C
Playboy for flight.

Yet another low-wing entry at Wes 4- Coast SAM Champs.
John Pond offered bonus points for low wing entries, a
great idea! This ship is by Paul Forrette and is a
Sadler "Pacemaker".

Chet Lanzo and his Super Cyke powered R/C "Bomber".
This ship is a development of the "Record Breaker".
RENO NATS
The Old Timer events held in conjunction with the AMA
Nationals at Reno, Nevada, August 5 thru 12 were well
attended. The 0/T R/C events were held on Thursday
August 9, at Rancho San Rafael, a regional park on
Reno's north side. The field was small but adequate.
The field however, was so small that it was not
necessary to set up a landing circle, the C.D. John
Pond, elected to use the entire fenced-in area. The
200 X 200 area proved to be too small for some of the
less experienced pilot's with a few ships landing
outside the park. The SAM pilots attending were from
all parts of the U.S.A., with a larger number
than usual representing Calif.

Monty Tyrell gave us a humorous insight into some of
the Australlian Old Timer activities. Althought Monty
had come to the "States" to fly U-Control in the Old
Timer events at the AMA NATS in Reno, he does fly
other events at home. The interesting R/C Old Timer
activities Monty told us about were the "Candy
bombers". These are Old Timer R/C ships that he uses
to drop candy from the air at county fairs and other
gatherings as an event for the spectators. Of course,
he does not drop the candy on the people, but in open
areas. He says the event is for the children but a
lot of the adults almost trample the kids trying to
get to the candy. Anything free you know! Monty
use's a modern power-flight ship sometimes but his
favorite Candy Bomber is a Denny Plane that John Pond
sent him in kit form several years ago. It is powered
by a large Schnuerle glow engine and can handle a good
sized payload with an R/C controlled Bombay type trap
door in its belly to drop the candy. Once he said the
wind drift dropped the candy on a parking lot and it
was like hail on a tin roof!
The Australian modelers had their problems in finding
suitable flying sites too. So a number of years ago
they pooled their funds and bought their own piece of
property outside of town. They have had to sell out
once since then because of urban sprawl and move
further out but they realized a profit on the deal and
now have a clubhouse on their present field. Now that
is what I call dedication (and good business sense).

Two entries from Australia, Monty Tyrrell and Gordon
Burford, who were guests of John Pond held the
distinction of having travelled the farthest to
attend the meet. Gordon Burford is the gentleman that
is producing the "Deezil w engine replicas. Gordon
displayed his "Air Trails Sportster" with one of the
tiny "Deezils" mounted for power. The little engine
is a beauty and very well made. Monty Tyrell brought
two U-Control models with him from Australia, one a
Veco Squaw", and the other a "Mercury Monitor".

Compressed air powered ship by Ed Konefes, isn't that
a beautiful ship. Ed flew at Bong and Reno.
The weather for the HATS at Reno was beautiful, but a
trifle warm in the ninety's and we did have wind on
certain day's, however, for the two Old Timer days the
wind was not a real factor. Thermals were another
story! they were small and elusive. At the R/C Old
Timer site it was possible to find thermals but only
at tremendous heights. In the afternoon a large
thunder cloud rolled over the field and ships that
could reach the base of this cloud activity had no
trouble getting 30 min. maxes. The altitude at Reno
was of course a real factor in reducing the climbing
ability of many of the ships.
A "Super Rocketeer" powered by a KbEl Torpedo 29. The
ship is very striking, the builder/flyer is Les Payne.

Friday morning August the 10, the Old Timer Free
Flight events were held in a large pasture land area
five miles south of town. John Pond and his F/F
timing crew made a leisurely entrance a couple of
hours later than normal, much to the noisy complaints
of the dyed-in-the wool free-f lighters who had been at
the field almost since day-break. All flights were
hand-launched with pilots accepting the five second
penalty on engine runs. Tall grass at the site made
R.O.G. take-offs impossible. The tall grass had been
a blessing the day before when the scale modelers flew
and the wind had blown, but the tall grass proved a
hindrance for Old Timers, because they could not use
their bikes for chasing. Thermals again proved hard
to find being small and weak and only the "Lucky`
fliers were getting maxes. Much of the chasing was
done on foot and thru tall grass and swampy areas.
All of this added up to a bunch of weary modelers by
the end of the day.

Old Timer Free Flight Winners, Reno Nevada

Trophies were presented at the SAM booth at the
Convention Center Friday night by John Pond the Old
Timer Contest Director. The results with the winners
names thru five places are listed below. The results
of the 0/T Controline events held on Monday, August 6,
and run this year by PAMPA are included.

1. Bruce Augustus
2. Hal Cover
3. Charles Klivans
4. Jerry Rocha
5. Bruce Norman

.020 Replica
1. Jack Jella
2. Jerry Rocha
3. Jim Harrison
4. John Kamla
5. Dick Munz

Strato Streak
Foo 2U-2
Mercury
Playboy
Playboy

7:34
7:25
6:38
5:32
5:05

30 Sec. Antique
1. John Bortnak
2. Hal Cover
3. Fred Emmert
4. Ed TSchernoscha
5. Walter Johnson

Gas Bird
Powerhouse
Anderson/Forster 99
Powerhouse
Clipper Mk I

15:00
6:28
6:23
5:22
5:07

Class A Gas
Playboy
Westerner
Arrow
Ranger
Ranger

8:03
7:23
6:55
6:43
5:56

Alert
Zipper
Dodger/Forster
Zipper
Zipper

9:00

1. John Bortnuk
2. Bruce Norman
3. Jim Adams
4. Jim Persson
5. Clarence Bull

Zipper
Zipper
Playboy Cabin
Playboy
New Ruler

8:56
7:57
7:47
7:36
7:07

Rubber Cabin
1. Ernie Faulkner
2. Ken Grubbs
3. John Lenderman
4. Charles Werle
5. John Oldenkamp

Convertible
Korda
Haase
Diamond
Victory

7:39
7:13
7:04
6:13
5:54

Lanzo
Climber
Lanzo
Cloud Chaser
Lanzo

8:55
8:49
8.24
7:53
7:25

Class B Gas
0/T Controline Results August 6, Stead Airport, Reno,
Nevada
Ignition Class
1. Monty Tyrrell
2. R. Brown

Squaw/TOrp 29
Go-Devil/Orwick

Glow Class
1. L. Black Jr.
2. J. Hoffman
3. Don Hoffelder
4. L. Black. Sr.
5. Bill Hanmer

Super Zilch/Fox 35
P 51/Fox 35
All American Jr./Enya 19
Super Zilch/Fox 35
Wee Duper Zilch/Fox 19

Antique
1. Bruce Norman
2. Chet Lanzo
3. Brad Allen
4. Bruce Augustus
5. Jim Adams
Texaco
1. Wm Burleson
2. Bruce Norman
3. Chet Lanzo
4. Geo Pate
5. Jim Caughram
Electric
1. Bob Sliff
2. Bob Boucher
3. Augst Fabian
4. Tem Bedford
5. Bill Ward

7:07

6.53
6:44
6:09

Class C Gas

0/T R/C Results, August 9
Rancho San Rafael Regional Park Reno, Nevada
Class ABC Combined
1. Bruce Norman
2. Chet Lanzo
3. Nick Panagitou
4. Jim Adams
5. Ray Van De Walker

1. John Bortnak
2. Bruce Norman
3. Sal Taibi
4. Bruce Augustus
5. Jim Persson

Lanzo Bomber/Ohl. 60
Lanzo Bomber/Cyke
Playboy/Webra 40
Playboy/Cyke
Miss Philly/Ohl. 23
Bomber/Ohlsson 60
Bomber/Cyke
Thor/Osfs 60
Lanzo R.B./OSFS 61
Miss America/Os 60 4c
Gas Bird/Os60 4c
Bomber/Ohl. 60
Bomber/Cyke
Dallaire/06 90 4c
Yates/06 60 4c
Playboy
Viking
Playboy Cabin
Playboy
Playboy

21:00
19:19
13:57
11.41
10:33
27:07
19:38
15:11
13.52
13:26
24:38
23:47
22:54
21:45
20:42
11:15
10:32
10:36
10:13
7:49

Rubber Stick
1. Ed Konefes
2. Ernie Faulkner
3. John Bortnak
4. Ernie Johnson
5. George Perryman

Twin Pusher (Last Man Down)
Ott
1. Ernie Johnson
Manulkin
2. Fred Emmert
Burnham
3. Bill. Baker
Orig.
4. Joe Scuro
Burnham
5. Mike Poorman

3:52
3:02
2:48
2:04
1:46

Junior Rubber
1. Scott Cover
2. Mike Scuro

7:38
4:06

Gollywock
Korda
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(This is an article submitted to SAM SPEAKS by Jim
Noonan after he attended the 1984 SAM CHAMPS. Jim,
also known as Mr. OldTimer, writes with great
authority on the subject of model airplanes, having
taught model building to boy's in the thirties. As he
said in his article he felt that some of us could
still use some help. So, your editor decided to print
his letter feeling you folks would enjoy his
comments.) (j.e.a.)
Fellow SAM Members:
It was wonderful to meet all of you again at the SAM
Champs and all of us owe a vote of thanks to those who
did the legwork to make it possible. I wish to bring
your attention to a member who could not be present,
Claude di Beneditto of Milwaukee. Claude suffered a
heart attack that left him helpless some years ago.
When you look at the SAM emblem, or the cartoons in
the Engine Collectors Journal, remember Claude who was
the artist. I've known him, since he was a small boy
when he came to my model building classes in the
middle 30's. He would welcome letters, a photo or so,
and/or a phone call. Remember, too, he has very
limited use of his hands; do not expect answers to
your letters. I think -he should be granted life
membership in SAM.
Claude di Beneditto
6925 N. Port Washington Avenue
Milwaukee, WIS. 53209
1-(414)- 352-3300
A number of things I noticed a need for are hereby
noted and discussed.
Jimmy Allen Models: There are a number of different
models, but everyone used the "Bluebird". Just as
well, because the others are small 24" - 30" span and
the "Bluebird" is a nice big bird of around 38" - 40"
span with a glide like an old time gas model. Not
everyone seemed to know that full size plans, wheels,
propblank, etc., are available from OldTimer Models
(Mike Mulligan). I chose to build the Bluebird
because I had drawn the full size plan for OldTimer,
made the tooling for the wheels and prop and had the
proof pieces on hand, so saved time by just completing
the model.
How to make a model that will be competitive. This of
course applies to rubber models. Choose your model
and obtain full sized plans. Read the rules.
Generally you must have the original prop diameter
only. Make (carve) a prop, using your own design or
from an Oldtimer blank. You are expected to hold
reasonably close to the original structure. No
mention is made to improving the breed. (Making
your rubber model highly competitive without changing
appearance, or outline). Bear in mind that the best
flying bird has a light structure and a powerful motor
- so look at a seagull and apply what you see to any
mold of your choice. A) a gull has clean lines;
clean up exterior lines; no protruding lumps unless
streamlined; smooth covering and doping, and smooth
wood parts.
The Powerful Motor: Since no weight rules exist, make
the model overall as light as you dare with as much
strength as you can engineer/build into it. Thus it
will fly on less power than the original design. A
"Bluebird" used 20 str. 1/8" originally; mine did well
with 6 str. of 1/4". All the care of a Wakefield
entrant should be used with the rubber motor.

Mr.OldTimer,JimNoonan,withhis1937"Zaic Contestant"
at the Bong Champs.

The Wing: Nothing says you must use the original
airfoils, most of which were mere blobs. Select an
airfoil with low center of pressure travel of moderate
thickness, such as Eiffel 431 or Grant X - 8. ( Ed's
Note: The SAM preamble makes it clear that designs
are not be changed. The airfoils should be from the
same family at least) (j.e.a.). These tend to be also
very stable and do not require the stabilizing effect
of a large lifting stabiliier - thus the small tail
surfaces on a Bluebird work well with such a wing.
Spars may be made hollow if you choose, by making "U"
channels on a circular saw and adding a cap. Trailing
edges may be made of thin strips, top and bottom.
Leading edges may be altered - a sq. stick on end is
easier to use than any other shape. Covering is most
beautiful and smooth (but weak) if applied with the
grain of the tissue along the ribs. Never use
domestic tissue - insist on long fibre Japanese
tissue. OldTimer models carries a variety (including
black). The best dope for tissue cement (and thinned
for tissue) is nitrate. Several very thin coats are
better than one thick one. All framework should be
given two thin coats of dope before applying tissue.
A new model should age for a month before flying, so
that all dope and cement has finished the drying
process. All framework should be block sanded.
The Fuselage: Change rear hooks to a tube or dowel
placed at about the leading edge of the stab.
Dispense with fancy tail surface holding devices.
Layout on plan to determine 0 and cement them in
place. Tail surface structure should be of soft but
select wood so it is as light as you dare make it.
Fuselage structure should use, if possible stripwood
cut from the same medium hard plank. Pre-cement all
butt joints, assemble both sides together, cut apart
and assemble, then coat all joints with a film of
cement. I prefer ambroid which I've used since 1927.
Have found the quickie glues to be of use in repairing
my car. Lightly cement nose block in place on
framework and block sand and dope entire frame. Bolsa
parts, nose blocks, wheels, etc., are first sanded
smooth, then given numerous coats of heavy dope
sanding between coats. Any colored lacquer may be
then applied. Old Timer sells nitrate dope in colors.
Tire areas on wheels look best with a flat black
finish.

OldTimer has a large variety of balsa wheels including
special wheels for the "Bluebird". Epoxy a center
tube in wheel hub before beginning the finishing
process. The best landing gear is piano wire,
fairing strips of hard balsa or bamboo may be added.
Thread binding with ambroid or thin wire and solder
are best for joining wire; just don't get near doped
areas with a hot iron.
Many builders avoid bamboo like the plague, but I
grew up with it in a time when even an indoor model
was half bamboo. Like all things you must understand
it before you touch it. All bamboo is not useable.
Only the best will do for model work. Small supplies
of it are available from Oldtimer or Bert Pond. This
is "Tonkin" bamboo from deep in China and is used by
fly rod manufactures. I have seen wonderful bamboo
work by Japanese craftsmen but have not ever obtained
Japanese bamboo. Splitting bamboo - always split in
half. Save only the piece which includes the outer
skin of the pole. Bamboo is bent only by heating it.
For identical parts (wing tips, etc.), bend a thick
piece (ex: 1/16 X 1/4) and split when cold.
Thoroughly heat bamboo first (in the oven at 200
degrees for 5-10 mind using gloves, work the hot
bamboo around any form and let it cool. It must
remain pliable while bending, if it stiffens, it must
be reheated. I like my models to be an adventure and
bamboo fabicating is a part of it.
However, lacking or disapproving of it, bent Hinoke
Wood (from Oldtimer) or bent balsa strip is your
answer. Teach yourself to bend balsa. Use a large
tin can as a form. Using razor blade and steel rule
strip off a few 1/16 X 3/16 from the same sheet should be med balsa. Soak these in hot water for an
hour,. ,Bold one end on the tin can with your left
hand, now keeping tension on the strip slowly wind it
on the can. Hold in place with masking tape on both
ends. Dry in the sun or oven (200 degrees max.).
Once you have the feel of it, any size strips may be
used (1/16 max. thickness), coated with white glue on
one side thus laminating it and fastened with tape
until dry. For laminating bent balsa, make a band
sawed form, undersize, cut from ordinary 3/4" pine
board. Sand smooth and apply several strips of
cellophane tape to the working surface so that the
white glue will not bond to the form. Wing tips, body
formers, and tail outlines are all possible.

Tissue, I noticed the wrapping paper sold by some
model dealers. Avoid this it is weak. Paper covering
lends much strength to a model; Japanese tissue and
silkspan have long fibres and are therefore very
strong. Present day tissue from Japan is called
"Esake", "Plippan", etc. There are numerous kinds of
Japanese tissue, from very light superfine to heavy
bamboo paper. When you find it in art stores it is
very expensive; the model plane suppliers sell it for
a reasonable price. Age does not affect tissue if it
is not exposed to air and sunlight. I have "rice
paper" from 1928 and "Hakone" from 1939 which is like
new. (Sorry, not enough to sell)
Prop blanks, these are a specialty of Oldtimer models,
in a variety from 4" to 18" shaped to give 1.3 P/D
ratio and drilled true for shaft hole. Thus you can
carve a prop to suit the diameter requirement of your
oldtimer plan. Their design is far superior to that
on most old timer plans.

Jim Austin, Menasha, Wisconsin, entered this gorgeous

Stinson 049 in Rubber scale. An Earl Stahl design.

Prop and Car ving: It appears that todays oldtimers
grew up in the mid to late 30's early 40's when
Japanese "pawlowina" props were both beautifully
carved and cost 2 or 3 cents per inch. I'm a bit
before that era and even during it we, as boy's
competed among ourselves for excellence of design and
workmanship of our original models and props. At
Bong, I was amazed to see the poorly made carved props
on many very beautiful models, and the wild rush to
buy a few surplus carved balsa props I had on hand.

Another very nice "Jimmy Allen Bluebird". This one
flown at Kenosha by James Alaback.

Among the innovations of Oldtimer models is a prop
kit. Consisting of a detailed geometric layout of a
12" dia. X 15" pitch prop and a machined balsa blank
to carve. This is your best bet to learn prop
carving. The only other thing is to work slowly and
take the same cuts progressively on each blade. As
boys we practiced fast carving and some could do quite
well, even shaping the blank with a knife and getting
the hold true with a pin, all in a cloud of shavings!
These props were made well enough to put on a model
without sanding! Only a quality knife works properly.
Chose a Camillus or similar high quality tool, and
keep it sharp.
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Twin pushers: The 1930 Don Burnham (Oldtimer models),
is probably the best all around, simple, and good
flying design. Even Don, now retired has recently
made one! My first model to attain any flight at all
was an all pine, bamboo twin pusher, with looped small
rubber bands and bent wood props that would sometimes
go 50 feet (late 1927). I have built many, from 1915
replicas (all pine) to a new design not yet flown,
which has a set goal of 5 min. in still air.
Compressed Air: Once, when we were Oldtimers, we sold
the Hoosier C/A motor and various plans, and materials
for C/A. Most of the models in SAM meets were these
and some very nice flights were made. Observing these
I concluded that the 1930 designs lacked something we
have today - an experienced adults touch (remember
Oldtime models were designed by boys!). A new concept
model was completed for the SAM Champs but not tested
and it was blowing a gale so testing was begun after
the meet. Well, we did some things right! - In flight
it goes like a good gas model, good climb and
floating glide - giving about 40 - 45 sec. flight on
50 - 60 lbs. of air. Secret: 5 ft span, complete
weight 13 oz.. In a month of drying out it had lost 2
oz- of weight.

Bill Kaylor and his beautiful Howard DGA-8 jumbo
rubber at Kenosha. Design by Megow.
Bolsa props are best; they are a light load on a
rather weak source of power and they break easily
saving the somewhat de licate motor. Strive for the
most RPM you can get (therefore, the most power)
using the highest pitch of narrow blade prop possible
to get maximum thrust; just good engineering practice.
I find a 13" dia. of 10 in. pitch with blades about 1
1/2" wide is the best so far. Hold motor and tank
assembly in fuselage wi th rubber bands.
C/A model structure: Firs, remember that no one
designs the ultimate model on the first try. Expect
to build a number of C/A models each incorporating new
thought and past experience. Old designs are fine for
study, but are really not competitive, but may be a
way to start in C/A flying.

Our genial East Coast V.P. Woody Woodman also fly's
Rubber Scale. Woody, long associated with Old Timer
R/C, was contest director at several past SAM Champs.

A good model will be big and slow, since we do not
have enough power to fly in anything stronger than an
8 MPH wind. Set a weight goal and try for it. I
aimed for 11 - 12 oz. and got a 13 oz. Wing is 10"
chord by 60" span. Spars are built-up with 1/20"
walls; trailing edges two pieces of sheet (top and
bottom) and ribs are sliced like indoor ribs to about

Care and Feeding of C/A motor: First, it you do not
own one they are still obtainable from Bert Pond, 12B
Warren Terrace, Longmeadow, MA 01106. This is the
"Hoosier Whirlwind", the best contest motor ever
marketed. A new motor is stiff and scratchy. Running
in is the answer. Put few drops of oil (10 - 40 is
ok) in each cylinder and main bearing and remove
needle valve to insert a few more. Fill tank with air
and run slowly without a prop. The needle valve is
positive control of speed. Cover motor loosely with
paper towel to hold oil spray. It seems to take about
10 minutes of running in with oil to obtain power and
smooth operation.
Always oil motor after 2-3 flights. Always pump some
pressure into tank when motor is idle and always after
a flight, which totally exhausts the air supply.
Mid-Westerner, Ed Konefes, with his lovely Rubber
Cabin at the SAM Champs. Is it a Lanzo or a Korda??

.

1/16 X 1/18 of 1/20 sheet. Covering is Japanese
tissue with grain along the chord. Next model will
use foam plastic ribs. Forgot to mention; wing
section is Eiffel 431. Fuselage is made of laminated
bent balsa bulkheads, which are about 5/32 sq. in
section, round in front and back of fuselage and
straight sided half circle for the cabin/wing support.
These are assembled to seven stringers. The whole
covered with Esaki bamboo paper. This gaves a clean
tight platform to fit around the air tank. Landing
gear is wire and bamboo with 4" balsa wheels 1/4
thick, the unit held in place by rubber bands. I use
worn out indoor motors of 2mm. or so for holding the
whole thing together for flight. After more testing a
plan full size, will be made. Bolsa wheels and prop
blanks will be available from Oldtimer models.
Plans: Oldtimer models carries a good variety of scale
models, contest twin pushers, sticM and fuselage model
plans - all full size - very suitable for SAM
Competition.
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Chicago Aeronuts 50th Anniversary Banquet
The 50th Anniversary Chicago Aeronuts Banquet is set
for Saturday, April 20, 1985 at the Midway Motor
Lodge, 1600 Oakton Street, Elk Grove Village, Illinois
60007, (312) 981-0010. A room will be available for
meeting new and old friends from 10:00 A.M./on.
Cocktails will be at 6:30 with dinner at 7:30 P.M..
Reservations may be made with club Treasurer, George
Gordey, 2901 Prairie, Brookfield, ILL. 60513. A
check for $20. made out to "Chicago Aeronuts"
should accompany the reservation. Full refund will be
made for cancellations made prior to April 13,
1985. Please indicate choice of prime rib or broiled
sole entre. A block of rooms are set aside at the
Midway Motor Lodge which has limo service to and from
O'Hare for those flying in. Room reservations should
be made directly with the Midway Motor Lodge. Double
rooms are approximately $50. per night with weekend
specials available.
The banquet is open to all interested parties. Flyers
from all over the U.S. are expected to attend. The
function may well end up being a reunion of flyers
from pre-WWII Nationals. A goodly percentage of
former Aeronuts now living in California are expected
to attend.
This year the Chicago Aeronuts have lost two former
members and an active member. On August 17, Rudy
Schuh succumbed to leukemia. Rudy had been an active
Contest Director during the past decade, primarily for
the Annual Midwestern States Outdoor Contest. The
club and midwest builders will miss his sometimes
gruff exterior, which close friends knew concealed a
heart of gold. At the time of his death, he was
heading the club's committee for the upcoming 50th
Anniversary Banquet. He made many friends attending
the Nationals in the 1970's with his youngest son,
Bill.
Earlier in the year, former Aeronut members Dick
Crenshaw and Gerry Ritz left us.

Tim Sarber is from Grand Rapids, Michigan. He is
flying a Caldwell Johnson, Stout Rubber Cabin.

(signed) Otto Curth

Books:
O.T. models lists all of Frank Zaic's
yearbooks. These contain fabulous information on all
forms of model design and construction. They are a
"must" to really understand construction and flying
technique.
Oldtimer models was originated in my basement, when my
sons were very young and learning to build models.
Since we could not find many of the old type of
materials - we purchased the raw material and soon
were cutting balsa, importing rubber, tracking down
and purchasing all kinds of material, drawing plans
full size for all kinds of models. This also meant
making simple tooling to produce a large variety of
washers, balsa wheels, prop blanks, etc. Eventually
catalogs were sent every where. As time went on both
boys were away at college and not being able to stand
the peace, the business was taken over by good friend
Mike Mulligan in 1980. You can reach Mike and
Oldtimer by sending $1.00 for a catalog to:
Oldtimer Models
P.O. Box 913
Westminster, CA 92683
Jim Noonan

Old Time engine manufacturer, Irwin Ohlsson looking
over one of the new Super Cyclones sold by Tom
Morrison.
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MK 46 Contest Report
SAM 46 held their first contest for 1984 at Melbourne,
Florida on April 27 and 28. Bob Nolan our
correspondent reports that they had a really good
turnout with 23 contestants attending. Be reports
that they had 3 juniors flying hand launched gliders.
(That's some thing we like to hear.)
Their members are spread all over the state making
meetings and get togethers a little tough. They
manage to run about two meets a year. They draw
contestants from as far away as Georgia, Jim Walston
being one of those that makes the trip down to
Melbourne.
SAM 46 is anxious to recruit new members to the Old
Timer activity. If you are interested and your'e in
the Florida area call Bob Nolan at (813) 734-4755.
Jim Walston from Smyrna, Georgia, assisted by his wife
Nanette, with an Arden 19 powered "Stormer m at
Kenosha. A most unusual and beautiful design.

Bob Nolan getting his American Ace ready for flight.
There's a Forster 29 hiding under the cover.

Wayne Cain working on an Ohlsson 23 powered Dodger.
Did you ever see a pop-up tail like that one?

Jim Walston with a very well done replica of the
"Thermal Thsliber" from the pages of M.A.N.

Ted Fricker of Miami, Florida getting set to Ely his
Forster 29 powered ripper at the SAM 46 meet.

IS
Letters
July 9, 1984
Dear Jim,
I would like the following to appear in the "Letter
Column".
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr.
Carl Spielmaker, Mr. Bob Pattison and everyone else
involved in the running of the 1984 SAM Champs at
Bong for a wonderful time despite the weather and
logistics problems.
Also, I wish to express my heartfelt gratitude to the
persons who were responsible for the recovery of my
lost model (the "Trenton Terror").
It is great to travel about 800 miles to a contest and
return home with all the models that you left home
with.
Name this plane and win SAM SPEAKS "Photo Spotter"
award of the month, or one Coors when you catch me.
(j.e.a.).

Yours Sincerely,
Bill Bell
Classified Advertisments
Model Airplane Magazines $1.00 each. Send stamped self
addressed envelope for list. Mrs. Elizabeth Placky,
6512 So. Troy Street, Chicago, Ill. 60629

r
Corrections (With Apologies to
Arlena Correll).

I

SAM SPEAKS incorrectly identified the owner of the i
Valkyrie on page 9 of the May-June issue. The correct'
name of the flyer of the two-piece wing Valkyrie is Jim
Correll, from Alburquerque, New Mexico. (I still don't
know which one of the two guys is Jim).

Father Dignan, Hettinger, North Dakota, starting an
CGR .23 powered So-Long. Father Dignan was at Kenosha
as well as Reno.

Also, SAM SPEAKS identified the winner of the Feather
Merchant Trophy as Bruce Norman, when in reality thel
trophy went to Bill Bell of Baltimore, MD., flying his'
"Trenton Terror". Cur apologies Bill!

" Did you know that when 1 startecL
flying Old Timers, I stopped_ a9e in3."
Karl Spielmaker with Susan Borman at the SAM Champs.
(yes, she is the wife of Frank Borman, the astronaut).

Irwin Ohlsson, designer of the famous line of Ohlsson model
engines launches his "Pacemaker" at the old Rosecrans and Western
field. The design was powered by an early "Gold Seal" engine.
(Photo by Dick Tichenor)
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SAM 35 HONOR'S FRANK ZAIC

SAM EDITOR SPEAKS by Jim Adams
This month we are making some additional changes in
SAM SPEAKS, hopefully for the better. Last month we
switched to a computer print of the text, this
provided a much neater looking, and hopefully more
readable text. New items this month are; computer
printed address labels that enable us to mail at a
cheaper rate in the U.S. (third class). This in turn
will allow us to use a better quality paper and this
should improve the quality of our pictures. These are
all little things, but things that should make your
SAM SPEAKS a better newsletter. Speaking of it being
your newsletter, this is a good time to remind you
Wit we welcome contributions to the newsletter; not
only contest results, but articles of interest to your
old time modeling friends.
Now is a good time to remind all of you loyal readers
that it is time to send in your annual $10.00
MEMBERSHIP FEE. Going over the latest printout of the
membership I couldn't help noticing that a large
percentage of the members are paid-up only thru 1984.
Elsewhere in this issue you will find a dues bill that
you can send to Richard Williams our new treasurer.
Remember dues are due and payable on the first of
July each year. Send your $10.00 to:

A large group of English modelers met with Frank Zaic
recently during his visit to England. Frank and his
wife Carmen were touring several countries of Europe,
mainly Yugoslavia, Austria, and Germany to celebrate
their 25th Wedding Anniversary.
Frank Zaic is well known among modeling enthusiasts
for his model aeronautics yearbooks. The books were
published on a random schedule starting in 1934 and
continued through 1961. The books became the Bible
for serious free flight modelers the world over.
A gathering of early modeling friends and admirers
many of whom were contributors to Frank's yearbooks
met at the home of David Baker and his lovely wife,
among those present were: Bob Copland, Dennis
Fairlie, Henry Nichols, Peter Capon, Reg Parham,
Laurie Barr, Ron Moulton, Ian Dowsett, Pat Finingham,
Alwyn Greenhalgh, and many others. During the
evenings festivities a Victorian pewter plate upon
which all the signatures of his many English friends
were engraved, was presented to Frank.

Richard Williams (SAM Treasurer)
2005 W. Pine Street
Lodi, CA. 95240
Richard plans to inaugurate a date code on your
mailing label next issue which means that if you find
an "84 " date on your address label that you will not
be receiving SAM SPEAKS much longer UNLESS you drop
$10.00 to him to cover your 1985 MEMBERSHIP.
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L-R Jack Morris, Frank Zaic and Reg Parham looking
over replica of Frank's return gear Wakefield.
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This is to remind you that now is the time to send in
your rule change proposals to either Tom Acciavati,
for R/C or Abe Gallas for Free/Flight. Remember proposals require 25 SAM member signatures to be official
submittals.
Send R/C Proposals to:
Tom Acciavati
52 Parkway Crescent
Milton, MA. 02186
Send F/F Proposals to:

Abe Gallas
28 Rustling Wind
Irvine, CA. 92715

SAM FLIES C10C1E/PROPOSAL 'SYSTEM

The voting on these new proposals will be held in the
spring issue of SAM SPEAKS.
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SAM 35 YEARBOOK
We have received word from David Baker in England
that the new SAM 35 Yearbook No. 3 is ready. David
promises that this issue is even better than Book No.
2. We will be receiving a shipment of these new books
shortly after the first of the year.
If you wish to have one of the new books, send your
order to SAM SPEAKS, 2538 N. Spurgeon Street, Santa
Ana, CA. 92706. The price is expected to be the same
as last year. Make out your check for 57.00 to SAM
SPEAKS. We still have a limited supply of book No.
2, the price is the same. Now is the time to order if
you want to complete your collection.

NATIONAL FREE FLIGHT SOCIETY

November 30, 1984
PRESS RELEASE
PRESS RELEASE
PRESS RELEASE
The NATIONAL FREE FLIGHT SOCIETY announces the FOURTH
UNITED STATES INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS will be held on
June 18, 19 and 20, 1985 at the NIAGARA FALLS
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CENTER ARENA.
EVENTS:HAND LAUNCHED GLIDER, F10, AMA STICK, MANHATTAN
BOSTONIAN, ORNITHOPTER, AUTOGIRO, PENNYPLANE,
NOVICE PENNYPLANE, ROG CABIN, UNLIMITED SPEED,
PEANUT SPEED, EASY B, PAPER STICK, PEANUT SCALE,
AMA SCALE, and the MIAMA PEANUT GRAND PRIX.
This may be the largest indoor contest in the world
with enough events to satisfy everyone !
Category III ceiling at 70 feet.
Plan your big family vacation at Niagara Fall for
1985 ! Watch over 200,000 cu. ft. per sec. of water
go over and away. Experience another honeymoon at
Niagara Falls. Lots of lodging facilities and camp
grounds. Other activities: Fantasy Island, art gallery,
museums, aquarium, many parks, boat rides, Canada is a
bridge length away (no defections please).
NOTE: ALL ENTREES MUST BE IN BY APRIL 24, 1985 -- if
insufficient entrees, then the contest will be
CANCELLED !
For all of the details, send a large, stamped and
addressed envelope to:
A.J. Italiano, 1655 Revere Dr., Brookfield, WI 53005

SAM 56

SAI/1 1135
YEAIR IB001(
Decleted to tbe pine! votton of vntage model dacraft

SPARE PARTS ANYONE?
SAM SPEAKS received a letter and a catalog from "Micro
Model Engineering." Kirsch Municipal Airport, 1301
West Lafayette, Sturgis, Michigan 49091.

NEWS

We received a newsletter from Ernie Lynn, 3505 E. Mt.
Vernon, Wichita, KS 67218; outlining activities of
the SAM 56 Chapter. They meet quarterly, the next
meeting is a dinner meeting to be held at the Fife A
Drum Restaurant on February 21, 1985 at 6:00 p.m..
They currently have 20 members attending their
meetings, Bill Schmidt is their newly elected V.P.
and Jack Phelps is their SAM 56 representative to
W.R.C.C.
It was decided at their last meeting to hold a major
and a minor contest in 1985. This is in addition to
their Fun Fly's. The contests will be run in July and
September.
The Club held it's first contest at B ech Model
Airport on October 14, the winner's were Jim 0°Reilly,
Les Dewitt, Ernie Lynn, Bill Schmidt and Jack Phelps.

OBITUARY
Woody Bartelt and Roy Johnson owners of this business
that makes hard-to-get items such as point assy's,
prop spinner nuts b gas tanks for old time engines has
just released a seven page catalog listing all of
their goodies. The list covers parts for a long list
of old ignition engines such as; Arden, Anderson,
Atom, Atwood, Baby Cyclone, Bantam, Bullet, Brown Jr,
Bunch, Cannon, Comet 35, Del ong, Dennymite, Dool ing,
El f, Forster, Hi-Speed, Hurricane, Merlin, McCoy,
Mohawk, O.K., Ohlsson-OAR, Phantom, Pierce, Rocket,
Skychief, Super Cyke, Syncro Ace, and Wasp Twin.
Their new catalog lists about 225 different
items...Seven 8 1/2 X 11 pages of parts. They need
only 51.00 to cover printing and handling of the list.
A self-addressed envelope would expedite handling of
your request.

E.J.(Joe) Weathers died of a heart attack while at
work on December 6, 1984. Joe was 68 years old. He
was a very prolific modeler and designer of model
airplanes during the years before and after WWII.
Many of his designs, Gas Powered and Rubber Powered,
appeared in Model Airplane News Magazines.
Perhaps his most famous models were the "Westerner",
the Gull-Winged "Mystery Man" with its drop-off
landing gear, and the "Pacific Coaster".
Joe was a charter member of the San Diego Aeroneers
Model Club and SAM 41 (the revived Aeroneers). He was
chief engineer at the National Cash Register Company
in San Diego, at the time of his death.
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QUITTING

From the SCIFS "FLIGHT PLUG" By Ken Sykora

We've all heard the stories about the golfer. Having
reached the ragged edge of frustration, he tosses his
bag of clubs into the water trap and stalks away
swearing never to lift a club again. But, by the time
he's reached the club house, he's suddenly joining a
new foursome for the next day!
We modelers recognize the syndrome. We've watched
fellow modelers throw the dust covers over the drawing
board & workbench, and evaporate from the contest
scene.
Like the golfer, it can be caused by various
frustrations; a run of bad flying luck, too many lost
ships, a new one that refuses to sort out, or maybe
just plain burnout.
Sometimes it's personal reasons...increased job
pressures, family situations, or other thieves of the
precious time needed to work and to think this
modeling business.
The most serious "drop-out" reason of all, of course,
is the loss of one's flying friends—. who have often
been more an integral part of one's personal
activities than we realized—.until they're no longer
around. Sometimes modeling pals just drift away from
the hobby, sometimes they succumb to personal
situations. —and sometimes they just succumb; period.
This tragic reason, of course, can be the strongest
dampening factor of all on our modeling drive.
And yet, time and again, we see example of almost
forgotten flyers suddenly reappearing on the flying
site, or dropping into the club room one night, with
fresh enthusiasm.—almost as if they'd never been
away.

Of course in OTing we have the advantage over the
modern type modelers greeting their "lost, returning
to the fold." No matter how long our "retreads" have
been gone, they return to find things (designs-wise)
just about as they left them...even if they were just
kids when they walked away!
Some behavioral experts explain this "returning"
with knee-jerk response idea. They say whatever made
a dent on you in childhood years is forever ingrained
into the subconscious personality.
Be that as it may, we still wonder. We're the curious
type. Especially regarding modeling subjects. And we
think our "returning sheep" are a bit more complex
than simple reflex.
Perhaps the answer is in the many & varied personal
rewards for one who enters, or re-enters, modeling
with a real drive. The demands on the noodle (working
out technical problems), the joys of watching a new
ship come together under your own hands, and of
course, the friends and flying that entertwine with
these personal, solitary activities.
From this prespective, is it any wonder that the
harder the flow of time, and our personal obligations,
try to pull us away from modeling, the harder some of
us seem to snap back into it?
So remember—.the next time one of your non-modeling
friends refers to you as a Yo-Yo, just smile. After
all, it just may be one of the best compliments you've
had all day!
KING SUGAR

We in the Old Timer movement are particularly exposed
to this phenomenon. We're always greeting
"retreads" —.who have been dormant —.sometimes for
half a lifetime! And in they stroll. —with a new
ship...and that certain gleam in the old eyes.
They're suddenly home again —.among the sympatico
friends...who speak the language.

Bob Oslan and his latest work-of-art, an Atwood 60
powered Comet Sailplane, the ship was built from one
of the Gene Wallock's P&W kits, note the crutch type
fuselage.

SAM SPEAKS PHOTO SPOTTER WINNER

Abe Gal las holds his well aged
SCAMPS Fall Annual Contest. Abe

"Cloud King" at the
is Free Flight Rules
Coordinator for SAM. His "Cloud King" is powered by a
very antique looking bunch engine.

We received a letter from Peter N. Scott, Avenue
Prince d'Orange 23, 1410 Waterloo, Belgium correctly
identifying the mystery model in last months SAM
SPEAKS as a "Skyrocket" designed by A.E. Brooks.
Peter enclosed a photo of another "Skyrocket" built by
fellow Englishman Tony Penhall.

THE DEVELOPING "POWER"STRUGGLE
Those of you that follow the R/C Old Timer Contest
Schedule closely know there is a new rule controversy
brewing. The introduction of the more powerful 4stroke engines has raised the spectre of a new horse
power race in R/C Old Timer's. For those of you who
are not aware of what's happening, and who will be
asked to vote on further engine restrictions in the
up-coming rules changes, SAM SPEAKS has reprinted
excepts from SAM 30's and SAM 29's Newsletters. We
have also included a copy of the new rule change
proposal affecting a 4-stroke engines.
One side of the controversy we have those that are in
favor of limiting 4-stroke engine size to .60
displacement and using the older design 4 strokes on
all current SAM events. On the other hand we have
those folks that feel that the sky is the limit when
it comes to power. Eut Tileson, the new president
of SAM 30, explains in his article that power alone is
not the reason for increased performance, but that
power to weight ratio is the reason that his airplanes out-climbed everyone on the California scene.
SAM SPEAKS, while trying not to take sides in this
issue, feels the whole problem is a direct outgrowth
of ignoring the real meaning of the SAM Preamble.
SAM's Preamble states "it is neither desired to
advance the state-of-the-art of aeromodeling, per se,
other than to increase participation in the sport
generally nor to reprove again that which is already
recorded in aeromodeling history books." A horsepower
race is exactly what is not desired!

" Sixty percent of the actual piston displacement of
four stroke cycle engines originally manufactured with
exposed rocker arms shall be taken for competition
classification purposes. All other four stroke cycle
engines shall be exempt from this rule and shall be
classified according to 100% of their actual piston
displacement."
"Eut's Toot" From SAM 30's Newsletter by Eut Tileston
As President of SAM 30 I will be writing a column for
the newsletter. Ideas for topics of interest to our
members will be appreciated.
This month I'll explain why my Lancer was able to out
climb Kincy's more powerful Anderson Pylon at our Fall
Annual. The chart shows the effect of weight and
engine run on the altitude reached in the L.E.R.
events. This chart was prepared using actual flight
measurements obtained with a calibrated Police Radar
Unit. It should be noted that the Lancer weights 5
1/2 lbs. gets a 25 second engine run while the
Anderson weights about 7 3/4 lbs, and got a 20 second
engine run. The climb figures apply to any model that
has the same power and drag as the Lancer. In order
for the Anderson to have reached the same altitude as
the Lancer it would have had 73% more thrust horse
power. The measured thrust horse power of the Lancer
is 0.44 hp. The Anderson would need 0.76 hp. Thrust
horse power is the actual power that the propeller
imparts to the model.
It is interesting to note the following quote by RCN's

Don Lowe in comparing actual flight performance of
The current trend to use more and more powerful
engines is upsetting the precarious balance that we
have in R/C events, in fact, the balance is already
upset and if continued we are going to taFe - the fun
out of Old Timer flying. If we continue to pursue
this highly competitive trend the Old Time R/C event
is going to become like all of the other modern A.M.A.
events, which dictate that the modeler with the most
time and money to devote to his hobby will be the
winner.

"Turn around" pattern models powered with 1.20 4 cycle
engines and with .61 2 cycle engines.
"In comparing the flight performance of the two engine
types one must conclude that the 2 cycle engines
properly set up, provide more horsepower."
RCM January '85 Pg. 82
It should be noted that these "Turn around" models
weigh about the same as the Anderson Pylon (7-8 lbs.)
and that vertical performance is of great importance.

RULE PROPOSAL
With the advent of increasingly powerful four cycle
engines in all sizes from .20 to 1.20 cubic inches,
Section III - Power and Classes - par. 3 is no longer
valid.
At the present time, .90 four cycle engines can fly on
an equal basis with .60 size ignition and glow
engines, but their power output is now vastly more
than the handicap indicates. This can be proven on
the test stand and has been proven from the results of
numerous competitions during the 1985 season.
Advertisements from O.S. Engines state that their
power is equivalent to 70% of normal 2 cycle engines.
Engine reviews in popular model magazines indicate 4
cycle power approaching 80% of their 2 cycle
counterparts. Similar advertisements from Enya and HP
proclaim their new, sophisticated design and increased
power. With each new development the 4 cycle power is
increasing as a percentage of equivalent 2 cycle
engines.
The undersigned, therefore request that the following
change be made in Section III, Paragraph 3:

gi- 963Ft

pD

740 FT.

ilo- 5 82

f

i

.r

/
WEIGHT 517z 1b 7 341b
Eng. Run 25 5kC 25 5fC

7 34 lb
Sz.c_

20

F
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engine displacement. Under current SAM rules the
maximum four -cycle size would be .90 in lie. 60% of
.9 in3 equals 0.54 in 3 ).

Some Facts on 4 cycle vs. 2 cycle engines from published data.
2 Cycle Engines of Equal or More Power

4 Cycle Engine Rated H.P.
OS 93

1.3

Enya 60 cross scan. @ 1.45 H.P.,

Ertya 93

1.3

OS 61 Schn. 0 1.8 H.P.,
Rossi 61 @ 2.45 H.P.
Enya 45 & OS 45 @ 1.3 H.P. @ 50% Disp.
Nide)/ @ 1.1 H.P.

OS 60
OS 61

.6
.9

OS 28 Schn. 0 .9 H.P. (Less than 50% lisp.)
NB 21 0 1.1 H.P.
K&8 21 0 .9 H.P.

OS 40

.5

OS 25 Schn. @ .8 H.P.
Enya 25 0 .6 H.P.
KM 21 @ .9 H.P.
Enya 19 @ .55 H.P.

Note: Since the Sdhnuerle engines develop at least 25% more per
than the cross scavanged engines perhaps they should be considered as
125% the displacerent and thus a Rossi 61 would be a .76 and not legal
for Old Timer competition.

My Old Dal laire used the 0.S. FS-40, the 0.S. FS-60
and the 0.S. FS-75 engines for the Texaco Event with
the D.S. FS - 75 coming out best. This was due to the
improved power output at no increase in engine weight
nor decrease in running time when compared to the 0.5.
FS-60. The 0.S. FS-40 did not do too well for me
because the decrease in power was too great for the
slight increase in engine run time. All three of the
above engines are based on technology first introduced
in 1977 by the 0.S. FS-60.
Examination of the table will show the improvement
possible in specific output in the more current
engines. These are the ENYA 46-4C and the 0.S. FS-90.
For 14 oz. engine weight the EHYA.46 can develop
almost 3/4 horsepower or 1.57 NP/in 3 and 0.82 HP.LB.
It is 6 oz. lighter than the old O.S. FS-60 and
provides 16% more power. The 0.S. FS-90 is only 2 oz.
heavier than the old 0.S. FS-60 and provides 111% more
power The specific output for the 0.5 FS-90 is 1.44
HP/in' and 0.92 HP/LB. Currently at the same engine
displacement the ENYA's provide more power than the
0.S. but the ENYA's are heavier and tend to cost more.
The final decision between the ENYA 46-4C and the 0.S.
FS-90 for my Dal laire will depend on the final
aircraft weight. If it is 6 1/2 lbs or greater, then
I will go with the 0.S. FS-90; if it is around 5 1/2
lbs then the DIVA 46-4C would be the choice. Even
though 5 1/2 lbs would be allotted 4cc less fuel than
6 1/2 lbs, the ENYA 46 should run as long as the 0.S.
90. It is my belief that the Dal laire would remain
airborne longer at 5 1/2 lbs with the ENYA 46-4C due
to the reduced sink speed (lower wind loading) even
though the rate of climb maybe much lower than using
the 0.S. FS-90 at 6 1/2 lbs. If cost were no object,
then both engines could be tested and the endurance
compared.

(Reprinted from SAM 29's "Plane Talk" Newsletter)
FOUR-CYCLE ENGINES AND THE TEXACO EVENT by Dick Huang.
Since the crash of my Dallaire Sportster, I have been
rebuilding a new fuselage for the R/C Assist Texaco
Event. Meanwhile, it seemed timely to re-examine the
various four-cycle engines available for a possible
performance improvement. The accompanying table lists
most of the available four-cycle engines and their
characteristics. These data were obtained from "Model
Airplane News" (MAN) and are listed in increasing
FOUR CYCLE MINE COMPARISONS
O. 9, NANO
DALLAS. TEEM
IDI0PLACEMENT1
KEISIET
1
INSINI
1
1 CU. IN.
1 004.
044.
1
1
I
1
IMP VT-21(F511
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I
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1
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t
1
I
I
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I
I
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I
I
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I
1
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12.1
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13.0
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14.0
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20.6
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19.3
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21.5
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REF. SOME
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SPECIFIC OUTPUT
1411 /1N
NMI.

1.13

0.33

MAN-9/113

1.06

0.44

NAN-80/00

1.24

0.57

Nita-31111

1.15

0.60

MAN-2/02

1.16

0.59

mAN-6/112

1.12

0.5S

I

MAN-10102

1,57

0.02

I

mAN-11/114

1.02

0.40

NAN-9,17

1.47

0.74

MAN-10/14

1.30

0.62

MAN-2/02

1.02

0.61

1.40

0.71

KAN-31114

1.44

0.92

NAN.1,114

1.44

1.04

MAN-4/04
MAN-11/03
MAN-11103

Bruce Augustus, Sun Valley, Idaho, holds his
brand new "Zipper" at the SCAMPS Annual.

OLOTIMER &

NOSTALGIA UPDATE

by Bob Larsh

The 1984 SAM Champs is now history and you missed a
good one if you weren't there. Over 150 contestants
entered and the facilities for the bean feed,
meetings, awards banquet and meet headquarters were
excellent, thanks to the efforts of Woody Bartelt of
Kalamazoo. Karl Spielmaker, Bob Pattison, Buck Zehr
and Tom McCoy put in their usual stellar efforts as
manager, free flight and R/C assist contest ditectors,
in that order. Bong Field is a jewel in the rough.
It's big, but the terrain can be rugged in areas
which made retrieving a challenge at times. However,
it is one of the few F.F. fields of any size in the
Midwest that is available. For those who were
disappointed that the original Toledo site fell
through, don't be. Don Belote, who lives there,
reported that Toledo had abnormally high winds every
day that the Champs were scheduled to be held there.
Although we did have one day at Bong with excessive
wind, we did have one fair and one beautiful day to
fly. Because of the high wind, we simply postponed
several of the small lightweight classes to the next
day which proved to be a good move.
We had a surprise visit from Jim Cahill. He was very
interested in the Commercial Rubber event which drew a
lot of attention. Jim hasn't done any competitive
modeling since the late 1950's, but admitted that he
was very tempted to build a commercial job. This
event, although much flown in Southern California, is
new to the Midwest and produced a good turnout. C.R.
was flown on the best day, giving the boys a chance to
adjust their models and turn in some good flights.
The C.R.'s are a fun model, take off easily and look
neat in the air with their wheels and free-wheeling
props spinning in the sunlight. They also are quite a
relief from the hassle of the big 300 sq. in. jobs
that have now become a standard in the 0.T. rubber
events. Most were using FAI-brand rubber which seemed
to hold up well for everyone. Quite a variety of
designs showed up with Jim O'Reilly of Wichita
winning with an "Altimeter" totaling 360 seconds (3
maxes). Both second and third places were Dietrich
"Convertibles" at 359 and 309 sec. Fourth went to a
"Sparkey" with a credible 306 sec. Fifth place was
won by a DeLaMater "One and A Half" with 300 sec.
Some other good flying models seen were the Earl Stall
"Hi-Climber", Korda's "Open Road for Boys" design,
Simmer's "Jabberwock" and a 1931 "Feinberg".

Elmer Jordan tunes up his Ohlsson 19 powered Comet
"interceptor" at the Bong Champs.

0.T. H.L. Glider was hotly contested as usual, with
the popular "Hervat *2" flown by Bill Baker winning on
its last flight, easing Yours Truly into second place.
We would have to contribute this win to the Hervat's
natural flying ability and not particularly to Bill's
agility, as he is the only modeler we ever saw get his
fingers chewed up by a Thor-powered "Interceptor".
Jim Walston of Smyrna, GA had the hottest slag engine
on the field which was a Fechtner-built Thor. Jim's
"Thermal Thumber", a 360 sq. in. job, was, much to his
surprise, spun viciously into the ground before he
could sort it out. The Ohlsson 19/23 Si deport Cabin
event was another fun class with John Bortnak of
Canada emerging the winner. John also won gas scale.

Jim Robinson from Avon Lake, Ohio was caught at the
SCAMPS Annual at Taft, CA. John was on a "Business
Trip" to the West Coast: John's "Brooklyn Dodger" has
that distinctive wing marking that all of his planes
have.
Ted Dock has an excellent .02 "Red Ripper" but shortfused one flight which put him out of the running.
Mitch Post took "C" Pylon with a super-flying Torp .32
powered-"Comet Zipper" followed closely by Elmer
Jordan with his F/R Ohlsson .60 "Sailplane". Elmer
was unable to recover his model in time for a 4th
flight after maxing out. Woody Bartelt won "B" Pylon
after maxing with his "Zipper". Woody also took 3rd
in Fuel Allotment but lost his big Taibi "Power
House." Second place went to Cliff Betz of New
Orleans who also won "A" Pylon and "B" Cabin to take
Hi-Point honors and the new Super Cycicne engine
donated by Tom Morrison who heads up that new company
in Phoenix. CIA member Ted Dock took 3rd with his
Torp-powered "Zipper". The ever-present Sal Taibi
took first in "C" with his high-climbing Ohlsson .60 powered "Playboy Cabin". Sal is also the new SAM
president, taking over the reins from Mike Granieri.
Jim O'Reilly won "A" Cabin and was awarded a nice
Ohlsson .23 donated by Indy R/C of Indianapolis for
his all-around performance. Wayne Cain of Grand
Rapids and Jim Walston of Smyrna was nipping at his
heels, being just a few seconds off the pace for
second and third, respectively. Tom McCoy repeated
his win in the Compressed Air event.
Nostalgia saw a lot of new and interesting models
being entered but, unfortunately, the event was flown
on the windy day so many did not get checked out.
Elmer Jordan acted as the event director, making sure
the models were up to snuff. The winners were as
follows: Large Class: First - Bob Edelstein,
Second - Larry Willis,
"Spacer", Fox .35 at 334 sec.:

Nolan "Happy Daze", 05 .15 at 321 sec.: Third - Ron
Berenak, "San De Hogan", Torp .29 at 272 sec. Small
First - Larry Willis, "Yo-Ho", Cox .049 RI at
Class:
Second - Jim O'Reilly, "Scimitar", Holland
323 sec.:
Third - Bill Baker, "Spacer",
Hornet at 313 sec.:
Holland Hornet. Other designs seem were Fubars,
Zeeks, Zeros and Ram Rods which, for a change, did not
place. I think most of the modelers now realize that
other good designs exist besides the all-familiar R.R.
The National Free Flight Society provided the
Nostalgia trophies which at the Champs as it provided
good exposure and gave the kids a chance to build old
airplanes using simple glow engines. Several "Spacer"
and "Zeek" kits were donated for prizes by Campbell
Custom Kits.
Rubber Scale produced some excellent flying jobs and
was won by Larry Shaffer of the Denver area. The
Twin Pusher gang put up an impressive mass flight and
although he didn't get the highest, Bob Moulton of
Chicago was the last man down by virtue of a long
cruise flight. Jim O'Reilly took Cabin Rubber with a
fast-climbing Lidgard "Eugene II" and Ed Konefes
brother to Joe of "Buzzard Bombshell" fame, won Rubber
Stick with a "Big Lanza" totaling a whopping 1112
seconds. Mitch Post captured 30 Second Antique with
his big "Anderson Pylon". Mitch also won a new Forster
donated by the MG Engine Co. of Denver. Fuel Allotment
went to Bob Bissett, who also won a Forster from MG,
flying a Shurman "Rambler". Bill Bell was second with
his excellent Brown-powered "Trenton Terror. Bill got
in only one flight, but it was impressive enough to
win him the special Lehmberg Feather Merchant trophy.
Jim Noonan of Milwaukee bested the other contestants
in the popular Jimmy Allen Rubber event. .02 Replica
went to Kenosha's Willard Smitz and his hot "Strato
Streak".
Other notable donations were an Ohlsson Gold Seal by
Herb Wahl which was given as a door prize; two glow
engines and glo plugs from John Brodbeck, Jr. of K & B
Motors which went to R/C Assist winners; a Simplex
Hornet .19 ignition engine from John Morrill of El
Segundo, CA. which was won by the R/C Assist Hi-Point
winner, Bruce Norman; Model Airplane News
subscriptions; SIG merchandise; FAI Model Supply pound
of flight rubber; merchandise vouchers from Satellite
City and other manufacturers. SAM also handed out 48
quarts of 70 wt. oil.

The 1985 SAM Champs will go to Madera, CA. which is
just north of Fresno. Sal Taibl reports that they
have a terrific field with convenient access roads and
paths to chase on. A number of SAM chapters in
California are working together to bring us another
great Champs. 1986 will go back to Westover AFB at
Chicopee, Mass. again to be managed by George
Armstead.
The SAM Executive Design Approval Board met, with five
of the six members in attendance, and voted in a
number of new O.T. designs after analyzing the
available documentation. These will officially be
announced by SAM Historian John Pond in SAM Speaks.

Bob Oslan and Al Richardson caught checking out the
red-hot climb of one of the Vamps Ships. Bob is
flying a 0.S. powered "Ranger" and Al is flying an
Ohlsson 23 powered "Tambe.
AN INVITATION FROM SAM 35
SAM 35 in England is making plans to again hold a 50th
Anniversary Wakefield Contest at Old Warden in 1985.
They are extending an invitation to all SAM members in
the U.S. to join them this year. The contest is being
organized by Colin Watts the gentle man that did the
organizing of last year's big bash at Warrick Raceway.
The English SAM group has offered to arrange housing
for those attending from the U.S. and act as tour
guides of the Air Museums at Old Warden, Yeovil tan,
Ducksford and Hendon. The festivities will begin
August 4, 1985 and continue thru August 18th. Several
model contests are being planned for those that can
stay the 2 weeks.
The main event will be the running of the 1935 style
Wakefield models at Old Warden. There will also be
events for vintage gas powered models for those
attending. The field at Old warden is much larger than
the one at Warrick and will provide an excellent
locale to hold a full blown Old Timer contest.
Present plans are for attending vintage flying day at
Barkston on Sunday August 4th, a contest being
organized by the North London Club on August 11th, at
Baldock, and the 50th Anniversary Affair at Halton on
August 18th. Whew!! Quite a bit of flying.

Gordon Codding was flying this unusual old timer in
electric. Gordon hails from Kingman, Arizona. Note
the paddle actuated aileron which was developed by
Gordon. The ship is a Lozier Electric from an ancient
copy of M.A.N.

We have reports of a dozen people
from the East &
West Coast who plan to attend. if you are interested
in further details, write to: Dave Baker, 22 Ellington
Road, Muswell Hill, London N10, England.

RC GLIDER
DETHERMALIZER

b

Most filers have heard about the dethermalizer as it relates to free flight. In
free flight, it serves to limit flying time
in order to prevent excessively long
flights in thermal "ups," and the ensuing loss of the model. Raising the
horizontal tail surfaces to a 40 0 positive
angle induces a stable vertical stalled
flight which permits the plane to float
downward at a constant rate of descent,
like an elevator, slowly and surely to the
ear th.
The construction of the "repositionable" RC dethermalizer is based upon
the most simple application of the
proven principle of DTs, to suit the demands and potentials of the RC glider.
A system with the following characteristics was developed:
I. The usual elevator function of a
full-flying stabilizer is used. The dethermaiizer does not require an additional servo. The elevator deflections
necessary for standard flight remain
very small and totally proportional.
2. The released dethermalizer can be
reset at any time during the flight. Like
spoilers, it can be actuated, then repositioned for normal elevator control.
3. The lever system is so compact
that it can be easily built in as the standard control horn in any RC glider having
a full flying stab.
4. Use of the dethermalizer causes
almost no additional weight (the unit
weighs a mere 10 grams).
CONSTRUCTION
The entire mechanism consists of the
following components.
1. A fuselage mounted bearing
bracket (1). with bearings L o and L1
2. An elevator mounting beam (3),
with bored holes for the steel wire 52
(for attachment of the two elevator assemolies)
3. A secondary control horn (2),
which is tightly fastened to the elevator
mounting beam (3)
4. A control horn (I) with steelreinforced slide rail (G): on the lower
end of the control horn (I) are the usual
holes for attaching the pushrod or
flexible cable.

(This is an article reprinted from June 1974 American
Aircraft Modeler. In turn the writer J. Allan Miller
translated it from an article in the German Aero
Modeling publication "Flug and Modell Technik". The
original text was written by Rudolph Herrmann. In
view of the interest in R/C controlled pop-up tails,
we thought that this would be of interest) (The
address at the end of the article for Mr. Herrmann is
ten years old and may be out-of-date) J.E.A.

OPE RATION
The fuselage mounted bearing
bracket (1) is rigidly fastened to the tail
of the fuselage, or the side of the tail.
boom, with two screws. The elevator
mounting beam (3) and the secondary
control horn (2) form a lever (II) which
is hinged at the bearing L o _ The music
wire rod SI, together with the wire rod
S2, supports the elevator unit, and
forms the guide pin of bearing Lo.
Lever I rotates by means of lever
bearing Li. The pushrod wire, which
conies horn the servo, is attached at the
lower lever end.
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MODEL TECHNIQUES:
From Germany, a different way to get that sailplane
back down. Why use spoilers, when you can autorotate, helicopter
style, into the spot for a landing? / by Rudolph Herrmann
translated by J. Alien Miller.
The two control horns, 1 and II, are
so attached (by means of the bearing
pin of bearing L2) that bearing L2
moves along the slide rail (G). This
movement causes a differential enlargement of the lever arm.
Hall deflection of the servo moves
the elevator unit in the arc marked a.
Because of the small ratio of travel in
this range, the elevator trim can be very
finely varied.
The elevator unit traverses the sector
in the second half of the angle of
rotation of the servos. The elevator is
brought to an angle of about 45 0 (thus
making it effective as a dethermalizer)
by means of the extended lever arm.
A reverse movement of the servo restores the elevator to its initial position
(thus repositionabte). Modification of
lever I, or changing the curve of guide
(G) allows enlargement or reduction of
(respectively) sectors a and b.
APPLICATIONS
Experiments have shown that an
angular deflection of the elevator to 25°
to 30 0 is sufficient for the dethermalizing effect.
The degree of stalled flight is determined by the angle of inclination of the
last part of the deflection. With positive
empennage inclination or more than
40 0 , the air current will rip against the
airfoil. The susceptibility to spins during
the transition to stalled flight is minimal, and the plane, after several short
jerky rises, floats perpendicularly down
to the earth.
If the maximum deflection of the
elevator is lessened, the plane is more
susceptible to spins during the exit
phase of the stalled flight, and needs
longer before it quiets down into a
stable stalled flight. However, a small
deflection has this effect: to the vertical
primary movement in the stalled flight
comes a horizontal movement. The
plane then floats from the constant
horizontal position it has maintained
slightly forward and downward. The
forward movement produces on the
vertical tail area an air current in a longitudinal direction, so that the vertical tail
area regains effectiveness. The plane
can—in this floating state—be turned
through the use of rudder, and literally
;motto .,11 a point. Because of the good
maneuverability in this flight situation,
and because of the relative forward
movement, a vertical spot landing with
an RC glider can be easily accomplished.
The ability to turn on its own axis, and
the vertical approach landing, reminds
one of the flight of a helicopter.
To start, one should induce the
plane, as far as possible, to make the
transition from horizontal flight into dethermalized flight. After a few practices,
it is possible, by pulling the (fathermalizer, to bring the model Out of the
turn attitude into a uniformly narrow
spin. This spin effect can be used to in-

crease the rate of descent during stalled
flight, thereby easily getting the plane
out of the strongest thermals. The spin,
which can be slowed or accelerated by
adjusting the elevator, has demonstrated
itself to be harmless, as the glider lands
on the ground in a flat attitude. The
inner wing tip touches down first and
forms the pivot for a harmless ground
loop, into which the entire kinetic
energy is converted. The stable spin is
ended either by steering the rudder
strongly in the direction opposite the
turn, in order to achieve normal stalled
flight, or through direct transition to
normal flight.
A swift repositioning of the elevator
unit into the normal position results in a
pitch change. This change occurs in the
following manner: the removal of the
dethermalizer affects the plane in stalled
flight like a strong elevator deflection,
and pushes the nose downward. The
plane flies obliquely downward. Thereafter, due to positive angle deflections,
the plane makes the transition to a normal glide. This transition is executed
along an S-shaped flight path (cf. illustration). The forms of flight behaviour
typical of craft utilizing this device can
be used to advantage in several ways.
Based upon past experience, different
application possibilities are described

The dethermalizer is available from:
13. Herrmann, 7501 Reichenbach, NeueHeimat-Strasse 20, West Germany. Cost
is DM 6.90, prepaid, plus postage. The
dethermalizer is to be marketed by
Multiplex, and will probably be available in the U.S. shortly.
Before the landing, the glider is led
into a normal glide at a sufficient altitude. Extremely hard ground contact
caused by excessively high wing loading
is thus avoided.
For slope flying, whole new perspectives are created by the possibility
of a vertical precision landing, The often
very small landing areas can be easily
approached by planes in stalled flight.
The zone of eddies in slope regions is
hardly registered. If there is absolutely
no flat area available, the craft can be
landed on the slope itself, without damage. For safety, the nose of the fuselage
should be turned toward the slope
shortly before landing.
The dethermalizer serves the beginner primarily as an emergency brake for
damage-free landings. The plane can be
Saved from the most unfavorable position—even in lower altitudes.
Also, the best of fliers gets his plane
into critical flight situations, from
which the plane can be extricated by
immediate transition to stalled flight at
the last second. How easily can it happen that a model does not release or
gets caught in the towline? What happens when an unnoticed obstacle (post,
tree, spectator, car) suddenly appears?
What does one do when one must unexpectedly force the plane into an emer-

Tliel}ttton Irdm stalled flight 10
normal fight along an S•shaped
flight path

6,

below.
The dethermalizer unit has especially
proven itself in thermal flight. A good
thermal can be exploited, almost to the
boundaries of sight, before the glider is
then brought down to a lower altitude
for further flight. Because the risk of
wing breakage does not have to be dealt
with, gliders with less wing loading. and
which react well to weak thermals, can
be used. Because of the ability of the
dethermalizer to be reset, it is not necessary to carry out stalled flight landings
with heavy gliders.

gency landing in a wooded area? In all
emergencies, the perpendicular landing
can be effected fast and with little danger, One avoided calamity will have
made the Installation of the thermal
brake device worthwhile.
If one considers that the use of the
lever system does not necessitate any
additional expense in weight or building
technique and also that the normal
elevator function is not impaired, one is
convinced that such an effective safety
system merits insertion in the RC glider.
American Aircraft Modeler June 1974
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(A report from proxy flyer, Dave Hipperson to Al
Richardson of the SCAMPS, on the results of flying
Al's Gordon Light (SAM 35 50th Anniversary Wakefield).
Dear Chaps,
win the 50 Anniversary
I am afraid I couldn't
Wakefield event at Warwick - for you. It was rather
windy to start and the venue very smal 1. (300 yards
to the downwind edge then housing estates and woods!)
They set the max at 1.30! The model didn't have a lot
of trouble making that at least not the first two
flights. First flight did nearly 3 and I was lucky to
find it in a garden. The second flight did a similar
time but in stiffer wind and managed to find its way
into the grounds of Warwick Castle. We were searching
the car park and discovered it in the back of a car
which has been locked up and left by the owner. I
left a mate of mine guarding the car whilst I returned
to fly my Korda. The end of the final round had
really arrived when we got the model back from this
fellow. A little quick talking and the organiserswho were rather loose all day I am afraid - allowed
me to make the last flight after time. No finish time
had been posted at any time during the day anyway!
By the time I was ready the wind was blowing 20 mph
and the take off board was a hundred yards downwind of
a line of very tall oak trees. The turbulence was
enormous and many people had smashed models. The
Gordon Light got away and looked safe for ten to
fifteen seconds or so and then a huge swirl of lift
simply spun it in for 23 secs! Virtually no damage
as it came into long grass but a max on that flight
would have placed us 3rd.
I am afraid the effort you put in building it and I
put in re-trimming it (more of which later) was not
equalled by the effort put in by the organisation.
They meant well and were aiming in the right direction
but sadly lack of experience at such large events left
much to be desired. Doubtless you will read of it in
SAM SPEAKS in due course.
We had great fun flying your model before the event
however. It was flat calm for virtually the entire
two weeks I had to get it ready. I took it out 5
times!

Tom Hammond, Los Angeles member of the SCIFS,shows off
his English rubber job at Mile Square Fun-Fly. That's
Bill Northrop, Model 3uilder editor in the background.

I didn't use your rubber. Started with my own 40 gram
Pirrelli motors about 27" long. Rather sluggish on
that so came out the next time with 60 gram motors 40" long pre-tensioned down sufficient to hold in the
block (although I never did away with your hold-in
bands even though I would normally not use them.) On
60 grams the model climbed very well and the glide
actually seemed better and more positive if any thing.
I can get 1000 turns on such a motor but the most I
ever did in the Gordon Light was 800. The prop run
was about 1.10 and still air duration close on 3
minutes. A very smooth pattern it flies too.
Rather pleased I managed to get it back home in one
piece as many models were lost and wrecked. (I
actually managed to clout the Contest Director with my
Korda on it's last flight after two maxes. The center
of the fuselage was matchwood but little damage to
wing and tail - I had no reserve however.
I shall tidy the model up - write detailed flying
instructions and let Dave Baker have it back so that
someone else can fly it in the SAM events which I
don't often attend. I took quite a few pictures of it
- I'll let you have some copies of the best ones.
I would reckon the Lanzo Wakefield to be about the
best 4oz model available what with its multi-spar and
tip dihedral wing. This Gordon Light however, was
very promising and stable. I could easily be tempted
to build one now that I have seen how well they fly.
Hope you get your model back eventually. If I were
you, I would ask Dave Baker to send it back right away
before someone looses it for you!
All the best,
Dave Hipperson

LOST & FOUND

C.J. Jordon gives us a look at his "Fish Wakefield".
Old timers will remember that Herb Fish was a member
of the U.S. Wakefield Team that went to England in
1937. The ship is a super flyer, typical of that era.

Lost at the Reno NATS: A 7FT. "Footes Westerner', AMA
44254, Super Cyke with high compression head, black
and yellow paint job, black lettering on fuselage
"Westerner". Please contact; Bob Schafer, SAM 1026,
5540 Broadview, N.E., Tacoma, WA 98422. (206) 9277851 if you know of the wherebouts of this model.
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(A report on the NATS at Reno by a guy that enjoyed
the meet and wants AMA to return there again!) j.e.a.

NATS REPORT,

by Bob Sliff (SAM 49ers)

The 1984 Reno NATS was an outstanding event. With a
few exceptions, it was un marred by either weather or
facilities. I went mostly to observe and then to fly
some Electrics. In my capacity of Electric Columnist
for M.A.N. 1 tried to cover all of the events that
And, there were several.
featured electric entries.
Offered was Electric R/C indoor flying, Electric F/F
in class A & B, Electric Control Line indoor, Electric
Old Timers, and Electric R/C Sailplanes. Having arrived on Sunday night, Monday was a day to get oriented, and find one's way around. For the sites
were located at four basic locations around the Reno
area. The R/C Pattern, Pylon Racing, and Scale were
at Stead Airport several miles north of Reno. R/C
Helicopter, Control Line Combat, and (later) R/C Old
Timers were at Rancho San Rafael Park, on the
immediate north side of Reno. Indoor of all types was
held at the Reno Convention Center, south of downtown
Reno. (Here was the AMA headquarters, sponsor and
exhibitor booths, and meeting rooms.) R/C Sailplanes
and all Outdoor Free Flight events were several miles
south of Reno (near the road to Virginia City), in a
very large open area.
After Monday, I spent the majority of my time at the
southern field first with R/C Sailplanes and Free
Flight. R/C Sailplanes were interesting to watch, but
it was a very busy area with something over 300
Contestants competing. The field was rough, and the
cars were parked in the wrong place. But there was
plenty of flying room, and often some booming
thermals. Free Flight just seemed to go on and on.
Always featuring a myriad of events, models were
every where. The site featured some rather tall wild
grass, that made for great test gliding. One could
test glide all day and never have the model touch the
ground. The wind being generally from the west,
models later in the day tended to drift towards more
rough country. But during the morning hours, I saw
many a model circle up and then circle down to a
landing in the take off area.

Hal Cover, SAM 13 president, making an engine check on
his Orwick 64 powered 'Boor at the La Vegas Vamps
Contest. The Orwick is one of the new reproduction
engines and has plenty of power.

A LETTER FROM SAL TAIBI

(SAM'S NEW PRESIDENT)

Dear Jim:
Enclosed is a photo of my Powerhouse and Diamond Demon
by Bay Ridge models. The present Powerhouse is
powered by a K&M Orwick 64, the Diamond Demon has J.
Morrill's Hornet 19 in the nose. After 3 years of
contest flying at places like Philadelphia, Trenton,
N.Y. with no wins or even places, I finally won my
first contest on Feb. 12, 1939 at Creedmore, L.I. with
the Powerhouse. At the very next contest at
Creedmore, April 1939 I won first in "B" with the Bay
Ridge Diamond Demon and also set a national record of
a bit over 8 minutes. These two wins were fol lowed
by a 59th place at the 1939 Nationals with the
Powerhouse and then a first place and a national
record in R.O.W. at Lake Hopatchong, N.J. in Sept.
1939, the rest is history.

The
R/C Old Timers were again run by John Pond.
events were offered on Thursday (same day a Electric
Sailplanes). At our request, Electric was run first,
so that we could attend the Electric Sailplane events.
Overall, we had 8 entries, most of them Leisure
Playboys, one Viking, one Corbin Super Ace, and one
scaled Panther. In most cases, the models flew well.
Little or no lift was found. But, yours truly did get
a little extra float and was awarded first with high
time for the two flights. Bob Boucher was second, and
August Fabian was third. The event followed the SAM
21 (Jack Al ten's rules were no bigger than a 12 4 prop
is allowed. Myself, I ran a 11 X 8 reworked Y& 0
prop. (Generally, I found that the best help for
performance at altitude was to increase the pitch on
props rather than diameter. With gliders, we found a
remarkable difference between 4" and 6' pitch. And
with the right setup, 8" pitch did quite well.)
All in all, I had a very enjoyable MATS. I hope the
I will
AMA decides to again have them in Reno.
definitely attend again if they do. I hear the AMA
plans to come west again in about three years.
Notice Sal's unique paint jobs, they're shaded red,
white and blue.
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN SAM CHAMPS
SAM Chapter #1 hosted the Rocky Mountain SAM Champs on
October 27, 1984. King Karl Brueggeman was the
contest director for this high altitude bash. High
point R/C winner was Chuck Brannon, High point F/F was
taken by Larrie Schaeffer, and over-all High point
winner was Les Payne. (Everybody wins!) The weather
was good as evidenced from the photos and the turn-out
was fairly good. Turn-out was so good they've decided
to make it an annual affair.

1/2 A Texaco Comet Clipper from plans by "Doc" Mathews.
Ship was flown at the Rocky Mountain SAM Champs by
Larrie Schaeffer.

Gerald Martin from Hereford, Texas with his "Lanzo
Bomber" at Denver Contest. For you fellows looking
for something to build, the Bomber is a real sleeper.
Plans available from Chet Lanzo.
MAKE FIBERGLASS CLOTH EASY TO HANDLE W. Rozelle
Next to bending landing gears, my least favorite
building chore is messing with fiberglass cloth.
Cutting it in a straight line is all but impossible.
When you final ly get it cut, it starts raveling.
Halfway through application, your brush starts picking
up bits of the yarn. Sound familiar?

Larrie Schaeffer with his Forster 29 powered 'American
Ace". The American Ace was a Henry Struck design that
was kitted by Berkeley. The design is an excellent
class "8" Pylon design.

Here is a neat tip I picked up from Rex Hinson (Boca
Raton, Fla.) at the Seguin Finals. spread some
newspapers on the floor. Place waxed paper on top of
the newspapers--enough to take care of the area of
your piece of cloth.

PHOTO SPUTTER CONTEST

Place the fiberglass cloth on top of the waxed paper.
Using coke bottles, unopened cans of Pearl, etc.,
around the edges, keep fiddling and shuffling until
you have the cloth nice and square.
Now, SPRAY the cloth with NITRATE dope and let it dry
completely. The nitrate will stabilize the cloth.
You can roll it up like a piece of tissue.
Cutting off a piece is a pleasure. You can even cut
the exact size piece you want after drawing the
outline on the cloth with a felt tip pen.
Application is even neater. You can, depending on how
you are using the cloth, use thinner over a predoped
surface, nitrate or butyrate dope, epoxy. Name your
poison. That's why nitrate dope is recommended. It
is compatible with all of the above. And the finished
job will look much neater: All of the thread lines
will be straight, instead of that squirrely look you
can't avoid when you use the standard method.

OK! You photo spotter's, what's the name of this
plane? No the name on the wing is not a clue. Ship
was built by Dave Baker, SAM 35.
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SAM 52 Ramblings By John Bortnak
SAM 52, Society of Alberta Antique Modelers, was host
to Canadian Old Time Modelers, at their Canadian SAM
Champs. The meet was held at the Calgary M.A.C.
Free/Flight field which had been recently cleared of
its hay crop. (Sounds like the good old days.
Contestants enjoyed a super weekend, with light winds,
sunshine, and thermals galore - Too good to be true,
eh? All events had triple maxes, as top times with
the exception of rubber scale. John Turner lost his
1/2 a nostalgia "Zeck", and John Bortnak had an
0.0.S. with his fuel allotment antique, "Folly II".
The ship was lost to the Thermal Gods after a 24
minute flight. The big winners were;

-t y 1

John Turner---Edmonton
Dave Robin --St. Albert
Simon Blake---Edmonton
Bill Bond---Villeneuve
John Bortnak---Calgary

Vern Campbell's R/C Quaker being tuned up for a
flight. The holder and the guy doing the timing is
Otto Gunnesch, the Spark Plug of SAM 40 in Michigan.

John Bortnak, our corespondent, reports that this
contest recorded more maxes than at any previous
contest since they had acquired this field five years
previously. John also reports on another meet held
November 11th at Villeneuve, Alberta and hosted by the
"Edmonton Model Engineers". He says; we had the worst
day imaginable for the meet. The temperature was a
sweltering 17 degrees above zero, that's fahrenheit
not celsius, 10 to 12 mph winds, snow flurries and
fog!

Jack Beeson, SAM 40, and his very nice Looking R/C
"Super Buccaneer". Picture was taken by Chuck
Schooley one of our Canadian SAM members.
WANTED
Drawings for a "Chieftain", 7 foot span, kitted by
"Heathe" about 1935-36. Bob Dittmer, 16332 Redlands
Lane, Huntington Beach, CA. 92647.
A shot of the winners at the Canadian SAM Champs and
their ships.

r
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In all my years of contest flying this one topped it
weatherwise; ceiling was about 500 feet vertically,
and 400 yards horizontally. Thru the good graces of
Mrs. Bond, we were supplied with liberal amounts of
hot coffee, and homemade cookies. She had a difficult
time keeping up with the cookies, as they were
consumed as fast as they came off the griddle. A tip
of the PILSNER Hat to this fine lady for allowing us
to traipse all over her clean kitchen in our muddy
mukuluks. Bill Bond, Dave Robin, and John Bortnak all
managed to land in the trees with their Pacific Ace's.
Dave Robin shimmied up one tall tree to retrieve John
Bortnak's model, and managed to shake it loose; only
to have the other wing impale itself on the
neighboring tree. When it was finally on the ground,
both wings were cracked, and the stab broken in half,
but it was repaired to fly again. Truly a most
memorable day.
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LETTERS
Dear Jim:
I have watched the recent correspondence on diesels
with interest and as I have now defected to the
colonies (!) I can possibly give a more balanced
background to the discussion. Phil Mahony wrote an
excellent letter on the subject but I can give you
some idea of what it was like for modellers in England
when the diesel revolution hit us in 1946. Model
flying (power) was banned from 1939 to the end of 1945
in England, so although my first engine was an Ohlsson
60, the first engine I flew in a model was a Mills 1.3
cc (lost it first flight but had it returned!) The
first diesels were not real powerhouses, and on a cold
day they required warming up (with matches!) to get
them to start. This may have been the crummy fuels.
When they were running the ether caused the engines to
run super cool and frost formed on the cylinder finsvery similar to CO 24 motors.
Engines and fuels soon improved however, and this
effect disappeared. Some really weird fuel mixes had
brief heydays and many of us did much experimenting
with odd mixes. I remember one club member with a
fixed head Owat (Micron copy) who got instant starts
by injecting a shot of upper cylinder lubricant in the
exhaust ports! I tried it more recently with an Owat
and it didn't work. I also tried various substitutes
for the fuel components. It was generally agreed at a
very early stage that a fuel needed a) lubricant, b)
ignitor, c) main body, and we generally used either
castor or a Krick mineral oil for A, both being
satisfactory. B,Ether was not always easy to get in
those days so other things were tried - I used ethyl
chloride on one occasion and it worked, but the green
exhaust fumes in the enclosed workshop sent me
staggering out into the fresh air! Some compounds of
ether left a trail of red sparks when flying at dusk
and the engine carboned up very quickly, so in the
end plain old ether won the day. There was much talk
at the time of using top quality ether because the
industrial stuff contained impurities - largely
acidic, but this seems to have been a bit of stave
tactics (probably by a manufacturer of quality ether!)
Kerosene )Parafin) was normally used in fuel mixes
although as team racing (C/L) became popular, some
people even used a proportion of gasoline in the fuel

to prolong the range. We also used full size diesel
truck fuel as a substitute for kerosene but it was a
bit more messy and smelled even worse so it was never
as popular as kerosene although performance was
comparable. Commercial fuel producers were very
secretive about their mixes and so were many modellers
- my secret mix was equal parts castor and kerosene,
mixing that lot equal parts with either, giving a
25/25/50 mix. I used this on a well run-in PAW 19 in
combat with a 9X6 prop cut down to 7 1/2 X 6 and it
was a highly successful combination. The really small
diesel (0.5 cc or less) require a higher percentage of
ether than their big brothers - it must be the tiny
combustion volume but it sure makes em start!

Don Weitz, Las Vegas VAMPS spark plug, tweeks-up his
screeming 0.S. glow conversion in his hot performing
'Brooklyn Dodger". The shot was taken at the previous
SAM Champs site in Las Vegas.
One thing not generally mentioned about diesels is
their ability to keep running in adverse conditions.
We were using diesels for quite sometime before the
first glow plugs arrived and at first we were very
impressed with the noise and apparent power of these
glow engines. When we put them in models the result
was often disappointing because they seemed so fussy!
The tank level had to be perfect etc, etc, etc, (nitro
was unknown to us). A diesel will continue to run,
even misfiring extremely badly, and this has to be
seen to be believed. With the fuel needle or comp.
lever set incorrectly they will run very similar to
the old hit and miss farm pumps! This feature was
most useful when trimming free-flight models (and
still is of course).
Because of the longer fuel burn in a diesel they give
more torque and tend to be much quieter than an
equivalent glow but the port timing requirements for
the two systems seem to be different to some extent I glow-ed a Mills 1.3 and it was very poor. Maybe it
was just the long stroke but the PAW glow engines are
not as powerful as their diesels by a fair margin.

"Doc" Camp from Covina, CA. preparing to fire-up his
Henry Struck design, the "Cabruler". The ship was rekitted shortly afterward at the SCAMPS Annual.

So far I haven't mentioned additiveS because the early
fuels usually had none, but we soon learned that extra
power could be had by adding about 2t Amyl Nitrate or
Nitrite to the fuel mix. This made a lower running
compression setting possible and smoothed out any high
speed miss, both contributing to more power. Apart
from Iso Propyl Nitrate (1PN), you can use diesel
ignition improver DB-36 (Ethyl Corpn) or in sheer
desperation MEK Peroxide. this is the liquid catalyst
(hardener) for polyester resin - very cheap but very
deadly if you get it in your eyes. This was something
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the Las Vegas boys put me onto and once it is mixed
with the fuel it seems safe enough - the other
additives are not exactly safe (neither is nitromethane!). I found 4% in the mix worked very well.
An additive is certainly recommended. More modellers
over here are discovering the joys of operating
without batteries and plugs - diesels had a bad press
here in the early days due to a few clunkers but the
model diesel in its present form can give a glow plug
engine a very good run for its money and of course you
have no batteries and plugs to worry about.
Sincerely,
Eric Clutton

SAM 30 FALL CONTEST
SAM 30 held their Fall Contest directed by Tom Vincent
at Mary'sville, CA., on October 26, 1984. There were
15 contestants and they entered 49 models. They ran
6 events, Texaco, 1/2 A Texaco, .05 Electric, Limited
Engine Run A,B, E C, Antique combined, and a new event
where all ships were powered by Ohlsson Sixties.
The most notable thing I picked out of the results was
that their new president, Ute Tileston. won 1st Place
in 4 events out of the six. Ute's name is showing up
more and more as a winner. His secret seems to be in
.90 disp. four stroke against the other
his using a
flyers .60 four stroke engines.
The climb is
something you have to see to believe. Actually his
planes are built at minimum weight and his flying
skill is excellent. I watched Ute's flying technique
at the SAM 49er's Fall Annual. In the fly-off's he
merely outclimbs his opponent and then follows him
down, just maintaining his altitude advantage. Clever
e-wot and un-nerving for his opponent too.

'Os

Mike Norman, Las Vegas, Nevada, stuffing the fuse in
his Orwick 64 powered "Playboy Sr." at the last Taft
Annual.

CORRECTIONS AND APOLOGIES TO SAM 41
Last month SAM SPEAKS incorrectly indentified the
winner of 1st Place in Rubber Cabin and 2nd Place in
Rubber Stick at the Reno MATS. Al fy Faulkner of the
San Diego Aeroneers was listed as Ernie Faulker.
Ernie lives in Northern California. Our apologies
from SAM A John Pond.

Bob Erpelding with his Good Bros. "Guff" and his
Roger Hammer designed 'Flamingo". The picture was
taken at SAM 40's R/C Fun Flying Contest.
CLASSIFIED
For Sale: Old Time Engines; Anderson Spitfire, Super
Cyke, McCoy 60, O.K. Super 60, Gwinn Aero, K&B 35
Greenhead. All excellent shape or new. Sam Kreidel,
1220 Sole Jara Drive., Whittier, CA. 90603; Ph: (213)
691-7698.

Bernard Aslett holds while Byron Spooner cranks
in the turns. Picture taken at Warwick 50th Wakefield
Anniversary. The model was being proxy flown for
Ed Wallenhorst, U.S.A.
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Chuck Thompson launches 1/2 A Texaco "Recorder Breaker" for Ernie
Payne, SAM 49 president, at their Fall Contest in Perris, CA.
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SAM EDITOR SPEAKS by Jim Adams!
SAM HEAMAJAMERS GLITCH
Please accept our apologies if you received a del inquentcy notice from SAM about your dues and you were
one of those that are paid-up through June 1985.
We are having some troubles with our records. Somewhere in the process of switching over to our new
computer listings we developed a glitch.
If you are one of those that received a notice and
your card shows that you are paid-up, please drop a
line to Sal Taibi, 4339 Conquista Ave. Lakewood, CA.
90713, and let him know. There is a plan a foot, to
change renewal time to the more conventional end of
December time, so that we can reduce the confusion.

Late Again
Yes SAM SPEAKS is late again, it's getting so that
we're making a habit of being behind. Well we have
our reasons. The real news always starts to roll in
late about press time so we keep delaying to get it
all included. This month we have held up waiting for
the information package on the SAM CHAMPS.
Most of the information on the CHAMPS has been
included in the special section of SAM SPEAKS. Watch
the next issue for additional side trip announcements
for the familys, in conjunction with the SAM CHAMPS in
Madera.

"Anderson Pylon" seen at the CHAMPS in Colorado. The
power is Forster 99, the builder is Fred Emmert of
Northern California.
PHOTO SPOTTER OZINTROVERSY

Gene Schaap of Covina, California wrote to the editor
suggesting that the obviously English design that
appeared in the October 1984 issue of SAM SPEAKS was
the "Comet II", instead of the "Sky Rocket" as identified by Mr. Peter N. Scott of Belgium. He enclosed
drawings published in the July/August 1937 issues of
Aero-Modeler Magazine as proof.
Both designs were credited to Mr. A.E. Brooks. Well,
the plan he enclosed and the photo sent in by Peter N.
Scott, of Belgium appear to be from the same designer,
so it may remain for us to contact Mr. Brooks if that
is still possible. Possibly one of our English
friends will provide us with the information.
At the moment however, I agree with Mr. Schaap that
the design was probably the "Comet", which incidentally appears to have been built as Mark I, II, and III
per the documentation sent in by Gene Schaap.

VOTING

ON RULES PROPOSALS

SAM SPEAKS must apologize to the membership for the
statements made in the November-December issue to the
fact that rules proposals could still be submitted for
vote during the Spring of 1985 balloting. We have
received a letter from Sal Taibi, SAM president, indicating that all rules proposals must have been
submitted no later than July 31, 1984. This is per
the SAM by-laws.
Only one proposal appears to have been submitted prior
to the July 31st cutoff date. The proposed rules for
R/C Electric Old Timers have been included for your
review.
Walter Gerla and Alwyn Greenhalgh (SAM 35) at
England's 50th Anniversary Wakefield. Alwyn holds
replica of Walter's 1934 American Team entry. Mr.
Gerla is from San Jose, California.

Sal indicates that if you have changes that you would
like to have voted on, you may submit them to the
proper rules coordinator after January 1, 1986.
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Obituary

PROPOSED SAM ELECTRIC RULES

The passing of Carl Goldberg on January 13, 1985 was a
great shock to the Modeling Fraternity. Perhaps the
most legendary figure in modeling in the U.S.A., his
models were the ships that revolutionized gas modeling
as we know it. Every modeler who modeled in the
thirties and forties built one of Carl's ships. The
list went on and on; the Valkyrie, Zipper, Sailplane,
Clipper, Interceptor, and all of them were winners on
the contest scene.
Carl was the designer who learned to handle the high
power and torque of competition engines and if you
wanted to be in the winner's circle, you had to build
one of Carl's designs or pattern your own around his,
using his theorys and ideas.

The following are the rules that have been submitted
for inclusion in the SAM Rule book. The rules have
been tried and have been accepted in several regions
of the USA. It is generally felt that they are fair
and can be enforced. A ballot has been included at
the bottom of this section for you to submit your
vote.
05 R/C ELECTRIC SPECIAL EVENT RULES
SECTION I
Model Requirements.

After WW II Carl went in to manufacturing control line
kits with the same success that he had shown in freeflight days and when R/C entered the scene C.G. or
Carl Goldberg models was there leading the industry
with inovative well proven designs.

A. Any Society of Antique Modelers recognized Old
Timer model maybe flown in this event. The model
may be proportionally scaled up or down from the
original size plans. Modifications of plan forms,
dihedrals, polyhedrals, air foils, and moments are
strictly forbidden.

A leader in his field, and a wonderful family man,
Carl will be remembered fondly by the modelers of the
world.

The model shall also conform to S.A.M. modification and construction rules as stated in Section
II of the R/C assist S.A.M. rules.
B. There is no minimum or maximum size or weight of
the model for this event, but it must have a
minimum wing loading of 8 oz. per sq. ft. (wing
area is calculated from plan form - not projected
length).
SECTION II
Motor, battery and propeller requirements. Note:
Motor requirements are intentionally written for the
Astro Flight's Astro Challenger 05 (Samarian Cobalt.
Magnets) and the Leisure Electronics LT-50 motors.
A. Batteries.
No other battery cell sizes or cell configurations
are allowed other than expressly stated.

Dave Baker, London, England sent us this shot of his
new Cleveland Viking sitting on his work bench. Looks
like a very busy guy.
sm.

1. Standard pack - 6 cell, 1200 MAH,
pack weight range 8-11 oz.

subC

size,

2. Lite weight pack - 7 cell, 600 MAH, 1/2 sub C
size, pack weight range 7-8 oz.

■•■

OFFICIAL S.A.M. BALLOT

3. New lite pack - 7 cell, 800 MAlI, pack weight
7-8 oz.

I wish to cast my vote for the 1986 R/C Electric rules
proposal as marked:

All cells must be rechargeable Ni-cads.

YES

NO

I certify that I am a member in good standing of the
Society of Antique Modelers.
NAME

B. Motors.
Any 05 electric gear or belt reduction motor may
be used as long as it does not exceed the maximum
performance limits specified.
1. Direct drive motors are prohibited.

ADDRESS
CITY & STATE
S.A.M. NUMBER
Mail to: Tom Acciavati

52 Parkway Crescent
Milton, MA 02186

ZIP
S.A.M. CUTE'

2. Only gear reductions between 2.4:1 and 3:1
ratios (inclusive) shall be used.
3. Using an optical type tachometer with an
accuracy of +5% at 5,000 RPM, a Top Flite 11 x
7 3/4 prop, and a fully charged standard pack,
the prop must not. exceed 5,500 PPM after 15
seconds run time.
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C. Props.
1. Maximum prop diameter for this class is 12".
2. Folding props are prohibited in this class.
SECTION III
Flight Rules.
A. Standard motor run time shall be 90 seconds.
Motor run time is not related to plane's size or
weight.
B. There shall be three attempts for three official
flights.
C. Maximum scoring flight time of each flight shall
be 7 minutes (no penalty for flight overtime).
D. All models must M.G. unless the contest director
determines that hand launching is allowed due to
field conditions.

Two new ships built by Dave Baker of SAM 35. The
Viking is an old Cleveland design, the Planeteer I am
not familiar with.

E. Pilot shall demonstrate motor cut-off function on
the transmitter to the official timer prior to
flight.
F. A motor over run of more than 1 second disqualifies the flight.
G. Flight time starts when the motor is started and
ends when the model touches the ground based
object.
H. Rules 11, 12, 13 and 14 in Section IV of the
S.A.M. R/C Assist Old Timer Rules apply to the 05
electric event.
I. Compliance to motor, battery packs and propeller
rules in Section II shall be the responsibility of
the contestant.
J. Any flights made prior to random C.D. compliance
check or protests found to violate specifications
of Section II shall require mandatory disqualification of these flights with no make-up flights
permitted.

A nostalgia U-control "Veco Chief" powered by a Fox
35. The model was built by Larrie Schaeffer of Cheyenne, Wyoming.

SECTION IV
Scoring.
A. Scoring shall be in seconds; a perfect flight time
of 7 minutes equals 420 points.
B. A bonus of 20 points shall be awarded for each
flight touching down within a 100 ft. diameter
circle.
SECTION v
Contest format. No most popular or best format has
yet emerged at this time. Tried formats are:
A. Mass launch pilot-on-pilot (frequency dependent).
B. Flights mixed with other events.

"Scientific Flagship" by Thad Kusak of SAM 39. The
engine is an Orwick 64.
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NOV-DEC PHOTO SPOTTER WINNER
Gordon Codding, Kingman, Arizona, correctly identified the mystery model as "Loew's Low Wing." His
letter was so interesting that we have included his
response.
In your latest issue of SAM SPEAKS, No. 64/Nov-Dec
1984...
I will say that the Photo Spotter Contest model is the
1938 design "Loew's Low Wing", span 60" with a
slightly-modified landing gear (rear strut) and the
optional open cockpit with windshield.
I obtained the original model from Loew when I lived
in Los Angeles (1939-1975) and made the drawings
directly from that model—Plans are available from me
or John Pond as I sent John the original drawings to
add to his stock.
The original plane used an Ohlsson .57 "Gold Seal"
spark-ignition engine in upright position, giving a
low line of thrust pretty close to the wing root
location, and with the flight batteries carried !n the
"bomb" below the belly it was quite a stable model. I
also tested it with an inverted engine which resulted
in a high line of thrust as shown in the enclosed
photo (the "3 in 1" oil can was fuel tank!!). I also
flew it in the 1960's with an E.D. 3.46cc diesel
engine at the old "behind the Torrance Police Station"
flying field.
With an inverted engine and full cowl it can be made
to look like the Miss Los Angeles-type pre-war racer.
Although the original used lead washers for wheel
weights to lower the Center of Gravity in addition to
the "Belly Battery Box Bomb", the model would fly just
about as good with no wheel weights and internal
batteries. Powered with a smaller, lower-powered
engine, the torque reaction was not as severe as with
the big-prop O&R.
In the photo you may note the hardwood wheels (my
photo, that is) which came from my pre-war Scientific
"Mercury" kit.-these same wheels are being used now
on the 1938 "Cozier" gas/electric model you so-kindly
show on Page 7. "Old wheels never die, they
just....+???)

Incidently, that Lozier is a very strange model. The
best flights in two years of "tinkering" were made at
the VAMPS contest-.due to the lower altitude there
(ours is 3,500'). In the photo, the nose is covered
with crinoline because I had smashed it so many times
in test flights—including a tailgate-head on collision with a utility company truck (solid steel versus
balsa wood!). The Original was said to use an automobile horn motor and flashlight batteries with a
stack of tin foil plates as a "burn through"
fuse/timer.—I'm using an old Astro 15 and modern
NiCads...marginal at best. The Paddle-actuated
aileron came from my pre-war free-flight B-17 at 1/12
scale (two Super Cykes, two Baby Cykes, one Austin
timer), was an off-shoot of the "Phantom Pilot" by
Joseph& Leo Eckstein (MAN 1943) which came from Dr.
C.H. Vance of Pomona, Calif. for full-scale planes in
1933 (Flying Mag. July 1933) to prevent side-slips,
skids or spins."
Yours,
Gordon Codding #919
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Jim:

In November 1984, Ron Keil, one of our leading SAM 27
members and past president, came up with the idea that
SAM might consider two classifications of competitors
for old timer competition. This is a long established
system in AMA, particularly in pattern and sailplanes.
I thought the idea was a good one, and helped Ron put
together the enclosed petition.
I don't know what Ron did with his petition, but I
feel he has a good point. The same small group tend
to be in the winner's circle. But, there are many
excellent O.T. builders who may not have the flying
Ability right now, but with practice in contest conditions where they have a chance for prizes, they might
learn quickly.
For many of us, SAM meets are the only places we can
get together with other old timers and fly as a group.
We need to encourage new people in SAM, many of whom
came to the sport through their free flight background. By separating out the experienced flyers,
these newcomers may have the incentive to learn R/C
flying and gradually move up into the advanced ranks.
There are also many who love to build and fly, but
would prefer having much lower keyed competition—or
participation funflys--where they can feel they at
least have a chance of taking home some of the prizes.
With the SAM CHAMPS coming up soon, there will be a
business meeting where rules will be discussed. If
you think this idea has merit, which I do, you might
bounce it off others in your club as something that
might be brought up. We need to encourage newcomers
into SAM and this could be a way to do it.

Sincerely,
Donald M. Bekins
SAM 27, SAM #927
The original "Loew's Low Wing" gas model, built in
1938. Picture snapped at the old Rosecrans and
Western Field in South Los Angeles in 1946. (Photo by
Gordon Codding)

REMEMBER TO LET SAM SPEAKS KNOW IF YOU MOVE. JUST
DROP US A NOTE AT; 2538 N. SPURGEON ST. SANTA ANA,
CALIFORNIA 92706

1985 SAM Champs
AMA SANCTION AAAA #698
CONTEST MANAGER
H. Jack Jella'
1215 Dickens Drive
Salinas, CA 93901
(408) 422-8035

FF CONTEST DIRECTOR
Jim Persson
(415) 846-3999

JUNE 24-27, 1985
VALLEY LAKE RANCHOS

RC CONTEST DIRECTOR
Bob Angel
(805) 937-5145

MADERA, CALIFORNIA

ENTRY FORM
(see reverse side for list of events)
Early entry will avoid last minute rush. Please mail entry with remittance made out to:
H. Jack Jella', 1215 Dickens Drive, Salinas, CA 93901

Entry Fee: $8.00 first event; $4.00 each
additional event up to $20.00.
(Entries after
June 1, 1985 are $9.00 each event, no maximum.)

Total:

Non-SAM Members: $10.00 additional.
Bean Feed: $5.00 per person. No. of tickets

Total:

Awards Banquet: $9.50 per person. No. of tickets

Total:
TOTAL:

I would be interested in a one-day tour of Yosemite National Park for

people.

I would be interested in a shopping tour of Fresno's shops/boutiques for

people.

Name
Address
City
AMA No.

State

Zip

SAM No.

WAIVER: I (We)hereby release the SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS and all
persons connected with this meet from any liability whatsoever for any
accidents incurred while participating in this meet. I (We) also agree
to abide by all Flying and Field rules in force for this meet.

Signature (Parent or -Guardian if under 717

1985 SAM CHAMPS ENTRY FORM

Name
Contestant No
Date Received

Check events entered and fill out completely.
MONDAY, JUNE 24

Event

Model Name

8:30 am to 5:00 pm

Engine

Wing Area

Wt. Req'd.

Freq.

Wing Area

WI Req'd.

Freq.

Wt. Req'd.

Freq.

Wt. Req'd.

Freq

RC 1/2 A Texaco
RC Texaco
TUESDAY, JUNE 25

Event

Model Name

8:30 am to 5:00 pm
Engine

FF C I.0 Pylon
FF C GA Cabin
FF Fuel Allotment
FF Rubber Cabin
FF Nostalgia .051 - .65'
FF Slag Engine'

FF Towline Glider'
RC CLB Glo
RC C I.A Ign.
RC C I.0 Ign.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26 8:30 am to 5:00 pm

Event

Model Name

Engine

Wing Area

FF .020 Replica*
FF C I.A Pylon
FF C I.B Cabin

—+

FF Gas Scale'
FF H. L. Glider

FF Compressed Air'
FF Nostalgia .010 - .050'
RC C I.A Glo
RC C I.B Glo
RC C LB !gm
THURSDAY, JUNE 27 8:00 am to 4:00 pm

Event
FF C LC Cabin
FF C I. B Pylon
FF 30 Sec. Antique
FF Rubber Stick
FF Rubber Scale'
FF Twin Pusher'
RC Antique Glo
RC Antique Ign.
RC .05 Electric'

Model Name

Engine

Wing Area

1985 SAM CHAMPS SCHEDULE

R/C ELECTRIC

FLYING EVENTS

1. MOTOR:

Any .05 electric, gear or belt reduction motor may be used, provided it does not
exceed maximum specified performance limits.
(SAM 21 provisional electric rules). Direct
drive motors are prohibited. Permitted gear
reduction ratios are 2.4:1 and 3:1.

2. MODEL:

Any SAM recognized Old-timer model
may be flown in this event. Scaling of model
size up or down is permitted. There is no
minimum or maximum size or weight of the model
for this event, but it must have a minimum
wing loading of 8 oz. per sq. ft. of wing area
as measured from the plan form.

MONDAY
JUNE 24

TUESDAY
JUNE 25

RC $5A Texaco

FF Cl C Pylon

RC Texaco

FF Cl A Cabin
FF Fuel Allotment
FF Cabin Rubber
FF Nostalgia .051 - .65*
FF Slag Engine*

3. BATTERIES:

Standard pack - 6 cell, 1200 MAH,
sub C size, pack weight range 8-11 oz. Lite
weight pack - 7 cell, 600 MAH, 1/2 sub C size,
pack weight range 7-8 oz. New lite pack - 7
cell, 800 MAH, pack weight range 7-8 oz.

4.

FF Towline Glider*
RC Cl B Glo
RC Cl A Ign.

PROPS: Maximum allowable prop diameter is
12 inches. Folding props are prohibited.

RC Cl C Ign.
90 seconds. Maximum flight time
7 minutes, with no penalty for overtime.

5. MOTOR RUN:
6. SCORING:

a. Scoring shall be in seconds with
a perfect score being 420.
b. A bonus of 20 points shall be
awarded for landing kithin a
100-foot diameter circle.

MEETINGS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

MECA Collecto

Sunday June 23

Monday June 24

Contest Site - Valley Lake Ranchos, 6;..i miles
North of Madera. See attached map.
Broiled hamburgers, ranch beans, salad bar,
relishes, soft drinks, Etc. Beer for sale.
Cost: $5.00 per person, 6:00 PM.

SAM Business Meeting

Wednesday June 26

Madera Valley Inn - 317 North G Street
Madera, 7:00 PM.

Banquet and Awards Ceremony

THURSDAY
JUNE 27

FF .020 Replica*

FF Cl C Cabin

FF Cl A Pylon

FF Cl B Pylon

FF Cl B Cabin

FF 30 Sec. Antique

FF Gas Scale*

FF Rubber Stick

FF H. L. Glider

FF Rubber Scale*

FF Compressed Air*

FF Twin Pusher*

FF Nostalgia .010 - .050* RC Antique Glo

1:00 to 8:00 PM - 4688 W. Dakota Ave., Fresno
Your host - Leroy Sabbatini.
See attached map for instructions.

Annual Bean Feed

WEDNESDAY
JUNE 26

Thursday June 27

Madera County Fairgrounds - West Cleveland Ave.
See attached map. Menu: Roast sirloin of beef,
mushroom wine sauce, baked potato, vegetable,
salad, coffee and desert. Cash bar.
Cost: $9.50 per person, 7:00 PM.

RC Cl A Glo

RC Antique Ign.

RC Cl B Glo

RC .05 Electric*

RC Cl B Ign.

*Special Event

AWARDS
Trophies to five places in all major events. Trophies
to three places in the following events: Compressed
Air, Twin Pusher, Towline Glider, Slag Engine and both
Nostalgia classes

R/C & FREE FLIGHT GRAND CHAMPIONS
Will be determined by the most points scored in
the basic SAM events which are listed in the
1984-85 rule book. Five points will be awarded
for 1st place, four for 2nd, three for 3rd, two
for 4th, and one for 5th.

SPECIAL EVENTS RULES

NOSTALGIA FF GAS
(NFFS Category II Rules)

1.

RUBBER SCALE

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS:

Models must be kitted or
published in a commercial magazine or book in
the period 1943 to 1956, inclusive. If the model
qualifies for Old-timers, it cannot be flown in
Nostalgia. It will be the responsibility of the
contestant to produce proof of eligibility of
little known or foreign designs. Model construction must reasonably conform to the original.
Scaling of designs up or down is permitted;
however, the contestant shall provide full size
plans of the original design, full size plans of
the scaled size, and the appropriate scale factor
for ease of processing by the CD.

Models may be hand-launched. Maximum flight 3
minutes, with score based on the best of five
flights.
GAS SCALE
Models may be hand-launched. Any size engine may
be used. No limit on engine-run or flight time.
There is no weight or size restriction. Model
must be built-up construction. No sheet quickies
There are no scale points.
or profile types allowed.
Model must be of pre-1943 full scale aircraft. Score
will be the best flight of three official flights.
0.T. HAND-LAUNCHED GLIDER

2.

ENGINE REQUIREMENTS:

To establish a true
Nostalgia atmosphere, an engine cut-off date is
in effect. The general rule is that only plain
bearing engines manufactured before the cut-off
date of Dec. 31, 1962 and all ball bearing
engines manufactured before Dec. 31, 1956 are
eligible to compete. Note: exceptions to the
general rule are:
A.

Score will be the best 3 of 9 flights with no
limit on the number of gliders used, but each
new glider must be checked. No delayed flights.
A 5 min. limit to get airborne will be imposed
or your card will be returned to the officials
table. This action will not be scored as an
attempt.
COMPRESSED AIR MODELS

Except for Cox Tee Dee .010, and .020, Cox
front intake engines are not allowed.

B. All Cox rear intake .020 & .049 engines

Time will be scored on the total of three officia;
flights. There is no minimum flight time.

may
beusdrgalofm.dateHwvr,

switching to Tee Dee cylinders or the use
of high compression heads is not permitted.
C.

3.

4.

Any size plain-bearing stunt type Fox engine
with cast on intakes, like those made in the
1950's may be used regardless of mfg. date.

WEIGHT RULE: A 100 oz. per cu. in. of engine
displacement will apply to models using engines
with a .051 to .65 C.I.D. The SA (.020-.049)
powered models are exempt from weight restrictions.
FLIGHT RULES:

NFFS Category II rules will apply.
Twelve-second engine run, hand-launched, and
fifteen-second engine-run VTO/ROG, and 3 minute
max's for the first three and all ensuing flights
will be in effect. Flight attempts will be the
same as AMA gas.

5. EVENTS: Two classes, small and large, will be
TOW--- .010 to .050 C.I.D. and .051 to .65
C.I.D. Two models may be used to complete flights
in each class.
6.

GENERAL:

Any AMA legal fuel and fuel system may
No auto surfaces are permitted. Two
wheels may be substituted for one, but not vice
versa. Minor modifications for D-T is allowed.
Any controversies will be resolved by the sole
decision of the event or contest director.

be used.

7. For any additional information and/or clarification
and legal engine list, send SASE to Event Director
Jim Persson, 3749 Gettysburg Ct. N., Pleasanton, CA
94566, or H. Jack Jella', Contest Manager, 1215
Dickens Dr., Salinas, CA 93901

SLAG ENGINE EVENT
Engine must be aluminum cylinder and piston
(Thor, Judco, Rogers). Models will R.O.G.
with 20 sec. engine run and fly 3 min. max's.
If three max's are achieved, the fourth and
ensuing max attempts will be flown with a
15 sec. engine run.

.020 REPLICA
Models will R.O.G. with 20 sec. engine run and
fly 3 min max's. If three max's are achieved,

the fourth and ensuing max attempts will be flown
with a 15 sec. engine run.
TWIN PUSHER RUBBER
This will be a one-flight, mass launch,
last-one-down-wins event.

TOWLINE GLIDER
Pre-Nordic designs built to the cross-section
rules. Auto-rudders not allowed unless shown
on original plans. Maximum of 200 ft. towline.
CABIN AND PYLON MODELS
Engine run can be either 25 secs. R.O.G. or
20 secs. hand-launched. Maximum flight time,
3 minutes.

GENERAL INFORMATION

AREA MOTELS/INNS

Valley Lake Ranchos contest site is located
approximately 61/2 miles North of Madera, CA
at the intersection of Ave. 21 and road 28.
The area is approximately 1k1 miles square,
nearly level, and criss-crossed with hard
surfaced roads that make retrieving by car,
motorbikes or bicycles a cinch.

Madera Valley Inn $35.00 dbl (less 10%) + tax
317 North G Street, Madera 93637 (209) 673-5164
Economy Motels of America $23.90 dbl + tax
1855 West Cleveland, Madera 93637
Write or Coll: Economy Motels of America
285 East Imperial Hwy.. Suite 201
Fullerton, CA 92635 (714) 680-3905

There is ample parking for R/V's. Portable
sanitary facilities will be available, but
there are no hook-ups. Food service will be
available days from mobile lunch wagons.

Best Western Tradewinds $35.00 dbl + tax
2141 North Parkway Drive
Fresno 93705 (209) 237-1881

ACCU1ODATIONS

EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS

The Madera Valley Inn has been designated

Madera County Sheriff's Office (209) 675-7769

SAM CHAMPS Headquarters. It is close to all
of our activities and they are offering a
10% discount on room rentals for those
attending the SAM CHAMPS. The entire Hotel
(85 rooms) has been booked for our use. Be
sure to mention that you are attending the
SAM CHAMPS or they will not accept your
reservation. Economy Motels of America is
building a new Inn in Madera (76 rooms),
scheduled opening is June 1st. See below
for where to write or call for reservations.
For those attending the MECA Grando Collecto
there is the Best Western Tradewinds (112 rooms)
just of Hwy 99 in Northwest Fresno. It is
nearest the Collecto and only 17 miles from
Madera.

Madera Police Department

(209) 674-5611

REGION #1 - REGION #2 GRANDO COLLECTO
SEE DATE, TIME, LOCATION, DONATION, AND
ACCOMODATIONS BELOW:
There will be over 40 tables for swappers,
buyers, and sellers. This promises to be
a "really big show."

AWARDS FOR BEST ENGINE DISPLAY.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Jim:
I have been following the emerging engine controversy
with regard to four cycle engines used by the
OTRC'ers. Shades of the 70's when the two cycle glo's
were the subject, nothing ever changes.

A

When the power issue started, perhaps'74- '75 time
frame, a lot of bitterness evolved among the OTRC
group of SAM. We really don't want this or need this
to happen again. Every effort should be made for a
resolution to be struck as soon as possible.
My personal opinion is that the OTRC element of SAM
should consider (for all competition) a requirement
that nothing but original ignition engines, reproduction original ignition engines, or production copies
of originally designed ignition engines, be used.
Back when the OTRC movement accelerated, there were no
ignition engines other than originals available, and
secondly, shielding from interference was not developed. Such is not the case today! The following is
list of new ignition engines available or planned to
be available in the near future:

Bill Cohen, Huntington Beach, California, launching
his F/F Dallaire sporster. How about that Moon Rover
Chase machine in the background.

Class 'C': Super Cyclone, Orwick 64, Baby Cyclone,
Forster 99, K&B Torpedo 32, Cannon 305, Mechanaire 60,
Ohlsson Gold Seal, Hurleman 48, Brown D, Morton M-5,
and Anderson 60.
Class 'B': Cannon 300, Orwick 29, Forster 29, K&B
Torpedo 29, Cameron 23, and Orwick 23.
Class 'A': Bantam 19, Simplex 19, Hornet 19, (Lindberg) Megow 19, Brat 14, Lykens Brown 12, Atom 09,
Cobey-Waite.
All of the above engines are available, or soon will
be. This is an impressive list and, admittedly, may
not be all inclusive.
The negative side of the proposal is recognized, (4
cycles, 2 cycles, converted glows) would be undesirable in competition existing airframes would have to
be modified: and interference shielding would have to
be considered for all installations. The positive
fall-out would be the cessation of engine controversy;
reduction in power which prostitutes the basis for old
timers and their flight profiles and associated
esthetic value: and of great importance is an
increased market potential for the manufacture of the
listed engines. This increased market could result in
other would-be incipient manufacturers entering the
field. And, of course increased demand and market
should result in programs lower unit cost.

Rocketeer 'C' powered by OAR 60 at the Westover AFB,
Massachusetts, CHAMPS. Bob Bissett from Buffalo, N.Y.
is the builder/flyer.

At any rate, my proposal and opinions are submitted
for consideration by whoever wishes to think on it and
possibly act. Jim, I would like to invite current
producers of the engines, planned producers of the
listed future engines, and anyone out there considering production of an old design to drop me a line with
their address, company name (if any), telephone
number, the engine they make or plan to make, and
anything else they wish to provide. I will compile
the data and submit it to you (SAM SPEAKS) in due
time.
Jack Bolton
3433 Lyrac St.
Oakton, VA 22124
Home Phone: (703) 620-1138
Work: (703) 892-5500 ext 406

Terry O'Meara, Sandpoint, Idaho, prepares his Cannon
300 powered "Scram" for a Texaco Flight.
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SAM Seminar, Burley Field, Australia
Jan 27th., 1985 By Monty Tyrrell
The only thing to mar this event was the sudden death

just before Christmas of SAM Southern Region Chief
Honcho Roy Robertson. We are pleased to say his
associates picked up the baton and did a good job he
would have been proud of. His brainchild could be
considered a splendid success and for the following
years the Hobby Hangar has donated a Buzzard Bombshell
kit for a raffle and the proceeds will be put towards
a Commemorative Trophy in Roy's honour for the annual
seminars to follow.
Temperature throughout the day averaged 29 C (85 F)
with modest winds till just after lunch. From then on

it was about a fifteen knot average with odd gusts
marginally higher. The Pakenham DARCS as host club
for the SAM group were marvellous in their support
such as the catering and full use of their best in the
modelling game flying field and clubhouse.
Many modellers came out of the woodwork for this day
and it was wonderful to see how they chipped in and
assisted with timing and odd necessary chores a big
contest needs. The event has clearly shown that the
SAM Southern Region Group are rapidly becoming a force
in the State of Victoria.

All old time models, whether they flew or not, were
eligible for the Concours D'Elegance Awards. In the
30 plane present line up there were 4 Rubber Models, 1
Sailplane, 3 Free Flight Gas, 4 U-Control and 18 Radio
Assisted jobs which made 30 all up. On top of that
there were displays of partly finished models, antique
and new suitable motors for old timing (per courtesy
of SAM members, Owen Engines, Hobby Hangar and Hawthorne Hobbies).
Next big thing scheduled at this writing is the Old
Timer Section of the Big Four Stroke Fly-In being
staged by the MARLS on May 26th. Next, any Old Timer
up to 1952, radio assisted, will be eligible and the
only stipulation for the day is it must be powered by
a four stroke engine not necessarily within the sizes
specified by SAM. It is a sheer fun roving-judges
type of event.

Kids love model airplanes! Picture snapped at SAM
35's mid-winter model engineering exhibit.
Two contests were flown, the first being SAM Duration
and the second being the Precision Antique as drawn up
by Roy Robertson for our inaugural day back on
November 17th. We thought it a fitting tribute to
stage this rather than one of the more familiar SAM
Events. Discussions are under way to probably make
this event cooked up by Roy, a fitting subject for the
Annual Commerative Trophy.
Results
SAM Duration

1st. Graeme McDonald, Miss America, Fox Eagle 60
2nd. Warwick Bates, Red Zephyr, Enya 46 FS

687

3rd. Winston Crowther, Miss America, OS 61 FS
4th. Mark Collins, Buzzard Bombshell, OS 61 FS

612
606

675

Precision Antique

1st.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.

Dave Reynolds, Powerhouse, Enya 60 FS
Les Dole, The Goon, Saito 45 FS
Mark Collins, (as above)
Graeme mcnonald, (as above)

343
341
338
319

Concours D'Elegance
(Most AUTHENTIC Old Timer scored on construction,
materials etc.)

Overall Award

Dave Reynolds (as above)
Free Flight Power

Dennis Parker, 1937 Ehling, ign. Atwood 624
Free Flight Other

Charlie Wyatt, 1938 Lynx Rubber Job (G.B.)
U-Control

Monty Tyrrell, Veco Squaw, ign. K & B Torpedo 39.
A "Lanz° Bomber" powered with a new Brown Jr. The
proud owner is Doc Patterson from Newport Beach,
California.

Event Manager:
Monty Tyrrell.
Contest Director: Warwick Bates.
Event Sponsors: Futaba Sales Aust., Owen Engines,
Hawthorne Hobbies and SAM Southern Region. All prizes
were goodies suitable for use in Old Time Models.
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I am humbly and greatly indebted to both Gordon Counsell, Cambridge, England and Sten Persson, Halmstad,
Sweden, for taking the time to research and compile
their lists which have been compiled and coalated
into one with mine.

Presented below is the long awaited "SAM APPROVED PRE1950 DIESEL ENGINE LIST." SAM SPEAKS is indebted to
Phil Mahony (SAM #1480, White Hollow Road, RT 1 Box
223, Lime Rock, CT, 06039) for this research. The
list is overwhelming to say the least. I have never
seen anything like it. The list has not yet been
officially approved by SAM, but will serve as a tentative listing for the time being. SAM SPEAKS would
appreciate comments on the list by knowledgable engine
people. J.E.A.

From all of the published lists and reviews in the
modeling magazines of that particular era the lightest, most porerful Diesels had a top BHP/LB of 1.90
and a BHP/IN of 1.73 (not the same engine). For a
positive note to the sport I would like to think that
anyone with a more modern Diesel that can show a published (magazine or engine manufacturers) review of a
specific engine that does not exceed either of these
two levels be allowed to compete with that engine in
the pre 1950 category. These would include the modern
replica engines approved by SAM of course.

SAM APPROVED PRE-1950 DIESELS
The following is a compilation of Diesel engines that
should apply to the SAM "Pre 1950" availability rules.
they are by no means "all" the engines that were
produced. The very small displacement engines have
been mostly deleted as being too small to be competitive in the size models we are flying, mostly 1.5 cc
(.04) and up. Russian engines are not listed, and we
may have missed a few along the way. If anyone else
has any more pertinent information that they would
like to include into the listing, please contact the
SAM editor.

By this it is hoped that the various newer sport
Diesel engines get a new lease on life from SAM. I
made a similar positive proposal many years ago and
even though it was lauded at the time, I guess it's
time just hadn't come. What say now, members?
Sincerely, Phil Mahony
Lime Rock, Ct.
England cont'd:

ENGLAND

U. S. A.
Arden 09

&

19 Diesel Conversions

Elfin 2,49

Airstar 2,15 cc 1948
1950

1949

E.R.E. 2,48 cc

1948

Drone P.B. .29

Allbon Javelin I (1.49)

Drone B.B. .29 Fixed & Variable

Allbon 2,8 cc 1948

CIE .12

Allbon 2,8 cc Mk II

Deezil .12

D.C. 350D

Vivell .09 Fixed & Variable

D.C. Wildcat Mk I

Speed Demon 30

D.C. Wildcat Mk II

Mite 09 Fixed & Variable ?

D.C. Wildcat Mk III

Air-O-Diesel .27

AMCO 3,5 PB Mk I 1949

G.H.G. 2,4 cc

Delong .29

B.M.P. 21 3,5 cc

Hallam 2,5 cc 1948

ETA '5'
1948

1947
1948
1949

1947

"Stunta Mota" (Drone Copy)

G.B. 50 "Stunta Mota" Mk II -Ditto
G.B. 250 2.5 Radial Beam Mts.
Gordon Burfords Modern Deezil Copy
Ivors Doonside Mills Copies

Dunhams Elfin Copy (1984)

Dyne "3" cc Mk 5 1949

Eisfeld DV 2 6 cc
Eisfeld DV 3 2,5 cc ?
Kemmerling 5 cc
Ridi 2,2 cc 1949

Elfin 1,49

M.P. Mk III Ser. II 4 cc

Elfin 1,8 PB 1948

1948

K Falcon 1,96 cc 1949

K Vulture 5 cc I 1948
K Vulture 5 cc II 1949
K Vulture 5 cc Mk III

1949

Kemp 4,4 cc 1947
Leesil 2,4 cc

1950

1947

1949

E.D. Mk IV Hunter 3.46/1950
Electra 2 cc 1946

1948

K Falcon Mk II 2,37 cc 1949

1947

E.D. Mk III 2,49 cc

G.H.G. Mk I 2 cc 1946(?)

K Kestrel 1,9 cc 1949

Dyne "3" 3 cc 1947

E.D. Comp. Special 2 cc 1948
(WEST) GERMANY

Frog 250 2,49 cc 1950

H.P. IX 3,4 (or 3,9) cc

Dyne "2" 2 cc 1947

E.D. Mk II 2 cc

Frog 180 1,66 cc 1948

H.P. Mk III Ser. I 4 cc 1947

1946

AUSTRALIA
G.B. 50

ETA '5' Type R 1948 (Red Head)
Frog 100 1 cc

1950

Clansman 5 cc

1947

1946-47

Maddox Mite 1,7 cc (late forties)
Majesco 2 cc 1946

England cont'd:
Majesco 2,2 cc 1947
Masco Buzzard 2,8 cc 1949
Masco 5 cc 1947
M.E.C. 1.2 cc & 2 cc

1949

1946 (also 1947)

Mills 1,3 Mk I

and 1948 versions
1948

Mills 1,3 Mk II
Mills 1,3 Mk III

1949 (ser. no.

starting with 26460)
Mills 2,4 cc
M.S. 2,5 cc

1948
1948

Oliver (Aero) Battleax 2 cc 1947

Oliver (Aero) Fury 2,5 cc
Oliver (Aero) Jaguar 2,5 cc 1948,
identical with:
Oliver (Raylite) Panther 1949
Oliver(Aero) Tiger Mk I 2,5cc 1949
OWAT 5 cc 1946
Premier Lionheart 2,48 cc 1949
Rapier 3 cc 1948

Airplan "Normandie" 5 cc 1945

Alcar 5 cc 1945

Airplan 2,15 cc 1947?

A 5 5 cc ? (Automatic?)

Allouchery 3 cc 1945

Antares 4 4 cc 1944-45

Allouchery 4 cc 1945

Automatic 4 4 cc 1943

806 MORIN 3,5 cc 1947

Delta 2 cc 1947-48

Bonnier Type A 5 cc 1945

Elia 4,2 cc 1946-47

Bonnier Type B 5 cc

Elica 1947

Comete Junior 5A 5,3 cc 1945

Eolo 5 cc 1946

Delmo 2.65 cc 1945

Folgore L.N.2 2.04 cc 1946

Delmo 3,5 cc 1946

Giglio 2 cc 1945

Super Delmo 5 cc 1946

Ghezzi 4 cc ?

DOB 5 cc 1946

Helium M.B.6 6 cc 1946
1945

Helium C.6 6,3 cc

Mancini Alfa 1 1,8 cc 1945

Maraget Meteore 1,7 cc 1946

Mancini M.20E 3,68 cc 1944

Maraget 3 cc 1945

Movo D.2 2 cc 1944

Maraget 4,8 cc (twin)

1945

OSAM G.9 5 cc ?

M.G. 5 cc 1946

OSAM G.13 5,29 cc

Micromoteur 1,99 cc pre-1950

OSAM G.14 5,65 cc 1946

Micron 2,8 cc 1945 (later

S.E. Titano 3,5 cc pre-1949

Micron 5AA 5 cc 1943
Morin 47 4 cc 1946

Weston 'C' 5 cc 1948

Uranio 4 cc 1948
Vantini 7,5 cc 1945
DENMARK

1948

Ouragan 2,8 cc 1946

Ceros 3,5 cc 1948

Ouragan 3,3 cc 1946

Diesella 2,4 cc 1944-

Rambaud 5 cc 1946

Mikro I 2 cc 1945

STAB 3,52 cc 1945

Mikro II 2 cc 1948

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Husicka 2,5 cc 1949

Monsun 2,4 cc 1946

Letmo M.D. 2,5 cc ?
Letmo M.D. 3 2,7 cc

1943

Morin 81 5 cc 1946

1949

Weston 'D' 5 cc (twin)

OSAM (Super Tigre) G.18 3,5 cc

Marquet M5 5 cc 1945

2,47 cc)

Reeves 3,4 cc 1947

1946

Jide 12 3 cc 1946

1948

Rawlings 30 3 cc 1948

Weston 'B' 3,5 cc

ITALY

Jide 8 1,7 cc

Oliver (Aero) Fury 2 cc

Rawlings 18 1,8 cc

FRANCE

NORWAY
1947

David Andersen 2,5 cc - late

Thorning Bensen IA 2,5 cc 1947
Thorning 3 2,5 cc 1948 ('49?)

Moucha Atom 1,8 cc 1945

forties. Jan D. Andersen probably

Moucha Super Atom 1,8 cc 1945-46

was the designer of a 1946 2,4 cc

M. Super Atom Major 3,5 cc 1945-46

engine that was known simply as

NV-21 2,1 cc ?

'Diesel 2,4'.

LUXE1413URG

Septacek 2 cc 1946

David Andersen 3,5 cc 1944

Ret.ro 2.5

Thorning 3,5 cc (year unknown)
Viking 2,4 1949

1949
cont'd:

HUNGARY

POLAND

SWEDEN

Gym-3 4,96 cc 1950?

Fegad 2 2,38 cc 1946

G.P. 1001

Gado III 3 cc 1946

G.P. 1,5 cc

SIM-2 2,76 cc

Komet 2,68 cc 1946

NEW ZEALAND
Pepperel 1,6 cc 1949

1

cc 1949
1944

Rogstadius 2 cc 1943

Pepperel 2 cc 1946

SWITZERLAND

Pepperel 5 cc ?

Dyno 2 cc 1942

Vasteras-dieseln 2 cc 1944
YUCCGLAVIA
Kastor 2,48 cc approx. 1950
Teleoptik 1,8 cc 1950

SAM 46 Fall Contest
Bob Nolan, our SAM 46 correspondent reports that their
November contest held near Melbourne, Florida was a
big success.
The two day meet was blessed with beautiful weather
(what other kind do you have in Florida this time of
the year?)

Buzzard Bombshell powered by the traditional O&R 60
was built and flown by Tony Naples. How do you like
that wide open flying field in the background?
A beautiful "Taibi Powerhouse" sporting a gorgeous
Foster 99." The ship was built and flown by Phil
Peach, Vax, Florida.
The photo's were taken by Wayne Cain (recent escapee
from the frigid North) and show a beautiful array of
very pretty models.
An engine collecto and swap was held in conjunction
with the contest on Saturday night at the Days Inn,
and a good time was had by all. Bob reports that a
goodly amount of swapping and selling went on.

Tony Naples launching his Ohlsson powered Buzzard
Bombshell. Some of the contestants parked in the
background. (Don't let the A.M.A. Safety Committee see
this picture)

10.

SAM 7's CONTEST SCHEDULE

George Armstead reports that SAM 7 will fly FreeFlight Old Timer events at westover A.F.B. May 26,
July 4, August 31, September 2 (2 day contest) and
October 13.
They will also run the Old Timer events at the NATs.
Free-Flight will be held Friday August 2nd on the Base
Field. R/C Old Timer events, site and date, have not
been firmed up.

Eut Tileson, SAM 30 prexy, and his O.S. 90 powered
Weather's We sterner. A very nice performing ship.

At the NATs Old Timer Day they will have a mass launch
Carl Goldberg memorial flight, (Goldberg designed
models only), at 3 p.m. There will be no entry and no
prizes for this event. Currently, they have entered a
Zipper, Zipper "A", Interceptor, Valkyrie and possibly
Herb Wahl's Clipper. They are looking for entries
from Sail Planes, Cumulus, Viking and etc., all are
welcome--the more the better.

Richard Millet, SAM 29 Texas, shows us his O.S. 60
powered "Lanzo Stick." A good flyer that does well in
0/T Radio.

SAM
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SAM 35 YEARBOOK
We have received word from David Baker in England
that the new SAM 35 Yearbook No. 3 is ready. David
promises that this issue is even better than Book No.
2.
If you wish to have one of the new books, send your
order to SAM SPEAKS, 2538 N. Spurgeon Street, Santa
Ana, CA. 92706. The price is expected to be the same
as last year. Make out your check for $7.00 to SAM
SPEAKS. Now is the time to order if
you want to complete your collection.

Nostalgia is alive and growing in California! Al
Heinrich about to launch his K & B Greenhead powered
"Ram-Rod."

SAM SPEAKS PHOTO SPOTTER CONTEST

Scaled down, straight dihedral, "Cabin Playboy" by
Thad Kusak, SAM 39. The other ship is a "Peerless
Panther" with a modified windshield.

What's the name of this plane and who were the
designers? The original model had two designers and
two engines. One engine was a Dennymite and the other
was a Brown Jr, (one pushing and one pulling)
The ship in the photo is a twin .010 Cox powered
replica built by ye old editor and flown in the .020
Replica Event.
Just a hint - - -three views appeared in August 1940
Airtrails Magazine.

CLASSIFIEDS:

Earl Stahl's Taylorcraft "Grasshopper" from 1942 Model
Airplane News. 32 1/2" span. SAM legal deluxe rubber
scale kit $16.75 postpaid, CA residents add 89 cents.
Mik's Models
P.O. Box 1373
Hollywood, CA 90078
The kits are really complete with turned balsa wheels,
sawed prop blanks, ultra light Jap tissue, contest
balsa printwood, decals and the plans are redrawn with
full size wing, stab, etc.

A "Scientific Oriole" by Earl Hipp, North Platte,
Nebraska. The Oriole is a nice design for the new
under 36" span event, commercial rubber.
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The Victory Banquet and Awards Ceremony will be held
Thursday evening, June 27th at the Madera county fairgrounds on West Cleveland Ave, in Madera, the time is
7:00 p.m.

Plans are nearly complete for what promises to be the
biggest SAM CHAMPS ever. Jack Jella, Contest Manager

has indicated that plans are nearly complete for the
big bash on June 24th through the 27th, at Madera,
California.
In addition to the SAM CHAMPS a grando col lecto is
being held by M.E.C.A. on Sunday June 23rd at 4688 W.
Dakota Ave. in Fresno, California. Fresno is within
easy driving distance from Madera on Highway 99. The
hours for the col lecto are I p.m. to 8 p.m.
The SAM CHAMPS flying events being held at a site on
Ave 21 just a few miles east of Highway 99, will start
off with two R/C events on Monday, R/C 1/2 a Texaco
and R/C Texaco. Both of these events are fuel allotment events and should provide plenty of excitement
for interested spectators.

Free Flight and R/C events will be in full swing at
the contest site 6 1/2 miles north of Madera on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. Events get underway at
8:30 a.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday and close at 5:00
p.m. The schedule is 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on
Thursday, slightly shortened because of preparations
for the awards ceremonies.
The Madera Valley Inn has been designated SAM CHAMPS

Headquarters this year. For folks wishing to stay for
the contest extra lodging is available at Economy
Motels of America, 1855 West Cleveland in Madera, the
phone is (209) 661-1131, the cost is $23.90 Dbl + tax
and Best Western Tradewinds, $35.00 Dbl + tax, 2141
North Parkway Drive, Madera. Phone (209) 237-1881

At 6:00 p.m, the annual ice breaker, the Bean Feed
will get underway at the contest site at Valley Lake
Ranchos, 6 1/2 miles north of Madera. The menu
features broiled hamburgers, ranch beans, salad bar,
relishes, soft drinks, etc. Beer will be on sale
also. The cost is $5.00 per person. Weather and
temperature predictions for this year's CHAMPS are
expected to be moderate. The U.S. Free-Flight
championship, just completed in Taft, California over
Memorial Day, enjoyed temperatures in the eightys,
perhaps the most moderate in many seasons.
The annual SAM business meeting will be held Wednesday
evening June 26th at 7:00 p.m. The meeting will be
conducted by Sal Taibi our new SAM president. The
location is the Madera Valley Inn, 317 North G Street
in Madera.

Richard Wegener, SCAMP member, with his Arc-Angel a
design by Al Casano. A very good flying stick job.

SAM APPROVED ENGINES

The SAM engine committee has voted to accept the
Dunham Replica of the 2.5 cc Elfin Diesel for use in
SAM competition.
The engine has been a big hit with SAM members. We
have seen many in use already this season. Modelers
like the strong power and appreciate the weight
savings by eliminating the coil and batteries.

John Pond and his new Dallaire snapped at SAM 49
spring meet at Taft.

SAM SPEAKS received a letter from Robert Sellers
(0490) noting that we had not added the 5.3 cc
Valkyrie English Diesel to the SAM approved list. We
apologize for this omission. SAM SPEAKS published the
engine committee's approval for this engine in the
Nov-Dec 1983 issue.

2.

SAM CRAMPS UPDATE JACK JELLA CONTEST MANAGER

The following information is an update on the contest
information released in the Jan-March issue of SAM
SPEAKS.
1. As you may already know there is a typo on the
CHAMPS entry form. RC Class B Glo listed on
Wednesday June 26, should be RC Class C Glo. Most
entries so far received have marked the correction, so apparently the proper information is
being'. e11 circulated.
2. I Plan to bring my completely restored Aeronca
Champion (7-AC) to Madera to aid in the search for
errant models. I don't know yet whether I will
keep the airplane at the Madera airport, or fly
off the road at the contest site. In any event, I
will only look for lost models after the completion of the day's flying events. There is no
charge for this added benefit.

Jack Jella's champion that will be used at the CHAMPS
to locate lost models.

5. SAM members arriving in Madera are encouraged to
check-in with the SAM hospitality suite at the
Madera Valley Inn, at 317 North G Street. This
will be an opportunity to meet new friends and
renew old acquaintances. You may pick-up your
contestant's package, and receive the latest
information on field conditions, weather forecast
and any other last minute items of interest.
Refreshments will be served to raise the spirits
of our weary travelers.
6. There is still a need for volunteers to help out
at the CHAMPS. If you would like to be more
involved in the operation of our National contest
please check -in with the volunteer table at the
headquarters tent at the contest site. If you
plan to help time flights, I would ask that you
bring a stopwatch/electronic timer if you have
one.

Merril 1 O'Grady, President of Salinas area modelers
and official photographer of the 1985 SAM CHAMPS.

3. I have made arrangements to have a full-time
professional photographer in attendance for all
four days of the CHAMPS. He will be taking
pictures to document both the flying events and
the human interest side of our National event. I
plan to have the pictures displayed during the
awards banquet for all to see. There is no charge
to SAM for this added coverage, other than the
cost of film and processing. Contestants who
would like to have a picture of their model or
group should make arrangements directly with the
photographer. Merrill O'Grady is the President of
the Salinas Area Modelers Club and has been
providing the pictures of the contestants at all
four annual Old Timer R/C contests at Salinas.
4. If you are interested in the one-day bus tour of
Yosemite National Park or the shopping tour of
Fresno please let me know. If we can get a bus
load (approx 50 people) the cost for the Yosemite
tour is under $10 per person. There is no cost
for the shopping tour. We have available sufficient vans to be able to handle the group.

J. Ward, SAM 21 and wife flying their R/c Quaker at
SAM 49er's meet.
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THE PEOPLE THAT MAKE THE SAM CHAMPS.

Each year SAM SPEAKS tries to give you a quick look at
the men that work behind the scenes to make our
contest the fun affair it has become. The short
paragraphs that follow, we hope will help you recognize your hosts at the Madera CHAMPS. Not all of the
volunteers are covered, the others will be introduced
and recognized at the banquet.

BOB ANGEL R/C CONTEST DIRECTOR
JACK JELLA CONTEST MANWER

Jack started modeling during the depression years in
Kansas. His first successful model being a '37 Korda.
War years were spent on board a Navy carrier in the
South Pacific.
Returned to civilian life in 1946 and enrolled in
Aeronautica Engineering at the University of Kansas.
Active in U-Control and lots of Free Flight during the
Fifties. Came to California in 1951 and raised a
family.
Founded Air Trails, a California based aviation company in 1960.
Born-again to Old Timer modeling and SAM in 1970 to
re-discover the camaraderie and sheer enjoyment of
modeling.

Bob started modeling in grade school in Cincinnati in
1944. Later began flying U-Control and was active in
modeling during the changeover from ignition to Glow
Engines.
Moved to California in 1950 and after several lapses
in modeling for various reasons, such as an all
expense trip to Korea, he reluctantly set aside
"Ukies" and moved into R/C in 1972.
He discovered MEGA and SAM in the Mid 70's and became
an AMA contest director. He has directed numerous
contests including the 1984 John Pond ccmmemorative.
Bob is a registered professional engineer, and
supports his hobby by working at the Air Force's
Western Space and missile center as program support
manager for space shuttle launches from Vandenberg Air
Force Base.

In 1984 after more than 26,000 hours as a Professional
Pilot, and 29 years as CEO of Air Trails, Inc., Jack
decided to step down and retire. Well - not exactly!
Jack is now active as an aviation consultant, a pilot
examiner for the FAA, and as a reserve pilot for
several corporations.
Jack and his lovely wife Irene reside in Salinas,
California.
JIM PERSSON FREE FLIGHT CONTEST DIRECTOR

Started his modeling career at the age of 5 in
Oakland, California. Did his first competitive flying
in 1956 with the old W.A.M. group. Flew U-Control and
"Modern" F/F.
Started flying Old Timers with the A.M.P.S. in 1972.
Has been A.M.P.S. president (SAM 432) several times
and newsletter editor since 1975.
Jim is an auto-mechanic and has worked for various
Ford dealerships since 1961. He participated in SAM
CHAMPS at Las Vegas, New Jersey, Salt Lake and Taft.
Jim is an able C.D. having run the Stockton Old Timers
contest each year since 1977.

Jim Persson, SAM CHAMPS F/F Contest Director.

SAM ErPCTR1C RULES
A small error appeared in the proposqd SAM Electric
Rules in the last issue of SAM SPEAKS. IN Section B
Motors, paragraph 2 should have read; "only gear
reductions between 2.2:1 and 3:1 ratios (inclusive)
shall be used."
Because of the very small response to the ballot on
the Electric Rules the closing date on the ballot has
been extended until June 30, 1985.
Your vote should be sent to: Tom Acciavati, 52
Parkway Crescent, Milton, MA. 02186. A ballot appears
below.
OFFICIAL S.A.M. BALLOT
I wish to cast my vote for the 1986 R/C Electric rules
proposal as marked:
Walt Parker, Head Chef and Assistant Contest Manager.
YES

ND

WALT PARKER

I certify that I am a member in good standing
Society of Antique Modelers.

Walt got his first dose of modeling about 1935 from
Tom Mix cereal box gliders and A-J Interceptors.

NAME

Flew U-Control while in the Air Corps in 1944 and ran
the Base hobby shop.
Married in 1952 and raised three kids, modeling was
very sparse during those years.
Walt read an article about Old Timer activities at the
Los Alamitos Nationals in 1968 and he got the 0/T bug
real bad. Has been flying Old Timers ever since and
joined SAM (#162) at the Taft SAM CHAMPS.

Why is this man smiling?
Johnny Johnson, SAM 7-11,
Palm Desert, CA. pilots his R/C Clipper from his five
legged tilt back chair complete with headrest.

of the

ADDRESS

CITY & STATE
S.A.M. NUMBER

ZIP
S.A.M. CLUB

Mail to: Tom Acciavati
52 Parkway Crescent
Milton, MA 02186

Dick Bringgold, Phoenix, Az. Releases Lanzo R/C Bomber
for Gerald Martin, Hereford, Texas at SAM 49's spring
meet.

REMEMBER TO LET SAM SPEAKS KNOW IF YOU MOVE. JUST
DROP US A NOTE AT; 2538 N. SPURGEON ST. SANTA ANA,
CALIFORNIA 92706
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SAM AUSTRALIA
A new executive committee was elected at the general
meeting following the Easter Championships of SAM held
at Canowindra, N.S.W.
Their new officers are:
President - Basil Healy

2/41 Bogan Road
Booker Bay N.S.W.
Australia 2257

Vice-pres. - John Quigley

40 Farnell Street
Boronia Park N.S.W.
Australia 2111

Sec/Treas. - Warwick Bates

10 Joseph Crescent
Endeavour Hills,
Victoria
Australia 3802

The mailing and distributing of SAM SPEAKS in
Australia has been taken over by Mr. Warwick Bates and
it is expected that the service which was unsupported
for several months will be returned to normal.
The membership in Australia has jumped from 75 to 150
in the past month with the reorganizing of the new
executive committee.
Mr. Bates reports that the Australian championships
were well patronized. A photo from the CHAMPS appears
in this months newsletter.

Dick Hardwick, SAM 35 holds is rather obscure "Wakefield Contender".
JANUARY Ham SPOTTER WINNER
SAM SPEAKS received a letter from D. Hardwick, SAM 35
England, correctly identifying the model in the
January issue as a Push-Pull model designed by H.A.
Thomas and J. Sadler.
Young Mr. Hardwick is the son of the well known
English modeler Dick Hardwick who handles distribution
of SAM SPEAKS in the U.K.
The model that Mr. Hardwick is holding in the photo is
the "Wakefield Contender" from March 1938, Air Trails.
An interesting story about this model is remembered by
your editor. Ralph Baker who represented California
on the 1939 American Wakefield team is remembered for
his introduction of Tom Engleman's "California Champ"
at the Wakefield meet held in conjunction with the New
York World's Fair. A number of photos taken of Ralph
at the event show Ralph Baker flying his number one
model which was a modified "Wakefield Contender".
Ralph changed the design by replacing the wire cabane
with a single pylon.

Some of the SAM southern region members of Australia
at a get together. Some of the planes may be unfamiliar since they are Australian or British Designs.

The California Champ was a striking design and was
much copied by other modelers, even by Korda in his
tow,-line glider the following year.

SAM 35
YEAR BOOK

[
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"THE CALIFORNIA CHAMP" by George Perryman (Reprinted
from "SEKS TALKS")
The CALIFORNIA CHAMP was the "purtiest" rubber ship I
had ever seen when it came out in Air Trails. I was
just a boy down in Griffin, Georgia, and scaled up
plans from the magazine. Back in those days I figured
a little wood might do good, but lots of wood would do
better, so my ship ended up heavy, but flew good
enough to thrill me.
In 1973 I built another of these unusually different
cabin ships, (compared to the usual box designs of
1939). This one ended up heavy by most standards, but
proved to fly better than any heavy model I've ever
had. It went for 7 years before it lost a contest. I
still use it as back up for Mulvihill and O.T. Rubber
after 12 years. (Ever notice how the 'ol heavy
clunkers won't fly off?)
Mike Bailey initiated the Unlimited Bi-plane event at
the 1981 Sequin Mats. In this event I flew what was
called by Jim O'Reily a "Pseudo Bipe" since I had both
wings on top of the fuselage. To save ridicule, I
embarked in 1982 on a very scientific research into
Bi-planes. After much computation, (along with
stealth and cunning), I decided the CALIFORNIA CHAMP,
with its wire wing mount, would make the ideal vehicle
to use in adding a second wing. The Bi-plane rules
require R.O.G. wherever the site permits, and that the
smaller of the 2 wings must be at least 50% in area of
the larger wing. After much airfoil analysis for
determining the optimum lower wing, I pulled off the
wall my old JABBERWOCK wing which had 135 sq. in. I
built this in 1959. By craftily forming a saddle to
fit the upper wing surface, and Blueing it on the
lower part of the fuselage just behind the pot belly
which houses the retractible landing gear, everything
worked out O.K. One of my friends who did drink quite
a bit, went out with me to test fly it. After seeing
it fly he swore off strong drink, since it does look a
bit strange. (I've been thinking of flying it before
a gathering of AA members to encourage them also.)
Bill Baker (flying his Bi-plane Korda), Charlie Sotich
(flying his converted lite weight rubber ship with
added lower wing), and I had a ball at the 1982 Hats
in beautiful Wahoo, Neb. The CALIFORNIA CHAMP is the
most forgiving model I've ever had, even with my sorry
launches and sometimes clumsy handling. Baker and
Engleman sure were ahead of the times with this 46
year old design and I think it's one of the greatest.
Adding Wally Simmers JABBERNOCK wing, also a 46 year
old design, made this a great flying combination.

SOAP BOX - By Chuck Thompson SAM 49

You know, I guess I'm disappointed. Since last fall
I've been reading contest results of O.T. R/C and I'm
disappointed at a new trend and where it seems to be
taking us - the domination of a certain engine in
several R/C events.
'Course this is nothing new. It's change, progress,
whatever you want to call it. Over the years we've
seen glows come in, then the super-glows (schneurles),
and 4 strokes. We've legislated (changed/modified)
rules to try and equalize the advantages (or claimed
so) of one kind of engine over another, ti 1 1 O.T. R/C
is rule changing itself to death. One never knows
from one rule change to the next what to build or what
to power it with.
While all along, the free flighter's in our movement
go on year after year, with a few changes, just having
fun, and enjoying the competition, and I think, laughing at us trying to make up our minds.
Oh yes, I know the arguments that original ignition
engines (or accepted repros) are expensive, or difficult to find, or unavailable. Friends, merely look at
a current MECA Swap Sheet or ads in the model magazines and you will realize those arguments are no
longer valid. Allow the youngsters to get in the act
with inexpensive glow engines--get 'em flying! Yet,
at least here on the West Coast, count the number of
inexpensive glows being flown at contests by anyone —
no, thats not a valid argument either.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Jim,
1 read with interest (and a tiny bit of amusement)
your editorial comments on "the developing power
struggle" [SAM SPEAKS 064) and feel obliged to inject
my two cents worth.
With regard to ignoring the real meaning of the SAM
Preamble, may I humbly suggest that SAP's own contest

rules ignore the meaning of the Preamble. How can you
have competitive events based on flight duration
versus limited engine run and not end up with a horsepower race? As long as the object is to get your
model higher (read duration) than the other guy's
model, while both of you are limited to the same
engine run, the only way to do it is to have more
power.
Perhaps the surest way to abolish horsepower races is
to abolish competition. If SAM is really hell-bent on
keeping Old Timer flying a strictly "fun" activity,
then get rid of contests. Have fun-flys instead. And
for gosh sake, don't give out any trophies! It's
amazing how people forget about having "fun" when
there are trophies to be won.
Failing this throw-the-baby-out-with-the-bathwater
approach, the next surest way to restrict horsepower
is to eliminate the need for horsepower. Have
contests based on something other than flight duration. Target time-of-flight? Spot landings? Who
knows? Anything other than duration.
If you don't like that, how about this idea: Remove
all wing-loading restrictions and give everybody a
120-second engine run. All the models will be able to
climb high enough to be out of sight. Obviously,
flight duration will now be a function of glide rateof-sink rather than engine power, and the lightest
loaded model will probably win. Don't put any max on
each flight; the longest single flight wins. Three
attempts, choose your longest flight as your
"official." Sure, this will probably lead to an "eyeglass race," where the flyer with the best eyesight
wins; or a "visibility at altitude race," where the
largest model wins; or a "carbon fiber race," where
super lightweight high-tech structures will win. But
at least we got ride of the dreaded horsepower race,
didn't we?

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Jim,
In the last edition of "SAM SPEAKS", a letter from Don
Bekins scmehow riveted my attention, and having read
and reread it several times, I feel pressed to document my feelings in the same manner.
Before I get to the essence of his letter, it is
important to convey to the readers some historical SAM
facts which may convey a better understanding of how
we reached our current position and may explain how
Don probably rationalized his explanation of his
desire to create an "expert" or "master" classification for selective members of SAM.
The original foundation of SAM was based on the
recreation of pre 1941 model airplane construction,
flying and competition. The beginning of SAM was
about 20 years ago and the first 5 years of growth
moved slowly. It was based on a friendly easy-going
association of less than 200 members who exchanged
plans, traded engines and had some low key contests
and fun flys.
Simple regulations were written governing the fidelity
of reproducing the old time planes and the contest
rules were written for casual competition where no
records would be kept per our SAM Preamble.
All of these activities for rubber and engine powered
planes was free flight, like the old days. Sure,
there was RC then too, but you could count the number
of successful flights at the pre-war NATS on one hand.
A successful flight was a hand assisted takeoff, a big
circle, maybe, and a landing someplace on the field,
all with handmade escapement radio equipment.

The point is, as long as there is competition, there
will be "races." Somebody is always going to win, and
somebody else is going to complain that the winner had
an unfair advantage. The winner will then invoke the
SAM rules, and the loser will invoke the SAM Preamble.
Respectfully,
Don Typond, SAM 999

Al Hellman with his very beautiful Lanzo "Record
Breaker" at 49er's meet.
Around 1970, there was some informal activity on the
east coast of a few modelers who had gotten into
modern RC flying and often reminisced about pre-war
free flight gas jobs. The inevitable happened when
the modelers merged their modern RC experience with
the free flight ships they built as teenagers.
Ute Tileston's 101" span "Lancer". Ship is in the
Antique class, powered with an O.S. 90 and weighs less
than 5 lbs. Try and duplicate that!

It was also inevitable that. this old time RC group
would be drawn to the fledgling SAM organization,
particularly the SAM CHAMPS each year, which was all
free flight. cont'd:

This early east coast group, which included P.P. Joe
Beshar and V.P. Woody Woodman, either prevailed upon
or were invited by SAM to conduct an old time RC event
at the 5th or 6th SAM CHAMPS, held at Bong Field.
This was considered a "special" event, like the .020
replica and met with mixed approval and disapproval
from the SAM membership. Many considered it inappropriate to the basic SAM structure and aims.

Assuming even the most. inexperienced SAM RC modeler
can take off and land, the difference between winning
or losing, if that's so terribly important, usually
hinges on thermals, not "expert" or "master" skills.
This variable does not apply to pattern competition
where the top few world class competitors win repeatedly regardless of thermal conditions.
Sincerely,
Al Hellman
SAM L-411

However, one cannot hold back "progress" and there
were certainly many attractive advantages, not the
least of which expanded our membership twofold.

1946 Torpedo Replica .29 being produced by J & J
Aircraft Assessories.
Bud Hadel SAM 30 with his oversize R/C Gas Bird ('37
Zipper) at Taft: O.S. 90 power.
Now, getting back to the proposal to create an
"expert" or "master" classification in SAM as the AMA
does for pattern flying is really hilarious. The
difference in the skills required flying world class
pattern versus powered oldtimers is like the difference between flying a J3 cub versus an F-86 jet. Try
flying a pattern ship hands off.
Don's statement that many of the beginning RC fliers
came up from free flight infers that such modelers are
moving into a higher skill.
Personally, I build, fly and compete in both free
flight and RC. There are far more skills involved
testing, adjusting and trimming free flight models
then learning to fly an RC three channel old timer.
Ask anybody who has actively competed in both.
The AMA has good reason to isolate "experts" or
"masters" from the horde. There are over 60,000 AMA
RC fliers and thousands who are very close to "expert"
class. It would be impossible to conduct a national
contest with so many would-be contestants.
There is probably less than one thousand members of
SAM that fly RC oldtimers and half of those do not
compete in contests.
There is no valid reason to create this special
membership identification within SAM and I, for one,
strongly advise against it. All members should carefully consider the divisive effects on our membership,
particularly for what most of us consider is still a
"special event".

THE 1946 TORP. 29 & .32
J & J Aircraft Accessories, 2020-3 R13 Lomita Blvd.,
Lomita, California 90717 is producing replica Torpedo
Engines. Deliveries will start in July of this year.
The man behind this engine is Larry Jenno, who did the
machine work on last years super cyclone production.
Larry, in retirement, but still working with his son
in a precision machine shop, has years of experience
in manufacturing.
The New Replica Torps. will feature a new improved
7075 hard alum bar stock con rod. The crankcase
volume has been increased to improve fuel transfer and
a squish band head has been substituted for improved
performance. The engine has a .725 bore and .724
stroke. The R.P.M. of the prototype is over 10,000
using a 10/4 propellor on gas and oil fuel.
SAM approval of this engine is expected tetifollow
soon. The price is advertised at $160.06, plus
shipping.
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John Zaferis, Quartz Hill, Cal if. 1985 winner of the
SCAMPS Texaco Trophy. Art Watkins looks on.

Shirley Timmons holds her husband's Lanzo Puss Moth.
They are from Huntsville, Alabama. Van Thaxton was

Another low-wing entry, Dave Marshall with his
enlarged "Peerless Panther"

Mark Carmen and his Buccaneer"C" Special.
Picture was taken at Mile Square. Mark was one
of the pioneer's in old timers activity.

the photographer.

ERNIE PAYNE MEMBER OF CALIFORNIA 49'ERS AT TAFT
Beautiful Piper Cub entered in Power Scale at
La Junta by Larrie Schaeffer.

CHAMPS. THE UMBRELLA CAME IN VERY HANDY FOR SHADE
ON THOSE LONG FLIGHTS.
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SAM SPEAKS PHOTO SPOTTER CONTEST

Ron Doig, SAM 26, assisted by Ivan Tarbert readies his
R/C power house for a flight at Taft spring opener.

What's the name of this plane and who were the
designers?

CLASSIFIEDS:

•

Earl Stahl's Taylorcraft "Grasshopper" from 1942 Model
Airplane News. 32 1/2" span. SAM legal deluxe rubber
scale kit $16.75 postpaid, CA residents add 89 cents.
Mik's Models
P.O. Box 1373
Hollywood, CA 90078
The kits are really complete with turned balsa wheels,
sawed prop blanks, ultra light ,Tap tissue, contest
balsa printwood, decals and the plans are redrawn with
full size wing, stab, etc.

■••

mik Mikelson, Scif newsletter photographer, is snapped
at Taft with his new "Korda Stickler".
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SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
I hereby make application for inclIvdurse membership In the Society of Antique Modelers.
Birth Oct.

Name

Address

Slam

0, ty

I got it
I got it!
It just flapped
it's wings!

Years Modeling

Zip

Pease check if you belong to any of the following..
AMA

No

MEGA

No

SAM Chapter

No

Enclose Membership Dues 01
S10_00 and send to:

THE SOCIETY OF
ANTIQUE MODELERS
2005 W. Pine
Lodi, CA 95240

In making this eppl.catinn for membership to The Society of Antique Modelers, I agree to
abed, by the rules set by the Society and realize that the goats of S.A.M. and the Old Timers
Movement are to encourage participation above competition and .s dedicated to the
preservation and reproduction of vintage model aircraft_
Check One

LI New

Renewal

S ■ grted

a

Al Heinrich, the fuel man from Aerodyne, coaxing his reluctant Scientific

Mercury into the air.
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DEDICATED TO OLD TIME MODELERS EVERYWHERE

SAM EDITOR SPEAKS by Jim Adams I
This is the beginning of a new year SAM wise, (actually) the middle of the contest season for most of us.
Well, this is all going to change. By vote of the
members present at the annual SAM business meeting
held at the Madera Champs, the start of the financial
year of the SAM organization has been changed from
July to January. Henceforth, membership dues become
due on January 1st and run through December 31st.

The dates for elections and changing club officers
will remain the same revolving around the month of
July. The reason for the change was the confusion
brought on by the mid-year date for dues renewal when
most organizations use the January 1st date. (More on
this in the letter from Sal Taibi, SAM President,
further on in this news letter.)
Traditionally SAM Speaks has been first with the
results of the Champs, with photos and good stuff.
This year we hold the distinction of being last. We
will try to make-up for this by increasing our photo
coverage, which is what you really enjoy.
Your SAM Speaks Editor, along with several officers of
the SAM organization just completed a much deserved
vacation in England. While there, we were guests of
SAM 35, the English SAM Chapter. The group from the
U.S. included 18 SAM members, some with their wives
and family, brought the total to 25. Members were
privileged to participate in the running of the 50th
anniversary of the 1935 Wakefield Contest held August
4th this year at RAF Barkstone.

No. 67

rI Flash!

1

The 8 oz. Old Time Wakefield winner at they
1 50th Anniversary held at R.A.F. Barkstone on August!
1 4th 1985 was Allen Richardson, Fullerton, Calif.!
Allen, a member of the SCAMPS (SAM Chapter 13), was'
flying a time proven, Korda Champion. He won with 3
straight maxes in the traditional Wind & Rain.
To:

All SAM Members

Subject: Sec-Treas. Position and New Dues Renewal
Dates.
At the SAM Champs business meeting, June 26, 1985, at
Madera, CA., it was voted on and passed that Sal Taibi
would take over as Sec-Treas., effective July 1, 1985.
It was also voted on and passed to change the SAM dues
date to Jan 1 thru Dec 31 thus keeping in line with
most annual renewal dates. For most members a 6
months dues should be paid as present membership cards
expire on July 1, of each year, amount due for the 6
months is $5.00.
In the attempt to bring all membership records up to
date, I would appreciate either a xerox copy of your
membership card or the card itself, for this inconvenience on the members part we will renew your 6 months
dues for $3.00 or $13.00 if you renew for 1 1/2 years.
Members should have their new cards within two weeks
Or sooner.
Sal Taibi
President

Many of those attending remained in England for two
weeks and were treated to the running of the annual
Old Warden Event. This is England's most prestigious
Old Timer affair, and probably the world's most colorful and largest Model Fun-Fly.
Now that all the fun is over, its back to the old
grind once more. But all complaints aside, we will
try to share our experiences and the hundreds of
photos that have been accumulating the past two
months. we've enough to fill a book. It's absolutely
amazing the amount of old time modeling that is going
around the world.
Speaking of this; SAM membership in England and
Australia continues to grow with each succeeding
month. Reports of additional chapters forming in the
U.K. are coming in and the Southern area of Australia
has reorganized and elected a new slate of officers.
We have an informal announcement from SAM 35 that
their yearly Wakefield Anniversary Celebration is to
be extended to include entrants from Canada and
Australia. There is also a plan afoot for Southern
California SAM F/F Clubs to play host to a contingent
of Old Time Rubber Flyers from the U.K. This event to
commemorate the Wakefield's running in Detroit in 1936
will probably be run at Taft, CA. the last week in
June, just prior to the 1986 SAM Champs. The '86
Champs are scheduled to be run at Westover, MA. over
the 4th of July holidays.

Come on Nick Pump! Faster, Faster. Nick Sanford, one
of the young guys who flew compressed air.

•
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King Orange International By Terry Rimert
Engine Committee Actions
We just finished re-organizing the King Orange International Free Flight meet. Ware now going to have
14 Old Timer events to go along with the 6 scale
events and 18 other AMA events. We had 75 contestants
last year, and are looking for a bigger crowd this
year. We have a new good sized field, further south
than it had been, in Melbourne Florida where it is
usually warm during the winter months. The meet will
be Dec 28, 29, & 30, 1985. The Contest Director is
Ron Sharpton 1290 Country Road, Daytona Beach, FL
32019. People should write to him for a flyer with a
map with directions for getting to the field. Melbourne is easy to find, but from there it gets a
little difficult.

The engine committee has voted to reject the "Ringed"
Orwick 64 made by Dunham Engineering in England and
submitted by John Pond.
The engines rejection was based on the fact that there
was no previous prototype for this engine. The feeling was that introduction of new "Replicas" that never
existed would only serve to complicate and confuse the
SAM engine picture.

Rule Books?
The current 1984-85 Rules Book will continue to be the
SAM Bible for 1986-87.
Sal Taibi, SAM President, announced that with the
failure to pass of the proposed R/C Electric Rules
that the present rules book will remain in effect for
the ensuing two year period.
New rules proposals can be sent to the coordinators at
this time and must be presented to the rules coordinators before July 31, 1986 in order to be considered
for inclusion on the 1987 ballot.
If you have lost or given away your rule book, you can
have one by writing to the acting secretary/treasurer,
Sal Taibi, 4339 Conquista Ave., Lakewood, CA 90713.
Include $1.00 to cover cost and postage.

Cliff Silva, third place lk jn,rel -eale and his
Cewoitine, McCoy 19 power.

Voting on Electric Rules

New R/C Rules Coordinator

The Rules Proposal for an 05 R/C Electric Event,
published in the January-March issue of SAM Speaks
received a disappointing response from the membership.
The proposal lost, receiving only 13 yes votes with 17
votes apposing the rules. The small vote response is
bound to result in a re-appraisal of the event as
flown at the SAM Champs level.

Everett (Woody) Woodman has been appointed to act as
R/C Rules Coordinator. Woody replaces Tom Acciavati
who has served in that capacity for several years.

Members are encouraged to write in with suggestions as
to how the event should be flown. The SAM officers
are interested in the level of interest that these
events hold for you, and if you feel that these events
should be flown at the National SAM Champs level.

Playboy Jr. powered by Dunhams replica Elfin 2.49
Diesel and Sal Taibi - A tremendous combination.

In a letter dated Sept. 1, 1985, Sal Taibi thanked Mr.
Acciavati for his generous support to the SAM organization. Tom served in this capacity under several
past presidents as well as Mr. Taibi.
Correspondence concerning R/C Rules proposals should
be sent to Woody at: 233 Longview Dr., Bayvil le, NJ
08721

John Rortnak, SAM 52 Canada, receives F/F sweepstakes
trophy from Jim Persson, F/F Director.
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R/C Rules Committee Proposal

Nineteenth Annual SAM'S Champs By Jim Persson, F/F CD.

A proposal to establish a permanent five man committee
to oversee the R/C Rules was introduced at the Madera
General Meeting. After a lengthy and heated discussion, the proposal was defeated.

Monday through Thursday June 24-27th at the flying
site saw over 900 entries compete to see who was the
best in their class.

Sal Taibi, SAM President, has asked that SAM Speaks
publish a copy of this proposal. Sal would like to
poll the membership as to how they feel about the
proposal. Please send your votes and corvrents to:
Sal Taibi, President
4339 Conquista Ave
Lakewood, CA 90713

If it flew in the 30-40 era it was flown here. Lots
of Lanzos, Zippers, Sailplanes, Playboys (both pylon
and cabin) and Buzzard Bombshells, floated over head
like colored birds.
Rubber models of all kinds dotted the skies for 3
solid days. Big ones and small. Some flying from
props pulling from the front and some being pushed
from the rear.

PROPOSED MEW R/C REVIEW CHARTER
---- SOCIETY. OP ANTIQUE MODELERS ---R/C Assist Rules Board
*** CHARTER *es
THE COMMITTEE; the R/C Review 'ward shall be a permanent standing SAM
committee. The Board shall be empowered to review all rules change
prnremAts, preparing then in eraser fashlan to LciAy to the GAR
Membership for a vote in accordance with SAM Rules, Article IX.
COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP: The A/C Review Board shall consist of 5 members
:Committeemen), I elected by the membership, and a Committee Chairman
appointed by the SAM President. They shall be active R/C competitors,
who shall represent the broad cross-section of SAM modelers across
the country, and shall be mad, up as follows:
Western region

Rocky Mountain region

Eastern region
Mid-West region
R/C Rules Review Board Chairman(appointed by SAM President)
SAM President shall be an ex-officio member
In the event of a vacancy on the Board, the SAM President shall name
a temporary successor member, until the next annual election takes
place. Members of the Board shell serve staggered 2 year terms of
office and are subject to re-election by their area membership.
COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN: The Chairman of the Review hoard shall be

appointed by the President of SAN and shall serve indefinitely until
replaced. Each incoming SAM President shall have the right to name a
new Review Board Chairman if ho so desires. The R/C. Review chairman
ehall act as secretary to the aoard and be responsible for
dissemination of Board decisions to the general membership.
FUNCTIONS OF THE R/C REVIEW BOARD;
1. Act as general overseer of the R/C Assist rules to be sure
they are comprehensive and coherent.
2. ReCeiVe rule* change proposals from SAM Chapters, review them
for proper structure and wording, making changes as necessary without
affecting their intent.

3. Make recommendations to the general SAM membership through
SAM Speaks regarding the proposals following a thorough investigation
as to their affect on the overall rule*. This may involve actual
flight testing of proposed engine handicaps, wing loadings, engine
size breakdowns; into claaaeo, etc..
PROCEDURES:
1. The individual R/C Regional Committeeman shall receive rules
change proposals from his region in accordance with SAN rules change
procedures (Article IX, SAM Rules/. He shall distribute copies of
each proposal to the R/C Review Board and the R/C Review Chairman as
received, along with his analysis and recommendations to the members
of the R/C Review Board for consideration prior to their meetings.
2. The Board shell meet as often as necessary, either by phone
Or in person to consider rule change receemendations.

Scale gas models of all sizes and shapes. No controls, pure free flight. Nothing prettier. Flying
low and slow in giant circles overhead.
Sal Taibi tried to set a cross country record with his
Corbin Ace. He came back with his model after an hour
or so and told us of new roads and country side never
before known to us.
Only 2 injuries in the four days of competition and
both cases could have just as easily not have happened. One was the usual reach through the prop to
tune the needle valve. DUMB. The other was a contestant ROG'ing a Bombshell straight into the leg of a
timer standing in front of the model being released.
DUMB by both parties.
Monday and Tuesday we had winds blowing to about 7
mph, but since max's for the F/F events had been set
at 3 minutes for this contest only a long fused model
left the field. Wednesday was almost a perfect day
for flying. Thursday the wind couldn't make up its
mind what it wanted to do or which way it wanted to
blow.
We met some very interesting people, modelers and
their families from all over the US and Canada. Many
great comments were heard about our flying site and
the hospitality of the valleyites. We hope that we
will see some of them again in the future.
The SAM groups are to be commended on the care they
gave the flying site. No cans or trash of any kind
was left on the field. If it wasn't for the grass at
the campsite area cleaned off, you would never known
over a thousand people had been out there for a week.

11101111

3. The majority of the Committeemen tat least 31 shall

conetitJte a quorarn.
4. Votes by the Committee to change rules and procedures shall
be by simple majority. The Chairman of the Board shall rant the
determining vote in case of a tie vote. All votes of Committeemen
shell be a matter of record and shall be published along with the
change recommendations submitted for publication in SAM Speaks.
5. Rules change recommendations shall be submitted to SAM Speaks
immediately after the Committee has voted on the individual proposal.
Proposals must be published in SAN Speaks whether endorsed or
rejected by the R/C Review Board.
G. A ballot for the general nemberehip to vote on the rules
change proposals shall be published in SAM Speaks January let each
year and the ballots lent to the R/C Rules Coordinator.
7. The a/c Rules Coordinator shall determine the results of that
ballot, with vartficatICO by the SAM Secretary/Treasurer, and publish
the revised rules in SAM Speaks no later than march 1st each year.
These revised rule,' shall take effect the following January_
e. The R/C Rules Coordinator nhal) arrange for publication of
the current SAN R/C Assist Rules in the AKA Rule Rook.

"Lamb Cl imber" flown in Rubber Stick by Jack Litt le,
Redwood City, CA.
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19th Annual SAM Champs, Madera, Calif.
Free Flight Results
Fuel Allotment
C/D Jim Persson
Free Flight Grand Champion:

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

John Bortnak

1985 SAM Champs Winners
A Cabin
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Jim Walston
Bruce Chandler
John Bortnak
Ed Konefes
Les Payne

Cliff Betz
Jim O'Reilly
Les Payne
Bruce Chandler
John Bortnak

Cabruler
Bombshell
So long
Cloudsnooper
Cabruler

Arden
BK 15
OS 15 Conv
Hornet 19
Arden

8:01
7:56
7:28
7:02
7:00

Sal Taibi
Clarence Bull
Jim Adams
Max Bowman
John Drobshoff

Brown Jr.
Forster 99
Orwick 64
Anderson
Brown Jr.

11:27
10:47
8:44
7:55
7:20

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Jerry Rocha
Tom Alden
Walt Johnson
Bill Booth
Dick Lyons

Gas Bird
Flying Midget
Clipper
Gas Bird
Gas Bird

O&R 23
O&R 19
O&R 60
O&R 20
Hornet 19

11:51
8:36
8:19
8:13
8:11

Rubber Stick
Brooklyn Dodger
Brooklyn Dodger
Spearhead Sr.
Bombshell
Brooklyn Dodger

McCoy 29
Torp 29
Forster 29
BK 25
OS 25 Conv

10:27
8:19
8:01
7:57
7:46

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Ed Wallennorst
Phil McCary
Bob Dodds
Bill Baker
Tom Alden

1940 Record Holder
Lanzo Stick
Lamb Climber
Lanzo Stick
Clini Stick

8:54
8:39
8:35
8:32
8:31

Cabin Rubber

C Cabin
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Ehling
Powerhouse
Anderson Pylon
Ehling
Dollaire

30 Sec Antique

B Cabin
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Cliff Silva
Jim Crocket
Leon Nadolski
Don Nordlund
Bill Cohen

Playboy Cabin
Bombshell
Playboy Cabin
Brigadier
Bombshell

O&R 60
Contest OR60
O&R 60
Forster 305
Cyclone 60

13:44
9:00
8:17
8:15
7:46

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Jim O'Reilly
Altimeter
John Bortnak
Dynairoe
Bill Baker
Korda Dethermalizer
R.J. Mikkelson Burd Korda
Bill Langenberg Korda Dethermalizer

9:00
8:37
8:12
7:45
7:38

.020 Replica
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Bruce Augustas
Jim Walston
Cliff Betz
John Bortnak
Dick Lyons

Playboy Jr.
Stormer
Snuffy VI
Alert
Gas Bird

Elfin 2.41
Arden
Simplex 19
OS 15 Cony
Hornet 19

15:54
15:10
10:55
8:25
8:24

OS 25
OS 25
BK 25
Forster 2
Forster 2

17:12
9:00
8:23
8:03
7:43

B Pylon
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Ranger
Bob Oslan
Clarence Myerscough Zipper
Bruce Chandler Wasp
Alert
Cliff Betz
Daymon Adcock Zipper

Leon Nadolski
Al Rasmussen
Larry Clark
John Bortnak
Tom Keppler

Bruce Chandler
Sal Taibi
John Gomez
Cliff Silva
Jim Adams

Sailplane
Sailplane
Albatross
Zipper
Playboy Sr.

Orwick 64
KB40 Conv
60 Cyclone
OS 35 Conv
OR 60

12:00
11:48
11:18
10:24
8:59

12:00
10:16
9:00
8:35
8:25

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Ron Keil
Jim O'Reilly
Ernie Johnson
Ed Wallenhorst
John Gomez

Stinson Jr.
Puss Moth
Curtiss Robin
Alco Sport
Puss Moth

4:42
3:00
2:48
1:45
:56

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Sd •allenhorst
Ernie Johnson
Charles Werle
Fred Emmert
AI Faulkner

Simmers
Ott
Ruggeri

4:04
2:35
1:52
1:44
1:23

Manulkin

Compressed Air
Taube
Corben
Puss Moth
Dewoitine
Fokker DVIII

Taipan 15
Vivell 35
Cox .049
McCoy 19
Frog Deisel

11:20
10:34
9:40
7:15
6:35

H.L. Glider
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Strata Streak
Strata Streak
Brooklyn Dodger
Foo 2U2
Wahoo

Twin Pusher

Gas Scale
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Eric Strengell
Bruce Augustas
Jim Robinson
Wes Funk
Tom Alden

Rubber Scale

C Pylon

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Berger
John Bartelt
Thermic 20
Brad Levine
Hugulet
Dan Heinrich
Bill Langenberg Hervat
boomer
John Bortnak

5:48
5:36
5:27
4:45
4:39

1st Bert Pond
2nd Tim Banazak
3rd Nick Sanford

Bottle Baby
Q2 Drone
Own

:49
:18
:04

Nostalgia .010 - .050
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Hornet .049
Jim O'Reilly
Scimitar
Cox .049
Art Way
Spacer
Wasp .049
Al Heinrich
Past Due
Jim Walston Hewitts Record Holder Cox .049
Cox .049
Wes Funk
Zeek

9:00
8:37
7:39
7:27
7:16
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19th Annual SAM Champs, Madera, Calif.
R/C Flight Results
1/2 A Texaco - 48 entries

C.D. Bob Angel
R/C Grand Champion:

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Bruce Norman

1985 SAM Champs Winners
Texaco - 58 entries
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Jim Reynolds
Wayne Belcher
Tom Williams
Dan Metz
Gordon Davies

Anderson Pylon Cox-reed
Anderson Pylon Cox-reed
Playboy Sr.
Cox-reed
Wildcat
Cox-reed
Commando
Cox-reed

29:33
26:35
24:47
24:44
22:33

Antique Glow - 18 entries
Lanzo Bomber
Lanzo Bomber
Dallaire
Dallaire
Record Breaker

OS
OS
OS
OS
OS

61
60
90
60
60

FS
FS
FS
FS
FS

ign 56:15
ign 54:13
glo 52:41
glo 48:33
ign 38:52

Class A Glow - 20 entries
1st Joe Percy

Jim Kyncy
Ed Solenberger
Bill Schmidt
Louis Faerman
Art White

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Bruce Norman
Jim Kyncy
Eut Tileston
Joe Percy

5th Wayne Belcher

Dallaire
OS 60 sch
Anderson Pylon Rossi 61 sch
Lancer
OS 90 FS
Cumulus
Rossi 60 sch
Turner Special K&B 6.5

39:52
38:14
29:31
29:16
27:50

Electric Special Event - 9 entries

Lanzo Barber
Kerswap
Kerswap

ST 19

21:00

2nd Jim Kyncy
3rd Bruce Norman

K&B 3.25

ST 19

20:18
18:23

4th Bud Hadel

Interceptor

Cox 09

17:10

5th Max Bowman

Brigadier

CS 19

15:20

Enya 46 FS
ST 29
K&B 4.9
K&B 3.5

21:00
19:13

Perpetual SAM Trophies

18:57

30 Second Antique

18:26

(Roy Marquart)

ST 29

18:11

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Ted Kafer
John Pond
TOm Williams
Roland Boucher
Jack Albrecht

Playboy
Playboy
Viking
Playboy
Playboy

Leisure
LT 05
Astro 05
Leisure 05
Leisure 05

19:22
18:07
16:07
15:29
15:10

Class B Glow - 20 entries
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Eut Tileston
Bruce Norman
Jim Kyncy
Wayne Belcher
Joe Percy

Lancer
Lanzo Bomber

Kerswap
Kerswap
Lanzo Bomber

-Jerry Rocha

Twin Pusher (Danny Sheels)
Class C Glow - 25 entries

Playboy
Jim Reynolds
Eut Tileston Lancer
Bruce Norman Lanzo Bomber
Joe Percy
Lanzo Bomber
5th Louis Faerman Gas Champ

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

ST
OS
ST
ST

35
90
35
35

cross
FS
cross
cross

K&B 40 cross

28:16
27:46
20:13
18:04

Bruce Norman
Eut Tileston

Lanzo Bomber
Lancer

Jack Albrecht

Kerswap

Bill Schmidt

Playboy
Lanzo Bomber

Joe Percy

Bill Schmidt
Bruce Norman
Don Bekins
Jack Albrecht
Ed Solenberger

Playboy
Kerswap
Playboy Sr.
Kerswap
Playboy Jr.

O&R 19
Elfin Diesel
McCoy 19
Arden 19
O&R 19

21:00
20:25
17:33
16:53
16:14

Bruce Norman
Lanzo Bomber
Bill Schmidt
Playboy
Jack Albrecht Lanzo Bomber
Jim Reynolds Playboy Sr.
Don Bekins
Hayseed

'B' Pylon (Ernie Shailor)

Bob Oslan

Fuel Allotment (John Pond)

-Cliff Silva
Ross Thomas

Compressed Air

Bert Pond

F/F Winners (Cont.)

Nostalgia .C51 - .65
McCoy 29
Torp 29
Torp 29
Torp 29
Torp 29

26:09
25:57
24:25
20:28
20:26

1st M. Chamberlain
2nd Al Heinrich
3rd Bruce Augustas
4th Dick Lyons
5th Daymon Adcock

Crescendo
Ramrod 600
Mini Hogan 45
Acord Champion
Ramrod 1000

O.S. 19
K&B 23
Alban .049
OK .09
KGB 45

8:51
7:45
6:55
6:00
5:45

Ensign
Twin Cyclone
Coronet
Ranger

Thor 29
Thor 29
Thor 29
Rodgers 29

4:05
1:55
:12
:05

Slag

Class C Ignition - 42 entries
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Sal Taibi

Feather Merchant

Class B Ignition - 23 entries
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

'C' Cabin (Ed Kelley)

18:01

Class A Ignition - 18 entries
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Ed Wallenhorst

O&R 60
McCoy 36
Spitfire
Orwick
O&R 60

30:20
29:23
27:48
26:48
26:46

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Sandy Chapin
Tim Banazak
Bill Baker
Clarence Bull

Towline Glider
Pure Antique - 26 entries
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Jack Albrecht
Jim Reynolds
Art White
Dick Bringgold
Ross Thomas

Lanzo Bomber
Cumulus
Lanzo Bomber
Record Breaker
Lanzo Bomber

Spitfire
Orwick
Hornet
Orwick
O&R 60

37:34
37:10
25:11
24:34
23:03

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Les Payne
Brad Levine
John Bortnak
Sal Taibi
Ed Wallenhorst

Thermic 70
Thermic 50
Beaumont Soarer
Sinbad
Weathers

7:00
5:18
3:23
2:09
1:33
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1985 MADERA SAM CHAMPS
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Little seen "Modelcraft Spook" flown by Ed Lamb,
Dellvue, Wash. (Stratobatsl

Alfy Faulkner, San Diego Aeroneers, flew a Detriech
Convertible (Commercial Rubber) in Rubber Cabin.

Concentration - that's Mike Poorman starting his
Orwick 64 (that boy loves power). His timer is Ernie

Jim Adams, SAM Speaks Editor, fine tuning his O&R 60
powered Playboy Cabin. Jim was 3rd place in 'C'
Cabin.

Linn, Wichita, Kansas.

Can't see his face, but that's Bob Schefer (SAM 8)
Tacoma, Wasn. The ship is a Cyke powered Albatross
(Reich)

Bill Cohen, SAM 13, and Pam holding his 0&R 60 powered
Gladiator.
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1985 MAD] RA SAM CHAMPS

William Hanmer, Las Vegas, and his R/C "Flying
Quaker." Power is O.S. 61 4 stroke.

Walter Johnson, Spanway, Wash. flying an O&R 60
powered "Clipper."

Dick Lyons, SCIFS (SAM 3) gives us a look at his
"Berkeley Brigadier."

Al Rasmussen, Fresno, CA. about to release his super
"Comet Sailplane."

"*.
One that you don't see often, a "Spearhead Sr."
powered by a Forster 29. Flyer was Les Payne, Denver,
Colorado.

Is that Jack Jel la launching a "Long Cabin"? He was
supposed to be C/Ding.
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1985 MADERA SAM CHAMPS

Jim Walston, SAM 47 Georgia, shows us his beautiful
"Gas Champ", Atwood 60 power.

Otto Bernhardt, SAID 49, and his gorgeous "Lanzo Record
Holder."

Westerner 'B' (Foote) powered by Morrills '19' as
flown by Mike Poornen, Las Vegas, Nev.

John Gomez, San Ramon, CA., flew Lanzo's huge rubber
stick "The Record Hunter" ('41 A.T.)

Al Corey with his beautiful Ranger powered by John
Morrills Hornet 19.

Ed Wallenhorst hooking up the prop on his rubber scale
Alco Sporster.
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Ah! To have those HLG muscles again. Dan Heinrich.
Ikxnana , Cal if .

Eon Dombrose with a very nice "Comet Interceptor."

IGNITION ENGINE ACCESSORIES & S.A.M. SPECIALTIES
STOCK NO.
800
804

DESCRIPTION

Modelectric Ignition Coil.
Hook-up Wire, 20 gauge stranded, vinyl
insulation, 10 feet. Colors: Red, White,
or Blue.

PRICE
S9.95
954'

STOCK NO.

Metal Case Condenser.
Head or Cylinder Gasket Material, high
temperature, black-gray rubber impregnated asbestos. 5" x 5" sheet, .015"
thick (Meets Military Specification MILA 7021).

75a

807

Vellumoid Gasket Material, ideal for backplates etc., 5" x 5" .010" thick.

354'

808

Neoprene Fuel Tubing, black, non hardening, 3/32 inside diameter, 2 feet.

754'

PRICE

755

K.S.B. Thirty Second Pinch-Off Timer.

$11.95

756

K.S.B. Six Minute DT Timer.

$11.95

815

Ignition Shut-Off Timer. This is a 30
second timer (K.S.B.) and actuator,
which is combined with a lever micro
switch. Ideal for timed ignition engine
runs. Complete with all mounting hardware and illustrated instructions.

$14.95

816

Replacement Timer for #815 with
Special Actuator Arm.

511.95

817

Replacement Lever Micro-Switch, for
#815.

$3.00

820

E.aki Brand Light Weight Silk, sq. yd.
Unquestionably the hest! Available in
the following colors: Red, White, Royal
Blue. Orange, Yellow and Rose Pink.

$6.50

$2.25

805
806

DESCRIPTION

COMING SOON....An inexpensive Transistorized Ignition System and a Resistor Type High Tension Lead!!!
For a complete catalog that includes many other S.A.M. goodies, such as carbon graphite et REV-UP props,
send $1.00.

ALL PRICES ARE POSTPAID WITHIN THE U.S.!!!
MINIMUM ORDER $10.00. VISA & MC WELCOME. PHONE: (714) 8311 5162. (California residents ackl 6%)
KUSTOM KRAFTSMANSIIIP, P.O. BOX 2699, LACUNA 1111.1.S, CA 92654
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Report to the Editor By Bruce Norman
(From the Planesmen Newsletter "Plane Talk")
I have been watching with interest, the turmoil in
California over Eut Tileston introducing the OS 90
engine to his friends. It appears to me that there
are many ways to skin a cat or build an airplane to a
set of rules. I really believe that if this wasn't
true we would see all Playboys. Today we have turned
up several airplane designs that can equal the Playboy
performance or come so close that it really doesn't
matter and so everybody doesn't build Playboys anymore. There are also old engines, new engines and
engines that will appear in the future that provide
possibilities that most modelers will never try or
experiment with. If you fall in this category I pity
you, you are missing lots of fun. My hat is off to
Eut for bringing to our attention a 4 cycle engine
that can cut the mustard. I think this just adds to
the interest of the hobby. Another angle to experiment with!!! I also believe that Eut has had to find
a prop, fuel, glow plug, tank arrangement, airplane
design, building skill, thermal knowledge, flying
skill, etc., not just a good engine to be successful.
The rule change syndrome from the west continues its
vigilante role to protect us RC old timers from unfair
participants who go to contests with the intention of
trying to win. Perhaps we could "change the rules" in
some manner to prevent the participants from improving
themselves and their equipment. History says this is
improbable. RC allows us to make our airplanes fly in
a grand manner that we would only imagine in a fantasy
world during the 1937 to 1943 time period. Our rules
are adequate. If you want to compete, "and win", read
the rules, select an airplane, engine, radio, and go
to work. Learn to trim it, run the engine, find the
thermals, etc. If you don't win occasional ly, look
around and see what you did wrong. Be honest in your
appraisal. I doubt if it is because you didn't have
an OS 90. The winners have the same rule book you
have. I just checked mine and sure 'nuff there is no
rule against most of the above.
In spite of what the preamble might mean to you, just
remember that you go to a contest to compete. If you
don't have a good combination of equipment and talent,
your chances of winning goes down. The rules were
there long before the contest began. There is a great

deal of satisfaction in finding a different airplane
or engine combination that is competitive. To outlaw
an engine on the basis of a couple of local contests
is ridiculous. A couple of years from now we can
assess the impact and act with wisdom (Ha!)
Another SAM Way to Go By Steve Boucher
Once upon a time, many years ago, old time ignition
engines were hard to find, expensive and parts to
repair them were not available. As a result of this
condition it was decided to permit glow engines to be
used in Radio Control Society of Antique Modelers
Competitions. Competitors interested in trophies
quickly turned to the hottest of the glow engines to
power their models. This was called a "horsepower
race." A little later in history the four cycle
engine made its appearance. In comparison with the
hot schneurle glows, the early four strokes were heavy
and low in power for their displacement. They were
very economical in fuel consumption and were destined
to dominate the fuel endurance (Texaco) events, but
were not competitive in the limited engine run events.
As the four strokes were very appealing to old timer
flyers due to their docile nature and "old timey"
sound, an attempt was made to reconcile their low
power with the SAM competition displacement rule of
2250 square inches of minimum wing area per cubic inch
of engine displacement. It was ruled that, in calculating engine displacement, a four stroke engine was
to be rated at 60 percent of its swept volume.
As the world moved on, more and more four stroke
engines became available, and manufacturers, as manufacturers will, began to bring out second and third
generations of their engines, each with more power as
designs improved.
Pity the poor rule makers! Now we have all kinds of
four stroke engines, hot, and cold; hot two cycle
schneurle and older two cycle loop scavenged engines.
The last time an engine power rating problem like this
occurred, WOrld War II happily intervened to upstage
the arguments.
Fortunately, there is a simple way out of this
dilemma, one that most R/C SAM flyers will probably
welcome! Remember that any problem can be looked at
as an opportunity. The solution is to require all
glow engines used in SAM R/C competition to be four
stroke design and to repeal the 60 percent displacement rule. With the recent introduction of the OS 20
four stroke, we now have four stroke engines available
in all classes. (We might want to cheat a little on
Class A by allowing engines up to .21 displacement so
that the Webra .21 is legal)
Look what happens!
a. The models are powered more in keeping with their
original design basis.
b. The overpowering schneurle engines disappear.
c. Ultra hot fuels are not required or used.
d. "Customized" engines are generally not used, as
little improvement is possible.
e. Glow Engines displacing more than .61 disappear.

Bruce Norman, SAM 29 Texas, receives R/C sweepstakes
trophy from Bob Angel, R/C Director.

f.

An adjustment of engine run duration can be simply
made to permit four stroke glow engines to compete
with original ignition engines where this type of
joint event is held. I suggest as a starting
point glow four stroke runs of 30 seconds versus
ignition engine runs of 40 seconds in the limited
engine run events.

g.

The "hot" four strokes will dominate, but that is
inevitable anyhow.

In any case I suggest that since four strokes seem to
be rpm limited by the value train, we are unlikely to
become involved in a horsepower or fuel race, and
equally unlikely to drive newomers away from the SAM
movement, as I believe would be the result of an
ignition engine only RiC rule.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Jim:
Some of you may have heard that Chet Lanzo was ailing.
I thought I would bring you all up to date on Chet.
Chet had two serious operations. The first operation
last spring cleaned out an artery in his leg. Also
rebuilt quite a bit of it. The second operation two
weeks ago removed pressure on a pinched nerve in his
back. Both operations hopefully will put Chet back at
the flying field. Unfortunately the recovery time
will be about nine months or so and with quite a bit
of discomfort.
I think Chet would enjoy hearing from any of his
fellow modelers. Especially about any of his designs
that they have built and

Chet Lanza snapped at SAM 39's Show & Tell meeting.

Lost and Found
Lost Twin Pusher winder at Madera Champs. Please call
Mik Mikkelson. (213) 461-7938 collect. (Generous
Reward)
Lost stop watch at Madera. Please call Jim Adams.
1714) 542-8294.

Chet Lanzo
1485 Lester Rd.
Valley City, OH 44280
Phone # (216) 483-4225
Enclosed is a photo of Chet at a SAM 39's Show and
Tell before his operations.
Thank you,
Robert J. Walter

r-SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
I hereby make application for ncliy.doai membermip In the Society of Antique Modeler'.
Birth Data

Nano
Ad<lreas

Yew" Modeling
Suite

City

Zip

Piesse check if you belong to any of the following -

AMA

No

MECA

No

SAM Chapter

No

Enclose Membedh.p porno"
S10.00 and send to
The Society of
Antique Modelers
4339 Conquista Amo.

Lakewood. CA 90713

In making this application for membership to The Society of Antique MordHers, I 1/0,14 10 p
*bide by she rule sat by the Society end realize 'het the goals of S.A.M_ and the Old Timers V.
Movement are to encourage participation above competition and is dedicated! to the lc
Preserystron end reproduction of vintage model aircraft.
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Fi Now

0 Renewal

Signed

MODEL Ti COW GAWK ONLY! NO MODEL A'S!
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Remember this cutie, designed for the Elf Single by Abzuq? This one by Bud Hadel.
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